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INTRODUCTION
My weekly column on U.S. stamps has been a regular feature of Linn's since 1986. In
early 2014, the newly appointed editor of Linn's Stamp News, Chad Snee asked me to devote
one column each month to "Expertizing": Why is it important? How does it work? Who does
it? How does one become an expert? What needs to be expertized -- and what does not? And
lots of other questions.
Even with such a broad subject I would not have bet that 50 columns were possible; let
alone the need to continue producing past that mark. That the series continues is substantially
due to the experiences and questions that readers have shared in response to the columns.
Such input is still welcome, and should be sent to the email address below.
As this is written in July of 2018, the subject remains far from exhausted. But I do think
that what has been printed so far is a useful resource; both for collectors who may be
encouraged to use expertizing services to assure that the material they buy is genuine and
unaltered, and for collectors who might be good candidates to become expertizers.
It is for that reason that I agreed when Tony Wawrukiewicz, also a Linn's columnist (on
postal history) suggested that the first 50 columns be gathered and posted on the Internet. I am
thankful to him and to Mike Ludeman who did the compilation and helped with the
technicalities of posting the columns. I am also grateful to Jay Bigalke, presently the editor of
Linn's who agreed to add the compilation to Linn's website. I am hopeful that the compilation
can be augmented by adding new columns to it on a regular basis.
This compilation is provided in the Adobe PDF file format, and requires only the same
tools you use to read the PDF version of the digital edition of Linn’s. I want also to note that
the compilation addresses a problem that has bedeviled me in the past: “I know that I have
written about a subject, or a stamp, but in which column?” The present compilation provides
several approaches to resolve this problem.
The text from all of the columns is keyword searchable. There is also a Table of
Contents page at the beginning of the PDF file which provides the date and title of each
column. The viewer can move to directly to the desired column if the title is sufficient to
identify the topic of interest by simply moving his cursor to that column title, and doing a Left
click on the mouse.
John Hotchner
jmhstamp@verizon.net
January 2020

Editor’s Note
Revised January 2021

A few days following the publications of John’s 50th column on the subject of
“expertizing”, I had a telephone call from Tony Wawrukiewicz, who writes his own column for
Linn’s, “Modern U.S. Mail”. He asked if I would be interested in compiling the group of these
expertizing columns into a single monograph. This was not an unusual request, because I had
prepared a similar compilation for all of Tony’s columns during the previous year, and these
compilations are now available as a PDF download from the on-line APRL catalog.
I was delighted to take on the task, and the present monograph is the result. To
simplify the preparation, there was no editing or modification to the contents of each article.
The pages containing each column were extracted directly from the Linn’s digital edition, and
the digital pages were edited to remove material not directly related to the column. The
original files were then combined into a single PDF file, and since the original digital columns
were searchable, the monograph is also searchable.
There is a new Table of Contents at the beginning of this file, and it links directly to each
column. In addition, at the left side of the PDF file, there are a series of Bookmarks (these are
activated by selecting the PDF bookmark icon, which looks like a ribbon with a V-shaped notch
at the bottom. This bookmark display can be scrolled using the up and down arrows or by
dragging the scroll button. Every care was taken to insure the quality of the text and
illustrations in this compilation matched those in the original digital edition of Linn’s. The
contents of the entire file are also searchable by keyword or phrase. You can activate this
search feature by selecting <CTRL/F>, then entering the word or phrase desired in the search
box, and then <ENTER>.
The original edition was to consist of the first 50 columns (which turned out to actually
be 51 columns), and the present file continues the series through January 2020, with a new
total of 82 columns. There was no expertizing column in the December issue of Linn’s Weekly
Stamp News. It will be hosted on the Linn’s website
We hope you enjoy the convenience of having all of these columns in one easy-toaccess file. If you encounter problems: pages with some text not clear or improperly clipped in
error, please contact the editor at the e-mail address below.
Mike Ludeman
mike@ludeman.net

U.S. STAMP Notes by John M. Hotchner

Expertizing stamps: an essential part of stamp collecting
Because philatelic fakery has
been practiced since the dawn of
stamp collecting, expertizing —
the careful inspection of stamps
and covers to determine their
bona fides — is well established
as an essential part of stamp collecting.
Expertizing tends to be utilized
at the high end of philatelic commerce to assure that material being bought and sold is the genuine article and unaltered. But there
are also a great many inexpensive
stamps that have been forged,
and moderately priced stamps
that have been altered by repairing damage or adding elements
(such as perforations) to make
one stamp variety appear to be
another.
Covers also can be altered by
adding markings, or even by adding stamps that will, if undetected,
presumably increase the value.
Philatelic fakery has become
easy enough that the careful buyer needs to keep an eye out, even
when buying moderately priced
material.
Figure 1 pictures two early 20thcentury United States items that
have gone through the expertizing
process. One was judged to be
authentic. The other was determined to be a fake.
Can you tell which is which?
The answer is at the end of this
article.
Questions about philatelic expertizing abound.
What services are available?
Who sponsors those services?
How are expertizers chosen, and
what are their qualifications? What
does it cost to get an opinion? Are
opinions guaranteed? How reliable are old opinions? How does
expertizing become part of the
buying and selling process? What
is included in a certificate (such
as the example shown in Figure 2)
and why?
And this by no means ends the
practical questions leading up to
the most perplexing questions of
all. How is expertizing done? What
are the mechanics? Can opinions
be challenged?

A new column

Chad Snee, upon assuming the
Linn’s editor’s chair, identified this
realm as one needing more coverage, and he asked that I devote
one U.S. Stamp Notes column
6 LINN’S STAMP NEWS March 24, 2014
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Figure 1. These two
varieties of common stamps have
been through the
expertizing process. One is genuine. One is fake.
Can you identify
which is which?

each month to this subject, for the
foreseeable future.
As with nearly all of my philatelic writing, I can probably rattle
on for a long time on this subject,
as I have been an expertizer for
the American Philatelic Expertizing Service (APEX) for the past
27 years. But my preference is to
be responsive to the desires and
questions of Linn’s readers.
So, I would like to hear from you
with your questions, your experiences and your ideas about expertizing and how it can be done
better.
I can be contacted by e-mail at
jmhstamp@verizon.net, or by mail
at Box 1125, Falls Church, VA
22041.
I will not be able to immediately
answer every question in a oncea-month column, but the issues
raised will be a helpful guide for
determining what gets discussed
first. I also will try to answer every
inquiry directly.
Why has Snee dropped this
task on my doorstep? My field
of expertise for APEX began with
worldwide error, freak and oddity
material, otherwise known as production varieties, and I have gradually expanded to reviewing nearly
all 20th-century U.S. stamps.
What competence I have developed tracks back to having
learned at the feet of George W.
Brett, the senior expertizer in the
field when I began.
Brett was a marvel. He wrote
extensively for the monthly journal
of the Bureau Issues Association
(now the United States Stamp
Society), knew all the pressmen
at the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing, and had studied the
presses first hand.
He was a meticulous observer,

documented his findings clearly,
and could usually identify what
was right and wrong with items
submitted for expertization —
what he called his “patients” —
with unerring accuracy.
When Brett was the primary
expert looking at a patient, a second opinion was rarely needed.
With his passing in 2005, there are
now at least two and often three
expertizers who review each submitted item, and all have to agree
on the result, or have very strong
evidence to show why a dissenter
is wrong.

Brett’s laws

Brett taught me three laws of
expertizing. The first was to nurture a healthy skepticism when
looking at patients.
The ways in which fakery is accomplished are beyond counting,
and the art has improved with the
times, to the point where it can be,
in some few types of fakery, nearly
impossible to detect. Fortunately
the quality of fakery has not been
so good in the overwhelming majority of cases, and the careful and
knowledgeable expertizer is able
to tell the good from the bad with
a high degree of certainty.
The second lesson was to invest in philatelic literature, read it
and understand the printing and
finishing processes for stamps.
Then buy, read and absorb the
literature that exists on the exper-

tizing process. I will tell you about
that literature in the next column in
this series.
Brett’s third law said to build
a personal reference collection
of both genuine and not genuine
examples so that comparison is
possible.
Money and scarcity do not allow
the expertizer to own comparison
pieces for every case, but then, it
is not needed in every case.

Expertizing services

There are individuals who expertize on their own, and there
are expertizing organizations. For
philately, the major organizations
in the United States are the Philatelic Foundation (PF, New York,
N.Y.); the American Philatelic Expertizing Service, associated with
the American Philatelic Society
(APEX, Bellefonte, Pa.); Professional Stamp Experts (PSE, Newport Beach, Calif.); and Philatelic
Stamp Authentication and Grading
Inc. (PSAG, Satellite Beach, Fla.)
The expertizing services mostly
send out patients to multiple expertizers. Why? The plain fact is
that none of us is infallible, and
our powers of observation are
informed by different degrees of
knowledge and experience.
Any disagreements among the
reviewers must be thrashed out
before a certificate of authenticity
can be issued. The objective is to
make the product as perfect as it
can be.
Those of us who do expertizing do not do it because it pays
well. We receive a small standard
amount per item. There is no premium if the item is found to be
good or bad, so there is no pressure to find one way or the other.
The modest fee in no way covers the time expended, let alone
the library and the reference collection. But I have learned a great
deal from studying items submitted through APEX, and have consulted on some items submitted
to the PF and the PSE.
There is no price that can be
put on the knowledge gained, as
it has practical applications in my
own collecting activities.

Expertizing results

One question that I know will be
Figure 2. This APEX certificate for a colormissing error discovered in 2011 fully de- asked is, what percentage of the
scribes the item examined and includes a material that I expertise is found to
Continued on page 34
photograph of the stamps.
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Collectors’ Forum
Overprinted reindeer
I have a mailed cover that uses
a forever stamp with a Christmas
scene on it, and there is what appears to be a United States Postal
Service overprint on the design.
Is this a personalized stamp
with a real USPS overprint? Or
is this an issue by the Postal
Service with the overprint as an
original part of the design?
Jim Havlena
Box 40
Fort Bragg, CA 95437
The stamp on your cover is an
example of what the Scott Specialized Catalogue of United States
Stamps and Covers describes
as a computer-vended postage
stamp. These postage labels are
vended from self-service kiosks
in selected post office lobbies.
The label franking your envelope
is identified as Scott CVP89. This
Reindeer label stock was placed in
the vending machines in November 2013 and was removed some
time after Dec. 25.
What looks like an overprint
consisting of the USPS insignia
is actually the result of the kiosk
being improperly programmed
for the label stock loaded into
the machine. The Reindeer label
is not supposed to be overprinted with the insignia that you see.
The multicolor reindeer design
is preprinted on the blank label,
and black printing is applied on
the left side of the label by the
kiosk at the time of purchase.
It appears that on your example, the kiosk was programmed
to print a different sequence of
elements on a blank label stock.
When the Reindeer label stock
was loaded, the machine printed
the insignia over the reindeer de-

Forum Update

The insignia of the United States Postal
Service is printed in black on this Reindeer forever stamp design.

sign instead of printing the elements intended for the left side
of the Reindeer label.
The Scott U.S. Specialized
catalog describes a similar situation with Scott CVP88, a Holiday
Mailbox label issued in November 2012. In that case, pictorial
elements from an earlier 2012
label (CVP86) were overprinted
on the mailbox vignette. The
catalog explains that this was
the result of machines having
blank label stock replaced with
the preprinted label stock while
the machine’s image-printing
capability was not shut off to
accommodate preprinted stock.
Your overprinted Reindeer label is likely the result of a similar
situation.
Not all questions received will appear
in Collectors’ Forum, but attempts will be
made to include as many as possible.
The intent of this column is the publication of letters and requests for the exchange of information within the hobby.
Linn’s editors give answers or partial answers when known. We reserve the right
to edit letters received.
Readers who have their questions published in Collectors’ Forum may receive
unrelated correspondence, including solicitations for donations. Linn’s does not
endorse this practice and assumes no responsibility for person-to-person contacts
between collectors as a result of this column. Letters must include the writer’s full
mailing address (post office boxes may be
used). Address queries to Collectors’ Forum, Box 29, Sidney, OH 45365. n
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Forum Update publishes answers to selected questions that previously appeared in Collectors’ Forum. Linn’s does not receive, and cannot print, every answer to every question. Copies of answers to Collectors’ Forum correspondents
are welcome for possible inclusion in Forum Update. Please address them to
Linn’s Forum Update, Box 29, Sidney, OH 45365. n

Trickies by Joe Kennedy
Rearrange the letters below to form words familiar to stamp collectors.
Then arrange the boxed letters to complete the stamp-related quip.
ARE OK

U.S. STAMP Notes
Continued from page 6
be genuine and unaltered?
This will change with the country under consideration and sometimes with the time period being
reviewed.
That said, more than 75 percent
of the patients tend to be genuine stamps as identified by the
submitter. However, about half of
those are not the variety claimed,
be it different or missing colors,
completely imperforate, a tagging
variety, original gum or other variety.
I hope you enjoy this excursion
into expertizing, and that many
34 LINN’S STAMP NEWS March 24, 2014

Linn’s reader Joseph
E. Boling provided
an explanation of the
set-off marking on
the back of a 50¢ on
$20 deep ultramarine
stamp from the China
1948-49 issue of Gold
Yuan surcharges.
The stamp, submitted by N. Plagge, was The red overprint on this 1948-49 surcharged Chinese stamp is also printed in reverse on the back
illustrated in the Jan. of the same stamp as a set-off transfer.
20 Collectors’ Forum. It
showed a bold reversed image of the 50¢ red Shanghai San Yee
surcharge on the back of the stamp.
Linn’s response to Plagge’s question proposed that the marking
on the back of the stamp could be a set-off transfer.
“Yes, this is a form of set-off transfer,” Boling wrote, “but it is not
from a wet sheet beneath the sheet that this stamp was a part of.
It is set-off from the bed of the press.
“When a sheet of paper fails to feed into the press, and the press
closes, the printing is done directly on the bed, leaving a nice deposit of fresh, wet ink. When a sheet then feeds in at the next
cycle, it gets printed on the face as usual, and the wet ink on the
press bed is transferred to the back — vividly, because of the pressure of the printing elements on the face of the sheet.
“If the press happens to not feed for two or three cycles, even
more ink is waiting for the clean sheet that eventually arrives. Such
image transfer is much more bold if the printing is being done by
letterpress (typography); direct or offset lithography can produce
the same result, but the pressures are usually somewhat less.
“In addition, the ink on the press-bed is usually not all used by
the first sheet that hits it. Subsequent sheets will also show the
image on the back, gradually decreasing in intensity until all of the
misplaced ink has been ‘cleaned’ from the press-bed.”

of you will better understand the
process as a result, and will be
encouraged to use it when you
have a question about something
you are considering adding to
your collection.

Genuine or fake?

And what about the stamps pictured in Figure 1?
The 2¢ vertically imperforate
George Washington pair is a fake:
The perforations were added to
imperforate stamp stock.
The 2¢ Sullivan Expedition
stamp, however, is a genuine lake
shade variety. n
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Solution on page 50
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U.S. STAMP NOTES by JOHN M. HOTCHNER

Education helps to determine when expertizing is needed
This is the second in
a monthly series of U.S.
Stamp Notes articles on
the subject of expertizing.
Expertizing is the process by which stamps and
covers are examined to
determine if they are genuine, and if so, whether they
are damaged or in any way
altered.
The first article appeared
in the March 24 Linn’s. In
that first article I promised
to provide a list in this second installment of philatelic literature that discusses
the expertizing process.
Some of those books will
help readers understand
the printing and finishing
processes integral to creating the stamps you buy
from the post office.
Why is that important?
As a user of expertizing
services, you need to educate yourself about what
to look for as you consider
whether a particular stamp
or cover is worth the fee
you will have to pay for
the service. This means
you need to have an idea
of what the normal issue
looks like, what range of
varieties is known, and
what range of variations is
possible.
For example, the 1917
11¢ light green Benjamin
Franklin flat-plate printed
stamp was issued with
gauge 11 perforations, but
it is possible to find a variety with gauge 10 perforations at top or bottom, as
shown in Figure 1.
A gauge 10 perforation
at left or right on the same
11¢ stamp is not possible,
and there is no point in
submitting it for expertization. It cannot be a genuine
variety.

Stamp references

While it is always good
to have the most recent
edition, earlier editions are
often available from stamp
shops or other collectors.
This catalog will tell
you the characteristics of
genuine stamps, and what
major varieties are known
for each cataloged stamp.
That might be sufficient
background if you want
to understand a normal
stamp.
But the Scott catalog
does not have space to
list every variation known

Figure 1. The 1917 11¢ Benjamin
Franklin stamp from the Washington-Franklin series is normally perforated gauge 11. However, this example is perforated
10 across the top. Is it worth the
cost of expertizing to submit it
for an opinion? What if it had
gauge 10 perforations down the
left side? Reference to a Scott
catalog provides the answer.

on every stamp. A much
more comprehensive understanding of what can
go wrong, and how, can
be gained from reading
Fundamentals of Philately,
Revised, by L.N Williams,
published by the American
Philatelic Society in 1990.
This is a general reference on the production
of stamps, from design
through packaging for
shipment to a post office.
It’s jam-packed 800 pages
will tell you all you ever
wanted to know about
how stamps — both U.S.
and foreign — are produced, and of equal value,
how the processes can
misfire to create errors and
other varieties. This book
is a must for expertizers as
it is well written.

Since this column focuses on United States philately, the literature listings
will have that orientation.
The first book that
should be in your library is
the 2014 Scott Specialized
Catalogue of United States
Stamps and Covers.
6 LINN’S STAMP NEWS April 28, 2014
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Though it lacks the
suspense of a Sherlock
Holmes tale, it can be read
for pleasure as well as information. It is available
from the APS and from
philatelic literature dealers.
Another general information work — devoted
only to U.S. stamps and
covers — is the Encyclopedia of United States
Stamps and Stamp Collecting, edited by Rodney
Juell and Steven Rod, and
published in 2006 by the
United States Stamp Society. It is presently sold out
but available from some
philatelic literature dealers,
and I understand it is to
be revised and expanded,
to be ready for release at
World Stamp Show NY2016 in New York City.
It is another whopper, at
730 pages. The more than
50 chapters provide essential information on each
category of U.S. stamps
and covers, as well as
overview chapters, including one on the different
types of errors, freaks and
oddities most often seen
on U.S. stamps.
On the whole, the book
is less technical than Fundamentals of Philately, and
can be used as a reference, or read front to back
for pleasure.

tizer: to understand what
is worth submitting for an
opinion, and what has a
high probability of being
altered.
The first of the three
books on my list is a 100page gem by Paul Schmid
titled How To Detect Damaged, Altered, and Repaired Stamps. Published
in 1979 by Palm Press,
this book is of immense
help with subjects like
regumming, reperfing and
otherwise altering routine
stamps to make them appear like valuable first
cousins. It is also an especially good reference on
the production and properties of genuine coils.
The next two books
speak to areas of U.S. philately that are major targets
of philatelic fakers.
Schmid is also the author of The Expert’s Book,
A Practical Guide to the
Authentication of United
States Stamps: Washington-Franklin Issues 19081922. It was published by
Palm Press in 1990.
While focused on the
U.S. Third Bureau issue,
its lessons are applicable
to other aspects of U.S.
philately, especially with
regard to identifying flatplate versus rotary printing,
how die types are altered

to look like more expensive
varieties, watermark detection, and the adding of
perforations to imperforate
stamps to make them into
much scarcer varieties.
Both the Schmid books
are out of print, but available from philatelic literature dealers.
A helpful pamphlet for
separating the genuine
Kansas-Nebraska
overprints from the multitude
of fakes was published by
the APS in 1973.
The pamphlet contains
two essays. The important one for our purposes
is Counterfeit Kansas-Nebraska Overprints on the
1922-1934 Issue by Robert
Schoen and James DeVoss.
The pamphlet is out of
print, but available from
philatelic literature dealers.
The APS also published
it online at www.stamps.
org/userfiles/file/MyAPS/
Book_CounterfeitKN.pdf.
Finally, for those interested in a graduate-level
course in expertizing,
the Philatelic Foundation
has published a series of
books starting in 1983.
They are titled Opinions I
through Opinions VIII and
subtitled “Philatelic Expertizing — An Inside View.”
Each book has 20 to 40
Continued on page 43

Expertizing references

While the aforementioned books mostly discuss the basic genuine
stamps — and their genuine varieties — another set
of publications goes into
much more depth about
how genuine stamps and
covers can be altered to
fix defects, or to resemble
more valuable stamps and
covers.
Again, these works are
essential for expertizers,
but they are also valuable
references for any collector who wants to understand what expertizers
look for.
To a limited extent, that
information allows you to
become your own exper-

THIS LIGHT SABER IS
GREAT FOR TOASTING
MARSHMALLOWS.

Figure 2. Richard Alsgaard of Michigan is the winner of the nonphilatelic portion of the March cartoon caption contest with this line
suggesting a decidedly non-high-tech use for Harry Potter’s magic
wand. The next contest will be announced in Linn’s May 12 issue.
Linns.com
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Continued from page 6
articles by various experts, describing how they determined the authenticity, or not, of difficult items
that the Foundation expertizers
were faced with.
Not all of the patients are U.S.
stamps or covers, but the methods used on foreign material are
of general interest, and often
could be used on U.S. material.
Some of the books are still available from the Foundation at www.
philatelicfoundation.org, and the
others are available from philatelic
literature dealers, especially from
the Subway Stamp Co.

A note on expertizers

In my first expertizing column,
I named the big four expertizing
services operated by organizations with a corps of experts, each
of whom looks at material in their
area or areas of special competence.
These four are the APS’ American Philatelic Expertizing Service
(APEX), the Philatelic Foundation,
Professional Stamp Experts, and
Philatelic Stamp Authentication
and Grading Service Inc.
I also mentioned that there are
individuals who run their own expertizing services. In the realm of
U.S. philately, the largest of these
by far is operated by dealer William R. Weiss of Bethlehem, Pa.
His long experience in U.S. philately gives him a basis for expertizing the full range of this realm.
He, of course, issues his own
signed certificates, while the other
four do not personalize their certificates in the same way.

Next month

Next month, I will look at some
of the tools that expertizers use
and how they can help the careful
expert arrive at an opinion.

Cartoon winners

“Take that, Congress,” and a
dozen similar variations were seen
most frequently among the entries
in the March U.S. Stamp Notes
cartoon caption contest.
The contest featured one of the
20 Harry Potter stamps from last
year’s stamp issue, as shown in
Figure 2.
Readers filled in that blank with
a wide range of targets, including FedEx, the Citizens’ Stamp
Advisory Committee, naysayers,
pen-cancelers, and Congressman Darrell Issa, chairman of the
House Oversight and Government
ZillionsOfStamps.com
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Trading Posthorn
Reform Committee.
Many entries tied the magic in
Harry’s magic wand to the financial woes of the USPS. For example, “Postal Service operating
losses: disappear!” is a caption
proposed by Robert Judy of Millersport, Ohio.
A somewhat less hopeful approach was taken by Michael Jahr
of Oconomowoc, Wis., with “It’s
no use! Not even my wizardry can
restore USPS solvency.”
Those of us who have been so
bold as to criticize the Harry Potter issue as unnecessary, excessive, or both, came in for a pasting
by several entries; represented by
“Death to those who dare disparage Harry Potter stamps!” from
Lawrence Segel of Valhalla, N.Y.
A fitting but subtle rejoinder was
offered by Mildred Barylski of Alexandria, Va., who has Harry saying,
“The magic is in the marketing!”
Choosing a philatelic line winner from among the many entries
was difficult, as four of every five
entries had a philatelic connection. Ultimately, I went with the
somewhat whimsical “Watch it,
or I’ll turn you into a space filler!”
sent in by Emmanuel Atsalinos of
Silver Spring, Md.
On the nonphilatelic side, a
nonmagical use for Harry’s wand,
shown in Figure 2, took the honors for Richard Alsgaard of Midland, Mich.
Both winners will receive Linn’s
Stamp Identifier published by
Amos Hobby Publishing, or a 13week subscription to Linn’s (a new
subscription or an extension). The
book has a retail value of $12.99.
Here are a few of the runners-up.
“OK, Mr. Postal Clerk, I’ll give
you another taste of my laser unless you come up with some rightside-up Jennys real fast!” by Edgar Dunlap of Gainesville, Ga.
“I only accept mail from owls,”
from Robert Wolf of Montgomery, Ill.
“The post office has finally
come up with something to keep
dogs away that works!” sent by
John Niehaus of Ankeny, Iowa.
“Another rise in rates? Blast
you!” by David Dickens of Lexington, Va.
“Remember when addressing
mail always use the ZAP Code!”
from Steve Kotler of San Francisco.
Thanks and a tip of the hat to all
who entered.
The next cartoon caption contest will be announced in the May
12 Linn’s. n
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and foreign stamp collections, coins,
currency, and mint U.S. postage. Help
us help kids! Leon Myers Stamp Center,
13628 Flanagan Blvd., Boys Town, NE
68010.
email:
stampcenter@boystown.org. Ph: 402498-1143.
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Call or send for our illustrated
catalog. Auctions held 5 to 6 times a
year. Consignments accepted.
Serving collectors for over 16 years.

SEND $100 or more all different
stamps. CV $1 and up. Receive same
amount. Glassman, 38365 Goose Creek
Ln., Leesburg, VA 20175
THE ROYAL Exchange. America’s premier
exchange for better British /U.S., formerly managed by Gary Nash is back operating and open for renewing old /new
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364, Fairfield, IA 52556
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U.S. STAMP Notes by John M. Hotchner

Tools can help you determine if your stamp is worth expertizing
I promised in the last expertizing column (Linn’s,
April 28, page 6) that this
installment would focus
on the tools that expertizers use.
They are, for the most
part, tools available to any
stamp collector.
For that reason, knowing how to use them —
and what to look for — allows you to make some of
the judgments expertizers Figure 1. The 1914 1¢ George Washington stamps with compound
make.
perforations are valued in the thousands of dollars. A common
By doing that you can gauge 10 or gauge 12 stamp from the same era, such as the two
narrow the unknowns, shown here, can help determine if a stamp that appears to have
and that can help you de- compound perforations might be genuine.
cide whether your stamp
7. A 30-power magni- sessing if a stamp has
is likely to get a positive fier.
been reperforated, comcertificate.
8. Longwave and short- pare it to a cheap stamp
I am assuming that you wave ultraviolet lights.
of the same series that
want to get a certificate
Knowledge about the has the same gauge of
that says “genuine in all basic stamps is avail- perforation.
Not
only
respects.”
able most readily from the should the spacing of the
Some students of phi- Scott Specialized Cata- perforations match, but
lately also want to have logue of United States the shape and size of the
fakes certified as such, Stamps and Covers. But holes should match as
and identified as to who there are other resources, well.
the forger might have some of which were menAnother example would
been.
tioned in the previous ex- be finding comparables
But either way, if you pertizing column.
for the valuable George
can pin down some of the
Inexpensive varieties of Washington stamps of
properties of your stamp, the stamp in question will 1914 with compound
you can identify stamps not always be available, perforations: those perfothat are not likely to pass but when they are, use rated gauge 12 by 10, and
the process. And that can them.
those perforated gauge
save you many dollars in
For example, when as- 10 by 12 (Scott 423A to
submission fees.
423E). An example of
In a limited way, learneach perforation type is
ing to make initial assessshown in Figure 1 on the
ments means you are
1¢ green stamps.
taking steps toward beIf you have a stamp that
coming your own expert
you think might be one of
— at least in the realm of
these rarities, find a 1¢
United States philately.
gauge 12 stamp from the
Some of the information
same era, and a 1¢ gauge
I’ll share will apply to for10, and see if the perforaeign stamps also, but this
tions on these more comcolumn is focused on U.S.
mon stamps match up
material.
with the corresponding
You need eight things to
perforations on the combe your own expert:
pound perforation stamp
1. Knowledge
about
you want to authenticate.
what the stamp should
If you suspect a stamp
look like if it is genuine.
has a missing color, put2. Inexpensive varieties
ting a normal example
of the stamp you are tryside-by-side with the
ing to authenticate.
presumptive error will
3. Good light.
show you where the color
4. Watermark fluid and Figure 2. This Kiusalas specialist should be found.
a small black tray.
Good light is also imgauge can assist with accurate
5. A specialist U.S. per- measurement of all 12 perfora- portant, such as a 75-watt
foration gauge.
tions that exist on U.S. stamps bulb or better in a nearby
6. A flat/rotary (millime- produced to the time the gauge lamp, or outside light on
was created in 1965.
ter) gauge.
a partly cloudy or sunny
6 LINN’S STAMP NEWS May 26, 2014
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day. This is especially true
for examining color varieties, because the human eye
in dim light is not reliable.
Going back to our missing color example, good
light and side-by-side
comparison are important
because on stamps with
faked missing colors, the
background white in the
margins or within designs
is often slightly toned by
chemicals or even prolonged exposure to the
sun.
Watermark fluid and
a black tray are needed
to detect watermarks on
U.S. stamps from the first
Bureau issues through the
third Bureau issues, and
for the $1 Wilson stamp
of the 1938 Presidential
issue.
Holding a stamp up to
the light or against a black
background works sometimes, but it is not consistently reliable, especially
with yellow and orange
stamps. Nor have I had
consistently good results
with mechanical watermark detectors.
Place the stamp face
down in the black tray and
pour in a small amount of
watermark fluid. To identify a watermark, look at
the stamp the moment the
fluid touches it, and after
it is covered.
This is also a good
medium for illuminating
flaws such as thins and
creases that will show
up as darker areas on all
stamps whether watermarked or not. It is also
helpful in showing where
repairs have been made
to a damaged stamp.
Standard
perforation
gauges that measure
the number of holes per
2-centimeter space are
useful for most stamps,
although such gauges are
not precise.
In 1965, Richard Kiusalas developed the gauge
shown in Figure 2 that
measures not just the
number of holes, but the
precise spacing in thou-

sandths of an inch, so
that, for example, there
are three gauge 11 measurements for perforations: 11-70, 11-72 and
11-73.
Each U.S. stamp up to
that time has a precise

Figure 3. It’s easy to make your
own quick identification aid to
tell flat-plate stamps from rotary issues. Just cut the corners
from a common normal gauge
11 flat-plate stamp. Rotary press
stamps will be taller or wider
than the flat-plate design.

perforation, and your patient must match it. The
gauge comes with a guide
that will tell you what to
look for.
Thus, this is an essential
tool for recognizing reperforating, and for identifying perforations added
to imperforate stamps to
create fakes of expensive
varieties.
Unfortunately,
so far as I am aware, the
gauge is not currently in
production, but specialist
U.S. dealers sometimes
carry it.
Determining whether a
stamp from the third or
fourth Bureau issues (regular issues from 1908-38)
is flat-plate printed or rotary printed can be the difference between pennies
and thousands of dollars.
The millimeter measurements are given in
the Scott catalog, and a
millimeter gauge (often
found as part of perforation gauges) is the obvious way to identify the
potentially scarce stamps.
But a faster way of measuring is to take a common 1¢ flat-plate stamp
Continued on page 30
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Continued from page 6
and cut the corners off, as
shown in Figure 3. Match
that against the stamp you
are looking at, and the rotary press printed stamps
will be significantly wider
or taller than the flat-plate
product. If you think it is
rotary, use the millimeter
gauge to confirm it.
Ten-power
magnifiers
are frequently seen in the
hands of stamp collectors, but 30-power magnifiers are often available
inexpensively from photo
supply stores. An Internet
search can also turn up
places to purchase them.
This tool is essential
for the expertizer, especially when looking at presumptive missing colors,
regumming or missing
perforations.
The 30-power magnification lets you see the
individual dots of photogravure printing.
Since a missing color
must be missing 100 percent to be designated as
an error, if you see even
a couple of dots of color
under 30-power magnification that you can’t see
with the unaided eye, it

will not pass.
The same is true of imperforate errors. A pin impression under 30-power magnification will disqualify it.
The 30-power magnification is also important
when looking at die types,
examining double prints
against kiss prints, and
checking overprints, such
as those on the KansasNebraska issues of 1929.
Shortwave and longwave ultraviolet lamps are
available as a single piece
of equipment or less expensively as separates.
By comparing a stamp
being
examined
with
normal examples, these
lamps can help you determine if tagging is missing,
or has been altered. If altered tagging is detected,
that can be a prime lead
for identifying a stamp
that has had its printed
colors altered.
This is a very short
course, but it should provide you with some helpful hints for examining
your own stamps.
The bottom line is that
through a combination
of self-education and the
use of tools available to

you, you can often determine whether you have
something that it will pay
you to have expertized.
Your questions and
observations about expertizing are welcome,
especially on matters
you would like to see addressed as this series progresses.
Send me a note via email at jmhstamp@verizon.
net, or write to me, John
Hotchner, Box 1125, Falls
Church, VA 22041.

Special - breaking down large worldwide collections into individual countries.
Quality, one-of-a-kind collections still on album pages.All areas of the world.
Sale priced at Huge discounts from Scott Catalogue. Collections range from
several dollars to hundreds of dollars. Request FREE price list. Mention
Linn’s ad and receive a five dollar gift certificate.

vid Kloha of Carleton,
Mich.
The current plight of the
Postal Service was the
subject of several entries.
From these, two caught
the problem perfectly.
The first from Edgar
Dunlap of Gainesville,
Ga., is “Poor Richard!
Now there’s someone
who can identify with toContinued on page 32

SOMEDAY MY PORTRAIT
SHOULD LOOK JUST DANDY ON
THE FIRST … WHATCHAMACALLIT …
POSTAGE STAMP.

Cartoon winner

For the first time in the
long history of the Linn’s
cartoon caption contest,
more entries were sent by
e-mail than by postcard.
Either method works for
me, but e-mailers too
often forget to add their
postal mailing address,
which I need to write up
the winners, and which
Linn’s uses to provide
winners with their prizes.
The stamp used for
the April contest was
the 2006 39¢ Benjamin
Franklin stamp in Figure
4, which makes the following entry from William
David Webb of Jenkin-

Like To Sort Through
Old Collections?

town, Pa., especially appropriate: “This electricity
I discovered might actually deliver messages — I
could call it e-mail.”
The technology divide between the 1700s
and today was evident in
many of the entries.
Another that struck me
is “What are these numbers that are being called
ZIP codes?” sent by Da-

Figure 4. Joel Meyerson from Annandale, Va., wins one of two prizes
in the April Linn’s cartoon caption contest, with this line looking to
the future. The next contest will be announced in Linn’s June 9 issue.

Quality U.S. Stamps

Are you forced to order a
minimum amount?

www.shaulisstamps.com

Would you put up with that kind of nonsense at your
local grocer’s checkout? For 30 years we have NEVER
had a minimum order. Never have and never will!
With us, you order as little or as much as you wish.

at competitive prices.

Don Lewis - Country Collections
1661 N. Swan Road, Suite 212, Tucson, Arizona 85711
Phone: 520-615-4061
e-mail: DonLewis@CountryCollections.com
Order stamps directly from the Internet at: CountryCollections.com

Scott A. Shaulis
P.O. Box 549
Murrysville, PA 15668
724-733-4134
scott@shaulisstamps.com

MAIL AUCTIONS...
...Especially for Collectors

Our catalogs feature U.S. & Foreign including: mint and
used singles and sets from classics to modern,
fancy cancels, errors & freaks, revenues,
FDC’s, stampless covers, illustrated advertising
covers, postal history covers, collections, post
cards, autographs, paper ephemera, philatelic
literature, dealer stocks, and much more. Write
or call for our illustrated catalog today!

Our well known weekly catalog of heavily discounted sets, singles and
souvenir sheets is available either by e-mail or regular mail, non U.S.
addresses by e-mail only. 50-60,000 items are offered over a 10 issue period.

K.A.P.

Stamps

PO Box 68364 • Schaumburg, Il 60168-0364

www.kapstamps.com

847-524-1392 • fax 847-301-7320
Or e-mail us direct at catalog@kapstamps.com

Early Deadline
Due to the Memorial Day holiday,
the June 16 issue of Linn’s Stamp
News will have an early deadline
on Friday, May 23 at Noon EST.

DOWNEAST STAMPS

52 Fern Street, Bangor, ME 04401-5599 • 207-942-3825 • Fax 207-942-0808
E-mail: bids@destamps.com • www.destamps.com
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U.S. StAMP NOTES by JOHN M. HOTCHNER

What qualifies someone to become a stamp expertizer?
Thank you to the many readers
who have stopped me at stamp
shows or have sent in questions
and observations about expertizing since the first column on this
subject debuted as a monthly
feature in U.S. Stamp Notes three
months ago.
Over time I will get to all the
questions, but the most urgent
one seems to be this: “Who appoints experts and what makes
an expert so bold as to accept?”
Sometimes the question has
been posed with a negative twist;
sort of “Who the heck do you people think you are, holding yourself
out as superior?”
Before answering this, we need
to be clear on a concept.
That concept is that what you
get from an expert, and by extension from an expertizing service, is

Figure 1. Two examples of the 1969 10¢
Moon Landing airmail stamp. A normal
example is shown at top, and a freak
example is shown at bottom. The bottom stamp is not an error because there
are still remnants of the rose red lithographed ink present. The normal stamp
above shows how the brightness of the
paper needs to be taken into account
when determining whether missing colors are the result of alteration.

an opinion. It will be as close to
the ultimate truth as humans can
make it. Often it is around 99 percent.
But other times, it might be and
can be questioned by other experts who did not review the item,
by people with different viewpoints on the facts, or because of
advances in technology. That is
why certificates from earlier days
are sometimes reversed in the
current era, and why some dealers and collectors will not accept
6 LINN’S STAMP NEWS June 23, 2014
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a certificate from even 30 or 40
years ago, and want an item resubmitted for a current certificate.
Experts join expertizing services in two ways. Either they are
asked or they volunteer. In both
cases, their qualifications and
experience are examined by the
service administrators, and if that
is promising, they might be added
to the rolls.
But this is not the end of the
process. All opinions are constantly being looked at by other
experts and by the administrators — a sort of peer review. And if
they are not consistently accurate
and well reasoned, the expert will
not last long as a member of an
expert committee.
What kinds of qualifications
and experience would suggest
that someone has reached expert status? The person should
be a longtime collector of the area
to be expertized. But more than
that, the candidate should have
been a high-medal-winning exhibitor in the area, published on
the subject, be a recognized goto person in a specialty society,
and/or be a dealer in the area to
be expertized. If, in their philatelic
travels, they have been students
of the production processes that
made the stamps, then so much
the better.
Accomplishments and years of
involvement in these areas suggest that the candidate is knowledgeable, careful, owns the tools
needed for expertizing most of
what is submitted, and has at
least the beginnings of a reference
collection and library to support
examination of material to determine whether items submitted are
genuine or not.
There are many collectors who
could qualify as experts but who
choose not to do it. Why? They
realize they don’t have the patience or time required. They don’t
want the responsibility of handling
someone else’s stamps. Or they
don’t feel at least 95 percent comfortable with passing judgment on
the stamps and covers that they
must examine.
With regard to the latter, there
are times when an expert does not
want to render an opinion, mostly
when the stamp or cover poses
questions that can’t be answered,
or because the expert does not
feel qualified. In my experience,

Figure 2. This 1984 certificate notes that the bottom stamp in Figure 1 is not an error,
but that it is freak print with the lithographed red partly missing.

that is a relatively unusual occurrence. But when it happens,
it usually upsets the owner who
would not have submitted the
item unless he or she thought it
was genuine.
It is not unusual for such items
to be resubmitted with additional
information, or sent to a different
expertizing service in hopes that
new sets of eyes will be able to
make a determination.
In the legal profession, there is
a qualification for candidates for
the bench that is called judicial
temperament. There is a parallel
requirement for expertizers.
The good ones always approach the submitted items with
a healthy degree of skepticism.
This is not because we want to
turn down items, but because we
want to be absolutely certain that
we have our diagnosis correct.
There is so much fakery that has
gone on over the 175 years since
1840 — some of it very skillful —
that it is simply better to start from
“no” and build to a “yes” conclusion, than it is to start from “yes”
with an orientation of wanting to
prove it.
The latter course can often lead

to insufficiently considered conclusions. It is better to consider
all the things that could have been
done to make or alter the item we
are looking at, and to eliminate
them from consideration. This
process takes time, but it also
eliminates errors. And we all know
that, as human beings, we are fallible. The expertizer who forgets
that is unreliable.
The bottom-line point here is
that expertizers are not picked
randomly, do not expertize in a
vacuum without supervision or
review, render an opinion based
on the knowledge and tools available in the moment, recognize —
indeed are acutely aware — that
they are capable of error, and that
there are times when there just is
not enough information to reach a
decision.
And that is the answer to the
question, “Who the heck are you
to tell me that my prize acquisition
is not genuine?”

Man on the Moon missing red

Having lectured for the first part
of this column, let me end it with
an example of how an expertizer
Continued on page 50
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StAMP MARKET TIPS by HeNRY GITNER

U.S. StAMP NOTES

Upgrade your 1918 Jenny airmail

Continued from page 6
looks at a modern missing color
candidate. The stamp under the
30-power magnifier is the 1969
10¢ Man on the Moon airmail
stamp (Scott C76) shown in Figure 1.
It is listed in the Scott Specialized Catalogue of United States
Stamps and Covers with the lithographed rose red ink missing,
as Scott C76a. It is not common
in this form, as evident from the
2014 Scott catalog value of $500.
The expertizer has three issues to deal with. First, despite
a catalog note describing the error, many people see no evidence
of red in the astronaut’s shoulder
patch flag and assume the stamp
is the color-missing error.
In fact, there is also rose red
shading in the yellow area in the
upper left and in the astronaut’s
face mask. The red “United States”
lettering is not part of this discussion, as it was engraved and applied by the intaglio process.
Second, to qualify as a colormissing error, a stamp can have
no trace of the color present, and
that requires a thorough look at
where the color is present on a
normal stamp, using a 30-power
magnifier.
A single dot of color — even
one that is not visible to the naked eye — turns the stamp from
an error into a variety of considerably less value; still collectible, of
course, but not as an error.
Assuming the stamp passes
the no-color test, there is still one
more concern. Reds, oranges and

United States — The market for
U.S. stamps, in general, remains
stable, as it has been for several
years. The good news is that it is a
buyer’s market. If you are missing
certain items for your collection, or
looking to replace stamps in finevery fine grade with something
better, now is the time to do it.
A good example is the 1918 24¢
carmine and rose Curtiss Jenny
airmail stamp (Scott C3). This
iconic stamp will never go out of
fashion. That is guaranteed by its
own intrinsic beauty and appeal,
as well as by its association with
arguably the most famous U.S.
stamp, the inverted center error
variety (C3a).
Even the U.S. Postal Service is
aware of this, as attested by the
2013 Jenny Invert pane of six $2
stamps (Scott 4806).
And weren’t they clever, adding
the lottery factor and making the
upright variety the valuable one this
time around? The Postal Service
managed to generate a good deal
of buzz and interest, inside and out
of the hobby, with this issue.
Now is a good time to upgrade
your U.S. 24¢ Curtiss Jenny airmail stamp (Scott C3) to a higher
grade and condition.
Pull your collection out and look
at it. If your 24¢ Curtiss Jenny
airmail stamp is not in at least a
solid grade of very fine, consider
replacing it. And if higher grades
are more to your taste, what better
time to move up to very fine-extra
fine or higher?
The 2014 Scott Specialized Catalogue of United States
Stamps and Covers values the

It is a good time to upgrade your United
States 24¢ Curtiss Jenny airmail stamp
(Scott C3) to a better grade and condition.

24¢ Curtiss Jenny airmail stamp
in the grade of very fine at $70
in unused condition and $140 in
mint never-hinged condition. The
U.S. Specialized by Grade section in the catalog values this and
other classic U.S. stamps in eight
grades, from very good to superb,
and in used, unused original gum
and mint never-hinged conditions.
Open up the catalog and take a
look at it. Decide what is the best
grade and condition you can afford, and then go out and see if
you can beat the catalog value.
Dealers are itching for sales. You
might be surprised at how far your
dollar will go.
A Linn’s editor found this week’s
recommended stamps on ZillionsofStamps.com at the following
prices:
United States C3 — $110, mint
never-hinged, fine-very fine; $60,
unused hinged, very fine;
Liechtenstein C15-C16 — $65,
mint never-hinged, F-VF; $23.50$55, unused hinged, F-VF. n

Tip of the week

Liechtenstein — Liechtenstein is the
archetypal postage-stamp kingdom. At
61.8 square miles, it is barely a dot on the
map, but it has issued many classic and
beautiful stamps. The country enjoys a
small but dedicated following among collectors in the United States.
The Liechtenstein 1936
There are good things to be found in the Airship Hindenburg set of
classical stamps of Liechtenstein. I like the two airmail stamps (Scott
1936 Airship Hindenburg airmail stamps C15-C16) is in demand and
(Scott C15-C16). In addition to country is a good buy in unused
collectors, this set also enjoys crossover hinged condition in the $65
to $75 price range.
interest from zeppelin topical collectors.
The 2014 Scott Classic Specialized Catalogue of Stamps and
Covers 1840-1940 values the set in unused hinged condition at
$85. This is a good set with solid demand, but if you shop carefully,
I think you can find it in the $65 to $75 range. — H.G.
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yellows can be bleached out of
surface-printed stamps by prolonged exposure to sunlight or
powerful artificial light, and sometimes by chemicals. Such alterations, whether purposeful or accidental (for instance, in soaking
the stamp off paper), can fool the
expert and the collector alike.
This is doubly problematic if the
stamp is mint, as light exposure
leaves the tagging undisturbed,
and disturbed tagging is often a
reliable pointer that signals modern material has been altered.
But alteration by light does
leave one other telltale sign. It
tends to darken the paper the
stamp is printed on, so that comparison with a normal example
will show the normal to have a
bright white background, and the
altered stamp to have a darker,
even grayish, tinge.
The certificate in Figure 2, dated
1984, has a note from the submitter saying “cannot detect red dots
on face mask and red dots very
light elsewhere.”
The opinion was “U.S. Scott
No. C76, freak print with litho red
partly missing., unused, og, genuine in all respects.”
I would argue that the submitted stamp may well have been altered by light.
The stamp in question is the
bottom example of the pair shown
in Figure 1. A normal stamp is
shown above it. Hopefully, the illustration will show that the top
stamp is also brighter. That says
to me that this submitted stamp
was likely altered. n

ATA youth summer poster contest
Stamp collectors ages 18 and
younger are invited to enter the
American Topical Association’s
summer poster contest “View the
World through Stamps.”
Participants are asked to submit
a one-page travel poster measuring 8½ inches by 11 inches, using stamps to illustrate a country,
state, city or region of the world.
Captions, short sentences or
a paragraph should describe the
place.
The deadline for entries is July
31.
Prizes will be awarded in three
categories: ages 8 and under,
9-12, and 13 and older.
A photocopy of the poster will
be accepted as the entry.
The back of the entry should include the first and last name of the

participant, mailing address, age,
and collecting interests.
Entries should be sent to MaryAnn Bowman, Box 1451, Waukesha, WI 53187.
The ATA, the largest philatelic society devoted to topical stamp collecting, serves
members in more than 60 countries. The society was founded
in 1949. For more information, visit the society’s website
http://americantopicalassn.org. n

Trickies solution
Trickies on page 36
GREEN, THURN, MAIL, POLAND, UNUSED.
We’ll pick option three as best
IN THE LONG RUN.
Linns.com
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U.S. STAMP NOTES by jOHN M. HOTCHNER

Expertizing subtle color varieties of U.S. 19th-century stamps
Stamp colors are troublesome to the expertizer,
but no less so to the collector. Witness this question from Linn’s reader
Todd Hause.
First, he provides a little
background: “As a collector of 19th century U.S.
stamps, stationery and
postal history, one area
that has and continues to
plague me, perhaps more
than any other area of
identification, is color.
“I used to think I had a
pretty good eye for color
and then I started collecting stamps. I now own
six or more different color
guides that vary in cost
from $10 to $100 each.
To make matters worse,
the colors in and between
these guides are as varied
as the item I seek to identify.
“This leads me to my
question. How does an
expertizer determine the
color of a stamp or envelope?”
I embark on an answer
with a large degree of humility, as Hause has identified one of the major
problems with which expertizers must deal, and I
would not claim infallibility
here.
Each stamp is its own
problem, and there are no
unalterable rules that apply
to all United States stamps.
So let’s consider the
case of a 19th-century
problem child that many
of us have agonized over.
In the next expertizing

Figure 2. Four examples of the variations of the dull red color most often seen on the 3¢ Washington imperforate stamps.

column, I’ll look at a 20thcentury color problem that
poses difficulties.
Comparing a stamp
submitted for expertizing
— what I’ve referred to as
a patient — to reference
examples is a good alternative, but it is also imperfect: For every stamp color, there are usually several
gradations.
Further, the human eye
is not a reliable gauge, as
perception differs somewhat from person to person, even in excellent
lighting
Color charts, as Hause
indicates, do differ from
one another, and are
sometimes internally inconsistent.
So what are we to do?
Our 19th-century example is U.S. Scott 10 and
10A, the 3¢ 1851 orange
brown stamp on the cover
in Figure 1, to be distinguished from Scott 11 and
11A in Figure 2, which is
identified in its major listing
as dull red, but which also
has minor listings of or-

ange red, rose red, brownish carmine, claret, deep
claret, plum and pinkish.
How to make sense of
that? Well, the first thing
to do is to carefully read
the Scott Specialized Catalogue of United States
Stamps and Covers. If you
do that, you will discover
that both Types I and II of
the orange brown variety
were first issued in 1851.
The dull red variety of
the Type I stamp, with its
inner framelines not recut
(Scott 11) was not issued
until March 1855. Type II
of the dull red variety (11A)
was released between
1851 and 1855, depending upon the plate used to
produce the stamps.
So, this tells us that Type
I imperforate stamps canceled before March 1855
are orange brown.
Considering
the
issue dates of the Type I
stamps, any imperforate
associated with an 1851
date is orange brown, and
many others with 1852-54
dates could be the orange
brown.
If the stamp is on cover,
one needs to pay attention
to the cancellation date
and docketing.
It was the practice in
many cases to write the
date of receipt on covers, especially if the cover
was business mail of some
sort.
Off-cover examples will
also sometimes carry a year
date in the cancellation.
Those who work with
Figure 1. This envelope is franked with a pen-canceled imperforate 3¢
George Washington stamp of the 1851 issue. Is it the orange brown these stamps often, instamp, Scott 10 or 10A, or is it the dull red stamp, Scott 11 or 11A?
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cialists in the issue
and stamp dealers,
develop the faculty of being able
to recognize orange
brown in a heartbeat.
For the rest of us,
reference examples
are a helpful guide,
even if not entirely
reliable given the
fact that there is
variation even in the
orange browns.
The Scott U.S.
specialized
catalog, for example,
also lists a deep or- Figure 3. R.H. White’s color plates from
ange brown for both his 1981 color encyclopedia, such as this
Scott 10 and Scott one for Scott 11, are authoritative and
10A, and a copper essential references for the expertizer of
brown variety for 19th-century U.S. stamps up through the
Scott 10A, but not Washington-Franklin series.
Scott 10.
There is also a color different colors of Scott 10,
chart that is a highly satis- and nine different colors of
factory aid. It is the Ency- Scott 11. (The book was
clopedia of Colors of Unit- published in 1981, before
ed States Postage Stamps there were separate listings
by R.H. White. There are for Scott 10A and 11A.)
four volumes that cover
An article published with
U.S. postage stamps from the plates also provides
1847 to 1917, and a fifth critical information about
volume that covers post- the dates of appearance of
age due issues from 1879 the various colors.
to 1916. The color plates
The books were not
are professionally and ac- cheap — more than $300
curately done, and while when first released —
there might be some quib- but every expertizer who
bles with the color termi- looks at U.S. 19th century,
nology, this is the best ref- Washington-Franklins, and
erence that exists for the early postage dues, needs
stamps it covers.
to have it. It does come up
The color plate from periodically in the stocks of
White’s book addressing philatelic literature dealers.
Scott 11 is shown in FigReturning to the item
ure 3.
pictured in Figure 1, it does
The book is almost too not appear to be a particugood in that it lists and il- larly desirable cover. The
Continued on page 43
lustrates, for example, 10
Linns.com
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U.S. STAMP NOTES
Continued from page 6
cancellation is indistinct.
The stamp is cut close and
pen canceled. But it has
its original letter inside,
which matches in salutation the addressee on the
envelope, and the letter is
clearly dated July 12, 1851.
What makes this cover
special is the note on the
back in the handwriting of
Dr. Carroll Chase (18781960), the premier early
researcher on the issues of
1851 and 1857: “Fine copy
Plate 1E orange brown,
red Rockton, NY canc.
Dated July 12 (1851) in the
cover. Early use.”
How early? The earliest
known use for this stamp
is July 1, 1851.
Now, if I have an example submitted to be expertized as an orange brown,
I have several resources at
hand: the Scott U.S. specialized catalog, the color
plates and write-ups in the
White encyclopedia, and
my own reference collection that includes an example annotated by Chase,
the master himself. I also
have my experience with
handling this stamp over
many years, and additional
philatelic literature.
And remember that I
am going to be only one
of three or more experts
looking at the submitted
stamp and rendering an
opinion.

Trading Posthorn
TRADING POSTHORN

1000

COLLECTOR IN India seeks trading partners
to
exchange
stamps.
scjainind46@yahoo.co.in Dr. S.C. Jain,
F402 Amarpali Apts. Ankur, Naranpura,
Ahmedabad 380 013, Gujarat, India

Announcements
ANNOUNCEMENTS

1010

NEW UNITED Nations stamp collection
with blocks and cards from 1950-2012.
Best offer. Email: flopak3@sbcglobal.net
BOYS TOWN invites donations of U.S.
and foreign stamp collections, coins,
currency, and mint U.S. postage. Help
us help kids! Leon Myers Stamp Center,
13628 Flanagan Blvd., Boys Town, NE
68010.
email:
stampcenter@boystown.org. Ph: 402498-1143.
INNER-CITY CHILDREN need stamps,
mounts, albums, FDCs. Help youngsters!
You’ll be glad you did! Philately’s future
is a long term investment, please help
our children. Happy Face Stamp Club,
103 Richmond St., Brooklyn, NY 112081322

ZillionsOfStamps.com
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So, to repeat what I have
said earlier in this series,
expertizers strive to get
it right. There are checks
and balances built into the
system, including multiple
informed eyes looking at
the patient.
This does not ensure
that the final opinion will
be right in 100 percent of
the cases, but every effort
is made to make it so.

Cartoon winner

It does seem I struck
a nerve with the cartoon
caption contest stamp for
June using the 22¢ Public
Hospitals commemorative
stamp shown in Figure 4.
A dozen or so entries submitted were in the class
of political statement —
mostly without an element
of humor. I am glad to have
given those readers an opportunity to get their opinions off their chests, but
those entries will not be
used in this report.
The administrative aspects of health care —
especially in the realm of
insurance cost and process — was the target of
several entries for the June
contest. This is nicely typified by “Mr. Smith, have
you finished filling out our
streamlined
351-page
health insurance form?
Mr. Smith? Mr. Smith? Oh
my goodness, he’s dead!”
submitted by T. Ryan from

ANNOUNCEMENTS

1010

A TAX DEDUCTIBLE. Veterans State
Nursing Home needs stamps, albums,
collections, supplies. Tax deductible.
Veterans, 2200 Kings Hwy. PMB 3-L
#27, Port Charlotte, FL 33980-5760

Auctions
AUCTIONS
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STERLING STAMPS
QUARTERLY
STAMP AUCTION
500 LOTS OF PREMIUM
U.S. AND WORLDWIDE
STAMPS, COLLECTIONS
AND LOTS
CALL, EMAIL OR WRITE FOR

FREE CATALOG
STERLING STAMPS

455 E. GRAND RIVER, STE. 103
BRIGHTON, MI 48116
810-220-6000

MARK@STERLINGSTAMPS.COM
APS, MSDA, ATA

San Francisco, Calif.
Next in popularity was
the subject of self-adhesive stamps. An example,
from Frank Schmitt of
Rockford, Ill., is “We have
to tell the doctors to stop
using these new forever
stamps in place of SteriStrips. The patients are
complaining that they
don’t soak off.”
A different approach to
this issue was taken by Bill
Kriebel of Philadelphia, Pa.:
“Hey, forget those other
medical problems; this is
one item we can lick!”
Nina Jackson of Culver
City, Calif., represents a
group of entries that focused on the ills of the U.S.
Postal Service, with a doctor saying, “I doubt if I can
cure what ails the Postal
Service.”
The nonphilatelic winner
shown in Figure 4 plays off
the unusual architecture
of the hospital shown on
the stamp. It is from David
Schwartz of Commack, N.Y.
The philatelic line winner
channels the future with
a reference to the nondenominated stamps that
would not be issued for 12
more years. It is, “What a
rip-off! H stamps are supposed to be worth 33¢!” by
Mildred Barylski of Alexandria, Va.
Both winners will receive
Linn’s Stamp Identifier
published by Amos Hobby

AUCTIONS

1020

OH MY GOODNESS,
AN 8.9 EARTHQUAKE
HAS CAUSED THE
UPPER FLOORS TO SHIFT !

Figure 4. David Schwartz of New York wins one of two prizes in the
June cartoon caption contest with this line that reflects on the unusual architecture of the building shown on the 22¢ Public Hospitals
stamp. The next contest will be announced in Linn’s Aug. 11 issue.
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BEL-AIRE
AUCTIONS
Specializing in:
★ U.S.
★ U.S. Revenues
★ Worldwide
★ Collections
★ Balance Lots

Call or send for our illustrated
catalog. Auctions held 5 to 6 times a
year. Consignments accepted.
Serving collectors for over 16 years.

BEL-AIRE AUCTIONS
2589 Hamline Ave., Suite D
St. Paul, MN 55113
Web: www.belairestamp.com
651-633-8553
651-633-8554 (fax)

from White Bear Lake, Minn.
“Looking at this building
makes me dizzy — I need
to see a doctor!” from Michael Margolies of Commack, N.Y.
“A room with a view,
please,” by Donnella Rod
of Starwood, WashingtonValley Stream, N.Y.
“No, I’m not a hospital, but I portray one on a
stamp … ” sent by R. Fabian of Needville, Texas.
Thanks and a tip of the
hat to all who entered.
The next cartoon caption contest will be announced in the Aug. 11
issue of Linn’s. n

Publishing, or a 13-week
subscription to Linn’s (a
new subscription or an extension). The book has a
retail value of $12.99.
Here are a few of the
runners-up:
“Just because I collect
duck stamps doesn’t mean
I’m a quack!” by Edgar
Dunlap of Gainesville, Ga.
“Hey Doc, is it a boy or a
girl?” “Yes, both!” from May
Aginsky of Brooklyn, N.Y.
“Pull over here … I need
to get my back regummed,”
sent by Pete Brozik of
Madison Heights, Mich.
“What the H is going on in
here?” by Bryan McGinnis
AUCTIONS

1020

LIVE BIDDING
AUCTIONS
COMPRISED OF ABOUT 1500 LOTS

AUCTIONS

1020

Whether Domestic,
International
or Emerging

RUSSIA AND ASIA

AMERICA’S PREMIER
AUCTION HOUSE

Western europe &
British
CommonWealth
WorldWide
stamps and postal history
AUCTION #62
Sept. 12-13, 2014

Robert A. Siegel

Order your FREE, well illustrated Catalogue

AUCTION GALLERIES, INC.

Raritan Stamps, Inc.

60 East 56th St., 4th Floor
New York City, NY 10022
Ph: (212) 753-6421
Fax: (212) 753-6429

Email: stamps@siegelauctions.com

POB 557, Dayton, NJ 08810-0557
PH: 732-422-2124
Fax: 732-422-2125
E-mail: info@raritanstamps.com
www.raritanstamps.com

Advertising on a budget?
Try the classifieds for low cost, effective advertising.

SHREVES GALLERIES

Your Market Leader in
Worldwide Stamps &
Collectibles
SPINK SHREVES GALLERIES

145 West 57th Street
18th Floor
New York, NY 10019

1 800 556 STAMP (7826)
1 212 262 8400
www.spink.com
usa@spink.com
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U.S. STAMP Notes by John M. Hotchner

Expertizing colors of the 30¢ Roosevelt Presidential series stamp
In the last expertizing
lace Cleland also had excolumn in Linn’s July 28
amples from plates 22833,
issue, largely devoted to
22834, 23116 and 23906,
how experts deal with the
but of these, I have seen
color problems posed by
only examples from 22833
the 1851-57 3¢ Washingand 23906.
ton stamps, I promised in
Also, I have seen many
this installment to discuss
stamps from plates 22833,
modern-era color prob22834, 23116 and 23906
lems that challenge the
that were not deep blue.
experts.
The bottom line is that
I have chosen to fomost of the genuine deep
cus on the 30¢ Theodore These three plate blocks represent the three listings for the 30¢ Theodore Roosevelt stamp from the blues are from plates
Roosevelt stamp (Scott Presidential series. Shown from left to right are the deep ultramarine, blue, and deep blue varieties.
22164 and 22165.
830) from the 1938-54
Rustad does note, “It is
Presidential series.
a characteristic of these
The 2014 Scott Specialshades [the blues] that
ized Catalogue of United
the ink seems to ‘bleed’
States Stamps and Covthrough the paper (the
ers lists this stamp in three
stamp design is easily
varieties: Scott 830 deep
seen from the back), and
ultramarine valued at $4
the bluer the stamp, the
mint, 25¢ used; 830a blue
more bleed through.”
at $15 mint with no value
I can confirm that from
listed for used condition;
what I have seen, and the
and 830b deep blue valphenomenon is illustrated
ued at $240 mint and no The plate blocks from the previous illustration are shown here from the back, illustrating the effect of here.
“bleed-through” that characterizes the blue-colored examples of this stamp. In general, the more bleedvalue listed for used.
As for the knowledge
A value of $1,000 is also through on the back, the deeper the blue color on the front.
that earlier experts have
given for Scott 830b as a
concluded, I have two
plate block.
ment: “It is possible to find typewritten pages from
In the course of a year, I
shades that are between George Brett, the dean of
probably see between five
the listed categories.”
U.S. stamp expertizers for
and 10 requests to certify
Rustad does not identify material produced by the
a 30¢ Theodore Roosevelt
the plates from which the BEP.
stamp or block as deep
deep blue varieties were
On one of these pages,
blue, and most examples
printed, but the great ma- Brett urges that expertizdo not make the cut.
jority seem to have come ers “compare the part of a
How does an expertizer
from early plates 22164 stamp that gives the best
reach a conclusion regardand 22165.
approximation to a solid
Continued on page 24
ing this stamp?
I understand that WalThere are several components to the answer:
comparison with previ- These two stamps were submitted to the Bureau of Engraving and
A FEW MORE FEET
ously expertized exam- Printing in 1992, resulting in a diagnosis of different papers and of a
subtle change in the raw materials used to make the ink.
AND WE’LL BE IN THE
ples; knowledge of the
POSTAL MUSEUM’S VAULT!
physical properties of bly see from the illustration erature. In the case of the
the variety and from that, at the top of this page, the 30¢ Theodore Roosevelt
knowledge of what can blue and deep blue variet- stamp, The Prexies by Roexist; knowledge of what ies are fairly close in color. land Rustad, is the best
earlier experts concluded; Yet to the trained eye, as- summary of current knowlinformation that has been sisted by comparison ex- edge. It was published in
provided by the printer, in amples, they are different. 1994 by the Bureau Issues
this case the Bureau of EnWithout
comparison Association, now called
graving and Printing; and examples, it is easy to the United States Stamp
excellent light in which to mistake a blue variety for Society.
make the comparison.
a deep blue, and even
Rustad listed seven
I will look at each of stamps with a tinge of the shades for this stamp:
these components with ultramarine for blue. Single dark ultramarine, dark
the exception of lighting, mint stamps for compari- blue-ultramarine,
blackwhich I have talked about son are good. Blocks are ish ultramarine, deep blue
in previous columns.
better.
(reddish), blue-bright blue
It is essential for the
Knowledge about the (reddish), bluish ultrama- Emmanuel Atsalinos of Maryland wins one of two prizes in the July
expert to invest in com- physical properties of rine, and bright ultramarine. cartoon caption contest, with this fanciful line that highlights a situparison examples of these stamps
and
varieties
And then he adds insult ation all stamp collectors might enjoy. The next cartoon caption constamps. As you can proba- comes from philatelic lit- to injury with this state- test will be announced in Linn’s Sept. 14 issue.
6 LINN’S STAMP NEWS August 25, 2014
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U.S. STAMP Notes
Continued from page 6
no objective standard
print — in this case the except in the eye of the
back of Roosevelt’s head.” beholder.
On the other, Brett
So it should not come
talks about four stamps as a surprise that experts
submitted for expertiz- sometimes do not agree,
ing that he reviewed at and debate ensues until a
the same time. He poses decision can be reached.
the question that plagues
In my view, the deep
the expertizer: When you blue variety is distinctive,
have several different ex- but many stamps apamples and all are differ- proach this shade without
ent shades, and given the reaching the mark.
range of shades noted in
Unfortunately, almost all
Rustad, “Where do you 30¢ Theodore Roosevelt
draw the line on a shade? stamps are submitted as
He does not claim infal- being the hoped-for deep
libility, and rendered his blue, so there are many
opinions case by case, disappointed submitters.
To put this in context,
according to what he perceived. That is all we can the Presidential series
lasted for about 20 years.
do.
In 1992, Rustad asked In that period, virtually
the BEP about two stamps all the single color Prexthat he provided and which ies show a wide range of
shades, usually from warm
are shown here.
In a long response, darkish colors to lighter,
the BEP agreed that the crisper prints.
Several of these varistamps were different:
“As examined micro- eties even receive minor
scopically, the two stamps listings in the Scott U.S.
are printed on different pa- specialized catalog, but
pers, and the ink thickness no others get a letterof the printed image is dif- listing like the 30¢ does,
ferent. The reddish [ultra- and none show the kind
marine] postage stamp im- of price disparity between
age appears to have been routine and variety that
printed on paper which the 30¢ does.
For that reason I have
is less porous than that
upon which the blue image never seen another singlehas been printed. The ink color Prexie stamp subthickness appears to be mitted for authentication
greater on the stamp which as a cataloged variety.
appears bluer. On the bluer
Your expertizing
appearing postage stamp,
questions welcome
there is evidence of conThe bread and butter of
siderable feathering, i.e.,
spreading of ink between this column are your questions and experiences with
printed lines.”
The BEP also said, “As expertizing. If you would
analyzed by X-Ray fluo- like to pose a question or
rescence
spectrometry, have puzzling experiences
the ink on the two stamps in need of some enlightenis composed of pigments ment, please contact me
and extenders of the same by e-mail at jmhstamp@
inorganic chemical ele- verizon.net, or by mail at
ments.” What then is the Box 1125, Falls Church,
VA 22041.
difference?
The BEP concluded, “In
Cartoon winner
our opinion the bluer apNo doubt there is much
pearing stamp was not a
result of using a substitute justified angst in the stamp
material for the blue color collecting community over
but was an example of the self-adhesive stamps that
effects of a variation in raw won’t soak. Several entries
in the July cartoon caption
materials.”
The bottom line is this contest emphasized this
is a case where there are problem.
The contest featured the
definite guidelines, but
24 LINN’S STAMP NEWS August 25, 2014
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Coal Miner forever stamp
from the 2013 Made in
America stamp issue. Note
the miner is working his
pickax.
Scott Murphy of Newport Beach, Calif., represents those upset collectors with this line: “I used
to be able to just soak the
stamps off envelopes for
my collection.”
Many also used the
search for the upright $2
Jenny Invert as their theme.
Glen Anderson from St.
Paul, Minn., dreams in this
vein with, “If I keep pounding away I just might find
that upright Jenny!”
Two other themes received multiple entries.
First is the story our parents or teachers told us
about digging until we
reached China. The other
is riffs on the country and
western song Coal Miner’s
Daughter. Steve Kotler
of San Francisco, Calif.,
turned this around to “It’s
about time Loretta made
the story of my life: Coal

Miner’s Daughter’s Father!”
There were many excellent entries, especially those
with philatelic lines. The
winning entry, shown in the
bubble on page 6 was sent
by Emmanuel Atsalinos of
Silver Spring, Md. What
collector wouldn’t relish
that opportunity.
On the nonphilatelic
side, the winner is Brian
Smith of Muncie, Ind., with
“Forever is how long it’s
going to take me to get
clean!”
Both winners will receive
Linn’s Stamp Identifier published by Amos Media, or
a 13-week subscription to
Linn’s (a new subscription
or an extension). The book
has a retail value of $12.99.
Here are a few of the runners-up:
“I’m thrilled to be on a
stamp, even if it’s just a
miner variety” from Gary
Kufchak of Wadsworth,
Ohio.
“Politics is indeed a dirty
business!” by Edgar Dunlap of Gainesville, Ga.

“They told me I might
find some Dennison hinges in here,” sent by Aubrey
Dunne of La Mesa, Calif.
“This is a good place to
hide my newly acquired
British Guiana Penny Magenta!” from Tim Ryan of
San Francisco, Calif.
“Two more tons and I
can buy an imperf Express
Mail press sheet!” by William David Webb of Jenkintown, Pa.
“I’m between a rock and
a hard place,” sent by Gilbert Schaye of New York,
N.Y.
“Humbug! The realtor
said this house had a dry
basement!” by Charles
Wales of Ashburn, Va.
“I found the light at the
end of the tunnel — it’s
me!” sent by Thomas and
Laura Tomaszek of Cedar
Rapids, Iowa.
Thanks and a tip of the
hat to all who entered.
The next cartoon caption contest will be announced in the Sept. 8
Linn’s. n

By Bill McAllister
Washington Correspondent
A suburban Washington, D.C., man who ran
two shipping centers has
pleaded guilty to defrauding the United States Postal Service by counterfeiting approximately $76,000
worth of metered postage
at his stores.
Brian Kim, 38, of Fairfax, Va., pleaded guilty
Aug. 5 to defrauding the
Postal Service by counterfeiting postage that had
been originally printed on
a USPS-approved postage meter, according to a
press release from the U.S.
Attorney’s Office for the
Eastern District of Virginia
in Alexandria, Va.
Kim faces a maximum
penalty of 20 years in prison. He is scheduled to be
sentenced Nov. 7.
Kim also has agreed
to pay restitution in the
amount of $76,000, the
press release said.
In a statement of facts
filed in U.S. District Court,

Kim admitted to using the
counterfeit metered postage from January to October 2013 on his customers’ packages and letters.
Neither the customers nor
the USPS employees who
picked up mail at the stores
were aware of the fraud, according to the local district’s
U.S. Attorney’s Office.
“On one representative
day (Aug. 13, 2013) Kim
caused the mailing of let-

ters and packages bearing 80 counterfeit stamps
[metered postage], with a
total value of $395.70,” the
release said.
“On Oct. 15, 2013, postal
inspectors seized approximately $23,974.59 worth of
counterfeit postage while
executing search warrants
at Kim’s businesses.”
His shipping stores were
located in Fairfax and Arlington, Va. n

Counterfeit metered postage case

Fifty Years Ago
In its issue of Aug. 24, 1964, Linn’s pictured Postmaster
General John A. Gronouski presenting a souvenir album
of the 5¢ Register to Vote stamp to American Heritage
Foundation chairman Louis A. Novins on Aug. 1.
In his editorial, Linn’s founder George W. Linn discussed frequent questions he receives in which collectors
are asking how to learn about stamps.
“There is only one way to learn about stamps, and that
is to collect them and then buy a book that gives all the
necessary information that one will want to know as the
years pass by,” said Linn.
Held Brothers of Rockville Centre, N.Y., advertised mint
plate blocks of United States Scott 573, the $5 carmine
and black Head of Freedom Statue stamp of 1923, for
$225. Today a mint plate block catalogs $1,800.
Linns.com
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U.S. STAMP NOTES by JOHN M. HOTCHNER

Expertizing stamps that have been altered to fake an error
In an earlier column on expertizing, I discussed colors that can be
removed to create faked errors. I
received some disbelieving feedback, so this column includes two
examples of artificially removed
yellow to prove my point that expertizing is needed. Another two
examples will look at missing red,
and altered paper color.
The first example is shown
through the courtesy of fellow
Linn’s columnist Tony Wawrukiewicz, who found the cover at the
recent American Philatelic Society
Stampshow in Hartford, Conn.
The cover, which is shown here
graphically cropped, is franked
with a vertical strip of three nondenominated (20¢) G-rate Old
Glory postcard stamps (Scott
2879) affixed horizontally. These
stamps are distinguished from the
first-class letter rate 32¢ G-rate
Old Glory stamps (2881) primarily
by a yellow background.
The strip has the yellow background on the top stamp and most
of the middle stamp. However,
it disappears below the words
“Postcard Rate” at the bottom of
that middle stamp. The bottom

A strip of three G-rate postcard stamps with
yellow background, graphically cropped
from a cover. The bottom stamp does not
have any yellow, and the middle stamp is
missing some yellow at the bottom.
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Missing red

Shown side-by-side are a normal example of the 8¢ Copernicus commemorative (left)
and one that has been altered to remove the yellow-orange sun.

stamp has no yellow at all.
A collector might easily conclude that the press ran out of ink
in the midst of the print run. But if
the cover is held to the light just
so, it is possible to see some discoloration of the right side of the
cover that matches to the point
where the yellow disappears.
There are also some anomalies
under ultraviolet light.
There is no listing in the Scott
Specialized Catalogue of United
States Stamps and Covers for a
missing yellow error for the G-rate
Old Glory postcard stamp, and
that should serve as a clue. It is
possible that a true error could
turn up years after issue, but this
stamp is nearly 20 years old, so
it is not likely. Any example submitted for expertizing has to be
looked upon skeptically.
Even older is the 8¢ Copernicus
commemorative of 1973, which
is known with the yellow-orange
color missing from the sun at the
center of the heliocentric model
held by the scientist in the stamp
design. The variety is listed in the
Scott U.S. specialized catalog as
Scott 1488a, with a value of $650.
Shown here side-by-side are
two examples of the stamp. On
the left is a normal example, and
on the right is one without the
yellow-orange. The missing color
stamp is a fake.
The Scott catalog listing notes:
“The orange can be chemically
removed. Expertization of No.
1488a is required.”

The Scott Catalogue of Errors
on U.S. Postage Stamps by Stephen R. Datz goes further: “Caution. Extremely dangerous fakes,
including color changelings exist.
Genuine examples of this error
each have an APS certificate. Expert certificate absolutely essential. Examples without certificates
should be avoided.”
No, I am not going to describe
how to remove the yellow-orange.
Suffice it to say that the lithographed color can be chemically
removed, and if carefully done, it
is very hard to detect.
Staff members of Jacques C.
Schiff Jr. Inc., the now-closed
New Jersey auction house, demonstrated the method to managers at the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing in October 1973.
The BEP managers were taken
by surprise.
This is one of many cases where
an expertizer needs not just genuine examples of the normal stamp,
but also fakes for comparison.
Verified fakes are often not easy to
come by, but over the years, expertizers are well advised to add
them whenever possible.
No stamp dealer can know everything about everything. And for
that reason, both identified and
unidentified fakes can sometimes
be found in dealer stocks. Some
will not be cheap, but they are
extremely helpful to an expertizer,
and usually worth the asking price
when building a serious reference
collection.

A
particularly
troublesome
stamp to expertize is the 10¢ Contributors to the Cause commemorative honoring Haym Salomon
(Scott 1561). Examples that seem
to be missing the red are shown
here, along with a normal stamp.
While there once was a listing for a red-omitted error of this
stamp in the Scott U.S. specialized catalog (Scott 1561b), that
listing was removed because old
opinions validating the missing
red were found to be wrong.
This and some of the early certified 8¢ Copernicus stamps missing yellow-orange are examples of
how old certificates can be wrong,
and why, as the art of detection
improves, a contemporary certificate is preferred.
There is red throughout the Salomon design. Under 30-power
magnification it is visible, but it
helps to have a normal example
handy to see where to look.
I have two examples expertized
in the mid-1990s that say “freak
Continued on page 41

These 10¢ Haym Salomon commemoratives have red as an important but difficult to see part of the design. At bottom
is a normal example. In the center is one
that is genuine, but with much of the red
omitted. At top is an altered copy with no
red, but the paper is toned.
Linns.com
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Continued from page 6
print with most of red missing” and
“freak printing, light print of red.”
Both descriptions mean essentially the same thing, but one stamp
has a good deal more red visible to
the naked eye, while the other requires magnification to see. I would
like to see some sort of standard
phraseology for such situations.
Complicating this situation is the
fact that man-made alterations of
the red are what one mostly sees.
They are most obvious when
compared to a normal example, Some Americana definitives from 1975 to 1979 were printed on blue paper. The blue
because the bright white margins paper (top) can be turned to white (bottom) with a common household product.
Some collectors who soaked
have been dulled by whatever was of plate blocks of U.S. stamps.
The 24¢, 28¢, 29¢ and 30¢ these stamps from envelopes put a
used to remove the red.
stamps in the 1975-81 Americana drop or two of household bleach in
Blue paper turns white
series were printed on blue paper the water to help brighten the colThe altering of stamp paper col- (Scott 1603-1606). Shortly after ors of the stamps and lighten heavy
or is not limited to white. A final ex- issue, they began showing up as cancellations. On these stamps, it
ample is demonstrated with a pair white-paper examples.
had the unexpected effect of re-

Massachusetts

Minnesota

New Jersey

New York

Oct 5
Dedham
1st Sunday Stamp & Coin Show. Holiday
Inn, exit 15A off I-95/128. Area’s largest
monthly stamp/coin show. Hrs: 9AM3:30PM. Edward Donegan, 508-6311423. Email: etdonegal@hotmail.com
TA: 35. FR

Oct 12
St Paul
2nd Sunday Stamp Show. Kelly Inn, I-94
at Marion St. Hrs: 10AM-4PM. Minnesota Stamp Events. Daniel Lemke, POB
472, Northfield, MN 55057. PH: 507663-6184. FR

Oct 5
Parsippany
Garden State Stamp, Coin & Currency
Show. P.A.L. Building, 33 Baldwin Rd.
Hrs: 9AM-4PM. P.A.L., 973-335-0555.
FR

Oct 23-26
New York
100th Anniversary Show. ASDA National
Postage Stamp Show. The Hilton, 1335
Avenue of the Americas. Hrs: Thurs., Fri.,
Sat. 10AM-6PM, Sun. 10AM-3PM.
American Stamp Dealers Assoc., Inc.
Van Siegling, POB 692, Leesport, PA
19533. Ph: 800-369-8207 ext 4. Or
email us at: asda@asdaonline.com.
W e b s i t
e :
www.americanstampdealer.com FR

Oct 18-19
Lexington
WALPEX 2014. Minuteman Technical
High School, 758 Marrett Rd. (RTE 2A)
Hrs: Sat. 10AM-5PM, Sun. 10AM-4PM.
Waltham Stamp Club. Norm Shufrin, 11
Montgomery Dr., Framingham, MA
01701. PH: 508-877-3296. Email:
normshu@verizon.net or visit website:
www.walpex.org DLR: 30. TA: 53. FR
Oct 21
Northampton
3rd Tuesday Stamp & Coin Show. World
War II Club, 50 Conz St. (Exit 18 off I91, then Rt. 5N, left on Conz St.). Hrs:
10:00AM-6PM. Harry Tong, 603-9783459. FR

Michigan
Oct 4
Ludington
Ludington Coin Club’s Coin and Stamp
Show. Baymont Inn & Suites, 4079 W.
U.S. 10-Ludington. Hrs: 9AM-4PM.
Ludington Coin Club. Bill Lehrbass, 499
W US 10, Scottville, MI 49454. PH:
231-757-9950. FR
Oct 4-5
Harbert
Stuck On Stamps Show. River Valley Senior Center, 13321 Red Arrow Hwy. Hrs:
Sat. 10AM-5PM, Sun. 10AM-4PM.
Southwestern Michigan Stamp Club.
Bill Kintuk. Phone: 269-925-4513.
Email: stampsgc@aol.com DLR: 7. FR
Oct 11
Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo Stamp Club Fall Exhibtion &
Bourse. Kalamazoo County Fairgrounds
and Expo Center, 2900 Lake St. Hrs:
10AM-4PM. Kalamazoo Stamp Club.
Dave Matyas, 49951 CR 653, Paw Paw,
MI 49079. PH: 269-657-2271. Email:
davelu72@frontier.com DLR: 28. TA: 70.
FR Postcard venue next door (admission
charge).
Oct 18-19
Dearborn Heights
MOTOPEX 2014. Sokol Hall, 23600 W.
Warren. Hrs: Sat. 10AM-5PM, Sun.
10AM-4PM. Motor City Stamp and Cover
Club. Bob Quintero, 22608 Poplar Ct.,
Hazel Park, MI 48030. 248-546-0038.
Email: Qover@comcast.net DLR: 25. TA:
32. FR. Free Parking, Show Cachets,
USPS Boutique.
Nov 1-2
Ann Arbor
AAPEX 2014. Morris J. Lawrence Bldg.,
Washtenaw Community College, 4800 E.
Huron River Dr. Hrs: Sat. 10AM-5PM,
Sun. 10AM-4PM. Ann Arbor Stamp Club.
Harry and Dottie Winter, POB 2012, Ann
Arbor, MI 48106. PH: 734-761-5859.
Email: harwin@umich.edu or visit
website: http://annarborstampclub.org
DLR: 28. TA: 60. FR

ZillionsOfStamps.com
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Oct 17-18
Roseville
Metropex Stamp Show. Roseville Skating
Center, 2661 Civic Center Dr. Hrs: Fri.
10AM-5PM, Sat.10AM-4PM. Maplewood
Stamp Club. Robert Lind, 83 B St
St. Paul, MN 55106. PH: 651-7885662. bcalabmonkey@yahoo.com DLR:
12-15. FR

Missouri
Oct 3-4
St Charles
Star Stamps Fall Stamps Show. Heart of
St. Charles Banquet Center, 1410 S.
Fifth St. Hrs: Fri. 10AM-5PM, Sat. 9AM4PM. Star Stamps & More. Nancy
Moellering, POB 1573, St. Charles, MO
63301. Email: n.k1052@att.net DLR:
20. TA: 20. FR
Oct 11
Fenton
Second Saturday Bourse. Stratford Inn,
800 S. Outer Rd. Hrs: 10AM-4PM. Gene
Stewart, 4729 Idaho, St. Louis, MO
63111. PH: 314-481-9098 or email:
genestamps@charter.net DLR: 8. TA: 12.
FR

New Jersey
Sep 21
Wayne
Stamp & Coin Show. 3rd Sunday every
month. Fire Co. #1, 93 Parish Dr. Dealers: 7AM-9AM. Hrs: 9AM-4PM. REW Enterprises LLC. Ross, 973-875-3793 or
email: stamprew@aol.com DLR: 15. FR
Sep 27-28
Clifton
2014 Fall Stamp Coin Cover Currency
Postcard Show. Community Recreation
Center, 1232 Main Ave. at Washington
Ave. Hrs: Sat. 10AM-5:00PM Sun.
10AM-4PM. Clifton Stamp Society. Tom
Stidl 62 Hackberry Place Clifton, NJ
07013 Ph: 973-471-7872 Email:
stidl@verizon.net Website:
www.clifton-stamp-society.org DLR: 2025 FR
Oct 4
Pennsauken
MSC Saturday Stamp Bourse. Temple
Lutheran Church Parish Hall, 5600 N. Rt.
130 (Crescent Blvd.) at intersection with
Merchantville Ave. Hrs: 9AM-4PM.
Merchantville Stamp Club. Steve
Hadjiyannis, POB 2913, Cherry Hill, NJ
08034. PH: 856-795-5929. Email:
sshadj@msn.com
Website:
www.merchantvillestampclub.org DLR:
15. TA: 17. FR

Oct 11
Hightstown
2nd Saturday Hightstown Stamp Bourse.
Hightstown American Legion Post, 130
N-33 E. Hrs: 9:30AM-3:30PM. Co-Op.
Ryan Terlecky, PH: 215-287-9326
Email: rterlecky@hotmail.com DLR: 22.
TA: 28 FR
Oct 19
Old Bridge
Old Bridge Stamp, Coin and Collectibles
Show. Old Bridge First Aide and Rescue
Squad Bldg., 200 Marlboro Rd. and Ferris Rd. (off Rt. 18 North). Hrs: 8AM-2PM.
Matt Sulikowski, PH: 732-740-4604.
Email: matski47@aol.com TA: 27. FR

New Mexico
Oct 18-19
Rio Rancho
NewMexPex 2014 Stamp Show. Meadowlark Senior Center, 4330 Meadowlark
Ln., SE. Hrs: Sat. 9AM-5PM, Sun. 9AM4PM. Albuquerque Philatelic Society, Rio
Rancho Stamp Club and Meadowlark
Senior Center. Paul L. Morton, 2305
Wheeler Peak Dr., NE, Rio Rancho, NM
87144-6707. PH: 505-867-9664.
Email: p.morton@att.net or visit Website:
http://madjac.com/stamps.htm DLR:
10. TA: 24. FR

New York
Sep 28
Melville
The Melville Stamp & Coin. Catapano
Engineering. 585 Rte. 110. Hrs: 8AM2PM. George Schultheis. PH: 516-5577096. Email: gsstamps1@hotmail.com
DLR: 35. FR
Sep 28
West Seneca
Coin & Stamp & Postcard & Collectibles
Show. Harvey D. Morin VFW Post 2940,
965 Center Rd., Hrs: 10AM-3PM. Peter
Cappa, 1380 French Rd., Depew, NY
14043. PH: 716-656-8080. DLR: 23.
TA: 55. FR
Oct 4
Olean
OLEPEX ’14. B.P.O.E. Elks Club, 209 W.
State St. Hrs: 10AM-4PM. Olean Stamp
Club. Ron Yeager, POX 774, Bradford,
PA 16701. PH: 814-362-4471. Email:
cry@atlanticbb.net DLR: 8. TA: 16. FR
Oct 10-12
White Plains
167th (57th year) Westchester Stamp,
Coin, Postcard & Paper Money Show .
Westchester County Center, Bronx River
Pkwy. and Central Ave. Hrs: Fri. Noon6PM, Sat. 10AM-6PM, Sun. 10AM-3PM.
Mark Simon, 914-299-3995. DLR: 100.
FR

Event Listings in LINN'S
Boost Show Attendance!

North Carolina
Nov 15-16
Raleigh
Carolina Coin and Stamp Show. Governor Holshouser Bldg., NC State Fairgrounds, Hillsborough St. and Blue
Ridge Rd. Hrs: Sat. 10AM-5PM, Sun.
10AM-3PM. Carolina Coin and Stamp
Show. Dot Hendrick, PH: 919-8289450. TA: 83. FR

Ohio
Sep 28
Canton
Canton Stamp Bourse. Holidayy Inn,
4520 Everhard Rd. NW Hrs: 10AM-4PM.
Lincolnway Stamps. Dave Pool, POB
455, Massillon, OH 44648. PH: 330832-5992.
Email:
lincolnway@sssnet.com. DLR: 5 TA: 10
FR
Sep 28
Cincinnati
Greenhills Classic Coin and Stamp
Show. American Legion Post 530,
11100 Winton Rd. Hrs: 10AM-4PM. Xenia Coin Shop. Jim Huffman, POB 63,
Xenia, OH 45385. PH: 937-376-2807.
FAX: 937-374-1400. Or send an Email:
numismaniaofohio@woh.rr.com Website:
xeniacoin.com DLR: 30. TA: 55. FR
Oct 4
Steubenville
STEUPEX ’14. Eastern Gateway Community College, 4000 Sunset Blvd. Hrs:
10AM-5PM. Fort Steuben Stamp Club.
Linda Snyder, POB 1131, Steubenville,
OH 43952. PH: 304-670-4744. Email:
bears34fan@comcast.net DLR: 4. TA: 6.
FR. New Location- easy access off U.S.
Route 22, Free Parking
Oct 18
Wooster
WOOPEX 2014. Ida Sue School, 266
Oldman Road. Hrs: 9AM-5PM. Wooster
Stamp Club. Richard Peterson, POB
626, Wooster, OH 44691. PH: 330262-5378 Email: hilltop@bright.net
Website: www.hilltopstamps.com DLR:
8. TA: 15. FR

Pennsylvania
Sep 28
Fort Washington
Tri-State Monthly Stamp, Coin Show &
Sale. Holiday Inn, PA Turnpike, Exit 339,
PA Turnpike and 309 Expressway. Hrs:
10AM-4PM. Allen Brock, 305-8527678. DLR: 55. FR

moving the blue from the paper.
As far as I am aware, all known
examples showing this effect are
used or unused without gum, as
there is no way to do this without
removing the gum. Still, I marvel
that some were sent in for expertizing and others are seen in dealer
stocks, usually with question marks.
If any part of a print run of these
stamps was done on white paper
and not announced, there would
have been a considerable stir in
the collecting community. Believing that such a thing could exist
would represent a triumph of hope
over reality.
In next month’s expertizing column, I will look at more instances
of common submissions of material believed to be in the error class
that do not make the grade. The
focus will be on perforations. n

Pennsylvania

Vermont

Oct 4
Chambersburg
Fall Stamp Expo. Eugene Clarke Center,
235 S. Third St. Hrs: 10AM-5PM. Cumberland Valley Philatelic Society. Quinn
Witherspoon,
251
Martin
Ave.,
Chambersburg, PA 17201. PH: 717264-1252. DLR: 10. TA: 20. FR.
Post Office, Snack Bar

Oct 4
Quechee
Crossroads Postcard and Stamp Show.
Mid-Vermont Christian School Gym, 399
Gilson Ave. Hrs: 9AM-3PM. Upper Valley
Stamp Club. John Lutz, 12 Franklin St.,
Randolph, VT 05060-1144. PH: 802728-6212. Email: jalutz@gmail.com
DLR: 23. TA: 60. FR

Oct 12
Harrisburg
Fall CAPPEX 2014. Susquehanna Township High School, 3500 Elmerton Ave.,
(take I-81 to Progress Ave. exit.) Hrs:
10AM-4PM. Capital City Philatelic Society. Linn Kinney, 1050 Tunberry Ct.,
Mechanicsburg, PA 17050. PH: 717732-7813. DLR: 16. FR
Oct 18
Gettysburg
GETTYPEX 2014. Gettysburg Fire Company, 35 N. Stratton St. Hrs: 10AM-4PM.
Blue and Gray Stamp Club. Dwight L.
Monn, 338 Lincolnway W., New Oxford,
PA 17350. PH: 717-624-4864 or
email: dmonn@pa.net DLR: 11. TA: 33.
FR
Nov 1-2
Pittsburgh (Bridgeville)
PITTPEX ’14. South Fayette Fire Hall, 661
Millers Run Rd., Cuddy, PA 15031. Hrs:
Sat. 10AM-5PM, Sun. 10AM-3PM. Philatelic Society of Pittsburgh. Ron Carr,
60 Robinhood Rd., Pittsburgh, PA
15220-3014. PH: 412-561-6562.
Email: rgc211215@aol.com or visit our
website: www.presidentdrive.com DLR:
12-13. FR

Rhode Island
Oct 5
Dedham, MA
1st Sunday Stamp & Coin Show. Holiday
Inn, exit 15A off I-95/128. Area’s largest
monthly stamp/coin show. Hrs: 9AM3:30PM. Edward Donegan, 508-6311423. Email: etdonegal@hotmail.com
TA: 35. FR

Texas
Sep 27
Austin
Austin Postcard & Paper Show. Norris
Conference Center, 2525 W. Anderson
Ln. Hrs: 9AM-5PM. The Capital of Texas
Postcard Club. Linda Bassett, PO Box
81601 Austin, TX 78708-1601. PH:
512-751-9475. Email: ctxpc@ctxpc.org
Website: www.ctxpc.org DLR: 15. TA:
45. ADM
Nov 8-9
Grapevine
27th Annual Mid-Cities Stamp Club
EXPO. Grapevine Convention Center,
1209 S. Main St. Hrs: Sat. 10AM-5PM,
Sun. 10AM-4PM. Mid-Cities Stamp Club.
Stanley Christmas, POB 2158, Arlington,
TX 76004-2158. PH: 817-656-2925.
Email: elvira6@swbell.net or visit our
website: www.mid-citiesstampclub.com
DLR: 28. TA: 28. FR

Virginia
Sep 26-28
Fredericksburg
Virginia Numismatic Association Coin
and Stamp Show. Fredericksburg Expo
and Conference Center, 2371 Carl D.
Silver Parkway. Hrs: Fri. & Sat. 10AM6PM Sun. 10AM-4PM. Jack Ott PH:
888-297-3536 or send an Email:
jack@comcast.com. We buy, sell and appraise stamps and covers.
Sep 26-28
Fredericksburg
VNA Convention & Coin Show. Fredericksburg Expo & Convention Center,
2371 Carl D. Silver Pkwy. Hrs: Fri. & Sat.
10AM-6PM, Sun. 10AM-4PM. Virginia
Numismatic Association. Gregg Coburn,
POB 824, Bealeton, VA 22712. PH:
540-272-1524.
Email:
coburngregg@gmail.com or visit our
Website: www.vnaonline.org DLR: 70-80.
TA: 150. FR. Stamp and Coin Dealers.
Oct 11
Richmond
Richmond StampFest, Holiday Inn Crossroads, 2000 Staples Mill Rd., Richmond,
VA
Hrs:
Sat.
9:30AM-4:30PM.
jackottstamps@gmail.com
888-2973536. www.jackottstamps.com
Nov 7-9
Arlington
ASDA Fall Postage Stamp Show. Hilton
Crystal City, 2399 Jefferson Davis Hwy.
Hrs: Fri.-Sat. 10AM-6PM, Sun. 10AM3PM. ASDA, Van Siegling, POB 692,
Leesport, PA 19533. Ph: 800-369-8207
ext
4. Send us an
Email:
asda@asdaonline.com
Website:
www.americanstampdealer.com FR

Washington
Oct 4-5
Richland
Tri-Cities Stamp Show. Knights of Columbus Hall, 2500 Chester. Hrs: Sat. 10AM5PM, Sun. 10AM-4PM. Tri-Cities Stamp
Club. Lawrence E. Clay, POB 6228,
Kennewick, WA 99336. PH: 509-7353731 or email: lclay3731@charter.net
DLR: 10. TA: 20. FR

Wisconsin
Oct 25-26
West Allis
TOSAPEX 2014. Gonzaga Hall, 1435 S.
92nd St. Hrs: Sat. 10AM-5PM, Sun.
10AM-3PM. Wauwatosa Philatelic Society, Inc. Carol Schutta, 6814 Southview
Cir., West Bend, WI 53090. PH: 262388-1453.
Email:
harryncarolschutta@gmail.com Website:
MilwaukeePhilatelic.org DLR: 15. TA: 20.
FR
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U.S. STAMP Notes by John M. Hotchner

The value of observation in expertizing: Is it real or fake?
I am often asked if suchand-such an item should
be submitted for expertizing. The default answer is
“yes,” but there are three
general exceptions.
The first is when the cost
of expertizing is more —
often far more — than the
value of the item, although
that is not an absolute rule.
The scholar who needs to
verify his opinion for his
study might find the cost
of a certificate worthwhile.
Even cheap stamps have
been faked, especially when
overprinted or surcharged.
A few philatelists seem
to collect certificates with
as much passion as they
collect stamps. Value to
them is not the most im-

varieties that are not obvious, but the basic stamp is
what it is.
The third “do not submit”
category represents material discussed in this column
and in the next: philatelic
items that can be eliminated
as being genuine through
observation by anyone with
a bit of knowledge, a magnifier, an up-to-date catalog
and a logical mind.
I was asked recently
about submitting a vertical
strip of three of the United
States 8¢ Rural America
Angus Cattle stamp (Scott
1504). The stamps on the
strip, pictured here, each
have two sets of horizontal
perforations.
The owner — an error,

The stamps on this seemingly double-perforated strip of 1973 commemoratives were altered by the addition of a second row of horizontal perfs beneath the “Rural America” inscription.

What appear to be perforations on this strip of three 1¢ Liberty issue
George Washington coil stamps actually are punctures created by
teeth that held the coil roll in place in a coil dispensing machine.

hope overcomes reason.
A similar item is shown
here, graphically cropped:
a 1¢ Liberty series George
Washington coil strip (Scott
1054), on cover with doubled vertical perforations.
In this case, the second set
of perforations (within the
stamp design) is a bit ragged
and is, again, smaller than
the genuine perforations.
The origin of this effect is
a coil dispensing machine
set to dispense stamps
one at a time. Insert a penny, and one stamp comes
out. Teeth clamp down on
the next stamp to prevent
the buyer from getting anything more than what was
paid for.
In this case, those teeth
are of the same gauge as
the genuine perforations,
and create puncture holes
that match up pretty well.
Also shown graphically
cropped from its cover is an
apparent imperforate single
of the 1941 6¢ Transport
airmail stamp (Scott C25).
The stamp has decent
margins, but it is a nearly
inviolable rule in expertizing
that one never gives a good
certificate to single imperfs.
In this case, there is a really
good reason.
This design was also

released in the form of a
three-stamp vertical booklet
pane. The bottom stamp of
that pane has no perforations at right, left or bottom.
Cut the perforations off
the top and you have an instant, though quite faked,
imperforate stamp.

pane of six is off both high
and to the right. And you
can picture someone clipping just inside the perforations, together with
the straight edges at left
and bottom, leaving what
would appear to be a nice
imperforate single with
quite large margins.
The bottom line is, beware of the good-looking
imperforate single.
Covers can also be subjected to the logical approach. An example is the
cover canceled in Cape
Verde Dec. 28, 1901, and
sent without postage. On
arrival in New York in January 1902, it was rated 10¢
postage due and sent on-

Graphically cropped from a cover, this seemingly imperforate 1941
6¢ Transport stamp was clipped from a booklet pane.

This phenomenon is often seen with early U.S.
stamps where the settings
for the lines of perforating pins were variable,
causing the occasional
jumbo stamp, such as the
2¢ margin single shown
nearby. Cut off the perforations, and you have what
appears to be a credible
imperf single, such as the
3¢ stamp next to it.
Also shown is a pair of
stamps from a 1938 3¢
Prexie booklet pane. You
will see that the lower left
stamp from the booklet

ward to the addressee in
Providence, R.I.
On arrival, the 10¢ was
collected as the letter was
delivered, and evidence
thereof was affixed to the
front of the letter.
The problem with this
cover is that the evidence
affixed is not the stamp
now seen on the cover.
Likely it was a plain old 10¢
postage due stamp affixed
where the 10¢ parcel post
postage due stamp is now.
How can I be so sure?
The parcel post postage
Continued on page 36

portant factor: assuring freak and oddity collector
that their stamps are genu- — can be forgiven for hopine and unaltered is.
ing that this is a genuine vaSince we all get to col- riety, as there are genuine
lect however we wish, I double perfs in one direchave no problem with this. tion known on some of the
The second exception is stamps perforated on the
when the item is evidently sheetfed L-perforator durwhat it seems to be.
ing the 1960s and 1970s.
Stamps that fit into this But this is not one of them.
class, when being looked
What is the tip-off? The
at by any reasonably expe- perforations under the
rienced collector, include words “Rural America”
the United States 1847 5¢ are smaller than the genuand 10¢ stamps (Scott 1 ine perforations above the
and 2), and Great Britain’s words. The second set of
1840 Penny Black (1).
perfs was added after proExpertizing might still be duction, and the piece is
desired if the owner wants nothing but a curiosity.
to know about possible
Such a small difference Raw material for faked single imperforate stamps, like the 3¢ Bank Note stamp shown on the left, can be
defects, plating or minor can escape notice when from jumbo perforated examples such as the 2¢ stamp, or from widely perforated booklet-pane singles.
6 LINN’S STAMP NEWS October 27, 2014
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U.S. STAMP Notes
Continued from page 6
due stamps were issued
in 1913 to complement
the parcel post stamps released that same year for
the new fourth class services approved by Congress in 1912.

cover shown here, which is
genuine enough in its basics, fails logical examination because the stamp on
it was not issued until 1913.
The owner need not
bother submitting it for an
expert opinion.

What is it about this 1901 cover that has been faked? The answer
appears in the accompanying article.

The five-stamp parcel
post postage due set consists of 1¢, 2¢, 5¢, 10¢ and
25¢ denominations. The
aggregate value for used
examples in the 2015 Scott
Specialized Catalogue of
United States Stamps and
Covers is $77, with the 10¢
stamp being the most desirable, at $45.
But the same stamps
used on cover are much
more difficult to find, and
much more pricey than the
value for the used stamp
off cover.
That 10¢ denomination
on cover catalogs at $650.
That value difference is
quite an incentive to create
a fake rarity. But the 1901

In the next column in
this expertizing series, we
will look at more examples
of stamps that have no
prayer of getting a genuine
certificate.
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Cartoon winner

Picture yourself looking
out over the water from the
top of a lighthouse, such as
the structure shown on the
Portland Head Lighthouse
stamp issued as part of the
2013 New England Coastal
Lighthouses set.
That particular stamp was
used for the September cartoon caption contest.
Of the hundred or so
readers who took the challenge, some remarkably

similar themes based in
popular culture were used
by many entries.
The musical On A Clear
Day You Can See Forever
was translated by reader
Bill Kriebel of Philadelphia,
Pa., to “On a clear day, I’m
not necessary!”
The song title You Light
Up My Life was used by
several entries, alone and
in context, such as “My
job as lighthouse keeper
keeps me singing, ‘You
light up my life,’” from
Thomas Misiewicz from
Martinsburg, W.Va.
“It’s lonely at the top,”
a common bit of societal
wisdom, was used multiple times; the first to arrive
was from Michael Cochran
of Libertyville, Ill.
Another song, one originally relating to sails, was
converted to comment
on a New England sports
team by Richard Herman
of Lido Beach, N.Y., whose
entry was “Red Sox in the
sunset …”
The most popular theme
was based in the parallel between housekeeping and the stamp. This is
typified by the entry from
Robert North of Van Nuys,
Calif.: “But the ad said,
‘Easy job. Only a little light
house keeping involved.’”
The daily trip to empty
the mailbox was the second most popular theme.
This entry is from Arnie
Fenske of Eldon, Mo.: “I
don’t care what you say,
it’s your turn to walk down
and get the mail!”
The nonphilatelic winner, shown here with the

Lighthouse stamp, casts
the lighthouse in a completely different role. It is
from Charles Vukotich,
sent in via e-mail.
On the philatelic side,
Howard Banks, who also
submitted by e-mail, came
up with “I knew becoming
a lighthouse attendant was
a longterm commitment,
but forever? Really?”
Both winners will receive
Linn’s Stamp Identifier
published by Amos Hobby
Publishing, or a 13-week
subscription to Linn’s (a
new subscription or an extension). The book has a
retail value of $12.99.
Here are a few of the
runners-up:
“You call this a penthouse
with a view?” from Boyd
DeGeest of Winona, Minn.
“I see a postage rate
hike on the horizon,” by

Steve Kotler of San Francisco, Calif.
“I hope we’re high
enough up here when the
sea of Postal Service red
ink hits us,” sent by A.J.
Zappa of Tucson, Ariz.
“Martha, add 200,000
candles to the shopping list,
just in case the power goes
out,” from Michael Moticha
of Apple Valley, Calif.
“Where do I keep my
collection of lighthouse
stamps and covers? Why
in a Lighthouse album, of
course!” by Bradley Miller
of Huntsville, Ala.
“No, Sarah, you can’t
see Russia from here!”
sent by Emmanuel Atsalinos of Silver Spring, Md.
Thanks and a tip of the
hat to all who entered.
The next cartoon caption
contest will be announced
in the Nov. 10 Linn’s. n

GEE, GLORAX,
NO ONE WILL EVER SUSPECT
THAT THIS IS OUR ROCKET
TO GET BACK TO PLUTO.

Chuck Vukotich wins one of two prizes in the September cartoon
caption contest with this line that gives a new function to the
Portland Head lighthouse on this 2013 stamp. The next contest will
be announced in Linn’s Nov. 10 issue.
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U.S. STAMP Notes by John M. Hotchner

Save some bucks on expertizing by eliminating obvious alterations
In the previous column in
this U.S. Stamp Notes series on expertizing (Linn’s,
Oct. 27, page 6), I looked
at some of the patients
(stamps) sent in for expertizing where the submitter
could have saved themselves the fee through their
own careful observation.
Granted, someone new

writing a check for expertizing. Often members will
be able to save you the fee.
They also can tell you if
they think it’s worthwhile to
send the item in.
Today, I will discuss
items recently sent in for
authentication that need
not have been expertizing
candidates.

On the left is the 1998 nondenominated H-rate (33¢) Hat stamp, as issued, with its normal gray hat brim. On the right is a variety with a green
hat brim that is sometimes thought to be an error — but it is not.

to the hobby might not have
the knowledge to be able to
see the obvious, but this is
where your local stamp club
can be a resource.
If there is a stamp club
near you, join it. In addition
to the enjoyment of fellowship and new sources of
stamps for your collection,
the amount of knowledge
that is available from other
members will amaze you.
Take your question-mark
stamps to the club before

This sort of item might
be sent in despite the fact
that there is no catalog listing for such a variety, but
the owner has an abundance of enthusiasm and
the hope that he has discovered something new.
In 1998, the United
States issued its group of
nondenominated
H-rate
(33¢) Hat stamps. On the

Some orange and yellow U.S. stamps from the Civil War until the
1930s have changed from their original colors to variations of brown
and orange brown. They have been affected by sulphur in the air.
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vast majority of the Hat
stamps, the hat brim is
gray, but once in a while
you will see a stamp that
has a green hat brim.
Is it a rare and valuable
error?
We know that color errors are listed in the Scott
Specialized
Catalogue
of United States Stamps
and Covers, but checking
there reveals no listing for
a green hat brim error.
This is the first clue that
it’s time to tone down the
enthusiasm level.
If something that is found
15 to 20 years after it’s issued is not in the catalog,
there is a very high probability that it is not a genuine error, or that the variety
itself is not of sufficient significance to be listed.
In the case of the Hat variety, it is a post-production
changeling. The gray color
is a composite of various
pigments, and something
in the ink responds to prolonged exposure to bright
light by morphing the visual color from gray to green.
Put it in your album as
an interesting variety, but
don’t send it for expertizing as an error.
A similar variety affects
some U.S. stamps of the
late 19th and early 20th
centuries printed in orange
and sometimes yellow ink.
Four examples shown
here have changed from
those colors to variants
ranging from chocolate
brown to orange brown.
These are not errors, but
rather, the result of sulfurization from chemicals in
the air.
Such changes are often
found in varying degrees
on the 1898 4¢ TransMississippi stamp, the 6¢
Washington of the Third
Bureau issue, the 6¢ Garfield of the 1922 series,
and the 2¢ orange revenue
stamps of 1862-71.
If not too far gone, the
darkening effect can be reversed by carefully applying a little bit of hydrogen
peroxide diluted in water.
Before you try this on mint

Striking color varieties such
as these have been created on
purpose by collectors drawn to
experimenting with chemicals to
see what effect they might have
on stamps. Some are identified
as experiments on the back of
the stamp, and others are not.

stamps, practice on cheap
used examples.
And speaking of applying chemicals, there are
some really amazing-looking stamps around that

have been intentionally altered to create visually arresting varieties.
Sometimes these intentional experiments will be
marked on the back as
being chemically transformed, but not always.
There is another resource for determining
whether you have a stamp
worth expertizing. The
American Philatelic Society has a “Quick I.D.”
Continued on page 31

CAN YOU IMAGINE?
THAT DUMB BUNNY
GETTING A STAMP!
WHO’S NEXT? PORKY PIG?

David Schwartz wins one of two prizes in the October cartoon caption contest with this line that seems to predict the future. Daffy
Duck was only one of the characters featured on five stamps in the
Looney Tunes series issued from 1997 to 2001. The next cartoon
caption contest will be announced in Linn’s Dec. 8 issue.
Linns.com
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coating can be seen on
the example in black pictured here (Scott 63TC5). It
tends to shrink, crack and
wrinkle the paper. From
the back, it looks like crocodile skin.

The MacDonough patent

MacDonough’s
patent called for printing the
stamps with a glycerinbased ink that would prove

highly soluble in water.
Once again, any attempt to
wash the stamp to remove
the cancel would result
not only in the disappearance of the cancel, but the
stamp design as well.
The example shown
here (Scott 63TC5) is printed in the only color known
to be used to produce
this patent. It is a muddy
brown, and the details of

the stamp design are not
very sharp.
•
While all three of these
patents showed promise to
some degree, none of them
made the cut. The National
Bank Note Co. did go to
considerable expense to
test each of them; however, it was the firm’s grilling
process that continued to
prevail with the U.S. Post

Office Department.
If you would like a listing of the known colors for
each of the patents, please
e-mail me at the address
below, and I will send you
a PDF file.
My next column will
continue to explore some
of the different essays created for the prevention of
reuse of postage stamps,
specifically Henry Lowen-

berg’s decalcomanias.
James E. Lee has been
a full-time professional
philatelist for more than
25 years specializing in
United
States
essays
and proofs, postal history and fancy cancels.
He may be reached via email at jim@jameslee.com,
or through his website at
www.jameslee.com. n

U.S. STAMP Notes
Continued from page 6
service that can often
identify the sorts of items
discussed in this and prior
columns, at a substantially
lower cost than the formal
expertizing process. It is
open to APS members at
$5 per scanned item and
$10 for nonmembers.
The collector provides a
digital scan of each item to
be identified, and sends it
to Quick I.D. as a GIF or
JPG digital file.
Or a good quality color
photocopy of the item can
be submitted with payment to APS Quick I.D.,
100 Match Factory Place,
Bellefonte, PA 16823.
For additional information, visit http://stamps.
org/stamp-identification,
or contact Mercer Bristow
by e-mail at ambristo@
stamps.org, or by telephone at 814-933-3803.
One more easy-to-spot
variety that is not genuine
is from the era of lick-andstick stamps, specifically
with coil stamps from rolls
that were subjected to
moisture. The result is a
roll that is stuck together,
resembling a small brick.
Since such a roll of
stamps with higher face
values represents a significant amount of money,
owners will often try to pull
them apart. They would do
better to soak them apart,
because pulling them
apart results in stamps
that look like the stamps
shown here.
This is because the bond
of the paper on which
stamps are printed is weaker than the bond created by
the moistened gum. When
ZillionsOfStamps.com
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“Why is it ducks only get
bills?”
On the philatelic side
of our contest, David
Schwartz seems to foretell
the future with the clever
line revealed on page 6
with the pictured stamp.
Both winners will receive
Linn’s Stamp Identifier
Seen from the front and the back, these pairs are the result of trying to pull apart lick-and-stick stamp published by Amos Hobby
coil rolls that were affected by moisture, causing the stamps to stick together like a small brick. Such
Publishing, or a 13-week
items have been submitted for expertization as errors, but they are merely damaged stamps.
subscription to Linn’s (a
Daffy appeared on the stamps, but they are avidly new subscription or an exthe stuck stamps are pulled
apart, it leaves part of the 1999 33¢ stamp that also collected by those who ap- tension). The book has a
paper with gum above the served as the October car- preciate the beauty of the retail value of $12.99.
design, and the stamps are toon caption contest stamp. basic art, and the engravHere are a few of the
As several entries point- ing of the earlier issues.
so thin when looked at from
runners-up.
William
Meentemeyer
the back that they seem to ed out, the 20¢ 1982 issue
“The local Chinese resbe printed in reverse on the that marked the 50th an- of Sarasota, Fla., recog- taurant named a dish in my
back. This is easily mistak- niversary of migratory bird nizes this with this entry, honor — it’s called ‘Peekhunting stamps was the “I’m proud to be the most ing Duck,’” from Steve
en for some sort of rarity.
In fact, they are just first postage stamp to fea- famous duck, but for 80 Kotler of San Francisco,
years they’ve pictured all Calif.
damaged stamps with no ture ducks.
That postage stamp my brothers and sisters!”
value, since they will not
“Born in 1933, and my
Steve Kotler of San birthday cards are just areven pass for postage. commemorated the fedThere is no point in spend- eral duck stamp program Francisco, Calif., gives this riving!” by Helen Parcells
ing money to have them that began in 1932, and a somewhat different treat- from Selbyville, Del.
which produces a large ment with, “They finally
expertized.
“All this junk mail is
I intend to revisit the and attractive revenue picked the right duck, but I driving me daffy!” sent by
matter of varieties that are stamp each year featur- should have been on a for- Boyd DeGeest of Winona,
not genuine at some point ing competitively selected ever stamp!”
Minn.
The great majority of
down the line, but Decem- duck art for the stamps
“A card from Donald,
ber’s expertizing column that are used on that year’s entries this month talked three bills, and 37 politiabout the contents of the cal ads. The 2016 election
will deal with at least a hunting licenses.
Many U.S. collectors are unusual mailbox.
couple of Christmas stamp
is getting an early start!”
Adapting
a
favorite from William Hyde of Lacolor misregistrations that not aware of these beautiful
exclamation that Daffy Crosse, Wis.
mimic missing colors.
sometimes borrowed from
In January, we will look
“Despite my star status,
Sylvester the cat, Paul I’m comfortable in my own
at the question raised by
Abajian of Essex Junction, feathers!” by Edgar Duna reader of when it makes
Vt., has him saying “Cou- lap via e-mail.
financial sense to pay for
pons, coupons, coupons,
the cost of expertizing
“It’s desthipicable —
but nothing for succotash!” Batman eight stamps;
something that appears
And in a nod to Linn’s, Daffy Duck one,” sent by
to be a genuine stamp or
Dieter Von Hennig of Reno, Michael Moticha of Apple
variety.
The first in an unbroken line of Nev., comments, “What? Valley, Calif.
Cartoon winner
Thanks and a tip of the
federal migratory bird hunting No Linn’s again? I better
Daffy Duck wasn’t the stamps that dates from 1934 to try the digital edition.”
hat to all who entered.
first duck on a U.S. stamp, the present, these large reveThe nonphilatelic winThe next cartoon capbut he is clearly the duck nue stamps for hunting licenses ner comes from this group. tion contest will be anwith the most personality are notable for their beauty and Grieg Best of Sacramento, nounced in the Dec. 8
high quality printing.
— at least to us humans.
Calif., has Daffy musing, Linn’s. n
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U.S. STAMP Notes by John M. Hotchner

Missing colors on Christmas stamps fool even the experts
There are some colors
that have been used in
stamp printing that are virtually impossible to see.
I’ve previously written
about the United States
1968 6¢ Christmas stamp
featuring The Annunciation
by Van Eyck (Scott 1363)
and the difficulty of determining whether the yellow
is missing. The one reliable

of a plate number and the
extreme difficulty of seeing
the gray color in the design.
And as late as 2010 and
2012, the American Philatelic Society Expertizing
Service has received patients (stamps) that have
come through claiming to
be the missing gray. They
were even accompanied
by letters from the Bureau

any stamp when it is part of
a multicolor printing. In this
case, it is on top of the yellow and red, but under the
blue, dark green and black.
On both the normal and
the misregistered blocks,
the gray can be seen under
magnification on the upper
part of the bird’s head.
Thus, despite the evidence of your unaided

cate strongly advised. Many
prefer to collect this error in
intact pane form because
the omission of buff is more
readily evident due to the
absence of the buff plate

number in the selvage.”
However, I have seen
half a dozen full strips of
20, such as the example
shown here, with the buff
Continued on page 50

This plate block of the 1971 8¢ Christmas stamp has a missing gray plate number, fourth from the left.
This has led to widespread misidentification of stamps as missing the difficult-to-see gray color.

clue is having a plate strip of Engraving and Printing
with the yellow number and from Scott Publishmissing.
ing arguing for their being
But what if a plate num- genuine.
ber is missing, and the color
Yet neither the Scott
isn’t missing on the stamp? Specialized Catalogue of
There are two instances United States Stamps and
of U.S. Christmas stamps Covers nor the Scott Catawhere this has happened.
logue of Errors on U.S.
The first is the 1971 8¢ Postage Stamps by StePartridge in a Pear Tree phen R. Datz (sometimes
(Scott 1445), shown here referred to as the Datz erin a plate block of 12.
ror catalog) has a listing
If you look at the place for missing gray on this
for the fourth plate number stamp, and there is a very
from the left, you will see good reason for that.
that it is blank. I have seen
The gray is present, but
about half a dozen such very hard to see.
blocks, both lower right
On the affected blocks,
and lower left, with the gray the gray is shifted up 7½
number (33108) missing.
millimeters. You can see
I also have seen 1973, the shifted plate number
1985 and 2001 certificates under magnification in the
from major expertizing bottom portion of the pear
services saying that the and across the lower loop
stamps are missing-gray of the “8.”
errors, based on the lack
Gray is difficult to see in
6 LINN’S STAMP NEWS December 22, 2014
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eyes, good certificates in
the past, and letters written in good faith by knowledgeable parties attesting
to the missing gray, there
is no known example of
such an error.
It is a fine example of
why it pays for expertizers
to be skeptics.
The second example is
the 1974 10¢ Currier and
Ives Christmas stamp listed as buff omitted (Scott
1551a). As with gray in the
Partridge in a Pear Tree
stamp, buff is a terribly difficult color to see on the
issued stamp, and I have
seen only one expertized
single.
Datz warns: “Caution.
The buff color is a very light,
transparent shade. Error
stamps are extremely difficult to distinguish from normal stamps. Expert certifi-

This 1974 Currier and Ives strip of 20 features two badly misregistered buff plate numbers adjoining horizontal rows nine and 10. Because of the faint coloration, the numbers 35420 may be difficult to
see here. Stamps thought to be missing the buff color of the shifted
plate number may be nothing more than color misregistrations, despite the fact that there is a catalog listing for a buff-omitted error.
Linns.com
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U.S. STAMP Notes

Buy Philippines 1932 airmails

Continued from page 6
number missing at the margin of
the first horizontal row, but present elsewhere in the margin — not
just once, but twice.
Plate number 35420, which
should be next to the top stamp,
has been shifted 9.02 inches
down, next to the Mr. ZIP on row
10. The same plate number also
appears next to stamp nine, shifted up 9.02 inches from its proper
location in the pane below.
This probably resulted from
misregistration at press start-up,
or a splice throwing off the color
registration process. The light
color made it tough to detect the
variety during inspection. The bottom line is that the listed missing
light buff may not exist at all.
Is it any wonder that expertizers
get gray hair?

Philippines — The United
States gained control of the Philippines in 1898 as a result of victory in the Spanish American War.
It was administered as an insular
territory until 1935, when it was
granted commonwealth status on
the road to full independence.
Independence was delayed by
World War II and the Japanese
conquest and occupation. After
liberation in 1945, full independence was granted July 4, 1946.
One of the more interesting issues from the American administration period is the set of seven
overprinted airmail stamps (Scott
C29-C35) commemorating Capt.
Hans Wolfgang von Gronau’s
stops in the Philippines on his
1932 around-the-world flight.
Von Gronau (1893-1977) had
served in German naval aviation
in World War I. After the war, he
sought to develop commercial
aviation. His around-the-world
flight was part of an attempt to interest the German government in
the use of seaplanes for regular air
service between Germany and the
United States.
Von Gronau departed from
List, Germany, July 22, 1932, flying a twin-engine Dornier-Wal
seaplane. He made two stops in

The Philippines 1932 set of seven airmail stamps overprinted to commemorate the around-the-world flight of Capt.
Hans Wolfgang von Gronau (Scott C29C35) is a good buy in mint never-hinged
condition at or near the 2015 Scott
Specialized Catalogue of United States
Stamps and Covers value of $31.55.

the Philippines, arriving in Manila
Sept. 29, before proceeding on to
Zamboanga City. He successfully
completed the around-the-world
flight Nov. 23 in List, Germany.
The airmail stamps, showing
the seaplane in outline in the overprint, are of interest to airmail and
aviation topical collectors. The
2015 Scott Specialized Catalogue
of United States Stamps and
Covers values the set in unused
hinged condition at $19.55 and
in mint never-hinged condition at
$31.55. We think the mint neverhinged set is the better buy at or
near Scott catalog value. n

Tip of the week

Zambia — This landlocked nation in southern Africa was formerly the British colony of Northern Rhodesia. The country gained
independence Oct. 24, 1964. Its first president, Kenneth Kaunda, instituted a oneparty dictatorship. Economic collapse and
international pressure forced Kaunda to
release his grip on power, and multiparty
democratic government ensued from
1991. Anti-corruption campaigns and government decentralization have made Zambia the region’s fastest growing economy.
Zambia has issued a lot of topical
stamps primarily for sale to collectors.
However, beginning about 2003, a number
of those stamps have been overprinted Zambia’s six overprinted
and surcharged stamps of
and surcharged for local postal use.
These stamps generally were not mar- 2010 are not valued in the
Scott Standard Postage
keted to collectors or dealers, and stamp Stamp Catalogue.
catalog editors usually only found out
about them when used examples showed up in kiloware mixtures.
Most of these stamps are worth more than the catalog minimum
for new issues; some are worth considerably more.
Look for the set of six overprinted and surcharged stamps issued in 2010 (Scott 1119-1123). The stamps are not valued in the
2015 Scott Standard Postage Stamp Catalogue.
If you find a set, it would be interesting to know what price is
being asked for it. — H.G & R.M.
50 LINN’S STAMP NEWS December 22, 2014
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Cartoon winner

Gen. George S. Patton, shown
on the 3¢ commemorative issued
Nov. 11, 1953, is best known for
his masterful use of armor, specifically tanks, to win battles.
On a less positive note, and perhaps thanks to the movie Patton,
he is also well known for losing patience with a soldier suffering from
battle fatigue, and slapping him.
Both themes were dominant
among the entries in the November cartoon caption contest,
which featured the 1953 commemorative stamp.
Jo-An Watson from Kalamazoo,
Mich., played off the first theme
with “General, those purple tanks
really gave the Germans a good
laugh!”
Bill Kriebel from Philadelphia, Pa.,
used it as a device to reference the
problem of fuel shortages, “A horse,
a horse, my t(h)anks for a horse!”
Robert Boynton from Carmel,
Ind., was more explicit on the
same subject, “If they keep giving
all my gasoline to Montgomery, I’ll
have to mail these tanks to Berlin.”
Patton’s legendary temper was
captured by Robert Bialo from
Cary, Ill., with “Cancel my stamp
and I’ll slap you good!”
The winner on the philatelic
side refers to a certain Stars and
Stripes cartoonist who was not
very respectful of brass hats. The
line, by William David Webb from
Jenkintown, Pa., is revealed with
the pictured stamp.
The nonphilatelic winner suggested by Bob Birkenstein of
Fountain Valley, Calif., relates to
a new WWII movie starring Brad

@#$%^&*!
GLAD I NEVER LIVED
TO SEE BILL MAULDIN
ON A STAMP!

Linn’s reader William David Webb
submitted this winning philatelic line
to caption the 1953 George S. Patton
stamp for the November U.S. Stamp
Notes cartoon caption contest. Details for the next contest will be announced in Linn’s Jan. 12, 2015, issue.

Pitt, “General Patton, Brad Pitt
called and wants his Sherman
tank named ‘Fury.’”
Both winners will receive Linn’s
Stamp Identifier published by
Amos Hobby Publishing, or a 13week subscription to Linn’s (a new
subscription or an extension). The
book has a retail value of $12.99.
Here are a few of the runners-up:
“That’s the last %!^&* time
those APO clerks are gonna censor my mail. FIRE!” from Alex Kaplan of Naples, Fla.
“Only three lousy cents for
a four-star general? What the
@#*$%!” sent by David Torres
from San Angelo, Texas.
“If I were running the USPS,
don’t you think we’d be making a
profit!?” from Lawrence Segel of
White Plains, N.Y.
“I’m keeping my new ‘acquired’
German stamps safe in my tank,”
by Laura and Tom Tomaszek of
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
“Pick up your weapons men,
and let’s go perforate the enemy!”
by John Brady of Clementon, N.J.
Thanks and a tip of the hat to all
who entered.
The next Cartoon Caption Contest will be announced in the Jan.
12, 2015, issue of Linn’s. ■

Trickies solution
Trickies on page 32
TONGA, NEGRI, CONGO,
PORTO, MACHIN.
A chronic complainer might say
that this stamp shows that as far
back as 1969 the Postal Service
didn’t know whether it was COMING OR GOING.
Linns.com
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U.S. StAMP NOTES by JOHN M. HOTCHNER

What’s on the minds of Linn’s readers about expertizing?
I’m enjoying the questions that have been coming in from Linn’s readers
regarding various facets of
expertizing United States
and other stamps.
We’ll look at a few of
these questions in this column and at others in future
columns in this series.
I welcome more questions.
They
can
be
sent to me by e-mail at
jmhstamp@verizon.net,
or via postal mail at Box
1125, Falls Church, VA
22041-0125.
Archie McKee asks,
“What constitutes a variety?”
He amplifies this question with: “I am working on
a project using the R8 set
of the Peoples’ Republic
of China concerning color.
My problem is I am trying
to look at what I am/was
calling color varieties. But
what qualifies? Observable color? Different ink
composition? What do
you call a faded stamp for
instance? They certainly
show color differences to
the eye, to analytical de-

vices, etc. Is this even a
minor variety?”
This is an important
question because precise
definitions matter.
In the broadest terms, a
“variety” is anything that
departs from the normal.
But as a philatelic term, a
“variety” is a stamp that
departs from the normal
because of something that
occurred back in the production process. It might
be something intentional
or unintentional.
If a color is changed after production — for example, due to contact with
a chemical in water used
to soak a used stamp from
an envelope, or due to prolonged exposure of a mint
stamp to light — it is an alteration and does not qualify as a philatelic variety.
If submitted for expertizing, such a stamp will be
returned with a certificate
stating the stamp was altered, meaning that the
change occurred after the
stamp was produced.
This matters because
production varieties often have additional value,
which can range from rari-

Shown are three different shades of the 1938 8¢ Martin Van Buren stamp, all printed by plate number
24302, first sent to press in 1953. They illustrate some of the many color varieties that can be found on
Presidential series stamps that were current from 1938 until the mid-1950s.

ties such as the 1918 24¢
Jenny Invert airmail error
(Scott C3a) at one end of
the spectrum, to stamps
such as those shown nearby at the other end of the
spectrum.
The latter varieties are
so minor that they do not
receive catalog recognition. Note I did not say
they are common. In fact,
they are anything but common. The problem, valuewise, is that despite being
rather scarce, they are not
of interest to many collectors, and the prices for
them reflect that.
So, to state it in a different way, in general terms,
a variety is any variation
from normal regardless of
cause or effect, while in
philatelic terms, a variety
has to have a productionrelated cause and explanation.
This
doesn’t
mean
that alterations can’t or
shouldn’t be collected. To
my mind, they are attractive both visually and as a
puzzle to be solved.
Including them on extra
pages with a few notes
about what they are makes
an album more interesting, especially if there are
some genuine EFOs (errors, freaks and oddities)
There are a great many inexpensive varieties to be found on United as well.
States stamps. These examples are scarce but do not get Scott listIn fact, the difference
ings and do not generate much interest from collectors.
between EFOs and altera6 LINN’S STAMP NEWS January 26, 2015
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tions can be a subject for
debate, and expertizing
can be a useful tool to get
the matter sorted out.
A lighter color or one
that appears washed out,
for example, might have a
production cause, such as
too little ink on the press,
or it might be an alteration.
Without subjecting the
stamp to comparison with
known normals using expensive technology, the
best we can do sometimes
is an educated guess.
For common stamps
that have low catalog values, it would not seem
to be worth the cost of
such analysis, unless the
reviewer is conducting a
scholarly study.
A
related
question
comes from Leila Wadington. She refers to an earlier column in this series
(Linn’s, Aug. 25, 2014) that
showed two 30¢ Presidential series plate blocks,
with the stamps in one
block having a significantly
different blue color than
the other.
Wadington asks, “Since
both blocks have plate
number 22165, how can
they be different colors?
The answer is that plate
22165 of the 30¢ Theodore
Roosevelt stamp (Scott
830) was used to produce
nearly 100,000 sheets of
400 stamps starting in

1938 through 1944.
Ink batches for all
the Presidential stamps
changed over the life of
the series from 1938 to
1954. Thus, the same plate
number may be found with
many different shades.
An example from a different Prexy stamp, the 8¢
Martin Van Buren (Scott
813), is shown nearby.
The Scott Specialized
Catalogue of United States
Stamps and Covers does
not give any of these color
varieties a major listing.
Rather, the catalog gives
olive green as the intended
color, and notes the existence of these colors as
variations: light olive green
(1943), bright olive green,
and olive (1942).
The
illustrated
8¢
stamps all come from the
same plate, 24302, but this
plate was not sent to press
until 1953, and stamps
printed from earlier plates
show a wider variety of
color varieties, as noted in
the Scott catalog.
Our final question for
this column is from Alex
Kaplan: “When is it worthwhile to expertize? Is there
a threshold where it becomes economically feasible?”
I would replace “feasible” with “essential.”
The answer varies for
Continued on page 26
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FIRST-DAY COVERS by LLOYD DE VRIES

USPS has liberal franking rules; new ‘limited edition’ product
Most first-day covers are franked only with the stamps issued on
the date in the cancel, but in the
United States, that does not have
to be the case. The U.S. Postal
Service has some of the most liberal FDC franking rules of any major stamp-issuing agency.
The relevant section of the Postal
Operations Manual, Section 232.8,
“Unacceptable Covers,” reads:
“The issuing Post Office must not
provide postmarking service on
covers submitted through the mail
that are unaddressed, bear stamps
issued after the requested postmark date, or bear only previously
postmarked stamps.”

The first part of that dictate —
“unaddressed” — is pretty much
ignored in actual practice. The
USPS will service unaddressed
covers if a return envelope with
sufficient postage is provided.
The most common form of
FDCs that take advantage of Section 232.8 are “combination covers,” with additional stamps that
are somehow related to the new
issue(s). No relationship is required among the stamps affixed,
but it’s not difficult to find related
issues because U.S. stamps often
have repeated subjects. For example, Andrew Jackson is on this
month’s War of 1812: Battle of

New Orleans forever stamp, and stamps on an FDC don’t even
has been on others over the years. have to be from the United States.
Amazingly,
the
additional
A collector might affix Year of

The cinderella sticker on this 1989 stamped envelope first-day cover was canceled
because it accompanied the legitimate postal indicium.

U.S. StAMP NOTES
Continued from page 6
stamp might have), and
each collector and the the possibility of a negareason why a certificate is tive certificate.
wanted.
There are huge numbers
In general, for most of of inexpensive stamps that
us there are two major would never be expertized
reasons to apply to get a if the financial considergood certificate.
ation were paramount.
One is to be certain that But I see a fair number of
the stamp we have or are inexpensive stamps being
considering buying is what submitted. I have to bewe think or hope it is, and lieve that a lot of collectors
the certificate allows us to really care about proper
buy with confidence and identification, regardless
put the stamp in the right of value.
box in our album.
The bottom line is that
The second reason is that there is no clear cut anwe are considering selling swer to Kaplan’s question
the stamp and believe that covering every stamp.
with a certificate the stamp
Each of us makes our
will be more salable and own judgment on each
draw a higher price.
stamp being considered,
In fact, some stamps for our own reasons.
are not salable at any price
For those interested in
close to their catalog value EFO collecting, including
without a certificate. The the type of material shown
scarcer U.S. 19th-century in this column, I recomgrill issues fall into this area. mend the EFO Collectors’
One answer to Kaplan’s Club, which publishes a
question is the following for- first-class quarterly jourmula for justifying expertiz- nal, the EFO Collector, and
ing: Is the projected selling has an excellent website at
price of the expertized-gen- www.efocc.org. For more
uine stamp higher than the information, contact EFOselling price of the unexper- CC Secretary Scott Shautized stamp by more than lis, Box 549, Murrysville,
the cost of expertizing?
PA 15668-0549.
Unfortunately, while the
Cartoon winner
formula is easy the calcuAt 75, Batman may have
lation is not because of the
variables. These include lost a little of his zip, but
the difficulty of predict- his popularity is undimining selling prices (which ished. The U.S. Postal Serincludes assessing the vice has capitalized on that
impact of any faults the with the pane of 20 Forev26 LINN’S STAMP NEWS January 26, 2015
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er stamps that was issued
Oct. 9, 2014.
One of the eight different Batman stamps from
the pane was used in the
December 2014 cartoon
caption contest, and there
were two major themes
used in the entries.
The
most
popular
theme, by a wide margin,
is unhappiness with the
Postal Service stretching
the issue to eight different
designs.
Steve Kotler of San
Francisco, Calif., captures
this theme: “Of course
these stamps are self-adhesive. How else to better
stick it to the public?”
The second theme relates to Batman slowing
down as he ages. Michael
Moticha, from Apple Valley, Calif., expressed it as,
“This 24/7 work at my age
should be prohibited by
some sort of labor law!”
Walter Robidoux from
Smyrna, Ga., was more
direct with his entry, “Now
What?!!” This entry also
takes the prize as the nonphilatelic winner.
On the philatelic side,
the winner is “Zing Pow
— I’m being called! That
Pesky Penguin must be
perpetrating a re-perf!” by
Tom and Laura Tomaszek
of Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Both winners will receive
Linn’s Stamp Identifier
published by Amos Hobby

NOW WHAT ?!!

Linn’s reader Walter Robidoux wins one of two prizes in the
December U.S. Stamp Notes cartoon caption contest for a 2014
Batman forever stamp with this nonphilatelic line reflecting 75
years of crime fighting and still more to go. The next cartoon caption contest will be announced in Linn’s Feb. 9 issue.

Publishing, or a 13-week
subscription to Linn’s (a
new subscription or an extension). The book has a
retail value of $12.99.
Here are the best of the
runners-up:
“Oh no! The Joker’s
about to postmark me
again!!” from Mike Lantz of
Niles, Ohio.
“If it’s self-adhesive, it’ll
be there forever,” by Richard and Theresa Dojs from
Missouri City, Texas.
“Disposed of the Joker
… now to get to the stamp
show,” sent by Mark Gereb
from Fort Lee, N.J.

“Babe Ruth, now there
was a great Bat Man!”
from John Shue of Forestville, Md.
“That reminds me, I need
to spend some time with my
socked-on-the-nose collection,” by David Schwartz
of Commack, N.Y.
“Can anyone use the extra 12 stamps now that I’ve
made my FDC,” sent by Jeff
Vogel of New York, N.Y.
Thanks and a tip of the
hat to all who entered.
The next cartoon caption contest will be announced in the Feb. 9 issue of Linn’s. ■
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U.S. STAMP Notes by John M. Hotchner

Readers share their thoughts, questions on expertizing
Since the objective of thoughts are predicated on
this column is to help col- the premise that we can’t
lectors better understand turn a blind eye. Those
expertizing and how and who have been stung,
when to use expertization need to be activists.
services, I am continuThere are auctioneers
ing last month’s journey who absorb the cost of a
(Linn’s, Jan. 26) into read- negative certificate, but
ers’ questions and obser- certainly not all do so. If
vations.
this is a deal breaker for
I’ll start with an issue you, read the terms and
that is whispered about
but seldom dealt with in a
public forum.
Dwight Pedersen sent
the following: “There are
a number of auction companies who (knowingly?)
misdescribe what they are
offering. I have a good feel
for who they are, and when
I deal with those companies I will have expertized
what I buy and return items
to them if they are not what
they described. This always means I am out the
cost of expertizing/postage and time when I get a
bad certificate.
“This has happened
twice from a particular firm,
and in the future I won’t
buy from them, but what Sold at auction as the scarce imabout all of the other un- perf $15 mortgage revenue, this
suspecting collectors that example was sent in for experticould be buying something zation and received a bad certifidifferent than what is de- cate as having had its “perforascribed? At what point is it tions trimmed off.”
criminal fraud, and why do conditions of sale very
we turn a blind eye to what carefully; something you
they are doing? Maybe we should do anyway. They
should push for the ASDA will specify the auction[American Stamp Deal- eer’s policies. I think it is
ers Association] and APS fair to say that in virtually
[American Philatelic So- every instance, if the item
ciety] to require members comes back with a good
to reimburse the buyer for certificate, the buyer bears
expertizing fees when the the cost.
buyer gets a bad cert. [cerAs to how bad items get
tificate].”
listed in the first place, it
Others have written can be because no aucabout the same problem, tioneer, and their staff,
and have noted that they know everything about
have seen a returned lot everything. Some will take
with a bad certificate relist- the word of the seller. Othed as before in a following ers will simply make an
auction, with no mention of educated guess. Both bethe bad certificate.
lieve in “buyer beware.”
While I believe the great
A likely example of the
majority of auction firms latter is the $15 mortare honest, I concede that gage revenue (Scott R97a)
there are a few bad apples shown nearby. The 2015
in this barrel, and have Scott Specialized Catasome thoughts on what logue of United States
to do about it. All of these Stamps and Covers value6 LINN’S STAMP NEWS March 2, 2015
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for the imperf is $3,750.
When this stamp was offered at auction, the value
was $1,800. My guess is
that the lot describer relied
on the identification of the
owner, plus the fact that
there are two good margins. In other words, this
was not a purposeful attempt at fraud.
The lot was sold, and
put “on extension” by the
buyer, and sent into the
APS for expertization. It
came back with a certificate that stated, “United
States, Scott No. R97c,
altered with perforations
trimmed off.”
Some auction houses
will have enough expertise
on staff to be able to spot
most fakes and alterations
at 50 paces, but even here,
don’t expect 100 percent
accuracy.
That is why anything —
whether stamp or cover
— highly suspect as a
fake, undescribed alteration, or misdescribed as
something it is not, should
be reported to the auction
house. Most will withdraw
suspect items for review
and listing in a subsequent
auction if it is found right
and proper.
If not, a corrected listing might be done, or more
likely, the item will go back
to the seller. Of course, the
seller may just try another
auction firm.
If presented with a bad
certificate on an item, an
auction house, on occasion, may toss the certificate and relist the item,
their defense being that
they are experienced and
don’t agree with those who
have examined the item
and found it bad. Personally, I think that if the owner insists on selling it, the
proper thing for the auction house to do is to relist
it noting the bad certificate
and saying that the auction
house disagrees.
Under no circumstances
should there be a subsequent listing with no mention of the bad certificate.

If we as buyers see that
happening, the specifics should be reported
to whatever professional
groups the auctioneer is a
member of, be it the APS,
the ASDA or the National
Stamp Dealers Association.
Such an action should
be considered as a violation of their codes of ethics, and a recorded history
of such activity could even
be the basis of a report to
the state consumer protection authorities where
the business is incorporated.
If an auctioneer does
not include in the advertising or in their catalogs that
they are a member of the
professional associations,
then you should think long
and hard about dealing
with that auctioneer no
matter how tempting the
material they have on offer.
You can also check with
the professional organizations. They will tell you if a
firm has been expelled.

Reversals

Sean Kennedy asks
about how often expertizing houses reverse opinions from fake to genuine,
and vice versa. The answer is seldom, but it does
happen, especially in two
instances.
The first instance is an
old certificate. The definition of “old” is open to
discussion, but certainly
anything certificated prior
to the 1980s ought to be
considered for resubmission. The knowledge of
what to look for and the
equipment available to examine stamps and covers
have improved markedly.
For that reason, it is not
unusual for old certificates
to be reversed. It happens
enough that many collectors want a post-1990s
certificate on anything they
buy.
The second instance is
when the owner submits
new information. This can
be helpful to the experts

because they nearly always err on the side of the
negative in the absence of
certainty, resulting in a bad
certificate or one that is
“no opinion.”
Also, owners can contest a recently received
negative certificate if they
have new information that
the experts can consider.
This information may relate to the provenance of
the item, which helps to
establish its bona fides,
or may be the result of
the owner’s research that
helps to establish that the
item is genuine.
Related to reversal is
“certificate shopping,” a
situation in which the owner does not like an opinion, hopes or believes it
is wrong, and submits the
item to another expertizing
group. When this is done,
the prior opinion usually is
not mentioned.
This strategy has a high
percentage of failure. Much
more often than not, they
will get the same opinion
regardless of which expertizing group they use.

Black Red Cross

Christopher Perry asks
a question about the 1931
2¢ Red Cross stamp (Scott
702). He has a single and
a block that “have the red
cross in a darker shade
than the normal bright
red.”
He said: “The color
might be called dark red
or brownish red or maybe
lake … It is a variety that is
not listed in the Scott catalogue.”
A plate block with this
variety is shown on page
32.
Is this something that
would benefit from being
expertized? The short answer is no. It isn’t a color
difference caused by a
change in the ink used to
print the stamps. That is
the criterion for a major
listing.
In this instance, the red
cross seems to have been
Continued on page 32
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U.S. STAMP Notes

The red cross on this 1931 bicolor commemorative can be found in
multiple shades, caused most probably by contamination of the red
ink by the black ink used to print the rest of the design.

Continued from page 6
contaminated by the black
ink used to print the frame,
or basic design.
Max Johl in his monumental The United States
Commemorative Stamps
of the 20th Century (Vol I,
1901-1935), published in
1947, notes a range of varieties.
Johl lists shades of the
cross as carmine rose,
carmine lake, and lake,
but does not explain what
happened to cause the unusual colors.
In my experience, the
odd colors are a minority
of the total production, but
by no means rare. Though
a nice addition to a collection, I wonder if they might

somehow be simulated
by chemicals, or whether
some examples might
have an environmental
cause.
In any case, they are not
worth the cost of expertizing.

Cartoon winner

Speed, or the lack of it,
was the dominant theme
for the January cartoon
caption contest entries for
the 3¢ Minnesota Territory
Centennial commemorative of 1949.
Stewart Lyons of Woodmere, N.Y., took an unusual approach with, “I guess
that with over a $4 billion
loss, this replacement
for our worn-out trucks

shouldn’t be a surprise.”
The subject of speed
paired with the performance of the Congress
inspired several entries,
such as “Hurry up, Bessie,
Congress is moving faster
than us … ” by Fred Breier
of Oradell, N.J.
The recent drop in the
price of gasoline was the
second most popular subject for the contest.
Joe Petitto of Tyler, Texas, represents this group
with, “If I knew the price
of gas was going to be so
low, I’d never have given
up the car.”
The philatelic line winner
comes from Gerald Boren
of Gilbert, Ariz., who transforms the oxcart into new
Postal Service equipment,
as shown nearby.
The nonphilatelic winner is “You know Babe, the
Blue Ox? Well, this here is
Gabe the Green Ox, and
he’s ‘going green’ to save
the environment!” It is the
brainchild of Patricia Walters from Salesville, Ohio.
Both winners will receive Linn’s Stamp Identifier published by Linn’s,
or a 13-week subscription
to Linn’s (a new subscription or an extension). The
book has a retail value of
$12.99.
Here are the best of the
runners-up:
“Come on Babe, let’s

get home. This is the largest package of kiloware
I’ve ever received!” from
David Schwartz of Commack, N.Y.
“Another wrong turn,
and I’m hooking up the
GPS!” by David Trutwin
from Fort Mohave, Ariz.
“Sure the cart’s heavy,
but look on the bright side,
You’re not one of those
Western Cattle in a Storm”
sent by Christopher Palermo of Mountain View, Calif.
“Does my ox qualify for
the carpool lane?” from

Terry Meier of Washington,
D.C.
“Since we’re not going to be around forever, I
guess the yokes on you!”
by Steve Kotler of San
Francisco, Calif.
“”Hmmmmmm, What’s
Burma Shave?” sent by
Bob Sazama of The Villages, Fla.
Thanks and a tip of the
hat to all who entered.
The next cartoon caption contest will be announced in the March 9
issue of Linn’s. ■

This new postmarking
machine is awesome
for flats!

Gerald Boren from Gilbert, Ariz., wins one of two prizes in the January U.S. Stamp Notes cartoon caption contest, with this line that
gives the oxcart a new application for an old U.S. Postal Service
function. The nonphilatelic winner was Patricia Walters. The next
cartoon caption contest will be announced in Linn’s March 9 issue.

computers and stamps by william F. sharpe

Many stamp societies make their journals available online
Most stamp societies publish journals or
newsletters for their members. These publications are often available online.
A few groups make all their journals available to everyone, but most restrict the publications to members only. There’s also intermediate access: Newer issues are only available to
members, but older issues can be viewed by
anyone.
Some societies provide only one sample
issue so that a visitor can see what the publication looks like, and others provide only selected articles from the journal.
One way to find these online issues is to do
a web search for “philatelic newsletters” or
“philatelic journals.” I would not recommend You can search for specialty stamp societies from a
using “stamp” instead of “philatelic” in the page on the American Philatelic Society’s website.
search term unless you are also interested in
rubber stamps.
The American Philatelic Society offers an
32 LINN’S STAMP NEWS March 2, 2015
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extensive listing of specialty societies at http://
stamps.org/Specialty-Societies. The nearby
illustration shows the APS page where you
can select which category you are looking for,
list all the societies, or enter the name of the
group you might be looking for.
The American Air Mail Society, www.
americanairmailsociety.org, only provides an
index for its publication, the Airpost Journal.
However it also offers a 23-page album for all
United States airmail issues for downloading,
as well as an article about collecting airmail
stamps.
The Stamp Insider, www.stampinsider.org, a
publication of the Federation of New York Philatelic Societies, provides all issues from 2003
to date for downloading as a Portable Document Format (PDF) file or viewing online with a
page-flipping application. You can also find 15
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u.s. stamp notes by JOHN M. HOTCHNER

Tips for expertizing the Kansas-Nebraska overprints of 1929
Is it possible that the
Kansas-Nebraska
overprints in your collection
have been faked?
Unfortunately, the answer is yes.
Stamps
overprinted
“Kans.” and “Nebr.” were
issued in 1929 with 11
stamps in each set (Scott
658-668 and 669-679).
The denominations ranged
from 1¢ to 10¢, including a
1½¢ stamp in each set.
The Scott Specialized
Catalogue of United States
Stamps and Covers provides this introductory note:
“This special issue was
authorized as a measure
of preventing losses from
post office burglaries. Approximately a year’s supply was printed and issued
to postmasters. The P.O.
Dept. found it desirable to
discontinue the State overprinted stamps after the initial supply was used.”
This cryptic entry glosses over the fact that there
were many robberies in
Midwest post offices during the late 1920s. To combat this trend, the Post Office Department came up
with the idea to print the
name of a state on definitive stamps, so that if
stolen in a robbery, the
stamps could not be sold
in quantity in another state.
There were plans to provide state-overprinted definitives for all 48 states.
The
Kansas-Nebraska
overprints on the 192627 issues with gauge 11

Note the vertical ridges and single
horizontal gum breaker on the
back of this 9¢ Kansas overprint.
This is a primary identifier for genuine Kansas-Nebraska stamps.

by 10½ perforations were
merely a test.
According to researcher
Gary Griffith in his book
United States Stamps
1927-32 (published by
Linn’s Stamp News in
2001), those two states
were chosen because they
were part of the territory of
Louis A. Johnson, postal
inspector-in-charge
at
Kansas City, Mo., who had
recommended identifying
stamps in this manner.
The
Kansas-Nebraska
overprints were officially
placed on sale at the Philatelic Agency in Washington,
D.C. on May 1, 1929, but
they had been distributed
to post offices in the two
states on April 13, and some
were placed on sale almost
immediately. Some denominations are known canceled
as early as April 15.
To make a long story
short, the experiment was
considered to be a failure.
Not only did the stamps
have to be overprinted using the recently developed
precanceling process for
rotary
press-produced
stamps, but the overprints
required special handling
and accounting to assure
that they went to the correct post offices.
Once the stamps arrived,
complaints began to roll in:
the black overprints were
hard to see on dark stamps
(the 7¢ black, for example);
and because the POD had
prohibited their use for local precancels, a separate
order was necessary for
unoverprinted stamps to
be used for that purpose.
Also, there was the problem of recognizing stamps
legitimately sold in one
state, but used in another.
While the POD had ruled
that these stamps were
valid for postage anywhere
in the United States, not all
postmasters understood
that to be the case, resulting in unwarranted rejections by post offices.
Beyond that, many businesses outside the two
states that had received
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These 6¢ stamps show the genuine Kansas and Nebraska overprints.

these stamps in payment
of small debts didn’t know
whether such stamps would
be rejected, and that resulted in thousands of questions seeking clarification.
As a result, it was decided to let the idea die a
quiet death; there would
not be similar stamps for
the other 46 states.
But philatelic confusion
created by just the two
sets remains. It stems from
the fact that these overprints, while mostly not

ing the overprints to sell to
collectors, and it has been
done by many people, in
many ways, over many
years.
There are so many of
these fakes in the philatelic
marketplace and in albums,
that collectors often refuse
to buy these stamps without a certificate of authenticity, an uncertain proposition since most will cost less
than the cost of a certificate.
This is especially true for
used examples.

States stamps, a conviction
was obtained in the case of
a former New York stamp
firm proprietor indicted on a
charge of applying spurious
overprints in order to manufacture such U.S. varieties
as the Kansas-Nebraska
sets, Canal Zone, Guam,
Philippines and Puerto Rico
issues.”
According to the article,
the defendant, who was
not named, was the first to
stand trial out of a group of
seven dealers originally indicted in 1944. He was sentenced to a year and a day
in prison, a fine of $1,000,
and placed on probation for
an additional two years.
Some defendants had
already pled guilty, and it
is a safe bet that after this
conviction, others would
as well.
The article continues:
“The chief argument for
the defense was the fact
that most of the overprinting was done on canceled

Compare the two genuine overprints on the 6¢ stamps to these fakes. The size and placement of the
letters are key indicators, and the fakers often get the period wrong, too.

expensive, are much more
difficult to find than the basic unoverprinted stamps.
The Scott catalog lists
mint examples of the overprints at $2.50 to $90, with
most being $35 or much
less. For the unoverprinted
stamps, the Scott value is
$17.75 for the entire set.
Thus, there has been
money to be made by fak-

An article from the Feb.
21, 1949 issue of the Chambers Stamp Journal provides a view of the extent of
this fakery. Titled “Forged
U.S. Overprints Lead to
Conviction,” it reads, in
part, “Despite the fact that
there is currently no specific
Federal statute regulating
the falsification of overprints on canceled United

stamps. However, Judge
Simon F. Rifkin ruled that
postage stamps whether
canceled or not, are still
government securities.
The article also describes some of the evidence:
“Approximately
10,000 original stamps
and suspected forgeries
were photographed in deContinued on page 32
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tail by the Philatelic Research Laboratory in order
to build an air-tight case
for the government …
More than 500 of the photographs, along with 79 of
the forged overprints, were
shown to the jury during
the two-day trial. The jury
needed only three minutes
to arrive at its verdict.”

Kansas-Nebraska
expertizing

So, let’s take a look at
how expertizers deal with
these issues, whether mint
or used. We need to start
with the basic, unoverprinted stamps because forgers
have not always been careful to put their handiwork
on the correct stamp.
The basic stamps are
Scott 632-634 and 635642. This excludes 634A,
the Type II 2¢.
The stamps are rotary
press-printed, perforated
gauge 11 by 10½ with 14
vertical gum ridges, and a
single, or at most two, horizontal gum breakers.
This means that stamps
perforated gauge 10 by 10
or 11 by 11, and those with
straight edges, cannot be
genuine overprints. Mint
stamps with the wrong
ridges or without ridges
and with the wrong gum
breakers cannot be genuine overprints.
The overprints were

The horizontal width of the Kansas and Nebraska overprints is also
important, and this handy aid made by Linn’s reader Thomas Heifner
using a stamp and ice pop stick can help to identify fakes.

added directly after the
printing of the designs,
and before the application
of the gum. Thus, for mint
examples, there can be no
impression in the gum of
the overprint, as there often
is when a fake overprint is
added after gumming.
Think of the impression
left by a typewriter key on
the back of relatively thin
paper.
There are colors associated with the genuine overprints, and later versions of
the correct stamp often are
in the wrong shade to be a
genuine Kansas-Nebraska
overprint. For example, the
genuine overprinted 8¢ is
olive green. If the stamp is
olive bister, the overprint is
a fake.
For plate blocks, it is
worth checking the plate
number against the list of
known plates in the Durland Standard Plate Number Catalog, as only a small
number of plates were
used for the overprints.
For example, the 2¢ Nebraska is associated with
nine plates. There were
more than 250 plates used
to print the basic 2¢ stamp.

Look at the quality and
shape and size of the
genuine overprints shown
nearby. Then compare
them with the group of
fake overprints in the other
illustration.
Linn’s reader Thomas
Heifner of Panama City
Beach, Fla., has created his
own aid for examining Kansas-Nebraska overprints.
He horizontally slices inexpensive used stamps
through the overprints, affixes them to ice pop sticks
and then uses them to
compare with candidates.
Finally, you will need

a good magnifier with a
resolution of 10-power or
greater for this test, but
overprints added on a used
stamp can be detected because the overprint will be
on top of, instead of underneath, the cancellation.
For those interested in
further information, the
basic work on this issue is
the 10-page first section
of the American Philatelic
Society handbook Kansas-Nebraska Overprints
(published in 1973, second
printing 1977). Compiled
by Robert H. Schoen and
James T. DeVoss, the section is titled “Counterfeit
Kansas-Nebraska
Overprints on 1922–34 Issue.”
Unfortunately this booklet
is out of print, but examples
can be found through philatelic literature dealers, and
can be obtained as photo-

copies from the American
Philatelic Research Library,
http://stamps.org/Aboutthe-Library.
If you are a member of
the APS, the handbook is
available as a pdf on the
members-only section of
the website, http://stamps.
org/userfiles/file/MyAPS/
Book_CounterfeitKN.pdf.
The handbook also contains a second, 23-page
section titled “First Day
Covers of the KansasNebraska Overprints” by
Jack V. Harvey.
A helpful article by Ken
Lawrence, “New fake Kansas-Nebraska
overprints
circulating through stamp
marketplace,” was published in the Aug. 20, 1990,
issue of Linn’s. With his
permission, I am happy to
make copies of that article
available to Linn’s readers
at cost: 10¢ in mint postage
and an addressed, stamped
envelope sent to me, John
Hotchner, Box 1125, Falls
Church, VA 22041-0125.

Cartoon winner

The design of the 1998
nondenominated
(25¢)
Diner presorted first-class
stamp issued in 1998 does
not include a brand name,
and quite a number of entries in the February cartoon caption contest featuring that stamp played
One of the more colorful entries received for the Diner stamp contest off that fact.
is this classic from James Thomas of Edmond, Okla.
As David Schwartz of

2015 U.S. Pocket Catalogue
The perfect catalogue to take along to shows, club meetings or just to have close by
when searching on the computer. Features listings and values for more than 4,000
stamps, plus full color stamp illustrations all identified by Scott Catalogue numbers.
Pages designed to be convenient inventory and checklist.
Item

P112015

Retail

$27.50

AA*

$21.99

Call 1-800-572-6885
Visit AmosAdvantage.com
*AA prices apply to paid subscribers of Amos Media titles, and orders placed online. Shipping & Handling rates apply.
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Should certificates provide more information?

Looking behind the scenes at the expertization process, John Hotchner explains why using
certificates to educate the submitters could be a nightmare for expertizers.
Linn’s reader John Wickham from Colorado
had an expertizing experience that left him
wanting more information. Let’s let him tell his
story:
“Several years ago I found a [United States]
Scott No. PR2, the 10¢ Franklin Newspaper
and Periodical stamp in a mixture at an estate
sale. After looking it up in the Scott Catalogue,
I excitedly called my stamp dealer and
described the stamp to him.
“He suggested that I bring it in for him
to look at and upon seeing it, he suggested
that I submit it for authentication to the APS
[American Philatelic Society] Expertizing
Service. It came back as ‘a counterfeit with a
fake cancellation added.’
“My complaint about their certificate is
that it had no explanation or cover letter
describing why it was determined to be not
authentic or was a counterfeit. After spending
somewhere in the neighborhood of $60 to $80
for their rendering, why don’t they describe
their conclusion on the certificate or in a cover
letter, so that we as collectors can learn from
their expertise?”
The issue before us is this: Is Wickham’s
expectation of a detailed explanation of the
finding a reasonable one?
First, some background information. The
Scott valuation for Scott PR2 is $2,000 used.
Expertizing houses charge fees based upon the
value of the item submitted, and in this case, it
would have been 3 percent (for APS members;
5 percent for nonmembers) of the Scott value,
or $60, plus postage for return of the item and
certificate.
I have three reactions to the request for a
detailed explanation.
As one who submits material for expertizing,
I’d be more than glad if it were possible to have
this information provided.
As an expertizer, I see this as being easy to
do in some cases, but very difficult to do in a
concise manner with most.
If I were an administrator of an expertizing
organization, I’d look at this requirement as a
nightmare. Why?
First, there usually are multiple expertizers
reviewing each item. While the final decision
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This American Philatelic Society certificate
provides an opinion stating that the newspaper
and periodical stamp is “a counterfeit with a
fake cancellation added.” The submitter has
suggested that more information be provided
with such expertization certificates to help
educate. Is that possible? Is it practical?

is agreed, there may be differing — even
conflicting — observations that lead to it.
This is especially true where the item being
expertized, or “the patient,” is complicated, with
several aspects that need to be looked at.
Second, the expertizers do not now write
extensive comments on worksheets. The APS
worksheet, which serves as a checklist for the
review process, is shown nearby, to give an idea
of what the expertizer is looking for.
Additional comments can be provided
on the back of the form. In general, I have
comments to support my findings, or about
aspects of the patient that are bothersome,
for about two-thirds of the items I receive to
expertise. I provide these comments for the
information of expertizers who might review
the item after me, and for the benefit of the
headquarters staff who have to synthesize the

This is the worksheet that American Philatelic
Society expertizers use when reviewing items
submitted. It allows them to make short notes,
and to be certain that they don’t miss any aspect
of the item in question that is germane to a final
opinion. Additional comments can be made
on the back, but it would not be sufficient to
address every aspect in depth of why an item
has been found to be not authentic.

feedback from all the expertizers and provide
the final opinion.
My comments often are not short declarative
sentences, but more in the nature of informed
opinions on issues the patient presents.
Third, the expertizers are not gathered in
a single location at one time so that they can
argue out an opinion, and one person can be
assigned (as with the Supreme Court) to write
Continued on page 42
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Continued from page 6
the opinion, while others concur or write
dissents.
The determination of the final opinion,
thus, becomes the responsibility of the
headquarters staff, which is not often expert in
the issues presented by the patient and relies
on the unanimous finding of the expertizers.
Alternatively, one expertizer would have to
take on the task after all the opinions are in.
Not only would this lengthen the process, but
it would be a significant investment of time for
whoever it was assigned to.
Fourth, it is hard enough to find expertizers
who are willing to do the work of expertizing
for the pittance per item that is “paid” and
which in fact contributes only a little bit to the
cost of equipment, references, and so on that
expertizers put out. In no way is it intended to
compensate for the time spent.
Anything that would make it more
difficult to attract the talent I need to run my
expertizing service is not something I would
want.
If I ran an expertization service, could I
charge more per item and compensate the
expertizers for the work? Yes, but would
users be happy about higher fees? And would
expertizers be willing to devote more time at
any price? Doubtful.
Well, what about just providing the
information on the easy patients? Yes, that
could be done, but it would hardly satisfy the
demand. In fact, starting down that path would
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Starting in 1865, the United States issued
stamps for the prepayment of postage on bulk
shipments of newspapers and periodicals. The
1865 10¢ blue green newspaper and periodical
stamp shows Benjamin Franklin (Scott
PR2). This stamp is valued in the 2015 Scott
Specialized Catalogue of United States Stamps
and Covers at $2,000 used and $300 unused.

create a demand I am not willing to encourage.
There are a couple of additional
considerations. First, I am not sure that most
users of expertization services would even
want this kind of feedback. They seem to be
happy with a thumbs up or thumbs down.
So, is there room for a dual track system,
where those who want the expanded feedback
check a box and pay extra for it?
Again, it’s possible, but I wouldn’t want to be
the service that is the beta test platform. I see
too much room for unhappiness because there
can never be enough information presented,
and submitters want certainty. Often, what we
can provide is not certainty, but an informed
opinion. And explaining that in individual
cases, commenting on all or most of the
aspects the patient presents will not be a short
process.
As a final comment, I would offer that
information in the Scott Specialized Catalogue
of United States Stamps and Covers is often a
good guide to what is genuine and what is not.
For the patient covered by the certificate
pictured here, the introduction to the
newspaper and periodical stamp section in
the Scott U.S. Specialized contains this useful
sentence: “Virtually all used stamps of Nos.
PR1-PR4 are canceled by blue brush strokes
and have faults, such as tears, stains, creases,
etc.” That makes this patient immediately
suspect as it is in very nice condition,
with a somewhat legible printed circular
handcancel. n
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A suggested dealer code of ethics for expertization

Some reports from collectors about dealer practices at the point of sale illustrate the need for
standardization of what to expect regarding the expertization of stamps and covers.
Several readers have written to me
about inconsistent practices regarding
expertizing that they have encountered
while purchasing stamps from dealers.
There is no governing set of rules or
standard practices to which dealers are
expected to adhere, and the result is that
buyers and dealers sometimes engage in an
elaborate dance to establish ground rules at
the point of sale, leaving both unhappy.
And that is when the collector-buyers
are knowledgeable enough to ask the right
questions. Many of us aren’t.
Examples of two “bad” certificates are
shown here.
I think that establishing a code of ethics
for this situation, under the umbrella of
the American Stamp Dealers Association,
would help smooth the relationship
between dealers and collectors at the
point of sale. If everyone knew what to
expect, I am certain that there would be
more buyers feeling comfortable enough to
buy more stamps, making it worthwhile for
dealers to buy into such a code.
First, let’s look at a couple of reader
experiences. Rod Juell wrote about two
recent situations: “An established dealer
was offering Washington-Franklin coils at
very reasonable prices, and his terms of
sale included refund of expertizing costs
for ‘bad’ certificates.
“I purchased ten stamps. Nine came back
with bad certificates. The dealer refunded my
money and the cost of the certificates, but
also told me he would do no further business
with me because I was too picky.
“While at a major national show this past
Fall, I saw a stamp I needed at a dealer table.
I asked the dealer if he would place it on
extension for expertizing. I was taken aback
when he said ‘No.’ I didn’t buy the stamp.”
Sean Kennedy provides this perspective:
“I have purchased over 6,000 lots on
eBay since 2004 and 99.9 percent of my
experiences have been positive, however,
my only bad experiences have been with
how some dealers handle expertizing.
Most are very professional and are willing
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to give a time extension on returns for
expertizing. Some, surprisingly are even
willing to pay the full cost for an expert
certificate if it comes back as a fake, but it
is only a handful of dealers that do this.
“Other dealers are willing to refund
the cost of the stamp, however, it has to
be returned with the original certificate,
so I basically foot the cost to certify the
dealer’s inventory.
“One of the worst experiences for me is
when I return items with certificates noting a
fraudulent stamp, that is subsequently relisted
on eBay without the certificate noted. Despite
the fact that I reported the sellers to eBay, two
such items sold to other bidders.”

What to do
This 1989 Philatelic Foundation certificate
states that the illustrated pair of 1¢ Washington
stamps submitted as Scott 352, horizontal coils,
is actually a pair of imperforate Scott 343 with
vertical perforations added.

This cover, submitted as having a possible
imperforate single, is identified by the 2004
American Philatelic Society certificate as
bearing a single from Scott 319g, a booklet
pane, with perforations trimmed off.

Obviously, it takes only a few dealers
engaging in such practices to make
collectors suspicious of all. Of course, it
needs to be said that collectors selling
material that should be expertized also
are sometimes guilty of similar practices.
However, dealers can be regulated through
their membership in ASDA and other
associations, but only if there is a standard
set of expectations that can be enforced.
I have written to ASDA president Mark
Reasoner, and am hopeful that the concept
will be favorably considered. At a minimum,
I would like to see these four tenets:
1. A stamp or cover will be placed on
extension for expertizing at the request of
a potential buyer who is willing to put up a
deposit of half the selling price and sign a
note saying that the item will be purchased
if the certificate is good. The buyer and
seller must agree up front as to which
expertizing service will do the work.
2. The dealer will submit the item
and bear the cost of expertizing if the
certificate comes back bad. The cost of
expertizing may be added to the price of
the item if it receives a good certificate.
3. Dealers agree that items that come
back with a bad certificate (as their property)
may not be forced on the potential buyer
Continued on page 90
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even if resubmitted to another service and
the item is judged to be good. In any case,
the item cannot be sold as genuine until the
original certificate has been overtaken by
a good certificate either from the original
expertizing service, or another.
4. Dealers will not knowingly sell as
genuine any material with old certificates
saying “genuine” that they have reason to
believe are inaccurate.
Under these tenets, though, dealers will
not be required to submit for expertizing
every stamp or cover they have for sale

that could be questioned. While it would
nice to think that they would, there
are a large number of items that both
dealers and knowledgeable buyers would
recognize as genuine or not. Besides, even
collectors who are not knowledgeable
enough have some responsibility for
protecting their own interests.
If this list of tenets were adopted, I think
many more items would be expertized
before being offered for sale than is
currently the case, because offering an
item with a “good” certificate makes it
more salable and eliminates the hassle

of dealing with the possibility of a “bad”
certificate after a sale seems imminent.
Not only would this benefit both collectors
and dealers, I think it also would reduce the
amount of nongenuine material being offered,
because dealers would not want to run the
risk of having to pay for a certificate that they
expect to come back as not genuine.
As always, I am happy to hear from
readers with thoughts about this subject,
or questions and experiences about any
aspect of expertizing. I can be contacted
at jmhstamp@verizon.net, or at Box 1125,
Falls Church, VA 22041-0125. n
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Curiosities to confound the stamp expertizer

Sometimes an expert certificate comes back with “no opinion,” instead of a definite good or bad.
John Hotchner discusses some of the reasons why and provides examples.
What is an expert? Having that label is a
mixed blessing. Some treat experts with near
reverence, as if every thought expounded
were golden coins. Others see experts as a
challenge: Can you stump them? Prove them
wrong? Make them waffle?
I once heard “experts” defined in a business
sense as “anyone from out of town,” meaning
they are a bit of an unknown quantity,
but they also bring a new set of eyes and
experiences to a problem. The result may be
a new approach to identifying the nature of
a problem, its causes, and possible ways to
fix it.
As in business, experts in philately deliver
opinions and ideas, and sometimes they do
not agree.
For stamps and covers, the opinion
comes in the form of a certificate stating
whether an item is genuine or not. But it is
still an opinion, subject to modification if
additional information is submitted later or
if new technology reveals more about the
characteristics of the patient — the submitted
stamp or cover — being examined.
This is not to suggest that all opinions
on philatelic certificates can or should be
questioned. In fact, most opinions and
findings represented by a certificate are
rock solid based on the evidence. But some
opinions are the result of the best thinking
and testing that can be done at a given
moment, leaving the expert less than 100
percent certain.
Sometimes a preponderance of the
evidence supports a finding of genuine or
not genuine, there being only a shadow of
doubt.
But often, such situations result in a “no
opinion” certificate; and as maddening as
that may be to the submitter, it is the correct
call because the level of certainty needed for
experts to reach a conclusion is not there.
Shown are four examples to illustrate
these points.
For the United States 1938 3¢ Jefferson
Presidential stamp (Scott 807) the Scott
Specialized Catalogue of United States Stamps
and Covers lists a pair with full vertical
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Although this appears to be a genuine United States 3¢ Jefferson Presidential stamp horizontal
pair with full vertical gutter between, it is a cleverly done fake.

These three examples of the 30¢ Theodore
Roosevelt Presidential stamp show some of
the color varieties that exist.

gutter between. Upon examination, the
example pictured nearby was found to be
not genuine. While it is a beautifully done
reconstruction, close examination shows
that the left-hand stamp has been artfully
attached to a gutter snipe single. There is no
doubt. This is a fake, and no amount of new
information or technology is going to alter
that opinion.
The 30¢ Theodore Roosevelt Presidential

stamp (Scott 830) was discussed in this
column in the Aug. 24, 2014, Linn’s. The basic
stamp is listed in the Scott U.S. Specialized
catalog as deep ultramarine, but there are
blue and deep blue versions that are scarce
and literally dozens of color varieties in
between. Deep blue is the most desirable,
having a catalog value of $240 for a mint
single and $1,200 for a plate block.
Expertizing these 30¢ Presidential stamps
is a trial, as the expert must evaluate for the
many shades of color between ultramarine
and deep blue, and reach a conclusion based
on experience and reference examples.
Most patients can be easily assigned to the
ultramarine to blue range with little difficulty,
but it is a judgment call as to whether a
specific example crosses the threshold to
deep blue. I think that in the past more
examples have been authenticated as
genuine deep blue than warranted.
It is now possible to have stamp color
evaluated by spectroscopic equipment that can
compare the properties of a known example
to those of a candidate. This is expensive
equipment, and I am not certain that all
expertizing services have access to it. Certainly
it is beyond the wallet of most individual
expertizers. However, it is fast becoming an
Continued on page 89
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Continued from page 6
essential tool in the realm of expertizing.
There are two essential resources for
those with an interest in understanding
the burgeoning importance of science in
expertizing.
The first is the yearly compilation Fakes
Forgeries Experts published in May of each
year by Postiljonen A/S in Denmark, under
the auspices of the International Association
of Philatelic Experts.
Among the 20 articles in the new May
2015 issue are six that describe in-depth
the application of scientific methods to
expertizing.
For further information and ordering
instructions visit the website www.ffejournal.
com, or write to Postiljonen A/S, Ostergade 1,
2 sal, DK-1100 Copenhagen K, Denmark.
The other resource is the Institute for
Analytical Philately Inc. (IAP), which publishes
The Analyst twice a year and sponsors the
Analytical Methods in Philately symposium.
The next symposium will take place Nov.
18-19 in Itasca, Ill., a northwest suburb of
Chicago, in association with the Chicagopex
stamp show on Nov. 20-22.
The institute promises, “An intriguing
assemblage of 12 technical presentations
bracketed by incisive overviews of where
analytical philately has been and where it is
headed.”
For more information, visit the institute’s
website, http://analyticalphilately.org, or
write to its treasurer, Ken Nilsestuen, PMB31,
1668 Merriman Road, Akron, OH 44313.
Finally, there is the problem of “no
opinions.” Reasons for this can range from
there being no appropriate expert available,
to two or more experts disagreeing on what
the finding should be.

Scott 613, the perf 11, rotary press version of
the 1923 2¢ black Harding Memorial stamp is
very scarce, cataloging at $40,000.

How carefully is a stamp examined when being
expertized? This Scott 12 5¢ Jefferson candidate
got a thorough going over when it was
reviewed, with a surprising result.

EVENTS CALENDAR
Oregon

Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania

Virginia

Jul 31-Aug 2
Portland (Clackamas)
National Topical Stamp Show (NTSS).
Monarch Hotel & Conference Center,
12566 SE 93rd Ave. Hrs: Fri. 10AM5PM, Sat. 10AM-6PM, Sun. 10AM-3PM.
American Topical Ass’n (ATA). Orlie Trier,
6439 NE 35th Pl, Portland, OR 972117815. PH: 503-705-7528. Email:
h2ofallman1@comcast.net
Website:
americantopicalassn.org DLR: 30. TA:
45. ADM

Jun 27
Allentown
Eastern PA Stamp Show. Asbury Church,
1533 Springhouse Rd. Hrs: 10AM3:30PM. Allentown Philatelic Society.
Jerry Morrow, PH: 610-974-9415 or
Email: sirjun@verizon.net Website:
greatzvmer.wix.com/aps/#!eastern-pastamp-show-(epass) DLR: 15. TA: 25. FR

Jun 28
Pittsburgh
Cranberry Stamp Show. Double Tree by
Hilton (formerly Four Points Sheraton),
Cranberry Room, 910 Sheraton Dr.,
Cranberry, PA 16046. Hrs: 10AM-4PM.
Sandra & Jan Harris, POB 431, South
Park, PA 15129. PH: 412-851-1674.
DLR: 8. FR. Free parking.

Jun 13
Charlottesville
Charlottesville StampFest. Holiday Inn &
Conference Center, 1901 Emmet St.
North, (Rt. 29, 1/4 mile north of Rt. 250
By-pass). Hrs: 9:30AM-4:30PM. Email:
jackottstamps@gmail.com PH: 888-2973536. www.jackottstamps.com

Pennsylvania

Jun 20-21
Bellefonte
SCOPEX 2015. American Philatelic Center. 100 Match Factory Place. Hrs:
10AM-5PM Sun. 10AM-3:30PM. Mt.
Nittany Philatelic Society. Don Heller, PO
Box 902, State College, PA 16804. PH:
814-861-5720. or send an Email:
dheller5720@yahoo.com DLR: 14. TA:
14. FR. PO open Sat. 9AM-4PM.

Jun 28

Horsham
***NEW LOCATION***
Tri-State Coin & Stamp Show. Williamson’s Catering, 500 Blair Mill Rd at Rt
611 (Easton Rd) Hrs: 10AM-4PM. Allen
Brock, 305-852-7678. DLR: 65. FR

Reach moRe
List your show in neighboring states.

Texas
Jun 26-27
Richardson
TSDA Stamp Fair. Richardson Civic Center, 411 W. Arapaho Rd. Hrs: Fri. 11AM5PM, Sat. 9AM-4PM. Texas Stamp Dealers Assn. Thomas Cunningham, POB
863237, Plano, TX 75086-3237. PH:
214-546-1179. or send an Email:
CunninghamStamps@aol.com DLR: 1013. TA: 22. FR

Wisconsin
Jun 27-28
West Allis
MSDA Milwaukee Show. Gonzaga Hall,
1435 S 92nd St (92nd & Greenfield).
Hrs: Sat. 10AM-5PM Sun.10AM-3PM.
Midwest Stamp Dealers Association. Jim
Bardo, POB 5573, Buffalo Grove, IL
60089. PH: 847-922-5574. or send an
Email: jfb7437@aol.com or visit our
website: www.msdastamp.com DLR: 15.
TA: 30. FR

Intellectual honesty is critical in
expertizing. Experts do not go along to
get along. If there are doubts, they will be
forcefully stated, and they must be resolved
before a positive certificate can be issued.
A split decision that sticks in my mind
was a U.S. Scott 613 candidate, the perf 11
rotary press version of the 2¢ black Harding
Memorial stamp, which catalogs at $40,000
used (the only way it is known to exist).
Three experts gave it a thumbs up. Two
others, myself included, gave it a thumbs
down, based on image size, and for me,
the presence of minor set off on the back,
an often-seen characteristic of flat-plate
printing.
The owner asked for and was provided
the reasons why a positive opinion was
not given. This led to correspondence and
sharing of images of other known examples
of Scott 613 that convinced me, and
apparently the other negative opinion, that
the characteristics of this example were in
keeping with genuine examples of Scott 613.
We changed our opinions.
In high-stakes cases such as this, the
submitter often asks for the reasons for
negative or no opinions, and that frequently
leads to reconsideration, though a positive
result is not guaranteed.
The objective is to be scrupulously accurate
and fair, based on a careful and thorough
review of every aspect of the stamp.
A final example of a detailed review is
the 5¢ Jefferson stamp submitted as a Scott
12, imperf candidate. It received one of my
favorite certificate descriptions, “United
States, Scott No 29 altered, used, genuine,
but cut-to-shape, rebacked with margins
added, part of frame painted in, cancel
extended.” n

0
VISIT “1840-19P5S”
MOSTLY STAMOWS
AT THESE SH
Sun. June 14, Meriden, CT

Executive Inn, 900 E. Main St. 9-3:30

Tues. June 16, Northampton, MA
WW II Club, 50 Conz St. 10-4

Sun. June 21, Nashua, NH

Holiday Inn, Exit 4 off Rt 3/Tpk. 9-9:30
linns.com
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Imperfect stamps, overprints and “almosts”

In addition to stating whether a stamp is genuine or not, expertization certificates sometimes
include additional information about the condition of the stamp, or any repairs made to it.
Expertizing certificates often tell you more
than the primary fact you wanted to know:
genuine or not genuine. They also note
other findings related to the condition of the
stamp — or whether aspects of a genuine
stamp have been “improved.”
This is by way of preface to a stunning
listing found by Linn’s reader Alan Bush in the
Robert A. Siegel Auction Galleries Nov. 5-6,
2014, auction:
The description for lot 3182 reads: “10c
Dark Green, First Design (#62B). Unused (no
gum), copies of four certificates for this stamp
with four differing opinions, including 1990
APS stating torn, 2008 APS stating reperfed
at right, and cleaned stain at bottom, 2008
PSE stating reperfed at left, 2008 PF stating
small painted over toned area at bottom left,
whichever opinion you choose to believe
this is still an attractive stamp, Scott Retail
$3,250.00…….Est. 400-500.”
This listing is a classic! The stamp under
discussion is shown nearby. I won’t venture
to second-guess the experts who reviewed
the stamp — expertizing from a photograph
is always bad practice — but I will say that
reperfing can be a difficult thing for experts
to get right.
Many efforts at reperfing, or adding
perforations, are so poorly done that they are
easily discernible. But others can be so good
that they are virtually undetectable. This all
tracks back to the subjective nature of findings.
Remember that the result of expertizing is
called an “opinion.” It may be an opinion with
100 percent certainty, or it may be based on
an educated guess with nothing found to
contradict it.
Yes, nothing should go on a certificate that
is not based on at least the preponderance
of positive evidence, but we are dealing with
human beings who can sincerely believe
what is not so. That is one reason why I favor
having multiple expertizers review a patient
(the stamp or cover being expertized) before
an opinion is issued.
In the case of the Scott 62B stamp shown
nearby, the basic stamp is genuine (there
was no dissent on that), and whatever flaws

6
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This 1861 10¢ dark green George Washington
stamp (Scott 62B) has been the subject of four
expertizing efforts, each with a different result.
It was sold in a November 2014 Robert A.
Siegel Auction Galleries auction.

it may have, it is otherwise sound and visually
attractive. Its flaws may make it unacceptable
for some collectors to include it in their albums,
while others would be happy to have it.
The lesson here is that a stamp you
feel certain is likely genuine need not be
perfect for it to be worth sending in to get a
certificate. Also, even though the certificate
notes flaws, the stamp should not be
relegated to the trash heap. The realization
on this example of Scott 62B was $700.

overprints
There are very few overprints on U.S.
postage stamps, but they have been faked
often enough that those with value (mainly
the 1929 Kansas-Nebraska and the 1928
Hawaii Statehood anniversary overprints) are
good candidates for certificates.
U.S. possessions are another matter.
Whether Canal Zone, Cuba, Danish West
Indies, Guam, Philippines, Puerto Rico or the
Ryukyu Islands, some of the early issues have
overprints, and they need to be expertized.
In the Philippines, postage stamps of

United States possessions overprints are often
candidates for expertizing. This Philippines
1931 Official 2-centavo stamp with what looks
like the variety with no period after the “O”
(Scott O5b) turned out to be a counterfeit
when sent in for expertization in 1962.

1917-25 were overprinted “O.B.” (for official
business) to be used as Official stamps.
Varieties exist. One of these, the 1931
Continued on page 56
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Continued from page 6
2-centavo green with no period after “O”
(Scott O5b) is listed at $30 used in the 2015
Scott Specialized Catalogue of Stamps and
Covers. In 1962, when the stamp shown
nearby was submitted to the Philatelic
Foundation, it had a Scott catalog value of
$2 used. As indicated on the certificate, the
overprint was found to be counterfeit.
Even common overprints were faked for
use in packets.
Collectors can check against known
genuine overprints for color of overprint
ink, shape and consistency of letters and
numbers, and angle/placement of the
overprint, to get a good idea of whether
the candidate is genuine or not, but the
definitive method is to submit the stamp for
expertizing if there is any doubt. There are
many dangerous fakes out there.

Almost imperf
I often receive questions that go
something like this, “There is a nice pair of
stamps I have that is almost imperf, and I
think I should get it expertized as such.” Or
sometimes the writer says that the stamp is
missing almost all the black, or another color.
This is problematic because the definition
of an error is that it must be complete or it will
not be certified and will not get a Scott listing.
In fact, if an “almost” is submitted, it will
be expertized as “not the error.” There is no
such entry on an expertizing form that says
“almost” anything; it is or it is not the error.
A seller may use the “almost” language
to hype the item, but it isn’t an expertizing
term, and if that is what a submitter wants to
hear, he will be disappointed.

From the front, this strip of 1932 3¢
Washington stamps looks like a possible
bottom pair imperf between, which has a Scott
listing, No . 720c. A careful review of the back
discloses one perforation hole, which makes it
an “almost imperf,” but you will never see that
terminology used on a certificate.

Shown above is a 1988 36¢ Igor Sikorsky
airmail stamp (Scott C119) missing almost all
of its engraved red color. No red is visible until
the stamp is looked at under magnification.
Compare it to the normal example shown below.

An example is the vertical strip of 3¢
Washington by Gilbert Stuart stamps shown
nearby. The Scott U.S. Specialized catalog lists
as No. 720c a vertical pair, imperforate between,
with a catalog value of $700 mint and $1,350
used. (The used value is for an example with a
contemporaneous cancel. You could not buy a
mint example and send it through today’s mail
to make it the more expensive piece.)
From the front, the strip of three looks like
a candidate.
But from the back, it is clear that the space
between the top pair has easily visible blind
(not punched out) perfs. Further, there is

a single hole at the left end of the space
between the bottom pair.
No matter how much you might wish that
the hole would disappear, it is there forever,
and the bottom pair will not pass inspection.
There is no point in submitting the strip for
expertization.
In the last expertizing column (Linn’s, Aug.
17), I mentioned the 1988 36¢ Igor Sikorsky
airmail stamp (Scott C119) with almost all of
the red missing. A couple of readers asked
why the stamp was not shown. Fact is I could
not find my example, but it has surfaced,
Continued on page 87
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1.10 1.10
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VIET NAM (7/20/15 LINN’S)

Sport Federation Centenaries — A1440
No. 2505 — Centenary of: a, Uruguayan Volleyball Federation. b, Uruguayan Basketball
Federation.

2015, Mar. 18

Litho.

Perf. 12 1/2x12 3/4

2505 A1440 15p Horiz. pair, #a-b

2.40 2.40

Souvenir Sheet

Sport Federation Centenaries — A1440
No. 2505 — Centenary of: a, Uruguayan Volleyball Federation. b, Uruguayan Basketball
Federation.

2015, Mar. 18

Litho.

Perf. 12 1/2x12 3/4

2505 A1440 15p Horiz. pair, #a-b

2.40 2.40

Souvenir Sheet

Armenian Genocide, Cent. — A1441
2015, Apr. 7

Litho.

Perf. 12 3/4x12 1/2

2506 A1441 50p multi

3.75 3.75

UZBEKISTAN (7/20/15 LINN’S)
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2015, Apr. 7
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Perf. 12 /4x12 1/2
2506 A1441 50p multi
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2015, Jan. 22
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Never again did Pan Am enjoy the monopoly control of foreign
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Anniv. — A195
airmail services that had been its exclusive dominion before the war.
No. 3522 contains one 43x32mm stamp.
TWA parlayed its wartime contract services into new commercial
Designs: 15c, King John approving Magna Carta.
20c, Statue of Justice. 75c, Magna Carta, field of
routes that provided robust competition, even after Pan Am took over
cattails.
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Perf. 13 1/4x13 1/2 American Airlines services that had been built by AmEx.
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For postal history collectors who specialize in trans-Atlantic airmail,
July 1946 marked the end of an era. As if to underscore that dividing
line, the Post Office Department issued the first new edition of the
Official Postal Guide, Part II: International Mail since July 1941.
Magna Carta,
800th
Anniv. — A195
Designs: 15c, King John approving Magna Carta.
20c, Statue of Justice. 75c, Magna Carta, field of
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Spotlight on Philately

Perf. 13 1/4x14

Litho.

1.10 1.10
1.40 1.40

Correction to Part 1 of this article in the Aug. 17 Linn’s, page 64: An
editor’s error inadvertently changed Ken Lawrence’s text to read that
two 1941 Pan Am contract routes — Miami to Belgian Congo; and
Gambia, Sierra Leone, Gold Coast and Nigeria to Anglo-Egyptian Sudan
— had been proposed but not implemented. Both of those routes were
implemented. The proposed Central Atlantic landplane route via Bermuda,
the Azores, and Lisbon, and the route that connected Egypt and Iraq, had
been proposed in 1941 but were not implemented until later. n
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2015, Jan. 22
757-759 A416

Litho.

the engraved red, blue and black are entirely
omitted. Only the portrait of Sikorsky is
present, on the sky blue background.
The Scott Catalogue of Errors on U.S.
Postage Stamps (16th edition, 2014) by the
late Stephen R. Datz, notes the visually
missing red, with this language: “No.
C119, the Sikorsky 36c airmail stamp, is
known with the red engraved inscription
omitted in varying degrees. However, red

specks (visible under magnification) are
present on all stamps seen to date, so it is
not considered to be a true 100% coloromitted error. Nevertheless, it is considered
a collectible variety: price $125 to $150,
depending on the degree of red omitted.”
That is as close to an “almost” listing as a
stamp will get, but, if submitted for
expertization, it will still receive a certificate
saying it is not an engraved red-omitted error. n
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What to do when you receive a “no opinion” certificate
After the dreaded “no opinion” expertization certificate arrives in the mail, you first need to find
out why an opinion wasn’t reached before you decide on your next step.
You’ve sent in your latest find to be
expertized, pretty sure that it is what you
think it is. After the usual period of nailbiting while waiting for the certificate that
will prove you right, the mail brings one that
says, “No opinion.”
Responses to this situation can range
from puzzlement to anger, but after the
disappointment, there is the question of
what to do next.
There are three answers. But before we get
to them, let’s first look at why a submission
might receive a “no opinion.”
First and foremost is that the expertizing
house does not have a staff expert who is
able to do the job. It may be that there is no
one at all. It may also be that there is no one
who can be 100 percent certain about the
item submitted.
To personalize this, there are some items
I feel 100 percent competent to make
judgments on, and others where I am not
100 percent certain.
In the latter case, I want others to look at
it from the perspective of their knowledge
and experience. If there isn’t anyone who
can do that, the result may be a “no opinion”
because the standard is to be 100 percent
certain, unless the expert knows others will
review it. To that end, the expert will write a
note with his or her findings and recommend
that it be reviewed.
If there is a more competent expert or
two, and if they agree with me, that is great.
If they don’t agree with me, also great. If
the expertizing house shares their opinions
with me, I learn something new, and the
submitter receives an opinion about the item
(“patient”) submitted either up or down.
Now, consider the case where there are
two or more experts who do believe they are
100 percent competent, and after examining
the item submitted come to different
conclusions. Reasonable people can — and
do — disagree.
Most submissions will not fall into this
category because the characteristics being
looked at are established and objective. As
experts, we know what we are looking for
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At top is Scott 613, the scarce rotary-press
Warren G. Harding stamp perforated gauge 11,
which catalogs at $40,000. Below is a common
flat-plate variety (610) that catalogs for 25¢.

in terms of paper type, gum, perforations,
color, design characteristics, cancellations,
markings on covers, how those markings
match up with time periods, etc.
But especially with finds of items that
are new or have a small base of established
knowledge and a small number of known
reference examples, two experts can read the
tea leaves differently.

The differences in opinion may be so
basic that there is no resolving them, but
often, the experts will try to convince each
other that their opinion is the correct one.
And sometimes that process will result in a
unified opinion. If not, the certificate comes
back “no opinion.”
So now, what do you do?
When you receive a “no opinion” certificate,
you need to know why. Sometimes the
expertizing house will tell you, especially
when there is not enough on-staff expertise.
But if you are not given any information,
e-mail or telephone and ask. The answer can
help you to determine the next step.
In the simplest case, lack of appropriate
staff means that you have wasted your time
(as you will get your money back on “no
opinion” certificates), but you can submit it to
another expertizing house. Before you send
the item, though, you might want to contact
this second expertizing house to be certain it
does have staff that are experts in that area.
If your item is a case of split opinions, you
also can resubmit elsewhere, but that might
not be your first choice. Expertizing houses
will often share with you the reasons given
for disagreement among the experts.
If you are an experienced and
knowledgeable collector in the area being
expertized and you disagree with one of
the experts, you can resubmit your item
with additional information that you have
accumulated from your study or have found
in the philatelic literature.
I have been a participant in such an
exchange regarding my concerns about a
United States Scott 613 candidate. This is the
perforated gauge 11, rotary press version of
the 2¢ black Warren Harding commemorative,
which has a Scott catalog value of $40,000
used (none are known mint).
The differences between the rotary press
version and the flat plate version (Scott 610,
with a catalog value of 25¢) are in fractions
of a millimeter, variance in color, and,
sometimes, the presence or absence of ink
on the back of the stamp. There are fewer
Continued on page 91
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Continued from page 6
than 50 reported and expertized examples of Scott 613.
To make a long story short, the submitter was able to
send additional objective evidence that overcame my
concerns, and the candidate received a good certificate.
If that process does not work for you, or if you don’t have
independent expertise, then another expertizing house can
be asked to have a crack at it.
If you choose not to do that, then you have the alternatives
of dealing with the item as something of an orphan. A “no
opinion” certificate has financial consequences because you
can’t sell such an item as genuine.
At the same time, you should not be selling such an item
as a fake. While it is an item under a cloud, it still has value,
even if less than it would have with a good certificate.

After all, somewhere down the line, new technology, or
new information may allow a definitive opinion.
So, you can hold on to the item, gather information and
eventually resubmit, or you can make it someone else’s
challenge by selling it.
In either case, you should retain the “No opinion”
certificate with the item. It is an unfortunate reality that it is
a temptation that some can’t resist to destroy “no opinion”
and bad certificates in the hope that possible buyers will
convince themselves that the item is good, or at least not
bother with submitting it for expertizing.
This is not only unethical and dishonest, it is increasingly
likely that a careful purchaser will catch the deceit as
expertizing houses put their opinion files online.
But that is a subject for another day. n

1000

ADVANCED, OUTSTANDING exchange.
46th year. Try the best and forget the
rest. British, Western Europe, USA.
17160 Kinzie St., Northridge, CA
91325-1939. merkrow@aol.com
NEW ZEALAND collector has stamps for
trade, sale. Open to offers. John Watson,
Box 183, Otaki 5542, New Zealand.
email: johnwatsonz@outlook.com
PRECANCELS WITH cities wanted. Also
foreign perfins. Will trade better U.S. or
foreign stamps. Keep all. Phil Cayford,
POB 497, Dublin, NH 03444
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More than reference works needed for expertization
While printed references for expertizing are essential to collectors, the final question of whether a stamp is
genuine or not needs to be answered by an expertizing committee.
Austrian philatelist and philatelic author
Edwin Mueller (1898-1962) once wrote: “ …
Only decades of experience and knowledge
far above even that of an advanced collector
enable the expert to do his job.
Some collectors think they can expertize
themselves, when they buy literature
about forgeries, which explains or pictures
characteristics of genuine and forged stamps.
“We have always considered the publication
of such books about forgeries as somewhat
misleading, as they give some collectors the
illusion that they themselves can expertise
when they merely check their stamps against
the pictures in a book.
“But expertizing is not so easy and such
literature lulls the collector only in a false
sense of security. The forgers know the ‘marks
of genuineness’ themselves, and they like
the publication of books, describing them
accurately, as they help them to improve their
product.
“The naive collector, who thinks that he can
expertise his stamps with the help of a book
he bought for a few dollars, will finally find out
that he has been the biggest sucker for new
improved forgeries and others not described
in his book.”
Without question there is truth in this
opinion, and yet experts and non-experts
alike can use reference works to rule out
some candidates that have known counterfeit
aspects, or that do not have known genuine
characteristics. Where the problem lies is in
taking the next step and declaring an item
genuine based on such literature.
The item may be genuine, but to say that it
is without question requires the services of an
expertizing committee.
Fakery in philately is something like a
game of leapfrog. New information about
newly discovered fakes finds its way to the
public, including those producing the fakes.
This results in better quality fakes, which
when discovered, leads to new information,
and the cycle begins again.
So experts and non-experts need to pay
attention to how recent the references they
are using are — and how thorough as well.
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Lichtenstein Medal by the Collectors’ Club of
New York in 1983, he spoke about the need
for experts to be open to new information:
“Frequently what seemed a simple subject
in the beginning all too often has spread out
to cover one’s whole field of view. Also the
idea that as one specializes one learns more
and more about less and less doesn’t really
fit. Instead I’ve found myself learning more
and more about more and more.
“Of course to be honest I’m always
forgetting things and having to relearn them
too, so the statement that I’ve forgotten
more than I know is also true … ”
Need I mention that a sense of humility is
a good attribute for an expert? As inventor
Charles Kettering once wrote, “It ain’t the things
you don’t know that get you in trouble. It’s the
things you know for sure that just ain’t so!”

An Important Resource

These three purported errors — pairs on which
one “Kans.” or “Nebr.” overprint seems to be
missing — are all fakes. But they are close enough
to genuine that many could be fooled; even if
looking at references on fakes of these issues.

And experts, much like the forgers, need to
put significant dollars and time into staying
current with the broad swath of philatelic
literature that covers their area or areas.
I have spoken of the legendary United
States expert George Brett in this column
before. When he was presented the Alfred F.

With this as background, I want to
recommend a resource equally applicable
for experts and the rest of us. It is an
online tome titled Index of Literature in
the English Language that Describes Postal
Stamp Forgeries, Fakes, Reprints, Fraudulent
Postal Markings and Other Obliterations, and
Bibliography by Theodore M. Tedesco, edited
and published by the American Philatelic
Research Library in May 2014.
It can be found on the American Philatelic
Society website, www.stamps.org, but can
be accessed directly at http://stamps.org/
userfiles/file/library/TedescoIndex.pdf. It
is available for downloading, though its
almost 1,100 pages make that a monumental
job. You also can print out any pages that
interests you.
Following seven pages of introduction
are about 50 pages of references for U.S.
and possessions material, and the rest
is references for all other countries, in
alphabetical order, and helpful appendices.
This work is an index, not the indexed
books and articles. But if you find something
referenced that would be useful to you,
copies can be borrowed from — or
Continued on page 90
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known counterfeits.
In this case, we also need to check to see
if the patients (stamps that are candidates
for expertization) are known varieties or
something being put forward as a new error?
To make a long story short, all three pairs
are fakes.
The vertical gum ribbing on the vertical
pair, on close examination, has been faked.
That is why the gum appears to be disturbed.
So that one can ruled out as possibly genuine.
As I already noted, the two horizontal pairs
are not known in that form, and it would be
extremely difficult for the production process
to have produced them. That is strike one.
Strikes two and three come from a close
examination of the overprints, though they
could fool an amateur.
With some characteristics of the stamp and
overprint matching the standard or being
close, the owners might have been tempted
to let hope triumph over reality, and to put the
stamps in his or her album, as genuine.

Continued from page 6
photocopied for a reasonable price by —
the American Philatelic Society’s Research
Library, or possibly from another philatelic
library closer to you.

1¢ Missing Overprint
The three pairs of 1¢ Kansas-Nebraska
overprints shown with this column illustrate
the danger of relying upon printed references.
Two genuine single stamps also are
pictured.
The vertical pair was listed on eBay as a
fake, although the error does exist. These
occurred because the bottom horizontal
row of one sheet was missed due to a
misplacement of the sheet when the overprint
was applied. So, there should be 20 such pairs.
A mint pair of the error (Scott 658a) is valued
at $300 in the 2016 Scott Specialized Catalogue
of United States Stamps and Covers.
The two horizontal pairs came from a
different source. Genuine examples could
not exist, and no such error is listed in
Scott. I got them to include in my reference
collection of fakes. This sort of collection is a
key resource that almost every expert builds
and maintains.
The three pairs are dangerous because the
first step in determining if a Kansas-Nebraska
overprint is fake or genuine is finding
whether the overprints are printed on the
correct stamps.
That is, the stamps should have vertically
ribbed gum with a specific type of horizontal
gum breaker. Two of the pairs pass with
flying colors. The third has disturbed gum,

21st In Series

Genuine examples of the Kansas-Nebraska
overprints.

but seems to be close to the standard.
The next step is to look at the overprint.
Are the dimensions proper? Is the impression
correct? Is there evidence of the overprint on
the back of the stamp?
Third, compare the letters and the period
in the overprint and their placement to the

This is the 21st article in the series on
expertizing that began in March 2014. At a
recent stamp show, I was asked if the series
might be released as a pamphlet. There is no
plan to do so at this time. One reason is that
I’m not close to running out of subject matter.
I suggest that those wanting access to
the earlier articles subscribe to Linn’s online
because the website to which you gain
access has back issues that cover the time
period in which the expertizing columns
have appeared. n

Q&A
Continued from page 98
of salient materials that communicate the
story line in an appropriate way. I'm still
learning enough to put together a proper
postcard exhibit, and I am enjoying the
journey. Of course, I enjoy working with
my husband on these because we always
Charles snee
exhibit jointly.

Q: If money were no object,
what philatelic rarity would
you add to your collection?
Why?
90
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A: I really have trouble with this one because
we really have chosen collecting areas that
self-limit based on our bankroll. A single
item? Hard to pin down; if money were no
object, however, I would expand more into
the colonial mail period.

ready to sell, and will value their material
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seminal works on the stamps and postal history of New
on a visceral and meaningful level.
purchase their materials when they are
Zealand (a passion of his since childhood) and Samoa.
Both volumes were added to my philatelic library shortly
after publication. Bob is a national and international
accredited judge, and is now the senior active judge for
both the American Philatelic Society and the International
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Questions about stamp identification and color
Linn’s readers ask for help in understanding the principles of identification and in determining
what color a stamp is when the same design is produced in various similar colors.
Linn’s readers have reacted to my
expertizing columns, and I appreciate
receiving questions and observations from
you because this really is your column. In that
spirit, let’s look at some of the mail.
Ed Bednar of Accokeek, Md., wrote about a 2¢
Washington stamp: “I recently bought an estate
stamp collection from a former stamp dealer.
In the collection is a stamp that was designated
as A140, 2¢ Washington, perf 12x11-1/2, type
IV. There is no such listing for that type of
perforation but I have measured the perfs and
it appears to me to be exactly that. Others have
measured it and come to the same conclusion.”
There are two aspects that need to be dealt
with in answering this question: One is the
production of the stamp; the other is how a
normal stamp might have been altered.
Scott Type A140 is correct, but there were
two printing processes used to produce these
stamps: engraving and offset. It is the latter
that has design Types IV through VII, and
all of these are perforated gauge 11 by 11.
So, I believe the stamp under discussion is
probably Scott 406, the engraved, perforated
12 by 12 stamp of 1912.
The offset-printed stamps are chalkylooking in color and less distinct in design
compared to the engraved issues. And if the
offset-printed stamps had been produced
with gauge-12 perforations, examples would
have been discovered a long time ago.
That leaves three possibilities in diagnosing
the stamp: someone took an imperforate
version of the offset Type IV stamp (Scott
532) and added fake perforations; it is the
aforementioned Scott 406 that has been
reperforated to hide flaws or a straightedge; or
it is a normal variety due to paper shrinkage.
The reperforation would have to match
on both vertical edges. As there would not
normally be a need to do both edges, I lean
toward the normal variety theory.
The Scott Specialized Catalogue of United
States Stamps and Covers lists perforations
in this era to the closest ½ millimeter. But
stamps are not always like that. Take a
handful of theses stamps and measure with
a perforation gauge that includes tenths, and
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On the left is an engraved printing of the 2¢
Washington stamp, Scott design type A140. Note
the crisp design elements and the richness of the
color, compared to the offset version at right.

On the left is the orange-brown color of the 1851
imperforate 3¢ Washington stamp, Scott 10, as
compared to Scott 11, in dull red.

you will see some slight variation. This is not
only due to the inexact gauge-12 perforation
measurement in the catalog, but also due to
shrinkage of the paper in production.
For the engraving process, the paper was
wetted down so it could be pressed into the
incised lines of the plate and pick up the
ink in those lines. As the paper dried, minor
shrinkage could occur.
While normally the drying was complete
by the time the perforations were added, it is
possible that this did not always happen, and
the result would be some slight variation in
the final perforation measurement.
Bottom line: The stamp is interesting and
collectible, but one that is possibly faked; and
even if genuine, it is not of great significance.

Color Problems
Todd Hause has a frustration that I’m sure
many collectors share.
This is how he explains it: “As a collector of
19th century U.S. stamps, stationery and postal

history, one area that has and continues to
plague me, perhaps more than any other
area of identification, is Color. I used to think
I had a pretty good eye for color and then I
started collecting stamps. I now own six or
more different color guides that vary in cost
from ten to a hundred dollars each. To make
matters worse, the colors in and between
these guides are as varied as the item I seek to
identify.
“This leads me to my question. ‘How does
an expertizer determine the color of a stamp
or envelope?’ “
By way of answering, let’s first stipulate
that the task of an expertizer is to determine
whether a patient (the stamp being
examined) does or does not match a given
color — normally one that is listed in the
catalog and within our experience. Thus,
strictly speaking, we are not “determining
color” except in a very narrow sense.
In fact, in 30-plus years as an expertizer, I
can’t recall a single patient that came in with
the question, “What color is this?”
The type of question I’m most likely to get
is: “Is this 3¢ imperf 1851 Washington a Scott
10 (orange brown), or Scott 11 (dull red)?” The
former has a significantly higher catalog value.
(I am intentionally blurring the differences
between Scott 10 and 10A and Scott 11
and 11A, as they are not for the most part
germane to color.)
In dealing with the color question, we first
need to come to a conclusion that the stamp
submitted really is an imperforate example,
and not an 1857 example with its perforations
cut away.
Then we need to consider the fact that
genuine Scott 10 stamps have to be from a
certain plate, while the Scott 11 stamps were
printed from different plates with different
characteristics, so being able to plate these
stamps is a good checkpoint.
As to color, I would compare the patient
against known examples in my reference
collection, and against the R.H. White
Encyclopedia of the Colors of United States
Postage Stamps (1981). This work includes

Continued on page 99
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1000

SPACE COVERS
wanted: Send
USA postmarked pre-1964 (with
cachet)
pre Mercury
program
launch, Mercury program launch
or recovery ship covers; receive
$75 CV of 2012 Scott listed genuine,
undamaged
worldwide
stamps. Duplicates ok. O’Brien,
6664 Seagull Ct., Frederick, MD
21073
EXCHANGE
YOUR duplicates at
Scott catalog. 10% fee in stamps.
Established in 1970. Send $1 to:
Joe Thatcher, POB 38, Ironton,
MN 56455
GOOD TRADE. Your 200 different foreign
plus SASE for my 200 different. Winter,
1933 E. Orchid Ln, Green Valley, AZ
85614
PRECANCELS WITH cities wanted. Also
foreign perfins. Will trade better U.S. or
foreign stamps. Keep all. Phil Cayford,
POB 497, Dublin, NH 03444
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HOLLYWOOD STAMP CLUB meets every
Tuesday 5-9PM. Featuring an auction
every week including a silent auction for
the 5th Tuesday of the month. Lippman
Center, 2030 Polk St. Hollywood, FL
33020. New members welcome.

Mail
auction #188
Closing date Feb. 17, 2016
15,000 lots from 500
countries (No U.S.).
Prices range from $10 to $3,000. The
best source for the intermediate
and advanced collector.
Mail your printed catalog request to:

Bond
EntErprisEs
Box 4610, Scottsdale, AZ 85261
Email: gobond7@cox.net
Tel: 480-998-0007 • Fax: 480-998-8080
www.bondstampauctions.com

Announcements
ANNOUNCEMENTS
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A TAX DEDUCTIBLE Veterans State
Nursing Home needs stamps, albums,
collections, supplies. Tax deductible.
Veterans, 2200 Kings Hwy. PMB 3-L
#27, Port Charlotte, FL 33980-5760
BOYS TOWN invites donations of U.S.
and foreign stamp collections, coins,
currency, and mint U.S. postage. Help
us help kids! Leon Myers Stamp Center,
13628 Flanagan Blvd., Boys Town, NE
68010. email: stampcenter@boystown.
org. Ph: 402-498-1143.
FLORIDA RETAIL Stamp Store for Sale.
Turnkey sales includes fixtures, furniture,
internet sales and USA/Worldwide
stamp inventory. Over 600 Dealer stock
books. Well established, good reputation. On Florida Atlantic Coast in good
location. Serious buyers only 772-4644320 or entcorp2@bellsouth.net

This color plate from the R.H. White Encyclopedia of the Colors of United
States Stamps (1981) shows why this reference is the gold standard for
determining colors of early U.S stamps.

Continued from page 6
color plates that are the gold standard for identifying colors on U.S.
stamps. A sample of one of the color plates for Scott 10 is shown nearby.
In 95 percent of the cases, the answer is clear, but there are occasional
stamps where color clarity is not to be had because the stamp has been
altered on purpose or by accident. I think of the latter as “weathered,”
such as prolonged exposure to sunlight or having had a mug of coffee
spilled on it.
If a stamp has been altered, that has to be noted on the expertizer’s
worksheet. And the determination of what catalog number it might be
is a judgment call.
The rule of thumb for expertizers is that the stamp should be
identified as the least expensive (most common) variety of the
possibilities, unless the expertizer is certain otherwise.
But in those rare cases where there is no alteration and the color is not
clear, and the plating is not clear as well, the expertizer has to decline an
opinion as the standard has to be 100-percent certainty.
This is where there is special value in the team approach to
expertizing, because having more than one pair of eyes on the patient
can yield additional information.
Keep those cards and letters coming to me, John Hotchner, Box 1125,
Falls Church, VA 22041-0125; and e-mails at jmhstamp@verizon.net. ■
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CANADA’S
PREMIER
AUCTION HOUSE
Call or write for a free catalogue.

r. maresch & son
5th Floor-6075 Yonge St
Toronto ON M2M 3W2

INNER-CITY CHILDREN need stamps,
mounts, albums, FDCs. Help youngsters!
You’ll be glad you did! Philately’s future
is a long term investment, please help
our children. Happy Face Stamp Club,
103 Richmond St., Brooklyn, NY 112081322
PHILATELIC PHILOSOPHY is a 180 page
book about stamps, $12.50 from
Amazon.com or $15 postpaid from John
Tomikel, 6675 Wildflower Ct., Erie, PA
16509.

Where do
collectors look when
they’re looking for a
specific item?

In the Classifieds
Linns.com
Auctions
AUCTIONS
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BEL-AIRE
AUCTIONS
Specializing in:
★ U.S.
★ U.S. Revenues
★ Worldwide
★ Collections
★ Balance Lots

Call or send for our illustrated
catalog. Auctions held 5 to 6 times a
year. Consignments accepted.
Serving collectors for over 16 years.

BEL-AIRE AUCTIONS
2589 Hamline Ave., Suite D
St. Paul, MN 55113
Web: www.belairestamp.com
651-633-8553
651-633-8554 (fax)
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Color misregistrations; recommended code of ethics

Minor color misregistrations, a hazard of multicolor printing of modern United States stamps,
can sometimes lead to startling visual results.
What should be expertized? For starters,
any item that is being suggested as a possible
new addition to the catalog should be
expertized.
Over the last few years, I’ve had two
questions come up where the finder thought
that a new listing might be in order. In each
case, though, the item turned out to be a
collectible variety, not a new listing, and the
finder was disappointed.
The patients (the stamps being expertized)
are shown nearby together with the normal
stamps. The patients are the 13¢ Iowa “double
eagle” stamp from the State Flags issue of
1976 and the “white tree branch” variety of the
1984 Smokey Bear 20¢ commemorative.
In both instances, what we have is a color
misregistration.
On the normal Iowa stamp (Scott 1661, the
eagle, which appears to be brown, actually is
comprised of several red dots and a few blue
dots on top of a black eagle image.
The “double eagle” was caused by the red
being shifted down about 1 millimeter, leaving
the black and blue in their normal positions. This
is a minor printing variety with a major outcome,
easily confirmed by looking at how close the
bottom of the red vertical bar of the flag is to the
black inscription. The red is much closer to the
“1776-1976” inscription on the “double eagle”
variety than on the normal stamp.
On the Smokey Bear commemorative, the
brown and black shading of the tree branch
is shifted left, leaving it outside the intended
white space where it is properly placed on the
normal example.
Color misregistrations are an ever-present
hazard of multicolor printing. They exist on
the early U.S. bicolor stamps in profusion,
but they also often are found on more recent
multicolor, multi-process stamps when several
plates — sometimes connected to differing
printing processes — have been used.
In addition, they are epidemic on certain
modern-era U.S. stamps printed when
the Bureau of Engraving and Printing was
experimenting with new equipment and
processes.
The Smokey Bear commemorative is a good
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slightly to the right.
On the stamps in the plate block, the dark
blue is shifted up 2 millimeters, leaving an
additional white strip (maybe snow?) below it.
But that’s not the most unusual outcome.
The shifted dark blue is accompanied by the
shifted black lettering that was printed by the
same plate, causing an unintentional design
change. Note that the “Canada 1867-1967” is
now above the frame of the design.
But the plate block tells the tale. You can
see that the black plate number (which
represents the dark blue and black plate) is
shifted up.

Stamp dealers and
Expert certificates

Color misregistrations can alter stamp
designs, as illustrated by the two stamps
shown here. On top is the 1976 Iowa state
flag, with a “double eagle,” shown with a
normal example. Below are two 1984 Smokey
Bear stamps: a normal example and one that
appears to have a white tree branch.

example. Among the many other examples
are the 1967 Canada Centenary 5¢ (Scott
1324), the 1972 Olympics Games set (14601462), the 1972 Tom Sawyer 8¢ (1470), and
the 1975 D.W. Griffith 10¢ (1555).
In fact, the Canada Centenary stamp is not
easy to find in perfect registration. An almost
perfect example is shown nearby to the right
of the plate block; but even here, the dark
blue (intended to represent rivers) is shifted

In this column in the May 18 issue of Linn’s,
I discussed the possibility of a dealer code
of ethics to govern the dealer-customer
relationship when stamps or covers being sold
need to be expertized.
Auctioneers have developed standards and
practices that they publish in their catalogs,
but there has been no equivalent for most
retail dealers. It was left to each dealer to
make his own rules — sometimes customer
friendly, sometimes not. Some dealers simply
made up rules as they went.
Into this maze stepped Mark Reasoner,
president of the American Stamp Dealers
Association. He and his hardworking board
of directors have crafted a recommended
policy that was recently announced, and I am
pleased to present it here, word for word, so
that collectors will have it:
“Scope: This policy of the American Stamp
Dealers Association, Inc. is applicable to
member’s retail sales of individual stamps,
sets, or covers. It is expected that auction
houses will have and make known their
policies regarding certification.
“As a minimum recommended policy,
members may, at their discretion, enact
policies that offer additional terms provided
they are no less favorable to the buyer. As
this is a recommended policy, no complaint
against a member for violation of this policy
Continued on page 90
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Continued from page 6
may be considered by the ASDA unless the
member seller has published or otherwise
made known their acceptance of this policy.
“Minimum recommended certification
policy for retail dealers:
“1. The buyer is to notify the seller, at time
of purchase, that item(s) will be submitted for
certification. The notice shall be in writing.
“2. The buyer is to submit the item(s), after
it is paid in full, to a mutually agreed upon
expertising service.
“3. The buyer is to notify the seller of the
certification results within 90 days from date
of purchase. If no notification is received
by the seller, the sale is deemed final. If the
certification results have not been released
by the certification service within 90 days, it is
within the seller’s discretion to grant additional
time. The request for additional time and the
granting of such shall be in writing.
“4. In the event of an adverse opinion
due to improper identification and/or due
to condition or alterations not previously
mentioned by the seller, the purchase price
and certification costs, upon documentation,
shall be refunded by the seller to the buyer.
There will be no refunds for a differing opinion

The 1967 Canada Centennial stamps in the plate block have a color misregistration to such a degree
that there appears to be a snow field below the dark blue river, and the inscription “Canada 18671967” is above the design. A normal example is shown at right.

based upon grading, whether numerical (e.g.
90) or traditional (e.g. F-VF).
“5. Condition is defined as the physical state
of the stamp and includes, but is not limited
to, thins, tears, stains, scrapes, and oxidation.
“6. Alteration is defined as the process of
making changes in appearance or form to
enhance the value of the stamp, and includes,

but is not limited to, reperfing, regumming,
trimming of perforations, and altering the
design.”
I recommend that you clip this and keep
it with your want list. In your dealings with
dealers, you can ask if they adhere to the
recommended policies. I hope that you will
find that most do. ■

stamp designer Chris Calle has again created
the official Ameristamp Expo cachets for 2016.
These specially designed envelopes will be
available for sale, along with Calle’s customized
cachets. Calle is credited with designing more
than 200 worldwide postage stamps, including
at least 25 for the United States.
Calle will be available for autographs at the APS
booth. A number of other artists will be present
with their original work at the cachetmakers
bourse from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday.
Among the most popular reasons to
attend the expo is the “Stamps In your Attic”
program, a free service to assist individuals
with identification and evaluation of philatelic
items. The public is encouraged to bring
inherited collections of stamps or old family
correspondence for input as to their worth,
and suggestions on what to do with the
stamps.
Youth can learn about stamp collecting,
compete for prizes, design stamps, play
games, and pick up items for their stamp
collections in the youth area, all for free.

Adults interested in learning more about
the basics of stamp collecting can attend
“Stamp Collecting 101” from noon to 2 p.m.
on Jan. 31. This beginner course introduces
collectors to the tools and techniques
involved in handling, preserving, and storing
a collection. The cost is $20 ($15 for APS
members), and includes a starter collecting kit.
For those who want to learn more about
stamps relating to Georgia, a free 16-page
starter album is available for download from
the APS website: www.stamps.org/userfiles/
file/albums/Georgia-Supplement.pdf.
The Hilton Atlanta Downtown is just 1.5
blocks from the Peachtree Center stop on the
MARTA subway. Parking is also available in
nearby parking garages for as low as $5 on the
weekend.
Complete event details are available at www.
stamps.org/AmeriStamp-Expo, or by writing
the American Philatelic Society at 100 Match
Factory Place, Bellefonte, PA 16823. Additional
questions may be directed to: (814) 933-3803
ext. 217, or email stampshow@stamps.org. n

show news
Continued from page 63
With the issuance of the new Botanical Art
stamps, Friday’s focus is centered around a
botanical theme. Saturday will feature Georgia
history, and Sunday is Family Day. A specially
designed postmark will be used daily for items
mailed from the show.
Events related to these themes include:
“Postal History, Yesterday and Today,”
Georgia Postal History Society, annual
meeting, Jan. 30, 10 a.m.
“Historical and Cultural Themes on Stamps,”
Thomas Broadhead, Knoxville Philatelic
Society, Jan. 30, noon.
“Postage Stamps Related to the African
Diaspora,” Ebony Society of Philatelic Events &
Reflections (ESPER), general meeting, Jan. 30,
1 p.m.
“Adventures of a Philatelic Horticulturist,”
Phil Stager, ATA, Jan. 31, noon.
“The Art of Postage Stamps and Cachets,”
stamp designer Chris Calle, Jan. 31, 1 p.m.
In addition to his talk about the “Art of
Postage Stamps and Cachets,” world-renowned
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John M. Hotchner

Expertizing something that doesn’t exist

Over the years, expertization certificates have been issued for color shades and paper varieties
that later were deemed never to have really existed and were delisted by catalogs.
It isn’t often I get a belly laugh out of a letter
from a reader, let alone one on the subject of
expertizing. But John Burns from Stevensville,
Mich., did it with the following missive:
“Many decades ago I collected Germany
and specialized in the inflation issues. I don’t
remember the Michel number or the post
office which issued this particular sheet. I was
a member of the Germany Philatelic Society
and had stamps expertized through them.
“They would send my grouping to a
German expertizer, by name of Schulze. He
would stamp the back of each stamp, whether
mint or used, with his personalized stamp.
“Anyway … this one issue had three shades
according to Michel. The ‘c’ shade was rather
rare and identifiable only by the marginal
marking, which would indicate which post
office had issued any one particular stamp.
I had a mint plate block, upper left, with full
margins. It came back marked ‘c’ and with
Schulze’s mark.
“A few years later, Michel removed this
particular shade from the catalog with the
explanation that the shade had never really
been a shade. So I had an expertized block of
something that didn’t officially exist.
“I am left with the conclusion that shades
and colors, like beauty, exist only in the eye(s)
of the beholder.”
This problem is not unique to Germany. An
example from the United States is the early
(1909) Washington-Franklin stamps on socalled China clay paper.
There are a good many certificates out there
saying that the China clay paper version is
genuine. However, some years ago, technical
studies determined that such stamps were
simply a variant of the bluish papers (that are
actually grayish-blue — made from 35-percent
rag stock instead of all wood pulp) listed in
the Scott catalog (Scott 357-366), and so, Scott
removed the China clay paper listings.
Another possible candidate for delisting is
Scott C23c, the 1938 6¢ Eagle Holding Shield
airmail stamp with an ultramarine frame.
Scott describes the normal variety of this
stamp, C23, as having a blue frame. As for the
ultramarine shade, partisans swear it exists.
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Perf 12, double-line USPS watermarked versions of the Washington-Franklin series stamps printed on
experimental bluish paper were issued in 1909. A 1¢ bluish paper stamp is shown on this postcard. For
many years, there also were listings in the Scott catalog for a China clay version. Later, the China clay
paper version was proven not to exist, even though there were examples expertized as such.

Others swear just as vehemently that it does
not, saying that it is some sort of changeling. I
have never seen one, so I have no opinion, but
it is not a settled matter.
The editors of Scott, and other catalogs,
generally have to see a variety in person and
have a confirming expertizing certificate
before they will list. So I don’t doubt that
one or both of those requirements were met
before Scott C23c was listed. But I also have
no doubt that, as with the China clay paper,
new information can result in changes.

‘CLEAN’
A Linn’s reader who wishes to remain
anonymous has asked what the description
“clean” means, and how it relates to
expertizing?
Generally, this description is applied to
covers, and means that the cover in question
is in prime shape for the type of cover it is.
That may vary. We don’t expect a Civil War
prisoner of war cover to be in perfect shape,
but it could be considered clean if free of

This 1938 6¢ airmail stamp, Scott C23, is
described in the Scott catalog as “dark blue
& carmine” for the normal issue. Also listed is
C23c, described as “ultramarine & carmine.”
Having never seen the latter, I can’t say that it
exists, but it is a disputed listing.

major flaws and would be a desirable addition
for all but the most fastidious of collectors.
In the expertizing world, “clean” is not a
description that is seen on certificates; it is not
specific enough. If there are flaws, they need
to be described in detail on the certificate.
However, it is a term that expertizers use
Continued on page 52
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Continued from page 50
on a 1988 Carousel Animals stamp (Scott
2392), and three camels shown in silhouette
on the Magi Christmas stamp issued in 2014
(4945).
If you want to collect camels on modern
as well as classic stamps, they can be found
on stamps featuring a variety of subjects,
including Christmas, stories and art, and
adventurers.
For example, a nondenominated “E” stamp
in Great Britain’s 2003 Extreme Endeavors set
honoring Freya Stark (Scott 2120) shows the
travel writer and explorer in the foreground
and a vast desert scene with two camels in
the background.
In an interview by Betty Patchin Greene
published in the September/October 1977
issue of Aramco World magazine, Stark
described her first encounter with camels:
“I remember my first sight of the Rawallah

Camels are included on a 2003 stamp from Great Britain honoring explorer and travel writer Freya Stark.

camels south of Damascus. I had never
seen camels loose before outside a zoo, and
suddenly the whole earth seemed full of these
creatures, browsing along, apparently going
very slowly. But really although I was young
then, I could hardly keep up with them as I
rushed to take photographs. That was my first

vision, and I’ve never forgotten it.”
For more information about the American
Topical Association and its checklist No. 105:
Camels and Dromedaries, visit its website
at www.americantopicalassn.org; or write
to American Topical Association, Box 8,
Carterville, IL 62918-0008. n

U.S. Stamp Notes

This United States Columbian cover is what stamp expertizers might
call “too clean,” as explained in the accompanying article.

The lettering used in the circular datestamp did not exist at the time
the letter on the other side of this folded cover was dated (1862), but
that is only the start of the problems this fake presents.
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Continued from page 6
among themselves, most often in combination
with the word “too”, as in “too clean.” This refers
not to condition or desirability so much as to
the physical appearance and genuineness of
the cover — and it is not a compliment.
Two examples shown with this column are
both too clean, and both are fakes. They are
too perfect to the eye; the cancellations are
too sharp; and the paper is of a quality that is
uncharacteristic of the purported period of use. A quick look at the color of
In the case of the cover with the 1893 2¢
this cancellation-obstructed
Columbian stamp (Scott 232), I am no expert
stamp design might lead
on typewriters, but the typing is so clear as to
one to believe it is an 1861
be made by a machine more commonly seen
30¢ stamp, but closer
examination reveals that it is
well into the 20th century.
The 1862 stampless cover was done using ink an 1875 1¢ Franklin Official.
that is darker and richer than handwriting or cancellations of the period.
I’ll add another item that is illustrative. While postmasters often tried
to get a fancy or geometric cancellation smack on 19th-century stamps,
the checkerboard cancellation on the Franklin stamp shown nearby is too
perfect, and the ink is suspect as well.
When I first saw this item, it was offered as an 1861 30¢ orange (Scott 71).
The color is right, but the stamp is wrong. Because the “cancellation” pretty
much obliterates the stamp, a quick look could mislead the viewer.
A closer look at the bottom of the stamp reveals that it is an 1875 1¢
Franklin Official with “Specimen” overprint (Scott O1S). It is not only the
wrong color, because the 1¢ Franklin postage stamp is blue, but the word
“specimen” has been blocked out as part of the cancellation, too.
The lesson is that we need to be skeptical of the too perfect. Such an
item can be genuine, but often it is not. ■
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John M. Hotchner

Changed colors from offset and gravure printing

The processes used to print modern postage stamps can make it appear that a color is missing
when it is not. Looking at the stamps under strong magnification can provide clues.
It is often said that an expertizing certificate
is an essential when considering purchase of a
stamp (or postal stationery item) represented
to be a missing color. In the last couple of
weeks, Linn’s readers have provided some
excellent examples of why this is so.
To qualify as a missing color, every bit of the
color must be missing. Disappearing color, as
with the intaglio black in the right-hand stamp
in the 1982 20¢ International Peace Garden
pair (Scott 2014) shown nearby, does not meet
the standard. Nor does “almost completely
missing” as illustrated by the 1988 36¢ Sikorsky
airmail stamp pictured in the U.S. Stamp Notes
expertization column in the Sept. 21, 2015, Linn’s.
Questions from readers raise another aspect
of the missing color problem, one that is
even more difficult for the collector and the
expertizer to deal with.
If you look at the Sikorsky or the
International Peace Garden stamps through a
sufficiently powerful magnifier, you can tell if
the color is present or if it isn’t.
But what about colors that are so different
from the normal that it would appear that one
of the colors that was used to make up the
correct shade must be missing?
A prime example can be seen on the two
1990 $2 Bobcat stamps (Scott 2482) shown
nearby, graphically cropped from their cover.
Look especially at the branch upon which the
bobcat is stretched out and the attached leaves.
On the bottom stamp, the normal example,
the branch is dark gray-green and the leaves
are green. On the top stamp, the branch and
leaves are brown. The person who found the
cover thought the top stamp might be the
missing black listed in the Scott catalog.
There are two reasons why it isn’t. First, a
careful reading of the catalog discloses that the
missing black is the engraved black, not the
lithographic black found in the branch and the
bobcat. Secondly, what seems to be missing is
the green coloring of the branch and leaves.
Here is where it gets complicated. The colors
used to print the Bobcat stamp, besides the
intaglio and lithographic black, were magenta,
yellow, and cyan (blue). Each had its own plate,
which printed the color as a dot pattern.
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The details in the rose are missing on the right-hand example of this 1992 International Peace Garden
stamp, but because the intaglio black is not entirely missing, it is only a startling freak, not an error.

Notice the different colors of the branch and leaves on the two Bobcat stamps in this graphically
cropped part of a registered mail cover. The top stamp seems to be missing a color, but it is only a
problem in the application of the blue ink that was used to make up the green of the branch and leaves.

The human eye cannot see the dot pattern
without a magnifier, but with one, preferably at
30x, you can see that the coloring of the branch
and leaves are a combination of the magenta,
yellow and cyan.
Any color of the rainbow (as seen by the
human eye) can be produced in a stamp design
by those dots laid on top of one another.
Variables include how many dots to the square
inch, how much ink is in each dot, and the
pattern of dots used.

In the case of the brown branch on the top
Bobcat stamp, the yellow and magenta are
normal, but the blue-ink dots are light and
partially missing. Without them, the intended
gray-green and green elements of the design
are flawed. This is not considered to be error
even though the final design seems to be
missing the desired green. Why? Because the
blue ink is not totally missing. Again, this can
be verified under 30x magnification.
Continued on page 97
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The ZIP Code definitive stamps of 1974 were
gravure printed using yellow, cyan, magenta
and black inks, each from a separate plate. The
example at left is normal. The stamp on the
right appears to be missing the yellow, but it is a
light print, according to an examination by the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing.

dated May 9, 1978, the BEP gave the following
opinion: “This issue of postage stamps
was produced by a four-color rotogravure
printing process. By this process, all colors are
reproduced by printing the correct proportions
of the three primary colors (yellow, magenta,
and cyan) and black. Microscopic examinations
of the submitted stamps showed the presence
of a lighter-than-normal yellow impression on
all five stamps. This light yellow impression also

caused the green areas to appear more blue
and the orange area to appear more red.
“A lighter-than-normal impression on a
gravure printed stamp is usually caused by
the washing of a printing cylinder while the
press is running. Stamps printed during this
washing operation are later removed from
the web [and destroyed]. The yellow ink
used in the production of this stamp is also
susceptible to fading by exposure to strong
ultraviolet radiation, and this may have the
same effect on the colors on the stamp.”
Such explanatory letters from the Bureau are
a great aid in understanding the workings of
the presses. Unfortunately, the private printers
that the United States Postal Service now uses
generally don’t answer inquiries about varieties
in their products, since to do so would add cost
to the contract. But I would appeal to Linn’s
readers who have been able to get answers, or
who have BEP letters of explanation, to share
them with me for possible use in future columns.
Contact me, John Hotchner, by snail mail at
Box 1125, Falls Church, VA 22041-0125, or by
email at jmhstamp@verizon.net. ■

New Hampshire

New York

Oklahoma

Tennessee

Washington

Apr 3
Hooksett
QPEX 2016. American Legion Hall, 5
Riverside St. Hrs: 9AM-3:30PM. Manchester Stamp Club. Ed Swist or Judy
Lloyd, 119 County Rd., Bedford, NH
03110. PH: 603-472-3115. or send an
Email: jalloydnh@gmail.com DLR: 8. TA:
12. FR.

Mar 20
Massapequa
LISPA, Long Island Stamp & Postcard
Association. Massapequa Elks Hall
#2162, 2162 Veterans Blvd. Hrs: 10AM3:30PM. I.J. Farber, c/o LISPA, POB 95,
Islip Terrace, NY 11752. PH: 631-5817653 after 6PM or FAX: 631-277-8279.
FR

Apr 16
Sand Spring
Tulsa Stamp & Postcard Show. Sand
Springs Case Community Center, 1050
West Wekiwa Rd. Hrs: 9AM-5PM. Tulsa
Stamp Club. Mark Strain, PO Box
700114, Tulsa, OK 74170. PH: 918638-8687. Email: mvstrain52@cox.net
DLR: 9-10. TA: 30. FR

Mar 19-20
Madison
Nashville Stamp and Postcard Show
2016. Fifty Forward, 301 Madison St.
Hrs: Sat. 10AM-5PM, Sun. 10AM-4PM.
Nashville Philatelic Society. Tom Tribke,
2911 Windgate Ave., Nashville, TN
37211. PH: 615-833-5161. or send an
Email:
show@nashvillephilatelic.org
Website: http://www.nashvillephilatelic.
org DLR: 20. TA: 100. FR

Apr 9
Chehalis
Roundup Stamp & Coin Show. Yardbirds
Mall, 2100 N National Ave. Hrs:
9:30AM-4PM. Olympia Philatelic Society. Dennis Gelvin, PO Box 1554, Olympia, WA 98507. PH: 360-273-0296. or
send an Email: dnjgelvin@comcast.net
Website:olympiaphilatelicsociety.org
DLR: 12. TA: 30. FR

New Jersey
Mar 20
Wayne
Stamp & Coin Show. 3rd Sunday every
month. Fire Co. #1, 93 Parish Dr. Dealers: 7AM-9AM. Hrs: 9AM-4PM. REW Enterprises LLC. Ross, 973-875-3793 or
email: stamprew@aol.com DLR: 15. FR
Apr 3
Parsippany
Garden State Stamp, Coin & Currency
Show. P.A.L. Building, 33 Baldwin Rd.
Hrs: 9AM-4PM. P.A.L., 973-335-0555.
FR
Apr 23-24
Clifton
Spring Stamp Coin Cover Postcard
Show. Clifton Community Recreation
Center, 1232 Main Ave. at Washington
Ave. Hrs: Sat. 10AM-5PM, Sun. 10AM4PM. Clifton Stamp Society. Tom Stidl,
62 Hackberry Place, Clifton, NJ 07013.
PH: 973-471-7872. or send an Email:
stidl@verizon.net visit our website: www.clifton-stamp-society.org FR.

Nevada
Apr 8-10
Las Vegas
Coin, Currency, Post Card, Jewelry and
Stamp Show. The Orleans Hotel Casino,
4500 W. Tropicana Ave. Hrs: Fri. 11AM6PM, Sat. 10AM-6PM, Sun. 10AM-5PM.
Israel I Bick, PO Box 854, Van Nuys, CA
91408. PH: 818-997-6496. send us an
Email: iibick@sbcglobal.net or visit our
Website:www.bickinternat ional.com
ADM: $3 Adults, $2 Seniors
May 13-15
Las Vegas
53rd Annual Las Vegas Numismatic Society Coin Show at the Westgate Hotel
and Casino, 3000 Paradise Rd., Hrs:
Fri.-Sat. 10AM-7PM, Sun. 10AM-3PM,
Saturday Seminars: Silver Dollars-John
Highfill, TBA. Special event hotel rate
$69. For more info call Dawn at 888330-5188 or 800-208-1810, info@
ckshows.com or CKshows.com. Adm-$3.
DLR: 150

Apr 9-10
White Plains
169th (59th year) Westchester Stamp,
Coin, Postcard & Paper Money Show .
Westchester County Center, Bronx River
Pkwy. and Central Ave. Hrs: Sat. 10AM6PM, Sun. 10AM-3PM. Mark Simon,
914-299-3995. DLR: 100. FR
May 26-27
New York
Pre-NY Intl. Dealer to Dealer Bourse.
Holiday Inn Midtown, 440 W. 57th St.
betweeen 9th & 10th. Hrs: Thurs: 10AM6PM Fri. 9AM-5PM. Edw. G. Rosen Enterprises. Edward Rosen, PO Box 5502,
Redwood City, CA 94063. PH: 650-4641476. Fax: 1-01-340-2236. Email:
hsofzionaol.com DLR: 30. TA: 45. ADM.
Dealers Only Admitted; $5 admission
with this listing

Ohio
Mar 19-20
North Canton
McKinley Stamp Club Show. St. George
Serbian Orthodox Social Hall, 4667
Applegrove St. NW. Hrs: Sat. 10AM5PM, Sun. 10AM-4PM. McKinley Stamp
Club of Canton. Dave Pool, PO Box 455,
Massillon, OH 44648. PH: 330-8325992. Email: lincolnway@sssnet.com
Website: mksc.webs.com DLR: 20. TA:
33. FR
Apr 2
New Philadelphia
TUSCOPEX 16. Tuscora Park Pavalion,
161 Tuscora Ave. NW. Hrs: 10AM-5PM.
Tuscora Stamp Club. Jim Shamel, 6327
Buckeye Hollow Rd. SE, Uhrichsville, OH
44683. PH: 740-922-4610. Email:
jimhelenshamel@hotmail.com DLR: 8.
TA: 11. FR

Event listings can
be placed online!
Linns.com

Oregon
Apr 9-10
Central Point
SOPEX
2016.
Jackson
County
Fairgrounds/Expo, 1 Peninger Rd. Hrs:
Sat. 10AM-5:30; Sun. 10AM-4PM.
Southern Oregon Philatelic Society. Jerry
Shean, 3521 E. Barnett Rd., Medford,
OR 97504. PH: 541-772-5436. Email:
geraldshean@yahoo.com DLR: 10. TA:
11. FR

Pennsylvania
Apr 9-10
Monroeville
WILPEX 2016. Gateway Hall, 4370
Northern Pike. Hrs: Sat. 10AM-4PM Sun.
10AM-3PM. Wilkinsburg Stamps Club.
Eugene Bujdos, 1104 Diller Ave. Pittsburgh, PA 15207. PH: 412-461-0289.
Email: gbujdos@yahoo.com Website:
www.wilkinsburgstampclub.com
DLR:
11. TA: 19. FR. 32nd Annual Sports cachet honors former Pittsburgh Steeler
running back Rocky Bleier. 55th Annual
Spoof/Satirical souvenir sheet also
available.
Apr 29-30
Lancaster
LANCOPEX 2016. Farm & Home Center,
1383 Arcadia Rd. Hrs: Fri. 10AM-5PM,
Sat. 10AM-4PM. Lancaster County Philatelic Society, Lou DiFelice, LCPS, PO Box
6053, Lancaster, PA 17607. PH: 717572-3419. Email: loudifelice@gmail.com
DLR: 20. TA: 55. FR

Virginia
Mar 18-20
Williamsburg
Williamsburg Coin, Currency & Stamp
Sale. Ramada Inn Hotel, 500 Merrimac
Trail Hrs: Fri. 12:00-6PM Sat. 10AM6PM, Sun. 10AM-4PM. Barry Ciociola,
POB 71646, Durham, NC 27722-1646.
PH: 919-656-3265. or send an Email:
notgeld@aol.com DLR: 35-40. TA: 45.
Mar 19
Chester
Central Virginia Coin, Currency, and
Stamp Show. John Tyler Comm College,
13101 Jefferson Davis Hwy. Hrs:
9:30AM-5PM. Central Virginia Coin
Club. Bill Scott, PO Box 791, Glen Allen,
VA 23060. Email: woscott1@verizon.
net PH: 804-350-1140. or visit our
Website: centralvirginiacoinclub.org DLR:
40. TA: 50. Free parking, admission, appraisals. U.S., Foreign, Ancient Coins
and Stamps. See centralvirginiacoinclub.
org or call 804-350-1140 for more info.

Vermont
Apr 2
Quechee
Crossroads Postcard/Stamp Show. MidChristian School Gym, 399 Gilson Ave.
Hrs: 9AM-3PM. Upper Valley Stamp
Club. Bob Edson, 693 West Hill Road, N.
Middlesex, VT 05682-9659. PH: 802223-2953. or send an Email:edsbobnan
@myfairpoint.net DLR: 20+. TA: 35. FR

Rhode Island

Washington

Mar 26
Cranston
Stampshow 2016. Kelley Gazzero VFW
Post, 1418 Plainfield St. Hrs: 10AM4PM. Rhode Island Philatelic Society.
Michael Imbruglia, POB 40665 Providence, RI 02940. PH: 401-578-6365.
Email: msimbruglia@gmail.com DLR: 8.
TA: 16. FR.

Apr 2-3
Spokane
Apple Blossom 2016. Hilton Garden Inn,
9015 W. Hwy. 2. Hrs: Sat. 10AM-5PM;
Sun. 10AM-4PM. Inland Empire Philatelic Society. J. Palmer, PO Box 3731, Spokane, WA 99220. PH: 509-443-8147.
Email: ickyburg@comcast.net Website:
ieps-stamps.com DLR: 6. TA: 16. FR.

Save Time! Save Money!
Place your event listing online:

BECOME A LINNS.COM
REGISTERED USER!

You’ll get access to more information and
special interactive features such as Classified Ads, Stamp Poll, the Cartoon Contest,
Philatelic Links, Event Calendar, the Linn’s
Stamp Quiz and the ever-popular Wallpaper! Plus, watch for additional philatelicrelated interactive features in the future.
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WILKPEX
‘16
Wilkinsburg Stamp Club
salutes former Pittsburgh

Steeler

y
Rock
Bleier
Exhibition Station
Monroeville, PA 15146

WILKPEX 2016

WILKINSBURG STAMP CLUB’S
66th ExhIBITIoN ANd BoURSE
GATEWAy hALL

4370 NortherN Pike • MoNroeville, Pa
Saturday, april 9th Sunday, april 10th
10:00 aM - 5:00 PM
10:00 aM - 3:00 PM
11 dEALERS ShoWING 19 TABLES
32Nd ANNUAL SPoRTS CAChET
hoNoRS FoRMER STEELERS RUNNING BACK

rocky Bleier

WITh FANCy SPoRTS CANCEL
54th AnnuAl Spoof/SAtiricAl Souvenir Sheet
WILKINSBURG STAMP CLUB
P.o. Box 10552 • PittsBurgh, Pa 15235-0552
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Continued from page 6
It is certainly collectible, but Scott does not
list such varieties. This is partially because for the
sake of the size of the catalog the editors must
limit the number of production flaws listed by
restricting them to errors. In addition, though
such unintended varieties can be seen by the
human eye, they are not really significant.
In fact, most stamps printed using dot
patterns (often by modern offset methods and
by photogravure) have a range of normal. Look
at a random group of Bobcat stamps, and you
will see what I mean. While the Bobcat example
we are discussing is beyond the normal range,
it is still just a curiosity, not an error.
Another color variety example is the 1974
10¢ ZIP Code definitive (Scott 1511). The stamp
was printed by the photogravure process on
the Andreotti press. It is listed by Scott with
yellow omitted (1511a), and a note in the
catalog warns to beware of stamps with the
yellow chemically removed.
Examples that seemed to be missing the
yellow were submitted to the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing in 1978, and in a letter

March 21, 2016
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How many experts does it take?

More is not always better. Sometimes, only one expert is all that is needed to quickly determine if
a stamp, cover, or a supposed error is not what it appears to be.
How many experts does it take to reach a
valid conclusion about any given patient?
One expertizing service trumpets as a
positive that it requires that three experts
examine every patient (a stamp or cover
submitted for authentication). In my view, this
is an appropriate standard for many, maybe
even most, patients, but excessive for others.
If a service wishes to expend resources
regardless of cost, that is its privilege. But many
submissions for expertizing are not genuine on
their face, and it takes only one qualified expert
to make that judgment.
For the rest, multiple experts looking at the
patient is a good thing, and I don’t know of any
expertizing service that does not devote the
needed resources to assure that the opinions
rendered are at a high level of excellence.
Shown nearby is an example of a bad patient
that can be readily and conclusively identified
by a single expert. This first-day cover is a Rice
cachet produced for the 4½¢ Presidential series
stamp issued July 11, 1938 (Scott 809).
The cachet is genuine. The stamp is genuine.
The cancellation is genuine. But the cancel
date is Sept. 29, 1938, the issue date for the $2
Prexie. This little gem was discovered by 4½¢
stamp scholar Stanley Christmas from Texas.
My guess is that the person who sent this in
for cancellation had the uncanceled cover and
missed the date by which it had to be sent for
servicing. So the next best thing would be to
get a later genuine first-day cancellation. Who
would ever notice the difference in date?
The next question is: Why would the post
office cancel a cover with the wrong stamp?
Well, given that a clerk is feeding covers into
the machine rapidly, it probably was not
noticed. And, if the clerk did notice, the stamp
on the cover more than paid the correct rate.
So, the easy thing to do would be to cancel it
and send it on its way.
I can’t imagine that this is the only time this
sort of thing has happened. Over the years
I have seen a good many covers that went
through the machine with no stamp at all!
But for our purposes here, the fact is that
this cover is not a genuine 4½¢ stamp FDC,
and it does not take three experts to make that

6
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A Rice cachet is a nice addition to a Presidential series first-day cover. In this case, the cachet, stamp
and cancel are all genuine. What could an expertizer find that would label this FDC as not genuine?

These 1991 Wood Duck singles from booklet
panes are noticeably different. The stamp on the
left is genuine and normal. The stamp on the
right is also genuine, but altered to make it look
like a color-missing error.

determination unless the first two didn’t notice
the wrong date, which is highly improbable.
Let’s look at another example, one that is
more commonly seen. In the nearby illustration
of two 1991 29¢ Wood Duck stamps (Scott
2484), the example on the left is normal, and
the example on the right is supposedly missing
the brown color in the duck’s body.
To a competent expert, this screams “fake.”
There is no listing in Scott for such an error.
That, of course, is not fatal. New discoveries are
possible.
However, there are four other factors that
make this patient problematic.
First, under 30-power magnification, it can
be seen that no colors are completely omitted.
Second, other colors have been affected

by whatever bleached out the red and yellow
that combine to make up the brown. Note
especially the normal red duck bill and the red
eye. They are washed out in the fake.
Not so easily seen is that the green in the
head is bright on the normal, and quite flat
on the fake. Further, the background white
paper on the fake is much whiter than on
the genuine, and looking at the stamp under
long-wave ultraviolet light reveals that
the tagging has been altered by whatever
method was used to try to bleach out the red
and yellow.
The bottom line is that it is not an error, nor
is it just a light print of the yellow and red.
It is a stamp that has been altered to make
it appear that it is an error. One expert who
knows what he or she is dealing with can make
that determination. And the moment this
determination is made, no additional experts
are needed. In such cases, the decision of an
expertizing service not to employ additional
experts has nothing whatsoever to do with
maximizing profits.
Much of each packet of material I get to
expertize is easily determined as fake; on
average as much as a quarter. The remainder will
profit from analysis by more than one expert,
Continued on page 97
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but subjecting the easily determined fake to
additional scrutiny delays the opinion getting
back to the submitter and wastes resources.

New Resource for Confederate
states of america collectors
Self-education is the best way to avoid
paying for expertizing. Often, the cost of the
book or pamphlet is more than made up for
by being able to be a smarter purchaser and
by being able to determine what really does or
does not need expertizing.
Confederate States collectors have an
excellent new resource: Confederate States of
America Philatelic Fakes, Forgeries, and Fantasies
of the 19th and 20th Centuries by Peter W.W.
Powell and John L. Kimbrough.
This 430-page hardcover book is a
comprehensive treatment encompassing both
stamps and covers and including a multitude
of color illustrations.
The stamp section leads off with the history
of the ubiquitous facsimiles often seen in
United States collections, and is then organized
by the known fakes and counterfeits of
general-issue stamps, with additional chapters
on perforated and rouletted stamps.
Covers and cancels are then dealt with in
alphabetical order according to city and town
name. As an example, I turned to Falls Church,
Va., where I live, and found the cover shown
here. The description printed in the illustration
continues with this additional detail:

Is this Falls Church, Va., cover genuine, or is it fake? A new book on Confederate fakes, forgeries
and fantasies provides the answer, along with 430 pages of well-researched information and color
illustrations on other Confederate States of America material.

“The cover illustrated above has an Archer
& Daly Type I stamp tied by a Falls Church, Va.
postmark. The cover looks very good and could
easily pass as a genuine Confederate cover
at first glance. However, it is an impossible
use as there can be no Confederate mail from
that area in 1863 or 1864. Furthermore, the
address is to a town in Michigan. The American
Stampless Cover Catalog lists a 32mm Falls
Church postmark used pre-war but does not
illustrate it. This could either be a very cleverly
altered pre-war cover or a total fabrication.”

New York

Oklahoma

Pennsylvania

Washington

May 26-27
New York
Pre-NY Intl. Dealer to Dealer Bourse.
Holiday Inn Midtown, 440 W. 57th St.
betweeen 9th & 10th. Hrs: Thurs: 10AM6PM Fri. 9AM-5PM. Edw. G. Rosen Enterprises. Edward Rosen, PO Box 5502,
Redwood City, CA 94063. PH: 650-4641476. Fax: 1-01-340-2236. Email:
hsofzionaol.com DLR: 30. TA: 45. ADM.
Dealers Only Admitted; $5 admission
with this listing

Apr 16
Sand Spring
Tulsa Stamp & Postcard Show. Sand
Springs Case Community Center, 1050
West Wekiwa Rd. Hrs: 9AM-5PM. Tulsa
Stamp Club. Mark Strain, PO Box
700114, Tulsa, OK 74170. PH: 918638-8687. Email: mvstrain52@cox.net
DLR: 9-10. TA: 30. FR

May 6-7
Lyndora
Butlerpex. Tanglewood Senior Center, 10
Austin Ave. Hrs: 10AM-5PM. Butler
County Philatelic Society. Tom Sivak, PO
Box 480, Butler, PA 16003. PH: 724287-1931. DLR: 14. FR

Apr 16-17
Kent
Evergreen Stamp Club Show. Kent Commons, 525 4th Ave. N. Hrs: Sat. 10AM5PM, Sun. 10AM-4PM. Bill Geijsbeek,
6616 140th Place NE, Redmond, WA
98052. PH: 425-883-9390. DLR: 18.
FR.

Oregon

Ohio

Apr 23
Portland
Portland Stamp Fest. Shilo Inn Convention Center- Willamette I room, 11707
NE Airport Way. Hrs: 10AM-5PM. Gary
Hoecker, 12042 SE Sunnyside Rd.
#515, Clackamas, OR 97015. PH: 503698-4128. Email: garyhoecker@gmail.
com Website: www.garyhoecker.com
DLR: 5. TA: 10. FR

May 7-8
Johnson City
HOLPEX 2016. Best Western Conference
Center, 2406 N. Roan St., Exit 20 off I26. Hrs: Fri. 10AM-6PM; Sat. 10AM5PM. Holston Stamp Club. Bill Vance,
PO Box 968, Joelton, TN 37080. PH:
615-584-4234. Email: bwstamps@aol.
com DLR: 6. TA: 15. FR

May 14
Warren
Trumpex 2016. St. Demetrios Community Center, 3223 Atlantic St NE. Hrs:
10AM-4PM. Warren Area Stamp Club.
Howard Lutz, PO Box 26, Cortland, OH
44410. PH: 330-282-2860 or email:
howrex2@aol.com DLR: 10. TA: 20. FR.
Celebrating our club’s 90th year with
free prizes.
Jun 10-11
Columbus
COLOPEX. Rhodes Center- Ohio Exp CtrState Fairgrounds, 717 E. 17th Ave. Hrs:
Fri. 10AM-6PM, Sat. 10AM-5PM. Columbus Philatelic Club. Marie Gibbs, PO Box
20582, Columbus, OH 43220-0582.
PH: 614-260-0952. or send an Email:
kevmar1821@gmail.com
or
visit
Website: http://www.colopex.com DLR:
22. TA: 35. ADM

It’s Fast! It’s Easy! And it’s Secure!
Place your event listing online:

Linns.com

Pennsylvania
Apr 24
Horsham
Tri-State Coin & Stamp Show. Williamson’s Catering, 500 Blair Mill Rd at Rt
611 (Easton Rd) Hrs: 10AM-4PM. Allen
Brock, 305-852-7678. DLR: 65. FR
Apr 29-30
Lancaster
LANCOPEX 2016. Farm & Home Center,
1383 Arcadia Rd. Hrs: Fri. 10AM-5PM,
Sat. 10AM-4PM. Lancaster County Philatelic Society, Lou DiFelice, LCPS, PO Box
6053, Lancaster, PA 17607. PH: 717572-3419. Email: loudifelice@gmail.com
DLR: 20. TA: 55. FR

Tennessee

Virginia
Apr 23
Warrenton
Warrenton Stamp and Coin Club Show.
Highland School, 597 Broadview Ave.
Hrs: 9AM-3PM. Warrenton Stamp and
Coin Club. Bill Clair, PO Box 941,
Warrenton, VA 20188. PH: 540-3417397. FR
May 6-8
Richmond
Richmond Coin and Currency Show.
Clarion Richmond Hotel, 3207 N. Blvd.
Hrs: 10AM-6PM. Richmond Coin Club.
Bill Scott, PO Box 791, Glen Allen, VA
23060. Email: woscott1@verizon.net
PH: 804-350-1140. or visit our Website:
www.richmondcoinclub.com DLR: 45.
TA: 55+. FR. U.S., Foreign and Ancient
coins and currency. Free admission,
parking, and appraisals. ANACS onsite.
Youth Day on Saturday.

The book can be ordered from Peter W.W.
Powell, 5502 Cary Street Road, Richmond, VA
23226. The cost is $95, postpaid within the
United States. ■

Wisconsin
Apr 30-May 1
Fon du Lac
WISCOPEX
2016. Holiday Inn,
625 Rolling Meadows Dr. Hrs:
Sat. 10AM-5PM Sun. 10AM-3PM.
Fond du Lac Stamp Club. Clarence Davis, W4022 Linden Dr.
Malone, WI 53049. PH: 920-9299194.
Email:
davisclarence@
gmail.com DLR: 20. FR

West Virginia
Apr 24
Clarksburg
Coin, Stamp and Postcard Show. Harrison County Senior Center, Corner of W.
Main and 6th St. Hrs: 10AM-3PM.
Stonewall Jackson Coin Club. Ed Roth,
PH: 304-481-8005 or send an Email:
rothwv@yahoo.com. FR

Save Time! Save Money!
Place your event listing online:

Linns.com
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If it’s too good to be true, it probably isn’t genuine

Previously unreported varieties start the expertizing process under a cloud. Applying knowledge
of production processes and expected results often disproves the claim.
There is no shortage of interesting material
out there to tempt collectors who are drawn
to the unusual. However, much of this material
is not what it is represented to be.
Fortunately for both beginners in the hobby
and those who have some experience under
their belt, there are expertizing houses that
serve the philatelic community that can help
you sort out the bad apples from the good.
The major philatelic expertising organizations
in the United States are the Philatelic
Foundation (PF, New York, N.Y., website www.
philatelicfoundation.org), the American
Philatelic Expertizing Service (APEX, Bellefonte,
Penn., http://stamps.org/stamp-authentication),
Professional Stamp Experts (PSE, Newport
Beach, Calif., http://gradingmatters.com),
and Philatelic Stamp Authentication and
Grading Inc. (PSAG, Melbourne, Fla., www.
stampauthentication.com).
Two items that illustrate the problem
have recently crossed my desk. Both were
represented as unlisted fabulous finds. It turns
out that there are good reasons why they are
unlisted — and unlistable.
The more recent of the two items is a
top margin pair of the 20¢ Treaty of Paris
commemorative issued Sept. 2, 1983 (Scott
2052). The horizontal perforations are shifted
up on a slight diagonal. This creates for the
bottom stamp what is called a “design change
misperf” because the text which should be
below the illustration is now above the picture
of the treaty signing. A normal stamp is shown
for comparison.
But it is the top stamp in the pair that is
more interesting. There is not a hint of the
black descriptive text, and it would appear
to be a black color-missing error, due to the
misperforation. There was a time not so long
ago when such an error would not have been
listed. But Scott changed its policy starting
with the 2003 Specialized Catalogue of United
States Stamps and Covers and now lists
misperf-caused missing colors.
Yet this error is not listed in the most recent,
2016 Scott U.S. Specialized. And here is why.
Unlike some other commemoratives of this
era produced by combination presses that

6
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color that has been cut
off by the misperf did
not affect the stillpresent black color in
the illustration. Thus,
this is not a colormissing error, though it
might be represented
as such by even honest
dealers and collectors
who don’t know
precisely what they are
dealing with, opting
instead for what they
wish it might be.
A trip to an
expertizing service
would soon get this
item described correctly
as “text removed by
misperforation, but
photogravure black
present in the painting.”
In other words, it is
freak of moderate value;
collectible, but not a
big-bucks item.

10¢ Vertical Coil

Issued in 1982, this 20¢ Treaty of Paris
commemorative is shown in its normal form
at the bottom. Above it is a top margin pair of
misperfs, showing a design change misperf, and
a potential missing-black error at the top. The
key fact in determining genuineness is the type
of printing for this issue.

applied offset and intaglio colors to the same
stamp, the Treaty of Paris stamp was printed
on the seven-color Andreotti gravure press.
Only four color stations were used: yellow,
magenta, cyan (blue), and black. All the black
in this stamp — and there is some in the
illustrated picture — was done from a single
gravure black plate, meaning that the black

The second item is a
vertical coil strip of four
of the 10¢ Benjamin
Franklin from the Third
Bureau Issue of 19081922. You will look in
the Scott catalog in vain
for this stamp. There is
a horizontal coil of the
10¢ Franklin (Scott 497),
perforated vertically
gauge 10.
The example shown
is indeed perf 10, so it
most likely began its
life as the single-line
watermarked perf 10
sheet stamp issued in
1914 (Scott 433). There
Continued on page 114

Strips of four coils
are unusual, and
this strip of 10¢
Franklins from the
Third Bureau Issue
is impressive on
first look despite
the fact that there
is no Scott listing
for a vertical coil of
this stamp. Detailed
examination
suggests it is a
well-done fake. The
stamp at the bottom
is the genuine
horizontal coil that
exists for this issue.
Note the color
difference.

linns.com
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Continued from page 6
was no imperf 10¢ Franklin from which this
coil could be made.
Perforating at this time was an inexact
science, and these stamps must have had
wider than normal margins on one or both
sides. It also is possible that one side was a
straight edge from the center of a 400-subject
sheet. These sheets were guillotined
through the imperf central margin into four
100-subject panes for sale at post offices.
Unlike more modern stamps such as the 20¢
Treaty of Paris, where it is still possible to make
new discoveries, the book is all but closed on

stamps such as the 10¢ Franklin that are more
than 100 years old. It is a safe bet that if it is
not listed, it does not exist. If it existed and was
issued as a normal mail-use stamp, enough
examples would have been created and issued
that we would know of it today.
So, the very fact that this is not listed makes
it 99.9-percent certain that it is not genuine.
Now, to go a bit further. Linn’s readers have
asked what logical process an expertizer
actually goes through when reviewing a
stamp or cover submitted for authentication,
also called the patient.
The process varies with the patient being

examined, but here is what an expertizer
having a chance to review this strip would
look at and look for as essential elements in
making a determination on genuineness:
1. The presence or absence of a watermark. In
this case, there is a clear single-line watermark.
If this were a genuine issue, it would most likely
be from the same era as Scott 497, the perf 10
horizontal coil, which is unwatermarked.
2. The opposing sides of a coil must be
exactly parallel, and exactly the same size
from top to bottom. Visually, the patient is
much better than most fakes, especially so
given that it is four stamps long. While it is
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MAIL: Complete this order form and mail
with your payment to: LINN’S STAMP NEWS,
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING, PO Box 4129,
Sidney, OH 45365.

For Linn’s Stamp News’ records only, please
furnish the following information. Name,
address, etc. will not appear in your classified
ad unless written within ad copy below.

Clearly print or type your ad copy below. One word per space. Include name and address in word count if they are to be part
of your ad. If additional space is required, please submit your ad on a separate sheet of paper and mail or FAX with this form.

Classification ____________________________________________________________ Number of Words _____________________
4
8
12

WEEKLY ADVERTISING DEADLINE:
MONDAY, 4PM EST (21 Days Prior to Issue Date)

16

CLASSIFIED WORD AD RATES

24

20
28

Rates are for consecutive insertions of the same ad in the same classification.
Words

1-3 weeks 4-12 weeks
Per Week Per Week

13-25 weeks
Per Week

26-51 weeks
Per Week

52 weeks
Per Week

Up to 25

$9.84

$9.27

$7.94

$7.47

$7.00

26-30

$11.77

$11.20

$9.57

$8.99

$8.40

32
36
40

PLEASE INSERT MY AD AS FOLLOWS:

31-35

$13.73

$13.07

$11.09

$10.50

$9.80

36-40

$15.68

$14.94

$12.72

$11.90

$11.20

Number of Weeks Ordered ................................................................................................... ___________ B

41-45

$17.64

$16.80

$14.24

$13.42

$12.60

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED (Multiply Line A x Line B) .................................................... ____________ C

46-50

$19.61

$18.67

$15.87

$14.94

$14.00

PAYMENT BEINg MADE vIA (payment must accompany order)

Minimum order $9.84

❑ American Express

Ad Rate Cost Per Week (refer to rate table above) ................................................................ ___________ A

51-55

$21.57

$20.54

$17.50

$16.45

$15.40

❑ Cash

56-60

$23.53

$22.41

$19.02

$17.97

$16.80

Card #_________________________________________________________________________

.37

.36

.34

.32

.29

Expire Date _____________________ Card Verification # _____________________________

*For ads over 60 words, use the 56-60 rate PLUS the additional word rate for each word over 60.

Name on Card ______________________________________ Zip Code _________________

Over 60 per word
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1000
1010
1020
1030
1035
1040
1050
1060
1100
1105
1110
1115
1120
1125
1130
1135
1140
1145
1150
1155

u.S. FOR SALE
U.S. Postal Stationery ...............
U.S. Precancels .........................
U.S. Revenues ...........................
USPS Souvenir Pages, U.S.
Commemorative Panels ............
Confederate States ...................
U.S. Miscellaneous ....................
APPROVALS FOR SALE
U.S. & UN ..................................
Africa & Asia ..............................
Brit. & Commonwealth ..............
Canada ......................................
Europe .......................................
Latin America.............................
Covers .......................................
New Issues ................................
Penny-Nickel .............................
Personalized Approvals .............
Topical .......................................
Worldwide..................................
Miscellaneous............................
COVERS FOR SALE
United States .............................
U.S. & UN FDC ..........................
U.S. Special Events ...................
Foreign FDC ..............................
FDC Service ..............................

1160
1165
1170
1175
1180
1185
1200
1205
1210
1215
1220
1225
1230
1235
1240
1245
1250
1255
1260
1300
1305
1310
1315
1320

❑ Check

COVERS FOR SALE
Handpainted ..............................
1325
Historical....................................
1330
Postal History ............................
1335
Space ........................................
1340
Miscellaneous............................
1345
NEW ISSuES FOR SALE
New Issue Service .....................
1400
Miscellaneous............................
1405
MIXTuRES FOR SALE
United States .............................
1450
Foreign.......................................
1455
Worldwide..................................
1460
PACKETS, LOTS, & COLLECTIONS
Packets......................................
1500
Lots............................................
1505
Collections.................................
1510
FOREIGN STAMPS FOR SALE
Africa .........................................
1600
Antarctic Territories....................
1605
Asia ............................................
1610
Australasia .................................
1615
Brit. & Commonwealth ..............
1620
Canada ......................................
1625
Channel Islands .........................
1630
Europe .......................................
1635
France........................................
1640
Germany ....................................
1645

❑ Money Order

FOREIGN STAMPS FOR SALE
Great Britain ..............................
India ...........................................
Ireland ........................................
Israel ..........................................
Japan & Ryukyus .......................
Latin America.............................
Mexico .......................................
Middle East................................
Oceania .....................................
Russia ........................................
Scandinavia ...............................
United Nations...........................
Vatican City................................
Booklets ....................................
Revenues ...................................
Souvenir Sheets ........................
Worldwide..................................
TOPICALS FOR SALE
Animals ......................................
Art ..............................................
Flowers, Trees ...........................
Religion......................................
Scouts .......................................
Space ........................................
Sports ........................................
Transportation ...........................

❑ Visa

1650
1654
1655
1660
1665
1670
1675
1680
1685
1690
1695
1700
1705
1710
1715
1720
1725
1750
1755
1760
1765
1770
1775
1780
1785

❑ MasterCard

TOPICALS FOR SALE
Miscellaneous............................
SPECIALIZED GROuPINGS
FOR SALE
Christmas Seals ........................
Cinderellas .................................
Ducks/Foreign
Conservation Stamps ...............
Maximum Cards ........................
Postal Stationery .......................
Postmarks .................................
POSTCARDS
For Sale .....................................
Wanted ......................................
ACCESSORIES
Accessories ...............................
Catalogs ....................................
Philatelic Literature ....................
Philatelic Software .....................
PHILATELIC SERVICES
Expertizing .................................
Investments ...............................
Newsletters................................
Philatelic Societies ....................
Price Lists ..................................
Stamp Insurance .......................
Stamp Publications ...................
Stamp Stores.............................

❑ Discover

1790
1800
1805
1810
1815
1820
1825
1850
1855
1900
1905
1910
1915
1950
1955
1960
1965
1970
1975
1980
1985

PHILATELIC SERVICES
Want Lists Filled ........................
1990
Miscellaneous............................
1995
MISCELLANEOuS FOR SALE
Baseball Cards ..........................
2000
Coins & Currency ......................
2005
Telephone Cards........................
2010
Miscellaneous............................
2015
WHOLESALE
Accessories ...............................
2050
Dealer to Dealer .........................
2055
Sets & Packets ..........................
2060
Miscellaneous............................
2065
WANTED TO BuY
United States .............................
2100
United Nations...........................
2105
British Commonwealth ..............
2110
Canada ......................................
2115
Israel ..........................................
2120
Accessories ...............................
2125
Collections.................................
2130
Covers .......................................
2135
Worldwide..................................
2140
Miscellaneous............................
2145
We reserve the right to change
the requested classification.
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listed in the catalog as “orange yellow,” but
working with these stamps as expertizers do,
means that through experience, we know that
Scott 497 is just a bit brighter and tends to a
lemony yellow more than orange yellow. See
the example of Scott 497 illustrated with the
strip. The strip is more characteristic of the
color seen on Scott 433.
Putting all this together, my opinion is that
this is not genuine.
Of course, I could be wrong. Submitters are
always free to come back with additional facts
to disprove my opinion.
I invite you to comment, ask questions
about expertizing or specific patients, and
to discuss real-life expertizing situations
you have encountered. Contact me, John
Hotchner, at Box 1125, Falls Church, VA 220410125, or by email at jmhstamp@verizon.net. ■

true that whoever did these was a craftsman,
the bottom stamp when carefully measured is
a hair wider than the top stamp. In addition, at
the very top of the top stamp, the edges flare
outward just a smidgen.
3. The 10¢ that does exist as a horizontal
coil is rotary printed. The image size for rotary
printed vertical coils of the same era is 18.5 to
19 millimeters by 22.5mm. The image size for
the stamps in the vertical strip is 18.25mm by
21.5mm. This matches up with the normal flat
plate measurements that would be expected
for Scott 433.
4. The stamp size from margin to margin on
rotary press vertical coils is around 21.5mm.
The side-to-side measurement for this strip
is barely 20.5mm. While there can be some
variation, a 1mm difference is not a good sign.
5. The colors of Scott 497 and 433 are both

Covering the World

ANNOUNCEMENTS

KEN LAWRENCE

Britain’s wartime Airgraph anniversary

To transmit messages from soldiers overseas to loved ones at home, the British government
devised a microfilming system that eliminated transporting bulky mail sacks by air.
April and May 1941 were dire times for
Great Britain during World War II. With limited
capacity to transport letters between soldiers
overseas and their loved ones at home, the
British government introduced the Airgraph
system.
Army men wrote their messages on
lettersheet forms, which were photographed
onto microfilm. Rolls of film were flown from
foreign bases to England where they were
developed and printed; the prints were
enclosed in window envelopes and mailed.
Microfilm
needed just onefiftieth of the space
on an aircraft as an
equivalent number
of original letters.
Airgraph
forms were first
distributed in
late April 1941 to
members of the
The printed letter
armed
forces in the
developed from
Middle East. The
microfilm was mailed
inside the 1941 Airgraph first flight arrived
envelope shown nearby. in Britain on May

1010

DISABLED VETERAN requesting donations of U.S. & Foreign Stamps, Postcards, War letters, Historic documents,
Entire collections, anything collectable.
Greatly Appreciated for PTSD therapy.
"Doc" Kilgore, 726 Bartlett Dr., Willow
Springs, MO 65793.

AUCTIONS

Whether Domestic,
International
or Emerging

BOYS TOWN invites donations of U.S.
and foreign stamp collections, coins,
currency, and mint U.S. postage. Help
us help kids! Leon Myers Stamp Center,
13628 Flanagan Blvd., Boys Town, NE
68010. email: stampcenter@boystown.
org. Ph: 402-498-1143.

Auctions
AUCTIONS

SHREVES
GALLERIES
U.S.A.

1020

Your Market Leader in
Worldwide Stamps &
Collectibles

M
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SPINK U.S.A.

SPINK SHREVES GALLERIES

145 West 57th Street
18th Floor
New York, NY 10019

CANADA’S
PREMIER
AUCTION HOUSE

1 800 556 STAMP (7826)
1 212 262 8400
www.spink.com
usa@spink.com

Call or write for a free catalogue.

r. maresch & son
5th Floor-6075 Yonge St
Toronto ON M2M 3W2

416-363-7777
www.maresch.com

Where do collectors look when
they’re looking for a specific item?
In the ClassIfIeds.

Urgently

Buying ALL collections
Especially United States & Specialty Areas.
Consignments Also Accepted.

CALL TOLL FREE: 877.316.2895
4 Finance Drive • Suite 100
• Danbury, CT 06810
203.297.6056
Fax: 203.297.6059

America’s Oldest Philatelic
Auction House
Established 1885

Daniel F. Kelleher Auctions, LLC
info@kelleherauctions.com

www.kelleherauctions.com

AUCTION
Saturday, May 14
@ 10:30 A.M.

From the first wave
of British Airgraph
letters distributed
and mailed 75 years ago, this example is
postmarked May 14, 1941.

13 with about 50,000 letters.
By May 16, they had all been processed and
mailed. The letter pictured here from that first
flight is dated April 25 and postmarked May 14. n

Inspection: Doors open at 9:00 A.M. Day of Auction
Location: Brodheadsville, PA 18322 at the West End Fire Hall
Community Room, U.S. 209 and PA 715. GPS: see website.
To Be Offered: U.S. and Foreign Gold Coins, Key and Semi-Key U.S.
Coins, (many PCGS and ANACS slabbed), Cents through Silver Dollars, Type Coins, Rolls, Proof and Mint Sets, Confederate Currency,
U.S. Currency, Foreign Coins, Medals and Tokens, Pure Silver 100
oz. Bar, Bulk Lots, Bullion and More. Also, an equal quantity of Fine
Gold and Sterling Jewelry will be offered including Vintage, Designer,
elegant Cosume pieces, Tray Lots, Pocket Watches, Rolex and other
Wrist Watches and More!

John C. Hamblin, Auctioneer, (PA) AU1813L, PAA, NAA

Trading Posthorn
TRADING POSTHORN

1000

PRECANCELS WITH cities wanted. Also
foreign perfins. Will trade better U.S. or
foreign stamps. Keep all. Phil Cayford,
POB 497, Dublin, NH 03444

Inventory Need Restocked?
Place a 'buy' ad in Linn's Classifieds.
Linns.com

Announcements
ANNOUNCEMENTS

1010

A TAX DEDUCTIBLE Veterans State
Nursing Home needs stamps, albums,
collections, supplies. Tax deductible.
Veterans, 2200 Kings Hwy. PMB 3-L
#27, Port Charlotte, FL 33980-5760
PHILATELIC PHILOSOPHY is a 180 page
book about stamps, $12.50 from
Amazon.com or $15 postpaid from John
Tomikel, 6675 Wildflower Ct., Erie, PA
16509.

“Auctioneer of Better Estates for Over 35 Years”
P.O. Box 504, Swiftwater, PA 18370

Call 570-688-5735 any time or toll free (office) 1-888-881-6746
Email: TheAuctioneer@jackhamblinauctions.com
Auctionzip.com (ID#4958) or www.jackhamblinauctions.com
Too far away to attend in person? Bid from home on your computer!
This auction will be carried by AuctionzipLive. To access bidding
catalog and bid online, visit Auctionzip.com (Auctioneer ID
#4958), click on the LIVE button, and follow prompts to register
and start bidding. Bid online starting MAY 6 and again auction day
at 10:30 A.M. EDT as we sell the lots in 1-2-3 order. Hard copy
catalogs free at the door to live floor bidders.

linns.com
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US USED and Mint Auctions starting at
99 cents. Columbians, Washington
Franklins, Airmails, Fixed Priced Items
also. www.barneysstamps.com Fresh
Auctions every week!

May 16, 2016
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U.S. Stamp Notes

John M. Hotchner

Specialty perforation gauge for U.S. stamps

Ask for what you want. If you have specific questions in mind when submitting a stamp or cover
for expertization, include them on the form. They provide helpful guidance for the expertizer.
You can’t assume that you will get the
information you want when you ask for an
expertizing certificate. You need to ask for
specifics. A recent reader inquiry highlights
this problem:
“Is there any expertizing service that uses
the Kiusalas specialized perforation gauge,
and if they do, is there any such service that
can give these measurements on a certificate
if requested?”

This specialist perforation gauge was invented
by Richard Kiusalas in the mid-1960s. It is a
useful tool for the expertizer of United States
stamps because it measures in tenths of an
inch, and provides more precise measurements
than the standard perforation gauges available
to most stamp collectors. Note the three
different perf 10, three different perf 11, and
two different perf 12 measurements.

6
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This is a simple question, with an answer
that has a bit of complexity.
First, you need to know that the Kiusalas
Specialist Gauge (hereafter referred to as the
K-gauge), copyrighted in 1965, was designed
by Richard Kiusalas to measure more precisely
all perforations that occurred on United States
stamps up to that point.
The standard perforation gauge that we
all use has a single measurement in half
millimeters, representing the number of holes
in a 2-millimeter space. Kiusalas developed
a method that allowed measurement of
the distance between the center of one
perforation hole to the center of the next, in
thousandths of an inch.
This recognizes that U.S. perforating
equipment has always been constructed to
specifications in fractions of an inch.
For example, a gauge 10 perforation
on our usual gauge has three different
K-gauge measurements, each tied to
specific issues:
10-79, used on all flat plate stamps, 19141917, and also found on 1923 rotary press
stamps;
10-80, first used in 1915 on rotary coils,
used on 1923 rotary issue and coil waste
stamps, and still in use at the time the
K-gauge was released;
10-81, almost the same as 10-80, but not
seen after 1926.
You can see how this level of specificity
can be helpful in evaluating whether a given
stamp has genuine or altered, or added
perforations.
Now to the question. So far as I am aware,
no expertizing house requires the use of
the K-gauge, but I can guarantee that it
is an important resource for those of us
who expertise 19th- and 20th-century U.S.
stamps.
I will often cite K-gauge measurements in
my explanatory notes supporting an opinion,
but I could not guarantee that the expertizing
house staff members will cite those numbers
in the certificate, especially when the K-gauge
proves the stamp to be a fake.
Bottom line, if you want K-gauge

The used variety of the Prairie Crab Apple
stamp below differs markedly from the
normal mint example at top. What happened
to cause this phenomenon?

measurements included on your certificate for
a U.S. stamp, you must specify that request.
However, keep in mind that a fake might not
match any K-gauge measurement, or the
wrong one. And in that case, there is no point
in noting that.
Continued on page 97
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Scott New
Listings Update
SURINAM – ZIMBABWE
No. 1493: a, $2.25, Ajaja ajaja. b, $2.75, Ardea
alba. c, $3.25, Ardea cocoi. d, $3.75, Chauna torquata. e, $4.25, Dendrocygna viduata. f, $4.75,
Egretta thula. g, $5.25, Fregata magnificens. h,
$5.75, Mycteria americana. i, $6.25, Phalacrocorax
brasilianus. j, $6.75, Spheniscus magellanicus. k,
$7.25, Syrigma sibilatrix. l, $7.75, Theristicus
caerulescens.

2016, Feb. 17
1493 A431

Litho.

Perf. 14

Block of 12, #a-l

30.00 30.00

Butterflies — A432
No. 1494: a, $1.50, Atlides halesus. b, $1.75,
Berberia abdelkader. c, $2.50, Callophrys
dumetorum. d, $2.75, Catopsilla florella. e, $3.50,
Celastrina ladon. f, $3.75, Charaxes smaragdalis. g,
$4.50, Chazara briseis. h, $4.75, Delias aruna. i,
$5.50, Euchromia lethe. j, $5.75, Kanetisa circe. k,
$6.50, Nymphalis urticae. l, $7.25, Trogonoptera
brookiana.

2016, Mar. 16
1494 A432

Litho.

Block of 12, #a-l

Perf. 14
25.00 25.00

ZIMBABWE (5/16/16 LINN’S)

Historic
Hotels — A230
Designs: 40c, Leopard Rock Hotel. 75c, Bulawayo Club. 85c, Victoria Falls Hotel. $1, Meikles
Hotel.

2015, Nov. 28
1215-1218 A230

Litho.
Set of 4

Perf. 14 1/4x14
6.00 6.00

EDITOR’S INSIGHTS
Continued from page 5
Scott catalog philatelic passport
produced in cooperation with World
Stamp Show-NY 2016.
The Linn’s/Scott booth saw
a constant stream of visitors
seeking the passport, which was
being handed out at our booth.
The passport was a hit among
show attendees, from the serious
collector to the casual attendee
who was accompanying a more
dedicated collector-spouse. At
least one international postal
administration at the show, Georgia,
ran out of stamps.
Those who missed WSS-NY
2016 likely will need to wait
another 10 years for a show of
this magnitude to be held in the
United States. n

U.S. Stamp Notes
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Continued from page 6

Information requested
Answering the K-gauge question led me
to go back to review the last several hundred
patients (the stamp or cover submitted for
authentication) that I have examined to see what
submitters asked about their stamps. The results
fall into three categories: nothing, good, and not
so helpful.
A surprising number of collectors simply
left empty the section labeled, “The following
information is desired.” Thus, the expertizer is left
with no guidance other than the suggested catalog
number.
In general, the more specific the entry, the
better. For example: “Is the stamp genuine with
original gum and NH [never hinged]. Has it been
reperforated, repaired or altered in any way?”
A shorter version that covers the same ground is
“Properly identified, Fault free, Genuine?”
Another that I liked was “Confirmation of Cat.
Number and color in a footnote at the bottom of
page 243 in 2016 Scott Specialized (red brown
rather than golden brown).”
I would include the following examples in
the not-so-helpful category: “Authentic?”, “Scott
number correct?”, “Carmine lake?”, “Cancel type?”, “Is
it real?”, and “Value?”
With respect to the single-word question
“Value?”, don’t bother asking. We, the expertizers,
don’t know, except in a very general sense. We
know what the catalog listing says (if it is a listed
item). But is that a reliable value? In fact, there are
many values for a single item: catalog, auction
realization, retail, wholesale, what the owner thinks
it should sell for, and what I am willing to pay.
Only a fool would try to wade into those waters
by citing a value beyond what is in a recognized
reference.
Ultimately, the value depends upon many facets,
including the many elements of condition, the
number available at a given point in time, how
badly I or someone else needs the item, and the
number of serious bidders chasing a given lot in a
given auction.

Not all experts expertize
Who do the expertizers consult, besides each
other? A loaded question, you think? There are
people in the hobby who are specialists to such
a degree that they would be of limited use to a
stable of expertizers. There are others who feel
they don’t have the time, tools or interest in doing
this work.
And yet, they can be truly helpful when an

expertizer trips over something that defies
explanation, or presents conflicting evidence that
needs another pair of experienced eyes. Such a
person is friend Jim Kloetzel, the editor emeritus
of the Scott Specialized Catalogue of United States
Stamps and Covers. During his many years at that
helm of the Scott catalogs, he has seen it all and is
an exceptional resource.
Recently a friend sent me the 32¢ Prairie
Crab Apple stamp (Scott 3196) from the 1998
Flowering Trees set. Note the wandering green
line on the used example. A cursory review left
me feeling conflicted. I know of no way in which
this kind of variety could be a genuine result of
production.
And yet, the stamp’s paper looked undisturbed
to me. So, I thought, “I’m missing something. Send
it to Jim.”
Every expertizer needs to have a healthy dose
of humility. And Jim contributed to mine with
his reply: “I would say that the paper looks VERY
disturbed. Here are the ways: The fact that the paper
is whiter than that on a normal example is the first
clue.
“Check this stamp under both short wave and
long wave UV [ultraviolet] light. The tagging is
gone! I didn’t even know this was possible to create,
but I am no chemist. The normal tagging on this
stamp seems to be prephosphored paper with a
dull yellow green look, but that layer is gone on
this stamp, and the result is that the white paper
remaining appears very rough compared to the
normal stamp.
“Under long wave UV, the paper is very white
and displays irregularities. Definitely not normal.
Something has been done to this stamp.
“Could it be that whatever chemical was used to
remove the tagging also caused the irregularities,
including causing some of the ink to ‘migrate’?
That frame line at the right is not the only ink to be
disturbed/moved.
“Other lines have moved to a much lesser degree,
and even the ink that remains in the proper places
shows disturbances and obvious white breaks.
Perhaps whatever chemical was used caused the
tagging layer to be removed, some of it sliding
and moving the ink when it did so. Then the ink
‘reapplied’ itself in different locations and ways
upon drying.
“Did you notice that the microprinted ‘USPS’ is
missing from this ‘patient’? How do we account
for this? Long story short: I think it is necessary for
you to reconsider your comment that this stamp
appears to be undisturbed. This stamp has definitely
been worked upon by agent/agents unknown.” ■
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John M. Hotchner

Questions about dull gum, color-missing error

A letter from a Linn’s reader about the expertization of the 1996 Madonna and Child booklet
stamps with perforation shifts leads to a proposed new catalog listing and a new certificate.
I am surprised by some of the letters
generated by this series of columns on
expertizing.
The following example refers to the 1982
20¢ State Birds and Flowers issue (Scott 19532002):
“I may or may not be having a problem
with a well-known dealer, and I was hoping
I could get some guidance from you before
I trigger any trip-wires. I recently purchased
the referenced 50-stamp set, all in mint-never
hinged condition.
“They look great in my album, however, in
placing them I noted that NONE of them have
gum on the reverse. There is no evidence of
them being previously soaked, but there is no
gum.
“Scott does not list any variation without
gum and I was hoping you could shed some
light on this. I don’t want to accuse the dealer
of unethical practices because of my own
ignorance. Any thoughts you could share?”
At the time the State Birds and Flowers
stamps were issued, quite a number of U.S.
stamps, but primarily definitives, were being
printed on pregummed paper with so-called
“dry”or “dull” gum. No question that it takes a
practiced eye to tell that the gum is present
and undisturbed, so it is understandable that
the letter writer was puzzled.
I checked the Scott Specialized Catalogue
of United States Stamps and Covers, but it
was not helpful on this point. Neither in the
introductory material nor anywhere near the
Birds and Flowers set was there a discussion
of when the new gum was first used, or how
extensively.
For that reason, I passed a copy of the
letter on to Jim Kloetzel, who in retirement
is still involved in production of the Scott
U.S. Specialized catalog, with the title editor
emeritus. After looking at the problem, he
agreed that some sort of notice should be
taken of the dull gum phenomenon to make
the catalog more helpful to users. So look for
that in a future update.

Expertizing error corrected
Another letter, this one from Mike Wenkel,

6

July 18, 2016
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Stamps from the 1982 State Birds and Flowers
issue have an unusual and confusing feature that
isn’t evident until a collector turns them over.

highlights a set of expertizing opinions
that are completely understandable - and
also completely wrong. He also shows how
valuable it can be to submit additional
information when an opinion is received that
the submitter believes is wrong.
Here is Wenkel’s letter: “I can use some
help on getting a stamp issue resolved. Scott
lists color omitted errors that result from
perforation shifts. See the attached image
of my 1996 32¢ religious Christmas stamp
booklet, the 32¢ Paolo de Matteis’ Madonna
and Child, Scott 3112.
“I claim (and know) that the only engraved
portion of this stamp is the black lettering at
the bottom. Thus, as the horizontal die cuts
are displaced 7 millimeters upward from the
normal position between the stamps, this is
a misperf that results in the engraved black
being missing.
“But all three of the expert services say
there is black elsewhere, which isn’t the issue.
The lettering at the top and the main design
have black that is lithographed. So, what do
I have to do to get them (APS, PF or PSE) to
re-consider.”
The annual Linn’s U.S. Stamp Yearbook series
is my bible for U.S. stamps issued from 1983
to 2010, when the series ended. I went to the
1996 volume, authored by George Amick. Its
entries describe the printing for both the sheet
and booklet versions of the 32¢ Madonna and
Child from Adoration of the Shepherds, by Paolo
de Matteis stamp. And, on page 280, it clearly
states: “This line [artist name and ‘Va. Mus. Of
Fine Arts’] of small type is the only engraved
element on the stamp. The picture and the word
‘CHRISTMAS’ are printed by offset.”
Apparently, none of the expertizers
involved checked this reference, instead
assuming all the black on this stamp was
produced from a single plate.
Indeed, one would have to ask the question
why this is not so? Amick does not answer
that question, but I have a theory. Offset
printing of the word “CHRISTMAS” worked fine
because of the size of the letters. However,
offset printing of small letters and numbers
Continued on page 89
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Continued from page 6
would not have resulted in the desired crisp
rendering of the letters, so intaglio was used
to enhance the aesthetics of the stamp.
Having established that Wenkel was correct,
what next? As I wrote back to him: “The
question I have is whether Scott would list this
when what is left after the misperf is less than
a full stamp design. In theory, one could take
any copy of the stamp from your booklet and
make an example that looks like a top row
‘missing color’ (though it would not be easy to
replicate the die cuts). That would not prevent
me from certifying it, but I would say that it
would be best collected as an intact booklet.”
So, I posed the question to Kloetzel, who
decides on the addition of missing-color
errors to the Scott U.S. Specialized catalog,
and he agreed that the missing engraving
should be added as a listing to Scott 3112,
showing it as the result of a perforation shift.
Next, I talked with Mercer Bristow at the
American Philatelic Society’s Expertizing
Service (APEX). He agreed that if Wenkel
resubmitted the booklet, APEX would reverse
the previous opinion.
All’s well that ends well, but it took a little
doing.
I preach the value of philatelic literature in
this series of columns on expertizing; especially
the reference works on U.S. stamp issues. Yes,
they divert some money from filling spaces in
my album, but they are absolutely essential to
the serious U.S. stamp collector.
Shown nearby are two examples of the

Horizontal die cuts shifted up on the 1996 Madonna and Child booklet (see the arrows) create short
stamps in the top row. In this example, the horizontal die cuts are shifted 12 millimeters. A reader
commented on a similar example with the die cuts shifted 7mm, and the engraved black text at the
bottom is missing due to the die-cut shift. That is a newly certified perf-shift missing-color error, as the
other black on the stamp design was printed by offset.

A horizontal perforation shift on the 8¢ Eisenhower stamp cuts off the red and gray-blue
“Eisenhower USA” inscription, a cataloged error. The 18¢ Architecture stamps have a similar
perforation shift. On first glance, they look like color-missing errors. However, there are bits of the
red inscription in the bottom perforations, so they do not qualify.

more routinely seen missing colors caused
by perforation shifts. Both the 1971 8¢
Eisenhower (Scott 1394) and the 18¢ 1981
American Architecture stamps (1928-1929)
have perforations shifted 5 millimeters
and 6mm high. As a result of this, the 8¢
Eisenhower is entirely missing the gray-blue
and red “Eisenhower USA” at the bottom. It is a

Tennessee
Aug 6-7
Nashville
Nashville Summer Stamp Show. Music
Valley Event Center, REIN Complex. Suite
151, 2416 Music Valley Drive, TN Exit
12 off Briley Pkwy at Opryland. Hrs: Sat.
10AM-5PM, Sun. 10AM-3PM. B&W
Stamp Company. Bill Vance, PO Box
968, Joelton, TN 37080. PH: 615-5844234. or send an Email: bwstamps@aol.
com DLR: 6. TA: 15. FR

Texas
Jul 22-23
Houston
TSDA Stamp Fair. Crowne Plaza HotelGalleria, 7611 Katy Freeway IH-10 West.
Hrs: Fri. 10AM-5PM, Sat. 9AM-4PM.
Texas Stamp Dealers Association. Ken
neth Scheller, PO Box 9939, The
Woodlands, TX 77387. PH: 281-6915911. Email: thestampconnection@
gmail.com Website: www.tsdastamps.
com DLR: 10-13. TA: 22-25. FR

Washington
Sale.
Brookman Stamp Company, 6300 NE
St. James Rd. #103B. Hrs: 10AM-5PM.
Brookman Stamp Company and Michael
Jaffe Stamps. Michael Jaffe, PO Box
61484, Vancouver, WA 98666-1484.
PH: 360-695-6161. Fax: 360-6951616. Email: mjaffe@brookmanstamps.
com DLR: 2. TA: 30. FR. Pre-APS Blowout store sale. $100,000 worth of
sheets at face, thousands of 25¢ covers, collections at 80% off, $100 boxes,
discounted supplies and much more.

catalog-listed error (Scott 1394d).
The 18¢ American Architecture pair is a
different kettle of fish. You get extra credit
if you noticed that there are bits of the red
inscription on the bottom perfs. Thus it is not
a color-missing error, which by definition has
to be 100 percent missing. It is not catalog
listed. Close but no cigar! n

From the Scott Editors
Continued from page 62
these stamps in used condition are in italics,
which means that the stamps must have
contemporaneous postmarks.
In Malaysia, five new errors — two coloromitted and three imperforate pairs — have
been added to the listings for the 1965
Birds definitive set. The yellow-omitted 30¢
Fairy Bluebird is Scott 21b, and the scarlet-

omitted 50¢ Black-naped Oriole is Scott 22c.
Imperforate pairs of the 50¢ Black-naped
Oriole, $2 Argus Pheasant, and $10 Banded
Pitta are Scott 22b, 25a, and 27a, respectively.
For information about the 2017 Scott
catalogs, contact your favorite dealer, or
call Amos Media at 1-800-488-5349. Also
visit www.amosadvantage.com. For Scott
eCatalogues, visit www.scottoline.com. n
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John M. Hotchner

Is expertizing required? Sometimes the answer is no
There are certain items to look for on the front and back of United States stamps that can
immediately rule them out as genuine, so expertization is not needed.
In this monthly column on expertizing, I
am presenting 10 situations from the first 100
years of United States issues that can be used
to identify a stamp as likely not worth the cost
of expertization.
All that is required is that you know what
to look for and that you have the following
elementary collecting tools: a perforation
gauge, a good magnifier (preferably one rated
at 20x or higher), and a watermark tray and
fluid.
The first example looks like it is an
imperforate 1851 1¢ Benjamin Franklin,
probably one of the more expensive imperfs.
But, in this instance, it is hard to tell which of
the six listed types it is because the stamp is cut
so close that most of the identifying features
are missing. That alone makes it problematic,
but when the stamp is turned over, the word
“facsimile” is printed across the back.
Always turn over a stamp you are
considering buying. Previous owners may
have penciled the word “fake”, “repaired,” or
some other note.
You may also be surprised at other features
you may find. I have a lovely, lightly canceled
pair of 1851 12¢ imperfs (Scott 17) that when

turned over reveals that is has been cut from a
magazine ad.
Secondly, thins, tears, added perforations,
pin holes, repaired gum, and other damage
also are visible from the back of a stamp. The
stamp may be genuine, but worth only five
percent to 10 percent of its catalog value
because of the damage.
Sometimes the damage is visible to the naked
eye, but more often repairing of high-catalogvalue stamps can be seen if you dip the stamp
face down in watermark fluid. Flaws show up as
darkened areas. Of course, an expertizer will do
this, but you can do it for yourself.
The third situation involves stamps that
bear a notation on the front that disqualifies
them as genuine regular issues. The 6¢
Agriculture Official shown nearby is a good
example. When I found it offered as Scott
O4, I was surprised. Someone had crudely
scratched out the word “specimen.” What is
startling is that the genuine specimen actually
catalogs far more than Scott O4.
Fourth, you would expect that the reverse
doctoring — adding the word “specimen” —
would be prevalent. Usually such fakery is
poorly done and easily identified. What you

Shown front and back, this purported 1851 1¢ imperf is marked on the reverse as a “facsimile.”
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Identified for sale as a 6¢ Agriculture Official, this
stamp is actually a specimen overprint. The word
“specimen” has been roughly obliterated.

need is the Scott catalog illustration, or a handy
auction catalog in color, to be able to compare
your candidate with a genuine example.
The fifth situation is the addition of “Kans.”
or “Nebr.” to 1922 Fourth Bureau Issue stamps
with denominations of 1¢ to 10¢. There are
other comparison points, but the first quick
check is to look at the overprint. Added
overprints often were typed onto the stamp in
characters that do not match the original. Also,
such typing leaves an impression on the back o
the stamp. That impression should not be there
because the genuine overprints were put there
with a surface-printed rubber mat that left no
impression in the stamp paper.
Only if the overprint itself looks genuine, do
you need go to the second comparison point,
which is close-together vertical gum breakers.
They will be present on all genuine KansasNebraskas, because that is the only variety to
which the overprints were added.
Sixth, the thickness of the stamp can be a
deciding factor in determining if it needs to
be expertized. If it feels too thick, beware of
the sin of pasting a poor example on top of
another stamp to make it look acceptable. This
also will be obvious if the stamp is dipped, but
Continued on page 90
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Kansas and Nebraska overprints were applied on a specific version of the Fourth Bureau issue using surface printing. The first stamp shown here is a
fake, with a typed overprint that left an impression in the paper. A genuine example is shown in the center for comparison. Also pictured is the normal
gum side of the Kansas-Nebraska overprint with vertical gum breakers.

Continued from page 6
you can skip that if you just look carefully.
Two examples are shown nearby. The 1857
5¢ design (Scott 30A) is obvious because the
margins are too white and the perforations
are the wrong size. Checking perforations is a
seventh category of inquiry.
This 5¢ stamp is actually pasted on top of a
1½¢ denomination of the 1922 Fourth Bureau
issue, which is perforated gauge 11 by 10½,
rather than the perf. 15½ of the normal stamp.
The 1861 12¢ stamp is much more artfully
done. It is a cut square, pasted on top of another
stamp from the same issue, so the perforations
are correct. It has faults, but would still be
much more expensive than the damaged 12¢
unimproved by the new backing. Keep in mind
that only part of a stamp may be added, such as
a new top or a “replacement” corner.
A related problem is do-it-yourself inverts,
where the center design has been carefully
cut out of a normal example of a stamp and
replaced so it resembles an invert. Some
excellently crafted do-it-yourself inverts can
even be found on contemporary covers. While
it may take a practiced naked eye to spot such
deceptive handiwork, if you run your thumb
over the stamp, you will feel the ridge where
the cuts have been made.
Viewing under a good magnifier also can
reveal this problem. And of course dipping
the stamp will be a dead giveaway.
The eighth category is added perforations
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and reperforating in general.
In the first instance, you can often tell if
imperfs or straight edges have been perforated
because the row of new perfs is not exactly
parallel to the perfs on the opposite side of
the stamp, because the perforations do not
measure exactly the same as perfs on the
other side of the stamp (or the perfs on an
inexpensive reference example), or because
there are perforations on line singles or arrow
singles that should not have perforations.
Reperforating to eliminate damaged

perforations has evolved over the years, but
earlier attempts, as well as some later ones,
will not match the proper perforations exactly.
Compare to a low-denomination genuine
example to eliminate candidates. Put the
candidate on top of a genuine example, and
the perforations must match exactly.
In addition, look at the holes. Original holes
will have slightly rough edges, and anything
printed on a rotary press will have holes that
are slightly elongated. Also, a visual check
is useful to make certain that the holes are

These two stamps have been “improved” by pasting damaged stamps onto new backs. Worth only a
small percentage of their substantial catalog value, they are not even worth the cost of expertizing.
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equidistant from one another and consistent
in size with the holes on the other edges of
the stamp. If the perforations are too smooth,
too clean, or too large or small, it is not a good
candidate for your stamp album.
The ninth category is the removal of
perforations to create imperfs or coils. In most
cases, early 20th-century imperfs and coils are
more valuable than the same design in the
form of sheet stamps. Combine this with the
fact that the exact placement of perforations
on sheet stamps was an inexact science.
It is no surprise that coils and imperfs are
Continued on page 92

Both of these stamps have had perforations removed with scissors to simulate scarcer stamps. Neither
would have a prayer of being expertized as genuine because the margins are too small.
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Trading Posthorn
TRADING POSTHORN

1000

200 DIFFERENT Pre-60 foreign cancelled mix from same Latin America. SASE.
Karis, 1501 Gleneagles, Kokomo, TN
46902.

A lower value mint stamp with genuine gum can be used as a comparison
for higher value stamps being presented as mint. The genuine 2¢ Columbian
at left shows that the 15¢ at right is a poor example of regumming.

Continued from page 91
often seen that upon examination are found not genuine.
The standard is to collect imperfs in pairs, and that eliminates most
monkey business. The same is true for coils under review if there are
pairs or longer strips.
However, when singles are presented, there are two tests that you can
use to determine if the stamp is likely to be genuine.
First, is the stamp large enough? In cutting off even wide-set
perforations to make imperfs and coils, the result is too small to qualify,
as shown on the 2¢ William H. Seward stamp of the Alaska-Yukon
Exposition issue, even though this example has some margin. Secondly,
for coils, the cuts are rarely exactly straight, and exactly parallel, as would
be the case for an officially produced coil.
The final category is cleaning and regumming. They often go together,
especially when a pen cancel is light enough to be removed. But
regumming also can be done when the gum on a mint stamp has been
improved after being disturbed by a hinge (or multiple hinges), or when
mint stamps have stuck together and been washed to separate them.
If cleaned, the face of the stamp will often be unnaturally white. It
may also show up as disturbed under ultraviolet light, especially when
compared to an inexpensive example from the same set.
Having a genuine gummed example to use for comparison is a great
strategy to counter regumming. Whether the gum has been sprayed on
or painted on, it is difficult for the regummer to achieve the exact color,
consistency and pattern of genuine gum, though not impossible. Today,
the art of regumming has gotten quite professional using gum from
genuine low-value stamps to improve higher value stamps.
There is a second test to check that can be used if the area of
regumming includes the stamps’ perforations.
Keep in mind that perforations were added after gumming on genuine
stamps, and remember that gum has to be liquefied to be added in
regumming. The result is that in all but the most professional jobs, the
perforation hole edges and tips will not be crisp and clean as normal. Under
magnification, you can find evidence of discoloration from the application
of the liquid gum after the holes were punched, or you can find gum
only around the edge of the hole. Regummers also sometimes try to stop
application of gum just short of the hole, and that can be obvious.
The tests described for these 10 situations will often result in
conclusive results, ruling out the candidate as fully genuine. However, in
those cases where the you are not certain or have suspicions, getting the
stamp expertized is the way to go.
After all is said and done, you can determine that a stamp is not worth
submitting, but only a good expertizing certificate proves that it was
worth submitting! ■
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48 YEAR collector exchanges European,
World at 80% Scott for your MNH Butterflies, Flowers, Insects, Transporation, Animals full sets prior to 1990 at Scott
100%. Bosich, Box 11171, Newport
Beach, CA 92658. Soldsoon@aol.com

CANADA’S
PREMIER
AUCTION HOUSE

PRECANCELS WITH cities wanted. Also
foreign perfins. Will trade better U.S. or
foreign stamps. Keep all. Phil Cayford,
POB 497, Dublin, NH 03444

r. maresch & son

AD ABBREVIATIONS
BC ����������British Commonwealth
CMS��������Complete Matched Set
CTO ��������Cancelled to Order
CV�����������Catalog Value
Ducks �����Federal Duck Hunting Stamps
(Scott RW #’s)
Dune�������Trucial States or South Arabian
issues, most not listed by Scott
EFO’s �����Errors, Freaks and Oddities
FDC ��������First Day Cover
FFC���������First Flight Cover
IC ������������Iron Curtain
IRC ���������International Reply Coupon
LP �����������Line Pair
MI������������Marginal Inscription
MNH �������Mint Never Hinged
MS ����������Matched Set
NG ����������No Gum
OG ����������Original Gum
PB�����������Plate Block
PFC ��������Philatelic Foundation
Certificate
PNC ��������Plate Number Coil
PS �����������Plate Strip
RG ����������Regummed
SAE ��������Self-Addressed Envelope
SASE ������Self-Addressed Stamped
Envelope
SCV ��������Scott Catalog Value
S/S ����������Souvenir Sheet
SSAE ������Stamped, Self-Addressed
Envelope

Call or write for a free catalogue.

5th Floor-6075 Yonge St
Toronto ON M2M 3W2

416-363-7777
www.maresch.com

AUCTIONS
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Now Accepting
Consignments
For Upcoming
Auctions
Schuyler J. Rumsey
Auctions, Inc.

47 Kearny Street, Suite 500
San Francisco, CA 94108
PH: 415-781-5127
Fax: 415-781-5128

Urgently

Announcements
ANNOUNCEMENTS

1010

BOYS TOWN invites donations of U.S.
and foreign stamp collections, coins,
currency, and mint U.S. postage. Help
us help kids! Leon Myers Stamp Center,
13628 Flanagan Blvd., Boys Town, NE
68010. email: stampcenter@boystown.
org. Ph: 402-498-1143.

Mail Bids

Mail Bids

U.S. For Sale

U.S. For Sale

DISABLED VETERAN requesting donations of U.S. & Foreign Stamps, Vintage
Postcards, Collections, Coins, Currency,
Sports cards, anything collectable.
Greatly Appreciated for PTSD therapy.
"Doc" Kilgore, 726 Bartlett Dr., Willow
Springs, MO 65793.

Auctions
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John M. Hotchner

No expertizing required: 10 modern-era examples
In the last 70 years of United States stamps, 1947 to the present, there are instances of what
appear to be color or perforation errors that can easily be ruled out as such.
In the U.S. Stamp Notes column on
expertizing in the Aug. 15 Linn’s, I discussed
10 instances from the first hundred years of
United States philately in which expertizing
is not essential to a finding that the stamp in
question is or is not a genuinely scarce item.
This time, I am presenting 10 items from the
past 70 years.
In the 1950s, multicolor printing became
more prevalent in the production of U.S.
stamps. Prior to that, the use of two or more
colors on a U.S. stamp was a rarity: Multicolor
printing was expensive, time consuming, and
reserved for special issuances only.
Curiously, the problem most often
seen with early multicolor stamps is color
misregistrations, with color inverts in second
place.
It was not until the 1960s that a majority of
U.S. stamps were produced in multicolor and
that missing colors became a serious problem.
In the 1950s and 1960s, multicolor designs
were printed on the Giori three-color plate
press, and later multiprocess presses that
included both offset and gravure printing
stations came on line. These presses
represented significant advances in printing,
combining both speed and complexity. This
opened a window for new inking problems.

Suddenly, there were instances where
individual printing stations ran out of ink,
corner folds put part of a sheet beyond the
reach of an inked plate, and misperforating
of finished sheets could leave a design image
that cut off a color.
Missing-color errors that resulted do need
certificates. But it is important to remember
that the presence of any part of the missing
color disqualifies the stamp from being called
a true missing color. The catalog description
most often used is “color omitted,” and that
means the entire color must be gone.
In other words, the presence of a single
dot of color or shadow identifiable as the
intended color disqualifies the stamp. If you
have a 20x to 30x magnifier, look carefully at
the area where the missing color is supposed
to be. That is what an expertizer will do. If
you see any vestige of a color, don’t bother
sending in the stamp; it will not get a good
certificate.
As an example, a coil pair of 1978 15¢
Americana stamps (Scott 1618C) is shown
nearby. The stamp was printed in gray, dark
blue and red. While part of the gray is missing,
a shadow of it can be seen on the left side of
each stamp.
A second category is what many think

may be a missing color because there is a
significant difference in colors between two
stamps. In this case, there is no color missing,
rather the stamps were printed using a
process that relied on dots of five basic colors
that are overlaid on top of one another to
produce the colors needed for the design.
Our example is the 13¢ Washington at
Princeton pair from the issue of 1977 (Scott
1704). On the left-hand stamp, the yellow
of his uniform is bright, while on the right it
looks like the yellow is missing.
This process relies upon the printed dots
of color being of a certain size and intensity.
If too light or too dark, the final product can
be quite different from what was intended,
and someone looking at the two stamps
side-by-side can be forgiven for thinking that
something is missing from one of the stamps.
In the Washington at Princeton example, the
red dots that give the yellow its brightness are
weak on the stamp on the right.
Here again, because the naked eye will
fool you, you need to look at the two stamps
under high magnification, preferably 30x.
This will tell you if there is a color missing, or
if there is just a light print of one color that
leaves a final color that differs from what
Continued on page 89

Even a single dot of an otherwise missing color disqualifies a stamp as being a color-omitted error, as with this 1978 15¢ Americana coil pair that is
missing most of the gray. A normal sheet stamp is pictured on the left for comparison.
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Maine

New Jersey

Ohio

Sep 17
Portland
Greater Portland Stamp Show. Fireside
Inn, 81 Riverside St, Exit 48 off Maine
Tpk. Hrs: 9AM-2:30PM. Pine Tree
Stamps, POB 105, West Minot, ME
04288. Email: ptstamps@megalink.net
DLR: 8. FR

Sep 18
Wayne
Stamp & Coin Show. 3rd Sunday every
month. Fire Co. #1, 93 Parish Dr. Dealers: 7AM-9AM. Hrs: 9AM-4PM. REW Enterprises LLC. Ross, 973-875-3793 or
email: stamprew@aol.com DLR: 15. FR

Sep 25
West Chester
Stamp & Postcard Marketplace. Four
Points by Sheraton, 7500 Tylers Place
Blvd. Hrs: 10AM-4PM. P & S Stamp Express. Steve Schinbeckler,
PO Box
306, Westerville, OH 43086. PH: 614286-6032 Email: sesatpands@aol.com
DLR: 6. FR

Michigan
Sep 17
Waterford
Pontiac Stamp Club Fall Kickoff Show.
Waterford Recreation Center, 5640 Williams Lake Rd. Hrs: 9:30AM-4:00PM.
Pontiac Stamp Club. Chuck Hirchert
2641 Sun Terrace, Hartland, MI 48353.
PH: 810-632-6396 or
send
an
Email: ckhirch@comcast.net DLR: 11. FR
Sep 25
Lansing
Mid-Michigan Stamp Show. Royal Scot
Golf and Bowl, 4722 W. Grand River Hrs:
10:00AM-5:00PM. Jim Adams, 5806
Coulson Ct., Lansing, MI 48911. PH:
517-394-5953. or send an email:
48jim15@comcast.net DLR: 8-10. FR
Oct 1-2
Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo Fall Stamp Show. Kalamazoo
County Fairgrounds and Expo Center,
2900 Lake St. Hrs: Sat. 10AM-5PM,
Sun. 10AM-3:30PM. Kalamazoo Stamp
Club. Dave Matyas, 49951 CR 653, Paw
Paw, MI 49079. PH: 269-657-2271.
Email: davelu72@frontier.com DLR: 28.
TA: 70. FR
Oct 15-16
Dearborn Hts
Motopex-16. Sokl Hall, 23600 W. Warren. Hrs: Sat. 10AM-5PM Sun. 10AM4PM. Motor City Stamps & Civic Club.
Fred Levantrosser, 21901 Willoway,
Dearborn, MI 48124. PH: 313-2786764. DLR: 24. TA: 32. FR.
Nov 5-6
Ann Arbor
AAPEX 2016. Morris Lawrence Bldg.,
Washtenaw Community College, 4800 E.
Huron River Dr. Hrs: Sat. 10AM-5PM,
Sun. 10AM-4PM. Ann Arbor Stamp Club.
Harry and Dottie Winter, POB 2012, Ann
Arbor, MI 48106. PH: 734-761-5859.
Email: harwin@umich.edu or visit website: http://annarborstampclub.org DLR:
28. TA: 56. FR

Minnesota
Oct 14-15
Roseville
METROPEX. Roseville Skating Center,
2661 Civic Center Dr. Hrs: Fri. 10AM5PM,
Sat.10AM-4PM.
Maplewood
Stamp Club. Pete Boulay, 1100 East
County Rd C, Maplewood, MN 55109.
PH: 651-490-3251. send an Email:
happypebbl@hotmail.com DLR: 15. TA:
40. FR. Free Stamps for Kids.

Montana
Oct 15-16
Kalispell
GLAPEX 2016. Museum at Central
School, 124 Second Ave. East., Hrs:
Sat: 10AM-4PM; Sun: 10AM-3PM. Glacier Stamp Club. Adam Wenz, 155 Sherry Lane, Kalispell, MT 59901. Send an
email: glacierstampclubmt@gmail.com
Visit our Website: http://sites.google.
com/site/glacierstampclub/home. DLR:
2-3 TA: 3-4. FR

North Carolina
Oct 8-9
Asheville
Blue Ridge Stamp Show. Comfort Suites
Outlet Center, 890 Brevard Rd. Hrs: Sat.
10AM-5PM, Sun. 10AM-4PM. Big Lick
Stamps. Cary Cochran, PO Box 163, Locust, NC 28097. PH: 704-485-4027
Email: carytj@yahoo.com DLR: 7. TA:
14. FR

New Hampshire
Sep 18
Nashua
The Greater Nashua Stamp Show. Holiday Inn, Rt. 3, Exit 4. Hrs: 9AM-3PM.
Pine Tree Stamps, POB 105, West Minot, ME 04288. PH: 207-966-2744 or
email: ptstamps@megalink.net FR

New Jersey
Sep 24-25
Clifton
Clifton 2015 Fall Stamp Coin Cover, Currency & Postcard Show. Clifton Community Recreation Center, 1232 Main
Ave. at Washington Ave. Hrs: Sat. 10AM5PM, Sun. 10AM-4PM. Clifton Stamp
Society, Inc. Tom Stidl, 62 Hackberry Pl.,
Clifton, NJ 07013. PH: 973-471-7872.
Email: stidl@verizon.net or visit our website: www.clifton-stamp-society.org DLR:
15. FR.

Oct 1
Marlton
MSC Saturday Stamp Bourse. Marlton
Elementary School, 190 Tomlinson Mill
Rd. Hrs: 9AM-3PM. Merchantville Stamp
Club. Roger Randall, 412 Sedgwick Ln.
Marlton, NJ 08053. PH: 609-9236618.
Email: rwrusma64@aol.com
Website: www.merchantvillestampclub.
org DLR: 15. TA: 15. FR
Oct 2
Parsippany
Garden State Stamp, Coin & Currency
Show. P.A.L. Building, 33 Baldwin Rd.
Hrs: 9AM-4PM. P.A.L., 973-335-0555.
FR

New Mexico
Oct 15-16
Rio Rancho
NewMexPex 2016 Stamp Show. Meadowlark Senior Center, 4330 Meadowlark
Ln., SE. Hrs: Sat. 9AM-5PM, Sun. 9AM4PM. Albuquerque Philatelic Society and
the Rio Rancho Stamp Club. Paul L.
Morton, 2305 Wheeler Peak Dr., NE, Rio
Rancho, NM 87144-6707. PH: 505867-9664. send an Email: morton.paul
@gmail.com or visit our
Website:
http://madjac.com/stamps.htm DLR:
10. TA: 25. FR

New York
Sep 18
Massapequa
LISPA, Long Island Stamp & Postcard
Association. Massapequa Elks Hall
#2162, 2162 Veterans Blvd. Hrs: 10AM3:30PM. I.J. Farber, c/o LISPA, POB 95,
Islip Terrace, NY 11752. PH: 631-5817653 after 6PM or FAX: 631-277-8279.
FR
Sep 25
Melville
The Melville Stamp & Coin. Catapano
Engineering. 585 Rte. 110. Hrs: 8AM2PM. George Schultheis. PH: 516-5577096. Email: gsstamps1@hotmail.com
DLR: 35. FR
Sep 30-Oct 1
White Plains
169th (59th year) Westchester Stamp,
Coin, Postcard & Paper Money Show.
Westchester County Center, Bronx River
Pkwy. and Central Ave. Hrs: Fri. Noon6PM, Sat. 10AM-6PM, Mark Simon,
914-299-3995. DLR: 100. FR
Oct 6-9
New York
ASDA 2016 Fall National Postage Stamp
Show. The Hilton, 1335 Ave. of the
Americas. Hrs: Thurs-Sat. 10AM-6PM
Sun. 10AM-3PM.
American Stamp
Dealer Association. Dana Guyer, PO Box
513, Centre Hall, PA 16828. PH: 800369-8207. or send an Email: dana@
americanstampdealer.com. FR.
Oct 8
Olean
Olepex’20. BPOE Elks Club No. 491,
209 W State St. Hrs: 10:00AM-4:00PM.
Olean Stamp Club. Ron Yeager, 214
Jackson Ave. ,PO Box 774, Bradford, PA
16701-0774. PH: 814-362-4471. or
send an Email: cry@atlanticbb.net DLR:
8. TA: 16. FR
Oct 15
Oneonta
Stamp & Postcard Sale. Holiday Inn,
5206 Highway 23. Hrs: 10AM-4PM.
Leatherstocking Stamp Club and TriCounty Stamp Club. Ellen Tillapaugh,
80 Beaver St., Cooperstown, NY 13326.
PH: 607-547-5646. Or send an email:
kuchtill@gmail.com DLR: 8. TA: 24. FR

Ohio
Sep 18
Hudson
Hudson Stamp Bourse. Clarion Inn,
6625 Dean Memorial Pkwy. Hrs: 10AM4PM. Lincolnway Stamps. Dave Pool, PO
Box 455, Massillon, OH 44648. PH:
330-832-5992. Or you may Email:
lincolnway@sssnet.com. DLR: 5 TA: 11
FR.
Sep 25
Cincinnati
Greenhills Classic Coin and Stamp
Show. American Legion Post 530,
11100 Winton Rd. Hrs: 10AM-4PM. Xenia Coin Shop. Jim Huffman, POB 63,
Xenia, OH 45385. PH: 937-376-2807.
FAX: 937-374-1400. Or send an Email:
numismaniaofohio@woh.rr.com Website:
xeniacoin.com DLR: 30. TA: 55. FR

Oct 15
Wooster
WOOPEX
2016. Ida Sue School,
266 Oldman Rd. Hrs: 9AM-5PM.
Wooster Stamp Club. Rick Peterson, PO Box 626, Wooster, OH
44691. PH: 330-262-5378 Email:
hilltop@bright.net
Website: www.
hilltopstamps.com
DLR: 7. TA:
12. FR

Pennsylvania
Sep 24
Plum
The Plum Stamp Show. The Masonic
Lodge 779, 9521 Saltsburg Rd, Plum,
PA 15239. Hrs: 10AM-4PM.
K2
Collectibles.
Kevin Kellman, 7315
Beechtree Dr., Middletown, MD 21769.
Ph: 301-524-9562. Email: k2stamps@
gmail.com. DLR: 8. TA: 16 FR.
Sep 25
Horsham
Tri-State Coin & Stamp Show. Williamson’s Catering, 500 Blair Mill Rd at Rt
611 (Easton Rd) Hrs: 10AM-4PM. Allen
Brock, 305-852-7678. DLR: 65. FR
Oct 1
Chambersburg
Fall Stamp Expo. Eugene Clarke Center,
235 S. Third St. Hrs: 10AM-5PM.
Cumberland Valley Philatelic Society.
Quinn Witherspoon, 251 Martin Ave.,
Chambersburg, PA 17201. PH: 717264-1252. DLR: 10. TA: 20. FR.
Food bar, post office
Oct 15
Gettysburg
GETTYPEX 2016. Gettysburg Fire Company, 35 N. Stratton St. Hrs: 10AM-4PM.
Blue and Gray Stamp Club. Dwight L.
Monn, 338 Lincolnway W., New Oxford,
PA 17350. PH: 717-624-4864 or
Email: dmonn@pa.net DLR: 12. TA: 36.
FR
Nov 5
Leesport
Annual Reading Stamp Show. Leesport
Auction Pavillion, 322 Gernant’s Chruch
Rd. Hrs: 10AM-4PM. Reading Stamp
Club. Kent Weaver MD, 6 Valley Dr.,
Birdsboro, PA 19508. PH: 610-7790175 or email: kewsr78@yahoo.com
DLR: 16. FR

Tennessee
Oct 1-2
Memphis
MEMPHEX
2016. Agricenter International "C" Wing, 7777 Walnut Grove Rd. Hrs: Sat. 10AM6PM, Sun. 10AM-4PM. Memphis
Stamp Collectors
Society. Andrew Burkman,
PO Box 66,
Ellendale, TN 38029. PH: 901831-5415. Email: andburk@usit.
net or visit Website at : www.m e m ph is s ta m p c o lle c to r s s o c ie ty .org. DLR: 11. TA: 25. FR

Virginia
Sep 23-25
Fredericksburg
VNA Coin & Stamp Show & Convention. Fredericksburg
Expo &
Convention Center, 2371 Carl Silver Pkwy. Hrs: 10AM-6PM. Virginia Numismatic
Association.
John Cunningham, PO Box 9166,
Fredericksburg,
VA 22403. PH:
703-303-0783. send an Email:
c u n n in g h a m 3 1 4 @ v e r iz o n . n e t
Website: vnaonline.org DLR: 100.
TA: 150. FR.
Oct 1-2
Fairfax
Fairfax StampFest, Elk’s Club, 8421 Arlington Blvd. (Rte. 50), Fairfax, VA (3/4
miles west of I-495 Beltway). Hrs:
9:30AM-5PM, Sun. 10AM-4PM. Email:
jackottstamps@gmail.com PH: 888-2973536. www.jackottstamps.com

Vermont
Oct 1
Quechee
Crossroads Postcard & Stamp Show.
Mid-Vermont Christian School Gym, 399
W. Gilson Ave. Hrs: 9AM-3PM. Upper
Valley Stamp Club. John Lutz, 12 Franklin St, Randolph, VT 05060-1144. PH:
802-728-6212. Email: jalutz@gmail.com
DLR: 22. TA: 68. FR

U.S. Stamp Notes

Continued from page 6
was intended. Don’t bother sending in the latter; it may be a collectible
variety, but not an error.
A third color category involves instances where one or more colors
have been altered. This can happen on purpose; in other words,
someone has used chemicals trying to create an error where one does
not exist. Colors also can be altered by accident through exposure to
chemicals in washing or intense light. Reds, yellows and oranges are
most subject to being changed.
So even if you look carefully and all of a given color is missing, you
also need to look at the white part of the stamp. If it appears flat or
discolored compared to a genuine normal example, there is no point in
sending the stamp in for expertization.
Another good idea is to check missing colors against a normal
example using ultraviolet light. Often, the process of altering a color also
will alter the tagging.
Let’s now turn to perforations — or lack thereof — on the fourth
example of when expertizing is not needed.
When you have what looks to be an imperforate single, keep in mind
that it is rare that you can get a certificate on a single. The protocol for
Continued on page 90

From the Scott Editors
Continued from page 72
More than 200 value changes were made among the Slovakia listings,
resulting in more downs than ups.
Among the Turkey in Asia listings, the 1922 500-piaster high
denomination representing the Declaration of Faith from the Koran
jumps from $125 unused to $145 and from $27.50 used to $32.50.

EDITORIAL ENHANCEMENTS
Two varieties were added to Saseno. A double overprint variety is now
listed as Scott 1a with a dash in the unused column. A vertical overprint
variety has been added as No. 8b for the 1-lire brown and green. The
variety is valued at $175 unused.
Among the South Russia listings, an inverted surcharge variety was
added as Scott 27c to the 1918-20 10-ruble on 15-kopeck red-brown and
deep blue (Scott 27). The newly listed variety is valued at $100 unused.
A new variety was added as Somalia No. 98b. The inscription
“Tripolitania” is inverted. The new listing is valued at $525 unused.
A horizontal pair, imperf between variety was added as Scott 54a to
the 1887 1-penny carmine of Turks Islands.
We encourage you to pay special attention to the Number Additions,
Deletions & Changes found in each volume of the Scott catalogs.
To purchase the 2017 Scott catalogs, contact your favorite dealer, or
call Amos Media at 1-800-488-5349. Also visit www.amosadvantage.com.
For Scott eCatalogues, visit www.scottonline.com. n

Washington

Wisconsin

Oct 8
Chehalis
Roundup Stamp and Coin Show.
Yardbirds Mall, 2100 N National Ave.
Hrs: 9:30AM-4:00PM. Olympia Philatelic
Society. Dennis Gelvin, PO Box 1554,
Olympia, WA 98507. PH: 360-2730296. or Email: dnjgelvin@comcast.net
DLR: 9. TA: 25. FR

Sep 16-18
Milwaukee
MILCOPEX 2016. Crowne Plaza Milwaukee Airport, 6401 South 13th St. Hrs:
Fri.-Sat. 10AM-5PM, Sun. 10AM-3PM.
Milwaukee Philatelic Society. MaryAnn
Bowman, PO Box 1451, Waukesha, WI
53187. PH: 262-820-1060. Email:
maryann15b@mac.com. Event Website:
MilwaukeePhilatelic.org DLR: 20+ ADM.
Wisconsin’s Largest Postage Stamp
Shop. $2 Admission Fri. & Sat. Free
Sunday. Youth Free.

Place your Event Listing online!

Linns.com
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BECOME A LINNS.COM
REGISTERED USER!

You’ll get access to more information and
special interactive features such as Classified Ads, Stamp Poll, the Cartoon Contest,
Philatelic Links, Event Calendar, the Linn’s
Stamp Quiz and the ever-popular Wallpaper! Plus, watch for additional philatelicrelated interactive features in the future.

Visit Linns.com today!
September 19, 2016
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At left is an example of the 1977 13¢ Washington at Princeton stamp with a bright yellow uniform.
The stamp at right was sent in for expertization as a possible missing color, but the dull yellow is
caused by a misprint of weak red dots. There is no missing color.

Continued from page 89
collecting imperfs is that they must be in
pairs.
The reason is that the placement of
perforations is not always an exact science,
especially when you are dealing with stamps
produced in booklet form, with one or more
straight edges. In the three examples shown,
it is not hard to see how imperf singles can be
created using a pair of scissors.
The fifth example is represented by the
imperf pair of 1991 29¢ Desert Shield/Desert
Storm stamps (Scott 2552) shown nearby.
Even if you have such a pair, you might still
not be home free. Always check your Scott
Specialized Catalogue of United States Stamps
and Covers and read any notes after the issue
you have. In this case, the catalog states that
horizontally imperforate vertical pairs are

from printer’s waste.
Printers’ waste does not have the same
status as errors. Basically, it is unfinished
material intended to be destroyed that has
made its way out the back door of security
printers. It will not be listed as respectable
errors, nor will it command error prices.
A sixth non-error is often found on the
1968 6¢ Flag and White House stamp. Like
color error candidates that are disqualified
because of a single dot of color, imperf and
imperf-between stamps are disqualified by
the presence of even a single impression of
a perforation hole. The 6¢ Flag is often seen
with imperf margins, but virtually every
example I have examined has the impression
of the pins just inside the design. These
impressions are visible only from the gum side
of the stamp.

These stamps from booklets give an idea of how credible imperforate singles can be made. It is for this
reason that imperforate errors are generally collected as pairs.

90
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I am calling the
seventh category
“almost imperf.”
Although I once
saw an auction
lot described
like that, there is
no such thing as
“almost imperf.” It
is or it isn’t. If one
perforation hole
or hole impression
is present, it will
not get a good
certificate.
Doubled
perforations
are the eighth
problem area.
There have
been dispensing
machines that
have left hole-like
impressions. In
This pair of 29¢ Desert
addition, simple
Shield/Desert Storm
perforating
stamps is printer’s waste,
unfinished material
machines can be
that was stolen from
used to produce
the printer. It is not
second sets of
classifiable as an error
holes.
and does not bring
Before submitting
error prices. Usually
double perfs
such material is noted
for certification,
in the Scott Specialized
compare the second Catalogue of United
set of perforation
States Stamps and Covers.
holes to the ones
you know are genuine. They must match
exactly in gauge and in size.

On this 1993 29¢ stamp, Elvis appears to be
doubled, and this can fool noncollectors.
However, it is only a slight color misregistration,
and even if expertized as such, it is not worth a
small fortune. So save your money.

linns.com
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Trading Posthorn
TRADING POSTHORN

Those same private perforators can be
used to create modern rarities. The 15¢ John
Paul Jones stamp (Scott 1789-1789B) exists
in three perforation versions: perf 12 by12,
12 by 11, and 11 by 11. The 12 by 12 is a
modern rarity, cataloging mint at $3,250.
I have seen examples where the top and
bottom gauge-11 perfs have been replaced
by gauge-12 perfs.
The problem for the re-perforator trying
to do this is that they must both match the
genuine perf 12, and not shorten the stamp
beyond what is credible. Both are difficult.
So, before you buy or submit a John Paul

Jones 12 by 12 for certification, you can rule
out most fakes by comparing the candidate
against a known genuine perf 11 by 12
stamp.
The 10th example is one of my favorites.
The 1993 29¢ Elvis Presley commemorative
stamps were very popular and often
purchased by people who were not collectors.
Half a dozen times since then, I have been
asked if the slight color misregistration
they have is a valuable double print error.
It isn’t. A curiosity? Yes. Collectible? Yes. But
not an error, and there is no need to have it
expertized. ■

1000

48 YEAR collector exchanges European,
World at 80% Scott for your MNH Butterflies, Flowers, Insects, Transporation, Animals full sets prior to 1990 at Scott
100%. Bosich, Box 11171, Newport
Beach, CA 92658. Soldsoon@aol.com
PRECANCELS WITH cities wanted. Also
foreign perfins. Will trade better U.S. or
foreign stamps. Keep all. Phil Cayford,
POB 497, Dublin, NH 03444
RECEIVE $30 2015SCV (50¢ and up)
for your 2000 off paper US or foreign
stamps. Charles Roth, 11952 Calcite
Ave., Hesperia CA 92345.
THE ROUND Robin Honor System Stamp
Exchange, established 1993, is now accepting new members. Expenses $5
yearly membership dues and postage.
cmlstamps@charter.net 541-482-0261

Classified Ads Work!
Let Linn’s Stamp News,
the leading collector
publication, work for you.

linns.com
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Announcements
ANNOUNCEMENTS

1010

BOYS TOWN invites donations of U.S.
and foreign stamp collections, coins,
currency, and mint U.S. postage. Help
us help kids! Leon Myers Stamp Center,
13628 Flanagan Blvd., Boys Town, NE
68010. email: stampcenter@boystown.
org. Ph: 402-498-1143.

ORDERING
FROM FOREIGN
SOURCES?
recommends that you
use the necessary
extra postage on
your request.
For Surface mail,
allow 6-8 weeks extra
for delivery.

September 19, 2016
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John M. Hotchner

The BEP helped fill in production information gaps

In comparing two 25¢ Honeybee stamps, the author found the yellow background to be deeper
and richer on one stamp. The Bureau of Engraving and Printing determined that this was a trend.
Expertizing tells us what a particular stamp
or cover is or is not. But in many cases, there
is a step beyond that finding, especially
with regard to stamps: How was the stamp
produced, and if there is a variation that has
been noted, how did it happen?
Even if those explanations have no bearing
on the stamp’s value, they may be important
to the student of stamp printing, and they are
surely important to understanding why even
a minor variety may be collectible.
The explanation is rarely simple and may
take the efforts of a printing professional to
uncover. Thus, expertizing does not routinely
include such explanations. Providing them (for
an additional fee) might be an interesting way
to expand the expertizing services on which we
rely, but be careful what you wish for, as there
would be significant problems to overcome.
In my experience, an expertizer schooled in
production processes can probably diagnose
75 percent of what they see, at least to the
point of defining alternatives. In other words,
“It could be this, or it could be that.” But there
is no help for the other 25 percent, except to
ask the printer, “What happened?”
Two 1988 25¢ Honeybee coil stamps are
shown with this column. I am hopeful that you
will be able to see that the yellow background
of the stamp on the left is deeper and richer
than the background yellow of the stamp on
the right.
Was a different color of ink used? If so, that
would have implications for catalog listings,
for album makers and for collectors.
As an expertizer, my response is “probably
not.” But despite being a student of stamp
production, I couldn’t substantiate that opinion
with specifics. So, in 1989, when I noticed this
difference in stamps I had in my collection, l
sent the stamps in to the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing (BEP) for its thoughts.
Here, slightly abridged for considerations of
space, is what the BEP had to say:
“In an attempt to determine if the color
variation of the submitted stamps was an
isolated occurrence, the Bureau collected a
number of circulated stamps. After a thorough
examination of both the submitted and

6

October 17, 2016
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These two 1988 25¢ Honeybee coil stamps
exhibit clearly different background yellows
under the “25USA” inscription. At top is a darker,
richer yellow than what is shown on the example
on the bottom. The question is: Were these
colors the result of different inks?

collected stamps, it was determined that the
color difference of the Honeybee stamps is a
general trend. It was also noticed that the other
colors of this particular stamp exhibit color
differences, but do not necessarily become
deeper colors as the yellow color deepens.
“Some of the collected stamps were
arranged into two sets for spectrophotometric
analysis. The first set had a light yellow
background, and the second had a deeper

yellow background. The stamps in both sets
were selected on the basis of the density of
the yellow background, and the freedom of
cancellation ink in the measuring area …
“Reflectance spectra obtained from the
submitted and collated stamps from the
arranged sets were compared. The spectra
indicate that there are no significant
differences in pigmentation. The difference,
which is indicated by the spectra, is that
stamps having the light yellow background
have a higher reflectance value in the range of
wavelengths used for the analysis.
“The Honeybee postage stamp was produced
by a combination of offset lithographic and
intaglio printing processes. All colors on this
stamp were printed by the offset process except
the lines of the Honeybee. These lines were
printed by the intaglio process.
“In the offset process, various factors can
affect the color intensity of ink on paper.
These factors include the viscosity of the ink,
pigmentation concentration, press settings,
water balance in the offset press fountain
solution, paper’s surface micro-structure
and surface chemistry. Since color intensity
is related to the amount of ink deposition or
thickness of an ink film, variations of any one
or a combination of the factors mentioned
may affect the color intensity of an ink printed
using the offset process.
“The submitted stamps represent normal
color variations which resulted during the
printing of this issue, and are, therefore, within
the limits of BEP quality standards.”
The bottom line: The color variation is
not the result of different inks, and while
significant enough to be collectible, does not
warrant catalog listing. I am really pleased to
have the matter put to bed with no further
debate needed.
Unfortunately, the United States Postal
Service phased out the production of U.S.
stamps at the BEP in the early years of this
century, and all U.S. stamp production is now
done by private contractors.
Part of the rules of the game nowadays is
that the private contractors do not answer
Continued on page 89
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Continued from page 6
questions like this. Why? Well it would require
extra effort if the contractors were to provide
this service, and the cost of that effort would
be passed along to the USPS in the form of a
more expensive contract.
The Postal Service itself may be asked
questions, but my experience is that it is not
interested in providing explanations unless
the question has wider implications than the
effects on a single stamp issue.
So, I look back fondly on the good old
days when the BEP actually took an interest

in questions as a means to understand new
varieties and to understand how its quality
control had failed.
Over the course of my involvement in U.S.
philately, I asked the Bureau many questions.
Its responses comprise a small archive of
information that exists nowhere else. I’ve also
been able to add to that archive, thanks to
the contributions of others who also asked
questions and received responses.
Altogether, I have more than 50 BEP
responses and have begun a process that will
lead to posting them on the website of the

Errors, Freaks and Oddities Collectors’ Club,
www.efocc.org. As part of that process, I am
asking all U.S. collectors who have this type of
correspondence — be it with BEP or the USPS
— to let me have copies of it to include in the
posted archive.
If you can contribute one or more of these
explanatory letters, I would appreciate your
sending me a clear photocopy of both the
request for an opinion and the response. You
can send them to me as attachments to an email
at jmhstamp@verizon.net, or as hard copy to
Box 1125, Falls Church, VA 22041-0125. ■

sold during the past year, and some new
values have resulted, such as in Officials and
Newspaper stamps. As one might expect, the
bulk of the value changes, more than 2,000,
are concentrated in the Postage section.
Values for very fine stamps, in general, are
steady or, in a few cases, somewhat softer.
Hundreds of value changes are found in the
2017 “Scott Stamp Values U.S. Specialized by
Grade.” This section is sometimes referred to as
the “yellow pages” because the pages have a
yellow border to make them easy to locate.
By far the most significant addition in this
section is the No. C3a Jenny Invert in the

grade of XF-Superb 95 (position No. 58 from
the original pane of 100 discovered in 1918).
The new value is $1,350,000, based on the sale
of this stamp at a World Stamp Show-New
York 2016 show auction.
As always, we encourage you to pay special
attention to the Number Additions, Deletions
& Changes found in each volume of the Scott
catalogs.
To purchase the 2017 Scott catalogs,
contact your favorite dealer, or call Amos
Media at 1-800-488-5349. Also visit www.
amosadvantage.com. For Scott eCatalogues,
visit www.scottonline.com. n

From the Scott Editors
Continued from page 70
block or inscription-block listings added.
This review provides only a glimpse of the
myriad editorial additions and improvements
in this year’s U.S. Specialized catalog. Be
sure to pay attention to the many footnotes
throughout the catalog that have been added
or revised for clarity.

Values increase for high-grade
scarce covers and rare stamps
Once again, as for the last couple of years,
action in the marketplace is in very highgrade stamps and rarities. Some rarities were

New Mexico

Ohio

Oct 15-16
Rio Rancho
NewMexPex 2016 Stamp Show. Meadowlark Senior Center, 4330 Meadowlark
Ln., SE. Hrs: Sat. 9AM-5PM, Sun. 9AM4PM. Albuquerque Philatelic Society and
the Rio Rancho Stamp Club. Paul L.
Morton, 2305 Wheeler Peak Dr., NE, Rio
Rancho, NM 87144-6707. PH: 505867-9664. send an Email: morton.paul
@gmail.com or visit our
Website:
http://madjac.com/stamps.htm DLR:
10. TA: 25. FR

Oct 15
Dayton
Daypex Stamp Show. The Dayton Hotel,
2301 Wagner Ford Rd. Hrs: 9:30AM4:00PM. Belmont Collectibles. Julie
Kucharski, 2225 Sherer Ave Dayton, OH
45414. PH: 937-239-8934 Email:
daypexshow@aol.com TA: 7. FR. Stamps
US & WW, 5&dine, postcards, covers,
paper items, supplies, accessories: new
used.

New York
Oct 16
Massapequa
LISPA, Long Island Stamp & Postcard
Association. Massapequa Elks Hall
#2162, 2162 Veterans Blvd. Hrs: 10AM3:30PM. I.J. Farber, c/o LISPA, POB 95,
Islip Terrace, NY 11752. PH: 631-5817653 after 6PM or FAX: 631-277-8279.
FR
Oct 21-22
Big Flats
STEPEX 2016. American Legion Post, 45
S. Olcott Rd. Hrs: Fri. 10AM-6PM, Sat.
10AM-5PM. Elmira Stamp Club. Alan
Parsons, 809 Holley Rd., Elmira, NY
14905. PH: 607-732-0181. Or email:
alatholleyrd@aol.com DLR: 10. FR
Oct 23
Melville
The Melville Stamp & Coin. Catapano
Engineering. 585 Rte. 110. Hrs: 8AM2PM. George Schultheis. PH: 516-5577096. Email: gsstamps1@hotmail.com
DLR: 35. FR
Nov 19
Cheektowaga
Autumn Stamp Festival. VFW Leonard
Post, 2450 Walden Ave. Hrs: 10AM5PM. Buffalo Stamp Club. George Gates,
197 Cadman Dr., Williamsville, NY
14221. PH: 716-633-8358 or email:
gghg53@aol.com DLR: 12. FR

Oct 15
Wooster
WOOPEX
2016. Ida Sue School,
266 Oldman Rd. Hrs: 9AM-5PM.
Wooster Stamp Club. Rick Peterson, PO Box 626, Wooster, OH
44691. PH: 330-262-5378 Email:
hilltop@bright.net
Website: www.
hilltopstamps.com
DLR: 7. TA:
12. FR
Oct 23
Canton
Canton Stamp Bourse. Holiday Inn
Belden Village, 4520 Everhard Rd. NW.
Hrs: 10AM-4PM. Lincolnway Stamps.
Dave Pool, PO Box 455, Massillon, OH
44648. PH: 330-832-5992. Or you may
Email: lincolnway@sssnet.com. DLR: 5
TA: 9 FR.
Nov 12-13
West Chester
MSDA Southwest Ohio Show. Four
Points Sheraton, 7500 Tylers Place Blvd.
Hrs: Sat. 10AM-5PM Sun. 10AM-3PM.
Midwest Stamp Dealers Association. Jim
Bardo, PO Box 5437, Buffalo Grove, IL
60089. PH: 847-634-2676. Email:
jfb7437@aol.com or visit our Website:
www.msdastamp.com DLR: 20. TA: 30.
FR.
Nov 27
Cincinnati
Greenhills Classic Coin and Stamp
Show. American Legion Post 530,
11100 Winton Rd. Hrs: 10AM-4PM. Xenia Coin Shop. Jim Huffman, POB 63,
Xenia, OH 45385. PH: 937-376-2807.
FAX: 937-374-1400. Or send an Email:
numismaniaofohio@woh.rr.com Website:
xeniacoin.com DLR: 30. TA: 55. FR

Ohio
Dec 3-4
Columbus
The Best Little Stamp Show in
the Midwest. Rhodes Center at
the Ohio Expo Center. 717 E.
17th Ave. Exit 111 Hrs: Sat.
10AM-5:30PM,
Sun. 10AM-3PM.
Marie Gibbs PO Box 323 Worthington, OH 43085. PH: 614260-0952. or send an Email:
k e v m a r1821@ g m a il.c o m
Website:
worthingtonstampclub.
com. DLR: 20+. FR

Pennsylvania
Oct 15

Gettysburg
**CANCELLED**
GETTYPEX 2016. Gettysburg Fire Company, 35 N. Stratton St. Hrs: 10AM-4PM.
Blue and Gray Stamp Club. Dwight L.
Monn, 338 Lincolnway W., New Oxford,
PA 17350. PH: 717-624-4864 or
Email: dmonn@pa.net DLR: 12. TA: 36.
FR
Oct 23
Horsham
Tri-State Coin & Stamp Show. Williamson’s Catering, 500 Blair Mill Rd at Rt
611 (Easton Rd) Hrs: 10AM-4PM. Allen
Brock, 305-852-7678. DLR: 65. FR
Oct 29
Allentown
Eastern PA Stamp Show. Jordan United
Church of Christ, 1837 Church Road.
Hrs: 10:00AM-3:30PM. Allentown Philatelic Society. Jerry Morrow, 1429 Stafore
Dr., Bethlehem, PA 18017. PH: 610974-9415 or Email: sirjun@verizon.net
visit Website: greatzvmer.wix.com/aps/
#!epass DLR: 15. TA: 25. FR

Pennsylvania

Virginia

Wisconsin

Nov 5
Leesport
Annual Reading Stamp Show. Leesport
Auction Pavillion, 322 Gernant’s Chruch
Rd. Hrs: 10AM-4PM. Reading Stamp
Club. Kent Weaver MD, 6 Valley Dr.,
Birdsboro, PA 19508. PH: 610-7790175 or email: kewsr78@yahoo.com
DLR: 16. FR

Oct 28-30
Richmond
Richmond Coin and Currency Show.
Clarion Hotel, 3207 N. Blvd. Hrs: Fri. &
Sat. 10AM-6PM, Sun. 10AM-3PM.
Richmond Coin Club. Bill Scott, PO Box
791, Glen Allen, VA 23060. PH: 804350-1140. Email: woscott1@verizon.net
Website: richmondcoinclub.com DLR:
40. TA: 55+. FR.

Oct 29-30
West Allis
TOSAPEX
2016. Gonzaga Hall,
1435 S 92nd St. Hrs: Sat. 10AM5P M ,S u n .10A M -3P M .
Wauwatosa
Philatelic
Society,
Carol Schutta, 5401 W. Portage
Ave., Milwaukee, WI 53223. PH:
262-388-1453
or send Email:
h a r r y n c a r o ls c h u tta @ g m a il.c o m
Website: MilwaukeePhilatelic.org
DLR: 14. TA: 22. FR

Nov 5-6 Pittsburgh (Bridgeville)
Pittpex 2016. South Fayette Fire
Hall, 661 Millers Run Rd., Cuddy,
PA 15031. Hrs: Sat. 10AM-5PM,
Sun. 10AM-3PM. Philatelic Society of Pittsburgh.
Bryan Gross,
3817 Willow Ave., #1, Pittsburgh,
PA 15234. PH: 412-352-1317.
Email: maxaugust@aol.com
visit
website: www.presidentdrive.com
DLR: 11. FR

Oct 29
Charlottesville
Charlottesville StampFest. Holiday Inn &
Conference Center, 1901 Emmet St.
North, (Rt. 29, 1/4 mile north of Rt. 250
By-pass).
Hrs:
9:30AM-4:30PM.
jackottstamps@gmail.com 1-888-2973536. www.jackottstamps.com

Texas
Nov 4-5
Houston
TSDA Stamp Fair. Crowne Plaza Hotel,
7611 Katy Freeway IH-10 West. Hrs: Fri.
10AM-5PM, Sat. 9AM-4PM. Texas
Stamp Dealers Association. Kenneth
Scheller, PO Box 9939-6939, The
Woodlands, TX 77387. PH: 281-6915911 Email: thestampconnection@gmail
.com or visit our Website: www.
tsdastamps.com DLR: 10-14. TA: 22-25.
FR
Nov 11-12
Grapevine
29th Annual Mid-Cities Stamp Club
EXPO. Grapevine Convention Center,
1209 S Main St Hrs: Fri. 10:00AM5:00PM, Sat. 9:00AM-4:00PM. MidCities Stamp Club. Ralph Poore, PO Box
2158, Arlington, TX 76004. PH: 817235-8472. or send an Email: rspoore@
ralph-s-poore.com or visit our website:
www.mid-citiesstampclub.com DLR: 27.
TA: 27. FR
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John M. Hotchner

A new Washington-Franklin error? Not likely.

The author answers a collector’s question about a Washington-Franklin stamp with the wrong
perforations and also explains added perforations on the Farley issues.
Over many years of talking with collectors
and Linn’s readers at shows and in stamp
clubs, I’ve learned that very few actually get
around to writing the letters, or emails, to
me they would like to write. The result is that
when a collector does send me a question
or comment, he or she probably represents
many others who may have the same
question or concern. Because of this, I take
reader correspondence seriously, and find
that it often sparks new columns.
I recently received the following email
related to United States stamps and
expertizing: “I may have a 2¢ Washington
(Scott 406) perf 12, with perf 11 on top,
though I know none are known to exist.”
A normal Scott 406 is shown nearby, together
with an example that is poorly centered. This
is the first of the “2 cents 2” designs, perforated
gauge 12, issued in 1912. It is Type I, an
important point if there were any other perf 12s
for this design, but 406 is the only perf 12.
So, what does this collector have? There
are four possibilities: 1. It is genuine. 2. It is
a misperf that has been altered. 3. It is an
imperf Scott 409 altered. 4. It is a straight
edge altered.
As I have written in previous columns,
a totally new error coming to light after
100-plus years is at best improbable. It is not
impossible, but the odds are astronomical.

The first issuance of the “2 Cents 2” Washington design type in the Washington-Franklin series is
the 1912 perforated gauge 12 (Scott 406), two of which are illustrated: one with nice centering,
and one with the kind of centering often encountered on this issue.

That said, I have not inspected the stamp
under discussion here.
Some collectors seem to think that it is
possible to expertize based on photocopies
or computer scans. While these images
can be helpful, nothing can substitute for
seeing the genuine (even if faked) item. And
no expertizer worth the name will issue a
genuine certificate, or recommend that one
be issued, based on an image of an item.
As for the four possibilities I mentioned, the

Looking closely at this plate block of the 3¢ stamp featuring the painting popularly known as
Whistler’s Mother, you will notice that it has horizontal perforations, but no vertical perfs. These
perforations have been added to a Farley issue reprint. Image courtesy of Jacques C. Schiff Jr.

6
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bottom line for the first one, the idea that it is
genuine, can be discounted to nearly zero.
The second possibility that it is a misperf
that has been altered is based on the fact that
almost half of the Scott 406 stamps that you
will see are poorly centered, like the example
shown nearby on the right.
With this stamp, it would not be difficult
to remove the right side perforations and
substitute those of another gauge. However,
to pass muster, the faker would have to match
the genuine gauge for the perforations added,
and the shape of the perforations and size of
the holes would also have to match genuine
perfs. The likelihood of all of that detail being
properly done is small.
The stamp also would have to be wider than
normal because the altered stamp would have
to be at least the size of a normal stamp to be
credible. Narrow and short stamps are suspect.
The third possibility posits that perforations
were added to an imperf stamp. Doing that
eliminates the problem of credibility with thin
or short stamps, but it multiplies the problem
of gauge, size and form of the perforations.
In practice, I don’t see this as a real possibility
as there would be too much work for not
enough payoff.
Continued on page 97
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Sometimes perforations were added to the imperforate Farley stamps.
Shown with a normal perf gauge 11 16¢ airmail special delivery stamp in the
selvage is this block of perf 15 Farley stamps that were released imperforate.

Continued from page 6
The fourth possibility relies on the fact that these stamps were printed
in sheets of 400 (two panes wide by two panes tall). The sheets were cut
into four 100-stamp panes using printed lines through imperf margins
between the panes as guides. That slitting process often missed the line,
so that the resulting stamps could have a tall or a short straight edge.
Using a stamp with a tall straight edge (from the top of a bottom pane)
eliminates the short/thin problem as the faker need only pick a stamp that
has been cut from an adjoining pane with a little extra imperf margin.
The original stamp unseen, this seems like the most likely
explanation to me. The only way to be certain is to submit the stamp for
expertization, and perhaps the owner will do that.

to make these same stamps available to the public.
The stamps involved were the 10 National Parks Year stamps; the Peace
of 1783, Byrd Antarctic, Mothers of America, and Wisconsin Tercentenary
stamps; contemporary souvenir sheets; and the 16¢ blue airmail special
delivery stamp.
All of these were imperforate, except the Peace of 1783 stamps, which
are perforated gauge 10½ by 11, just like the normal.
Sometimes owners present perforated versions of these Farley stamps
with a question as to what they are, disbelieving that they could be
genuine. Others send them in for expertization hoping that they have
found an error.
An example of these added perforations is shown nearby, courtesy
of Jacques C. Schiff Jr. Horizontal perforations, but not vertical, have
been added to these 3¢ Mothers of America commemoratives. The
perforations are gauge 11.7, mimicking the genuine 11.2 perforations of
the normal issue.

Farley Imperfs perforated
Speaking of added perforations, every so often I see perforated
versions of the imperforate Farley issues of 1935 (Scott 752-771).
The Farleys are 20 stamps and souvenir sheets released to the public
after Postmaster General James A. Farley was “caught” giving limitededition, mostly imperforate, sheets of commemorative stamps to friends
and high government officials.
They resulting outcry from collectors and politicians prompted Farley

A single perf 15 airmail special delivery stamp helps to pay the rate on this
1944 cover from stamp dealer Y. Souren in New York City. On cover uses of
privately perforated Farley issues are very scarce.

The vast majority of Farleys have remained imperf as issued. But from
the time of issue until today, some collectors and dealers have felt the
need to add perforations — either to facilitate use, or to create what
they thought might be salable varieties.
How to tell when perforations have been added? As with the
illustrated Mothers of America block, the Farley reprints were released
without gum, and the perforations added seldom match the genuine
perforations of the era exactly.
For the souvenir sheets, which were never issued with perforations,
the presence of perfs is enough to identify them as Farleys.
More often than not the added perforations are the wrong gauge.
Another example is the airmail special delivery stamp, perforated gauge
15. If perforated versions are unusual, they are extremely difficult to find
on cover. One such example is pictured nearby, courtesy of Hideo Yokota.
It proves the origin of the block of the airmail special delivery stamps,
because the 1944 cover is from New York City stamp dealer Y. Souren.
Three such covers are known, all from Souren to customers. It would
appear that he added the perforations, and gum, too, to make the
stamps more user friendly.
Should you have a question or comment, you can write to me,
John Hotchner, Box 1125, Falls Church, VA 22041-0125, or by email at
jmhstamp@verizon.net. ■
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Something extra: Huck joint lines and tagging ghosts
If joint lines exist on stamps printed by Huck presses, why are they not listed in the Scott catalog?
John Hotchner answers this often-asked question and explains what “ghost impressions” are.
There are two types of varieties that are
more than 45 years old that cause confusion
among collectors who like to catch printing
flaws: joint lines where they are not expected
and plate numbers or design elements with a
ghost impression.
Collectors often ask about these items and
sometimes even submit them for expertizing,
wondering or hoping that they might be rare
errors. I am using this month’s column to set
the record straight.

For an example of joint lines where they are
not expected, look at the plate strip of 10 1969
6¢ Winter Sunday in Norway, Maine, Christmas
stamps (Scott 1384) shown nearby. Notice that
there are vertical green and red lines between
columns one and two and three and four.
If a collector had found such a strip and
wanted an expert’s opinion, the finder would
write something like, “These must be rare
since I can’t find joint lines for this issue listed
in the Scott catalog.”
This is not an irrational conclusion, and
the phenomenon is seen even more often
on contemporary coils that — like the 1969
Christmas stamps — were produced on the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing’s Huck press.
Some of those coils are shown nearby.

Coils from 1908 onward existed either in the
form of Scott-listed guideline pairs or jointline pairs, that is until the Huck press was used
to produce United States stamps beginning in
1969. As new stamp catalogs were published,
collectors noted that joint-line pairs were not
listed for Huck press products, even though
they clearly exist.
Why not? The answer lies in the fact that
they are not consistent, as are the line pairs
from other presses. Huck press line pairs range
from being hardly visible to being quite heavy.
They also are seen in various inconsistent
combinations of the colors used to print the
stamps.
In fact, Huck line pairs were not planned, as
Continued on page 89

The Huck press plate for the 1969 6¢ Winter Sunday in Norway, Maine, Christmas stamps was
only two stamps wide. Inks used to print the stamps could be deposited in the joints between the
plates, leaving irregular lines between the stamps as seen here.

These United States coil stamps produced on
a Huck press show unplanned joint lines. The
lines vary in intensity and color. Strips without
joint lines also can be found.

6
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Pre- and post-Huck press coil production resulted in joint lines between stamps where the
plates met. Because the plates were often 26 subjects long, joint lines were present at expected
locations, although they might vary a bit in intensity.
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Ghosted images in a design are unusual as compared to ghosted plate numbers. On this 1973 Rural
America block, those words are doubled downward, but they are not double prints.

Doubled, or “ghosted,” plate numbers, as seen on
this 1971 8¢ San Juan plate block, are collectible
varieties, but with more interest than cash value.

Continued from page 6
were the joint-line pairs from other presses.
Line pairs from the pre- and post-Huck eras
were the result of coils being produced on
rotary presses that had two semicircular

plates wrapped around the printing cylinder.
The plates did not fit perfectly where they
met. The depression between the plates
filled with ink and printed a line on the roll
of printing paper with predictable regularity,
usually every 26 stamps.
Because the lines were between two
stamps and they were expected to be there,
joint-line pairs became a collectible variety
and are listed by Scott.
The joint lines also were a feature of sheet
stamps, but in that case, the lines were printed
in the margins, away from the stamps, so they
were not considered to be collectible nor
were they given listings in the catalog.
The Huck press was quite different. Instead
of semicircular plates, it used curved plates
that were the width of four definitive-size
stamps, or in the case of the 1968 and
1969 Christmas stamps, the width of two
commemorative-size stamps.
Sometimes those plates fit so well together
that there was no printed line where they
met. At other times where there was a small
gap between the plates, the ink entered
those gaps when the plate was inked, and
a line showed up between printed stamps,
no matter whether they were coil stamps or
sheet stamps.
Because the lines were not intended and
were so variable when they did occur, the
Scott editors decided not to list them. But
just because a listing does not appear in the

Scott catalog does not mean that the items
are scarce or expensive. In fact, most Huck
joint-line varieties are neither, but they are
interesting and collectible.
Another confusing aspect of Huck printing
applies only to sheet stamps: Why are there
no side margins on issued sheets, only the top
and bottom margins?
The Huck press plates produced a
continuous roll of stamps called a web with
plate numbers and other marginal markings
at either edge of the web, but the stamp
images were continuous on the web — both
across the web and in the direction of travel
through the press. In other words, there were
none of the interior margins we are used to
seeing with stamps printed by non-Huck
presses.
What that means is once the web was
sectioned into post office panes of 100
definitives or 50 Christmas stamps, there was
no margin on three sides.
A slight miscut might show a piece of the
adjoining pane, and rarely an 11th definitive
stamp. With a pre- or post–Huck stamp, such
a miscut would only result in a margin that
might be a little larger or smaller than normal,
and no one would pay any attention.

Doubled Plate numbers
A second often-seen confusing effect is
called a “ghost impression.” The name comes
Continued on page 90
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Continued from page 89
from the light second impressions that may
be left after the tagging process.
It is most often seen in plate numbers, but
can also be found in design elements. A good
example of the doubled plate number effect
can be seen on the 1971 8¢ 450th anniversary
of San Juan, Puerto Rico, commemorative
(Scott 1437).
The directly printed plate number is 33201.
Slightly displaced to the lower left is the ghost
plate number 33202. Both numbers (and
others, too) were used in the printing of this
issue.
Where did the ghosted 33202 on the plate
block come from? Most of the picture on
the stamp was printed by offset lithography.
After that, some of the highlighting in the
design (in red brown and dark brown) and the
lettering including the plate number (in black)
were added by engraving. Once that was
done, the printed sheets were put through
another station to add the taggant.
Now, picture the wet sheets coming out of
the intaglio printing station, and going through
a roller that applies the tagging material.

Intaglio ink is notoriously thick and slow
to dry. A station equivalent to a small oven
tries to speed that process along before the
tagging operation. But if the ink has not
completely dried, and most often this seems
to happen to the outside of the sheet, the
tagging roller can pick up some part of the
design and/or the marginal markings as the
sheet goes through.
That wet ink does not stay on the tagging
roller. Rather, it will then offset onto the
next sheet to make contact with the roller
surface.
If the alignment is perfect or close, there
will be little to no effect on the design part of
the stamp. But if the alignment is off even a
little bit and the plate number of a preceding
sheet is different from a succeeding one,
the plate number of the preceding sheet
will show up as a ghost impression on the
succeeding sheet.
A nice example of ghosting can be seen
in the design of the 1973 8¢ Rural America
Angus and Longhorn Cattle stamp. Here it is
the blue “Rural America” that is affected, and it
is doubled downward.

I have seen such ghosted items submitted
for expertizing as double printings, which
means that the design was somehow printed
twice on press. As I have already explained,
they are no such thing.
These ghosts have been found on virtually
all tagged issues that include intaglio
elements from the introduction of tagging
with the 5¢ first-class-rate era until the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing seems to
have found a way to eliminate the problem
sometime in the 1980s.
They are neither rare nor valuable. In fact,
they are common enough to be found in your
favorite dealer’s plate-block stock, often at
the same price as the normal block, or at a
dollar or two more. It is also possible to find
a third ghosted number, though that occurs
less often.
What does have significant additional value
is a tagging ghost where a large part of the
design also is doubled, but it is still classed as
a variety, not an error.
These varieties make an interesting addition
to your album, but get no catalog listing and
have only minimal additional value. ■

Swiss who successfully sealed their frontiers
against European bloodshed, “Si vis pacem,
para bellum” (If you want peace, prepare for
war).
Bickel engraved his last stamp in the 1960s,
but lived to the ripe old age of 96.
If you travel to Walenstadtberg, you can visit
his museum nearby. In fact, if you time your
arrival to meet the Swiss postal bus, it will
take you to a curve in the road where a trying
hike up more than 1,200 feet of mountain will
deliver you to Paxmal, Bickel’s classic-style
monument to peace and humanity.

You’ll also find a polished black stone there,
engraved with German text that translates as
follows, “Paxmal was donated to the Swiss PTT
by its creator Karl Bickel in the year 1966, and
is under their protection.”
•
Which stamps, sets or series make you glad
to be a collector? Which ones do you turn to
first when you meet with other collectors, or
have occupied your interest and fascination
for years? If you have one or more candidates,
please write to me in care of Linn’s Stamp
News, or email me at fwtb53@gmail.com. ■

being called Fort Childs, probably because the
directive to change the name hadn’t arrived),
from the commander of the Fort, Capt. C.F.
Ruff, asking for a settlement of financial affairs
for one of his soldiers, Pvt. John Morris.
The cover was carried to Fort Leavenworth,
postmarked March (date illegible), 1849, rated
for postage with a manuscript 10[¢] (due),

and sent to Ohio. Any cover from Fort Childs
is scarce.
These are two examples of important postal
history items that were not apparent from the
outer wrappers.
I hope you will read the contents of any old
mail that comes your way in the future. You
never know what you might find inside. n

Spotlight on Philately
Continued from page 63
Venezuelan legation in Bern, Switzerland,
to Caracas. It is franked with two of Bickel’s
stamps, the 3fr Field of Crocus Peace stamp
and a 60c definitive picturing William Tell,
crossbow at the ready, with an arm raised as if
to stop an assailant (Scott 271).
Some people might regard the two stamps
as contradictory, but Switzerland itself
demonstrates that in fact they are not only
complementary, but instructive.
Along with Bible verses, William Tell knew
another Latin proverb, as did the 20th-century

CLASSIC U.S. POSTAL HISTORY
Continued from page 59
area for the War Department.
Mail from western forts was normally
carried outside the postal system until it
reached a post office, often the one at Fort
Leavenworth, Mo. (now Kansas).
Illustrated with this colum is a cover
datelined Fort Childs Dec. 30, 1848 (it was still
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Getting an expertizing certificate: Why bother?

If the cost of an expertization certificate doesn’t make sense because a stamp or error has a low
catalog value, one option available is to become your own expert.
Several correspondents have asked:
“Is it cost effective to get a certificate of
genuineness when a stamp has a catalog
value under $100 and the sale value might be
half of that, or less? And what if you have an
uncataloged variety that is relatively minor
but important to your study of a given issue?”
In other words, if an expertizing certificate
costs $25 or more, why would anyone bother
to pay a fee that will likely cost a good chunk
of the possible realization?
Another way to look at this is the question,
“What is the value of a certificate?
Of course, it is difficult to generalize. Every
stamp is different in some respect from every
other stamp. So, one that is of very high
quality might well sell for more than catalog
value, and having its bona fides attested to
by a recent certificate encourages buyers
or bidders to see the item as worth their
consideration. Still, spending money to get
an inexpensive stamp certified is risky in the
sense that high bids are not guaranteed.
But let’s leave the subject of money for a
moment. Many requests for certificates are
based on the fact that collectors want to
protect themselves by being certain that the
money they are spending is for a genuine,
unaltered stamp. They have simply made a
decision that only certified stamps will be
acceptable for their collection, especially
when such stamps have been known to be
extensively doctored or counterfeited.
Take for instance the 1929 Kansas-Nebraska
overprints. I see examples of the stamps
denominated 3¢ and up come through for
expertizing regularly, despite the fact that
the only examples that catalog more than
$100 are mint never-hinged 8¢ Kansas and
10¢ Nebraska stamps. Most of the rest don’t
approach those figures.
However, the overprints are often suspect
and, for peace of mind, getting these stamps
certified provides a level of clarity that
many find attractive. Three genuine stamps
are shown in the top row of the nearby
illustration; below them are three counterfeit
overprints.
Some collectors may also feel that at some

6
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Kansas-Nebraska overprints can be tricky. The three examples of these overprinted stamps in the
top row are genuine. Those in the bottom row are easily spotted fakes.

The 1969 6¢ Christmas stamp is known with the light green at the end of the road (just below the
sky) omitted. At left is a normal example. At right is one with the light green completely omitted.
Examples of this stamp with partial missing light green also are known.

distant time when the stamps are to be sold,
they will be more readily salable and perhaps
the prices will have risen by then.
Many similar situations exist. Stamps with
colors omitted are virtually unsalable to
knowledgeable collectors — except “as is”
and significantly discounted — without a
certificate.
The higher the catalog value, the more
important the certificate will be to a

prospective buyer, and a seller who ignores
that need is headed for disappointing results,
or a long wait for proceeds while the buyer
puts the item “on extension,” meaning that
the sale is not final until the stamp has
been submitted for a certificate and a good
certificate is forthcoming.
But what to do, for example, about the 1969
6¢ Winter Sunday in Norway, Maine, Christmas
Continued on page 89
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Continued from page 6
stamp with light green omitted (Scott 1384c).
It catalogs $25 in mint condition. Thus, the
cost of a certificate will not likely be recouped
in selling the stamp, but without a certificate
can a buyer be absolutely certain that every
last speck of the light green is omitted?
A parallel item would be the 1938 1½¢
Martha Washington Presidential horizontal
pair, imperforate between (Scott 805b), which
catalogs $100 mint and $20 used.
There are two problems with this error. First
is that an imperf-between pair must be totally
imperf without a hint of even a single perf pin
to be seen. There is no such thing as “almost
imperf,” a description I have seen from time to
time in auction catalogs. It is imperf, or it isn’t.
End of discussion.
Unfortunately, the great majority of the
pairs with perforations missing between do
not qualify, and those that do are almost
always lovely mint examples precanceled St.

Louis, Mo. As the Scott Specialized Catalogue
of United States Stamps and Covers points out
with the listing, “Precancelled examples are
considered used, and are valued in the used
column.”
The block of six shown with this column
has one perf hole in the top pair, three in the
bottom pair, and the middle pair is imperf
between. There are also perforations missing
in the margin of the bottom two pairs, but
some pin impressions.
So, despite pristine gum, these imperf
betweens are valued at only $20, and
spending money on a certificate would seem
to be ill-advised from a financial point of view.
So, what is a collector who wants to be
certain of genuineness of such material to do?
I can advise only three alternatives: Write the
check for the certificate; take the risk, given
that the cost is relatively minor; or become
your own expert.
As I have mentioned before in this column,
the last choice is not so difficult. For omitted
colors and imperfs, three things are required:
a 30x magnifier, good light, and an attitude of
caution with an impartial mind-set.
For Kansas-Nebraska overprints, you
also need good reference material to know
the characteristics of the stamps that were
overprinted, and what the known counterfeits
of the overprint look like.
In both cases, the attitude of caution is key.
You cannot be too willing to see what you
wish to see. The mark of a good expertizer is
the ability to see what is there, not what one
wishes were there.
So, returning to the question in the first
paragraph, my answer is that most often it is
not financially sound to opt for the certificate,
but the value of the certificate might well
go beyond its cash value. If it represents
certainty, that is a legitimate consideration.
The result is that of the three alternatives,
there is no single right answer. Each of us as
collectors has to decide how to deal with this
question.
For what it is worth, my recommendation
is to learn to become your own expert,
especially for material that has a simple yes-no
answer. It will deepen your appreciation of
your hobby and your material, and can save
you a bundle of bucks.

Great Resource
Theodore Tedesco has done all of us a favor

These fully gummed, precanceled 1½¢
Martha Washington stamps demonstrate
the problems of identifying genuine imperfbetween pairs. The top and bottom pairs
have perf holes in evidence. The middle pair
is the error, but because of the precancel and
despite the gum, these are considered to be
used stamps, valued at $20 for the pair, not
the $100 for a mint version of the error.

by compiling a 1,200-page Index of Literature
in the English Language that Describes Postal
Stamp Forgeries, Fakes, Reprints, Fraudulent
Postal Markings and Other Obliterations.
Dated May 2014, the first edition of the index
is organized by country and can be used
to determine where fakes are known, and
where the collector can go to access detailed
information about them.
The index can be downloaded at http://
stamps.org/userfiles/file/library/TedescoIndex.
pdf. It is free.
Most if not all of the references that Tedesco
provides would be on record at the American
Philatelic Research Library, and access to the
APRL is an excellent reason to be an American
Philatelic Society member if you have not
already joined. Go to www.stamps.org for
information about the society and how to
join. ■
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Resubmissions with new information welcomed

If you are submitting a stamp or cover for expertization, consider adding a letter that provides an
explanation, and any available evidence, of why the item is believed to be genuine.
I’ve made passing references in earlier U.S.
Stamp Notes columns to resubmitting items for
expertization that have come back with no, or
negative, opinions, but a recent article by Kevin
Lowther prompted me to dig a little deeper.
Lowther’s article,”New Technologies Invite
Collectors to Resubmit Items for Certification,”
was published in the January issue of the
United States Specialist, the monthly journal of
the United States Stamp Society.
The article discusses the case of a 1909 13¢
Washington stamp from the WashingtonFranklin series that had been submitted for
expertization in 2000. It was believed to be an
example printed on blue paper, Scott 365.
However, the certificate came back with
the opinion that the stamp was Scott 339,
the double-line watermarked normal issue,
printed on paper that had been toned. A
normal Scott 339 is shown nearby.
The stamp was filed away for a time, but
eventually Lowther sent it to Harry Brittain.
Lowther described Brittain as a “USSS member
with the necessary equipment and expertise,
to contrast the stamp’s paper with that used
to print two certified blue paper stamps in my
collection.”

This 13¢ Washington from the first series (190809) of the Washington-Franklin definitives also
exists printed on experimental blue paper.
Expertizing can require specialized equipment.
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This 10¢ 1898 Trans-Mississippi commemorative stamp appears to have a tear in the lower-left corner.
In fact, as seen from the back, the entire corner has been added.

Brittain made a convincing case that the
papers of all three stamps were the same.
With this information in hand, the stamp
was resubmitted for expertizing in 2016, and
received a positive certificate as a Scott 365.
Lowther wrote: “There is a lesson here. The
technology used by Brittain was unavailable
in 2000. Expertizing services now have more
advanced means to examine items that may
previously have defied ready identification or
were misidentified.”
He ended with a suggestion from the
director of a an expertizing service that
because of the improved technologies
available, collectors who have items that were
certified more than 15 years ago consider
submitting them for recertification.
New technology is not the only reason
for resubmission. Not too long ago, I sent in
for certification a People’s Republic of China
booklet that was made from stamps taken
from a normal sheet. The certificate came
back as a “no opinion” because the experts
could not agree.
Ultimately, I was able to resubmit with
evidence that the booklet and several others
like it had been purchased as new issues. That
turned the tide, and a good certificate was
issued.
Often submitters have good reason to
believe that an item is genuine but make the
mistake (as I did with the China booklet) of
assuming that their reasons will be obvious to
expertizers.
It takes a bit of extra effort, but submitters
Continued on page 91

Is this a genuine 10¢ coil? If it is, the Scott
Specialized Catalogue of United States Stamps
and Covers values it at $4,500. The penciled
notation on the reverse provides a clue.
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Continued from page 6
who are well acquainted with their items,
should consider adding a letter with the
expertizing form, setting forward the case for
why the item is believed to be genuine.
This will help the expertizers focus on the
most important characteristics of the item, and
perhaps to overcome doubts as well. It does
not guarantee a positive result, but it will blunt
the likelihood of a premature turn-down.
If you receive a negative certificate and
believe it is wrong, you have three alternatives:
1. File the item away pending acquisition of
more knowledge, or better technology.

2. Resubmit with information you have that
would mitigate negative opinions.
3. Submit to a different expertizing house.
If you pursue the third choice, remember
you will be asked on the submission form to
state whether the item has been submitted
for expertizing before, where, and what was
the result.
You might wrongly assume that the
previous negative opinion will damn the item
to further negative opinions, but a competent
expertizer will not start from that mindset.
We have all seen it happen: New eyes,
with different experience and perhaps

more knowledge, might reach a different
conclusion.
If you collect U.S. stamps, consider joining
the United States Stamp Society. The monthly
magazine alone is worth the annual dues of
$25. The society offers much more in the way
of discounts on publications, study groups,
access to experts who can help you, and the
opportunity to advertise for your wants.
Additional information about membership
can be obtained from the USSS Executive
Secretary, Box 6634, Katy, TX 77491-6634, or
from the USSS website, www.usstamps.org.
Continued on page 92
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genuine; instead, the fabricator simply pasted
the 15¢ Daniel Webster design onto the back
of a Washington 2¢ red brown (Scott 210),
which is obvious when the stamp is turned
over.
This would never pass in expertizing, but if
the goal were to make an album page more
impressive, it was a workable solution.
Patient 4: Another way to address the cutdown stamp has been to add perforations to
the edges, and hope for the best. Shown is an
example of a 2¢ Black Jack from 1863. I hope
this would not fool anybody, but someone
obviously hoped it would. We’ll look at some
more laughers in future columns. ■

TRADING POSTHORN

This 15¢ Daniel Webster stamp could not have better centering, in fact it is so good that it should raise
red flags. Turning over the stamp and seeing another stamp (right) raises even more.

Continued from page 91

GOOD FOR LAUGHS

Repairs to high-catalog-value stamps can
present some of the most subtle of problems to
identify when expertizing. But sometimes the
repairs are so blatant and obvious that a good
laugh is the best reaction. Here are a few from
my files that fall in the latter category.
Patient 1: The 1898 Trans-Mississippi 10¢
mint stamp looks pretty good from the front,
except for what seems to be a tear in the
lower left, as shown nearby. But turn it over
and look at that corner, now at lower right. I

Talk about close perforations. These are into the
design of this 1863 2¢ Jackson stamp.
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RECEIVE $30 2015SCV (50¢ and up)
for your 2000 off paper US or foreign
stamps. Charles Roth, 11952 Calcite
Ave., Hesperia CA 92345.

hope you can see that an entire new corner
has been added. Besides that, the gum has
been sweated over a clear hinge remnant.
Patient 2: If one or more rows of
perforations are damaged on your sheet
stamp and the stamp has a coil version, why
not just cut off the offending perforations and
make it into the coil?
Take a look at the “coil” illustrated here.
The basic stamp is Scott 338, the double-line
watermarked 10¢ Washington sheet stamp,
with a catalog value of $2 used. In its new
form, it purports to be Scott 356, the 1909 coil,
which catalogs at $4,500.
Unfortunately, to the practiced eye of an
expertizer, it is not tall enough to pass muster,
and the clipped edges that would make it a coil
are not parallel. Also, the person peddling this
item partially erased — but not completely —
a penciled notation on the back reading “fake.”
Patient 3: In the olden days, some collectors
cared nothing for perforations. They were an
annoyance, so they could be cut away to the
edge of the design. When such album weeds
are encountered today, they have little value,
even though the design might be complete.
What some collectors have done is paste the
design onto a new back.
Artfully executed, it can be a thing of
beauty, as shown nearby, but the items
usually will be too thick to pass as genuine.
What makes this one laughable is that the
person dealing with this fixer-upper didn’t
bother making new perforations to mimic the
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Possible problems lurking in your collection

Just because a stamp or cover has been in your collection for awhile does not mean that it should
not be submitted for expertization. In fact, there are many reasons why it should be.
In commenting on previous columns in
this ongoing series on expertizing, a couple
of Linn’s readers have suggested that it
is not only current purchases of classic
material that need to be expertized: You
might have stamps and covers purchased
much earlier in your philatelic career that
should be authenticated.
This rings a bell with me because I have
some items in this category, and I’ll bet
many other collectors do as well.
Why bother with expertizing? Here are
three reasons.
1. It is always good to verify that the
stamp you bought as a certain Scott number
actually is just that.
2. Much as we might like to avoid the
issue, we all eventually either disperse our
collection, or leave it to family to disperse. In
either case, having certificates on the items
that are most likely to bring significant
returns facilitates the process.
3. While expertizing might not be cheap
now, the cost will only increase into the
future.
With regard to the second and third
reasons, allow me to share a story.
Not long ago, I was contacted by the
family of a friend who had passed away 10
years earlier.
His collection of United States coloromitted stamps had resided in a safe-deposit
box all that time. The family agreed that now
was the time to break up the collection and
sell off the material. Would I help? they asked.
Of course, I was happy to do that. The
collector was a discriminating buyer, and
he had amassed a very nice collection.
However, not a single one of his acquisitions
had come with a certificate, and he was
expert enough to make his own judgments.
The problem is that he was a quiet
collector. You could not say that a given
error had come from his collection and have
its bona fides immediately accepted. So, in
order to obtain the best prices for the items
in his collection, I first had to get certificates
for them.
An example for Scott 1610a, the $1
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Certificates enhance the value of collections.
This American Philatelic Society Expertizing
Service (APEX) certificate states that the $1
Candleholder submitted (and pictured) is
“brown (engr.) omitted, unused, full original
gum, never hinged, genuine in all respects.”

Americana Candleholder with engraved
brown omitted, is shown.
Not having certificates delayed the
process of placing the material with an
auction firm by three to six months, and cut
into the family’s realization by the up-front
cost of a couple of thousand dollars.
Had he gotten certificates at the time
he purchased the stamps, he would have
paid much less for expertizing, and the
error stamps would have been immediately
salable.
Why, you might ask, not just sell stamps
or covers “as is” and let the buyer worry
about getting certificates? That is certainly
an option, and you or your estate are only
responsible for the cost if the certificates
come back bad. But you will still wait
to get your money because the auction

firm will not pay out until all questions of
genuineness have been settled.
There are two other things to consider,
too. First, while some buyers will bid on an
item that does not have a certificate, others
will not. This limits the competition.
Second, some buyers — most, I would say
— will bid higher on lots that they know to
be good based on a certificate. In this way,
your cost to obtain the certificate tends to
be repaid by the successful buyer.
While we are talking here about coloromitted errors, there are other U.S. stamps
that are equally problematic without
certificates. These include early high-value
coils, high-value 19th-century U.S. stamps
on cover, early U.S. mint stamps, rotary
coil waste released in sheet form, U.S.
possessions overprints, and any U.S. stamp
where the used catalog value is higher than
the mint catalog value.
In many of these instances, the stamp
might be genuine, but it might also
be altered or repaired to improve its
appearance. Here again, the acquisition of
a certificate now saying that the stamp (or
cover) is accurately described with no faults
makes it much more readily salable when
the time comes.
Actually, I have misspoken. Certificates
don’t usually say “with no faults,” rather, they
will list faults if any are present; the absence
of any faults noted is what a buyer is looking
for.
There is another circumstance in which
a certificate is needed for a stamp or cover
you already own. If you are an exhibitor,
as I am, you will find that when doing the
creative work of nursing a new concept into a
showable exhibit, you may well take stamps
out of your album to use in your exhibit.
When you do this, you will want to
be absolutely certain that what you are
showing is the genuine article.
It is frowned upon, and properly so, to
show a misdescribed or altered stamp or
cover. It reflects badly on your philatelic
knowledge.
Continued on page 97
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Nevada

Pennsylvania

May 18-20
Las Vegas
60th Anniversary LVNS Exhibits 1804
Dollar & 1913 Nickel from ANA Collection at 54th Annual Las Vegas Numismatic Society Coin Show at the
Westgate Hotel and Casino, 3000 Paradise Rd., Set-up Wed 12noon-7PM.,
Early Bird $60. Hrs: Thurs.-Fri. 10AM6PM, Sat. 10AM-5PM. No Sunday
Hours. Event room rate $79. Call 800635-7711. NGC, PMG, ANACS accepting submissions onsite. Semiars: ANA
Fundamentals of Grading US Coins, Michael Faraone Tues.-Wed. 10AM-5PM,
Silver Dollrs, John Highfill Sat. 1PM. For
more info call Dawn at 800-208-1810,
info@ckshows.com or CKshows.com.
DLR: 150.

Mar 26
Langhorne
Tri-State Coin & Stamp Show. Sheraton
Bucks County, 400 Oxford Valley Rd.
Hrs: 9:30AM-3:30PM. Allen Brock, 305393-6290. Website: coinshows.com and
stampshows.com DLR: 55. TA: 65. FR

New York
Mar 19
Bayside
Bayside Stamp Show. Adria Hotel At
Bayside, 220-33 Northern Blvd. Hrs:
10AM-4:30PM. Marilyn J. Nowak, POB
230066, Brooklyn, NY 11223-0003.
718-645-7659. FR
Mar 19
Massapequa
LISPA, Long Island Stamp & Postcard
Association. Massapequa Elks Hall
#2162, 2162 Veterans Blvd. Hrs: 10AM3:30PM. I.J. Farber, c/o LISPA, POB 95,
Islip Terrace, NY 11752. PH: 631-5817653 after 6PM or FAX: 631-277-8279.
FR
Mar 26
Melville
The Melville Stamp & Coin. Catapano
Engineering. 585 Rte. 110. Hrs: 8AM2PM. George Schultheis. PH: 516-5577096. Email: gsstamps1@hotmail.com
DLR: 35. FR

Ohio
Mar 23-25
Cleveland
Garfield-Perry March Party. La Villa Conference and Banquet Center, 11500
Brookpark Road. Hrs: Thur. 11:00AM6:00PM, Fri. 10AM-5:30PM, Sat.
10:00AM-4:00PM. Garfield-Perry Stamp
Club. Matthew Liebson, 34554 Bramble
Lane, Solon, OH 44139. PH: 216-3080519. Email: paperhistory@att.net or
Website: www.garfieldperry.org DLR: 60.
TA: 60. FR.
Mar 26
Cincinnati
Greenhills Classic Coin and Stamp
Show. American Legion Post 530,
11100 Winton Rd. Hrs: 10AM-4PM. Xenia Coin Shop. Jim Huffman, POB 63,
Xenia, OH 45385. PH: 937-376-2807.
FAX: 937-374-1400. Or send an Email:
numismaniaofohio@woh.rr.com Website:
xeniacoin.com DLR: 30. TA: 55. FR

Mar 26
Mars
Mars Stamp Show. VFW Post 7505,
331 Mars-Valencia Rd. Hrs: 10AM-4PM.
K2 Stamps.
Kevin Kellman, 7315
Beechtree Dr., Middletown, MD 21769.
Ph: 301-305-2143. Fax: 301-3717445. or Email: msk0515@gmail.com
Apr 8
Chambersburg
Spring Stamp Expo. Eugene Clarke
Center, 235 S. Third St. Hrs: 10AM-5PM.
Cumberland Valley Philatelic Society.
Quinn Witherspoon, 251 Martin Ave.,
Chambersburg, PA 17201. PH: 717264-1252. DLR: 10. TA: 20. FR.
Food bar, post office
Apr 28-29
Lancaster
LANCOPEX 2017. Farm & Home Center,
1383 Arcadia Rd. Hrs: Fri. 10AM-5PM,
Sat. 10AM-4PM. Lancaster County Philatelic Society, Lou DiFelice, LCPS, PO Box
6053, Lancaster, PA 17607. PH: 717572-3419. or visit our Website at:
http://lcps-stamps.net DLR: 20. TA: 65.
FR

Rhode Island
Mar 25
Warwick
RIPEX Stampshow 2017. Knights of
Cloumbus Hall, 475 Sandy Ln. Hrs:
10AM-3PM. Rhode Island Philatelic Society. Michael Imbruglia, PO Box 40665
Providence, RI 02940. PH: 401-5786365. Email: msimbruglia@gmail.com or
visit our Website: http://www.nefed.
org/RIPS/index.html DLR: 8. TA: 16. FR.

Tennessee
Show
2017. Fifty Forward Madison Station,
301 Madison St. Hrs: Sat. 10AM-5PM,
Sun. 10AM-4PM. Nashville Philatelic Society. Tom Tribke, 2911 Windgate Ave.,
Nashville, TN 37211. PH: 615-8335161. or send an Email: show@
nashvillephilatelic.org visit our Website:
http://www.nashvillephilatelic.org DLR:
20. TA: 100. FR

Texas

POB
4523, Edinburg, TX 78540. PH: 956380-2930. Email: skirpes@hiline.net.
visit our Website: http://stamps.
org/McAllen-Stamp-Club-Calendar. DLR:
8-10. TA: 14-16. ADM.

Oregon

Mar 17-19
Williamsburg
Williamsburg Coin, Currency & Stamp
Sale. Ramada Inn Hotel, 500 Merrimac
Trail Hrs: Fri. 12:00-6PM Sat. 10AM5PM, Sun. 10AM-4PM. Barry Ciociola,
POB 71646, Durham, NC 27722-1646.
PH: 919-656-3265. or send an Email:
notgeld@aol.com DLR: 35-40. TA: 45.

May 12-14
Portland
PIPEX 2017. Red Lion Hotel on the River
at Jantzen Beach, 909 N. Hayden Island
Dr. Hrs: Fri-Sat. 10AM-6PM, Sun. 10AM4PM. Northwest Federation of Stamp
Clubs. Anthony Wawrukiewicz, 4742
Liverty Rd. S #282, Salem, OR 97302.
Phone: 503-244-8223. Or send email:
tonywaw@spiritone.com or visit Website:
www.pipexstampshow.org DLR: 40. TA:
40. FR

Pennsylvania
Mar 18
Warminster
Bux Mont Stamp Show. Benj. H. Wilson
Sr. Ctr., 580 Delmont Ave. Hrs: 10AM4:30PM. BuxMont Stamp Club Club. Cy
or Marlene Cook, 723 Dick Ave.,
Warminster, PA 18974 PH: 215-3553908. DLR: 11. TA: 19. FR

Place your Event Listing online!

Linns.com

Of the six United States possessions overprints shown here, only the first 4¢ Lincoln stamp with a
Philippines overprint is genuine. The other overprints are fakes.

Continued from page 6
For me, getting a certificate on anything
I know might be questioned in an exhibit is
essential.

Possessions Overprints

May 6
Warren
Trumpex 2017. St. Demetrios Community Center, 3223 Atlantic NE. Hrs:
10:00AM-4:00PM. The Warren Area
Stamp Club. Alexander Savakis, PO Box
609, Warren, OH 44482. PH: 330-6462394 Email: mcsforum@aol.com DLR:
8. TA: 16. FR. Prizes too!

10:00AM-4:00PM.
Southern Oregon Philatelic Society. Jerry
Shean, PO Box 1667, Medford, OR
97504. PH: 541-772-5466 or send
Email: geraldshean@yahoo.com DLR: 9.
TA: 10. FR

U.S. Stamp Notes

Virginia

Mar 18-19
Springfield
47th Annual SPRINGPEX. Robert E. Lee
High School Cafeteria, 6540 Franconia
Rd. Hrs: Sat. 10AM-6PM, Sun. 11AM4:30PM. Springfield Stamp Club. POC
Gerry Frazier, Email: frazierg@cox.net.
PH: 703-971-5099. Directions and Info:
www.springfieldstampclub.org FR. Free
parking.
Mar 25
Roanoke
ROAPEX Spring 2017 Stamp Show. Unitarian Church, 2015 Grandin Rd. SW.
Hrs: 10AM-5PM. Big Lick Stamp Club.
Ali Nazemi, 65 Sawyer Dr., Salem, VA
24153. PH: 540-375-2217 send Email:
nazemi@roanoke.edu visit our Website:
www.BigLickStampClub.org DLR: 8. TA:
20. FR
Mar 31- Apr 2
Shenandoah Valley
Shenandoah Valley 2017 Winter Coin
and Stamp Show. Weyers Cave Community Center, 1 81 Exit 235 2 miles
east on Hwy #256. Hrs: Fri. 12PM-5PM,
Sat. 9AM-5PM, Sun. 9AM-4PM. Melissa
Smith 540-363-7777. send an Email:
scvvshow@gmail.com visit our website:
http://svccshow.info TA: 78. DLR: 35+.
FR.

I mentioned U.S. possessions overprints
earlier in this column. These are stamps of
the United States from the late 1890s to
early years of the 1902-03 series that were
overprinted for use in Cuba, Guam, the
Philippines, and Puerto Rico.
There are many other overprints in the
possessions realm, both on later U.S. stamps
and on stamps produced with the name of

the possession included as part of the basic
design.
It is the earlier overprints that I want to
focus on here. There are dangerous fakes,
and there are some so amateurish that one
wonders why the perpetrator bothered.
In the nearby illustration, the first 4¢
Lincoln stamp has a genuine Philippines
overprint. It is followed by two almost
credible fakes. Note that these overprints
are in a slightly different typeface and are
smaller.
Also pictured are an 8¢ Martha
Washington with a really bad Philippines
overprint, and two 2¢ Washingtons with
poor Cuba and Puerto Rico (“Porto Rico”)
overprints. None of these fakes would fool a
specialist.
The fact that they are on low-value
stamps indicates that the intended market
was not specialists, but rather the album
collector who was intent on filling spaces.
The price difference between the basic
used stamp and the overprinted version
made the effort worthwhile.
The point here is that on stamps with
higher catalog values more care would
have been taken — at least in some cases
— so a certificate is needed to be certain of
authenticity. ■
linns.com
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Pre-expertizing? An idea whose time has not come

Because no collector or dealer can know everything about everthing in the stamp hobby, there is
always something new to learn, even for the experts. This keeps the hobby fresh and exciting.
Two readers of this column independently
came up with a similar suggestion. Combining
their observations, they say: “I have 400-odd
specimens for which I would like certificates
(and/or numerical grades), but that would
cost several thousand dollars. So, as a practical
matter I have the dilemma of choosing which
material to get expertized. Is there a preexpertizing service available?”
They continue by describing how such
a service would operate, suggesting that it
could be an individual or a commercial service
that would, for about $5 per item or a lot price
for a larger quantity, render a nonbinding
opinion, selecting those items most likely to
get a good certificate.
They add that the owner would have to
sign a statement agreeing that this is only an
opinion and not a guarantee of a favorable
finding.
I have no doubt that there are people who
would be willing to do this — and some who
actually do — but not as an established forprofit service.
I also am certain that individual collectors
who are competent in their specific areas will
do this as a favor for friends or stamp club
buddies, though not in quantities of 400.
But the answer to the question “Is there
such a service?” is no, not to my knowledge.
There are some practical problems
that probably account for why such pre-

expertizing is done informally and not as a
commercial service.
The rules change when something done as
a free opinion becomes a for-profit enterprise.
Such an entity would have presumed legal
accountability for its opinions. Does signing
a statement negate that? I’m thinking the
legal fees to sort all this out could rapidly
overwhelm any possible profits.
And what would happen when an unhappy
submitter then spends the money to get a
certificate, and it comes back “not genuine?”
Or maybe even worse, the submitter
eventually finds out that something he did
not submit for a certificate is actually genuine,
but the pre-expertizing service missed it?
The submitters are not going to be happy,
and regardless of the signed statement, the
telling and retelling of the story is going to
have an effect on the reputation and quantity
of work the service would receive.
Then there is the ethical dilemma those
working in a pre-expertizing service would
have if they are also experts who work with
the established expertizing houses. Is it
proper to be paid for, in fact, generating work
for your expertizing service, or for reducing

the workload of your service?
There also is the likelihood that some
submitters would choose to rely upon the
pre-expertizing service as if it were a real
expertizing service.
I can hear it now, “Well, so and so [a
well-known person in the hobby] thinks it
is genuine, so I’m going to offer it as such.”
However, the opinion is not backed by a
reputable expertizing house, and there is no
certificate. How does that translate into dollars
for the seller and the buyer? This quickly
becomes a quagmire.
There also are the staffing and competence
angles to be considered. There is no expert
who knows everything about everything, and
assembling the stable of experts to populate
such a service would be daunting.
Experts who work for recognized
expertizing houses receive negligible
compensation; a pre-expertizing service
would have to pay even less. Could it even
attract the most competent experts?
And suppose an expert receives an item,
and spends half an hour looking at it and
researching it in literature, and still can’t in
Continued on page 98

Any type of green cancellation in the early years of United States stamps is a nice find. This olive green example got the author of this column’s heart
beating a bit faster when he found it, but it turned out to be something quite different than what he expected.
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Continued from page 6
good conscience reach a conclusion. Does the
fee get returned?
Taken together, these issues constitute
a powerful set of reasons why such a preexpertzing service has not been established.

A lesson in humility
As I have already mentioned in this
column no expert, collector, or dealer knows
everything about everything. Even though I
have been involved in the stamp hobby since
the age of five, I am regularly reminded of
what I don’t know. The current case relates to
an 1857 3¢ cover (Scott 26).
Always on the lookout for odd philatelic
items, I bought the cover because of the olive
green cancel. Any green cancel in that era is
a nice find and the price was right, so even
though I did not have a Scott Specialized
Catalogue of United States Stamps and Covers
handy, I made the purchase. The dealer knew
what he had because he wrote “green cancel”
on the cover holder.
When I got the cover home, I looked it up
in the Scott U.S. Specialized catalog and was
surprised to find that there is no listing for an
olive green cancel on Scott 26. I consulted my
friend William T. Crowe, who is an expert in
early United States and one of the few people
in this country who does expertizing and
issues his own certificates.
Crowe’s response taught me something
new: “It is a genuine stamp, tied by an oily
black cancellation, that has degraded with the
passage of time giving the appearance of an
olive green cancellation, on a cover addressed
to Sag Harbor, L.I. (New York).”
So, regardless of what it looks like, it does
not qualify for a Scott listing. Instead it goes
into my “odd stuff” collection. I had no idea
that black ink could degrade in this fashion.
My second example of something that is
not what it appears to be is a 3¢-rate cover
franked with three 1¢ George Washington
stamps from the Prexie (Presidential)
definitive series of 1938. The cover was sent
from New York City to Washington, D.C., in
1940.
The two stamps at left on the cover look
like an imperforate-between pair with no
perforations at the bottom.
Indeed, such an error is listed the Scott U.S.
Specialized catalog as No. 804c: “Horiz. Pair,
imperf between (from booklet pane).”
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Is this a genuine 2¢ Prexie imperforate-between horizontal pair of 1¢ George Washington stamps
from a booklet pane, as listed in the Scott Specialized Catalogue of United States Stamps and
Covers? An owner could be forgiven for hoping it would qualify.

This blow-up of the lower left “1”of the middle stamp on the Prexie cover shows where two stamps
from a miscut booklet pane were joined to make the pair appear to be an error.

But on close examination, what we have
here is two stamps from the bottom of a miscut
booklet pane of six. The two stamps on the
cover were stamps 5 and 6 from the booklet
pane, but they have been pasted on the
cover in reverse order (6 and then 5), leaving
perforations at left and right and the imperf
margin of the miscut pane in the center.
The preparer of the cover might have done
this on purpose or by accident, but left a hint
by using a wide cut, right-hand stamp from
the miscut pane (either stamp 2 or 4 from
the same pane) on the cover. We can see how
the two left-hand stamps were put together
with a margin between that appears to be
imperforate.
However, if you look carefully at the “1”
in the lower left of the second stamp in the

pair, you can see where the two stamps were
joined.
I found this cover in an accumulation, and it
cost me less than $1. It was not represented as
an error, but you can see how it might easily
be. The actual error is so scarce that Scott
places a dash in the used column to indicate
that there is insufficient information to serve
as basis for assigning a value.
My bet is that the example that served as
the basis for the Scott listing is unique.
The point I am trying to make with these
two examples is that it is too easy to see what
we want to see when looking at what might
be a desirable item.
Expertizing provides the needed
disinterested knowledge and perspective to
properly identify questionable items. ■
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John M. Hotchner

The controversy behind a 6¢ Eagle airmail variety
Is the ultramarine version of Scott C23, the 1938 6¢ Eagle airmail stamp real? The controversy
centers on whether it is a differentiable color, or merely a shade of the normal dark blue.
I might have been too hasty
in suggesting in my expertizing
column in the Feb. 15, 2016, Linn’s
that Scott C23c, the 1938 6¢ Eagle
airmail with an ultramarine frame,
be deleted from the Scott catalog.
And maybe not.
The normal version of C23
is listed in Scott as having a
frame that is “dark blue.” There
has been controversy about
the “ultramarine” frame version
since it was discovered. The
controversy centers on whether the variety is
a differentiable color resulting from a different
ink, or merely a shade.
In the earlier column, I noted that it was
hard to pontificate on the subject because
I didn’t own and hadn’t examined any
examples of Scott C23c.
However, I now own an expertized block.
You can compare the blue of this block to the
blue of the block on the first-day cover, both
of which are illustrated here.
Thanks to Linn’s reader Robert Rufe, I also
have a number of clippings from 1945, when
the discovery of this variety was made.
The most interesting is an Aug. 18, 1945,
ad from Stamps magazine. It reads, in part:
“Ten sheets of this stamp in ULTRAMARINE
and carmine were discovered in Texas. The
character and color of these stamps is such that
they should have been removed by the Bureau
[of Engraving and Printing] during examination
and not permitted to get into circulation.
“This is not a mere shade difference but is a
true error of color. … [W]e are informed that
these new stamps will be listed in the 1946
catalogue.”
The ad was placed by dealer Emil Bruechig
of New York City, and in it he notes that each
stamp he sells will have his guarantee mark on
the back. My block is signed in that fashion,
and also has the signature of I. Heiman in the
bottom margin on the reverse.
Bruechig’s ad prices a mint single at $100,
and prices each position block also. In the
case of my bottom-margin arrow block, his
asking price for the entire bottom two rows (10
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The author of this column recently acquired
a bottom margin block of four of Scott C23c,
the 1938 6¢ airmail stamp that the Scott U.S.
Specialized catalog describes as “ultramarine and
carmine.” Compare the block to the normal blue
color on a first-day cover with a block of four.

stamps) was $1,200. The 2017 Scott Specialized
Catalogue of United States Stamps and Covers
lists a mint single at $160, but does not list the
bottom block. It does list a mint center-line
block at $1,200, and a plate block at $1,500.
The latter two values are listed in italics.
What is stunning is the values that
Scott assigns to a used example: $1,500
for a used single (with an identifiable
contemporary cancel), and $1,750 on cover
with a contemporaneous cancel (again both
values are in italics). This is because the great

majority of the stamps were sold
as mint collectibles, and very few
were used for postage.
That these stamps are different
from the normal blue colors
associated with the issue, there can
be no doubt. But I would offer two
observations. First, the purported
error is not very different from the
used color misregistration shown,
which has been in my collection for
decades.
Second, the color of the error is
decidedly not ultramarine.
For ultramarine, think of the later printings
of the 30¢ Theodore Roosevelt Presidential
stamp (Scott 830), which Scott lists as “deep
ultramarine.”
For the expertizer, this presents something
of a nightmare. It is not unusual to find used
and even mint examples of Scott C23 that
match up favorably with the signed block
shown here, but they are not signed.
That does not mean they are not real,
because at least one other major discovery
was made. Furthermore, it is likely others were
simply purchased and used with no thought
given to the color anomaly.
Another thought to add to this mix: I can’t
dismiss the possibility there is some way to
chemically darken the normal color of that
airmail stamp.
In a May 16, 1992, article in the late,
lamented Stamp Collector newspaper, the
venerable Herman “Pat” Herst delivered his
opinion on the subject. His bottom line is
summarized in this excerpt: “It is in the catalog
today as a listed variety, priced at $150. This is
a big price for what in my unaltered opinion is
an unimportant shade variety.”
Herst based his opinion on a letter from
George R.M. Ewing, a collector whom he
characterized as one of the foremost collectors
of 20th-century United States stamps.
Here is the relevant passage of the Ewing
letter: “Some stamps get listed in the catalog
in mysterious ways. When Emil Bruechig first
submitted his ‘ultramarine shade’ [now listed
Continued on page 99
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Continued from page 6
as Scott C23c], Hugh Clark sent the submitted
stamps up to me at my summer home in New
York State.
“I was then serving on the Catalog Listing
Committee of the [Bureau Issues Association].
Emil wanted them listed as an ‘error’, but I
strongly fought that term and said it was just a
‘shade’. Alvin Hall, then director of the Bureau
of Engraving and Printing, backed me up.
“Then it developed that Hughie had given
Emil a promise that he would list the stamp if
Emil could get a letter from the Bureau to the
effect that (the) ‘ultramarine’ shade was an ‘error.’
The next thing I knew Hugh sent me a letter
from the Bureau, signed by Alvin Hall, stating
that the ultramarine color was in fact an error.
“I dropped my fight and wrote to Alvin

A color misregistration of Scott C23, long a part
of the author’s own collection, also seems to be
the “ultramarine” shade. Compare this color to
that of the 30¢ Presidential next to it, which the
Scott catalog describes as “deep ultramarine.”
Is it possible that the blue of both these stamps
can be ultramarine?

and he wrote back that he never knowingly
signed such a letter. He said that he was

New York

Utah

Virginia

May 21
Bayside
Bayside Stamp Show. Adria Hotel At
Bayside, 220-33 Northern Blvd. Hrs:
10AM-4:30PM. Marilyn J. Nowak, POB
230066, Brooklyn, NY 11223-0003.
718-645-7659. FR

May 19-20
Salt Lake City
Utah Spring Stamp Show. Sons of Utah
Pioneers Bldg., 3261 E. Louise Ave. Hrs:
Fri. 10AM-6PM, Sat. 10AM-4PM. Utah
Philatelic Society. Dave Blackhurst, PO
Box 900485 Sandy, UT 84090. PH:
801-580-9534. Email: dblackhu@gmail.
com DLR: 10. FR

May 20-21
Fairfax
Fairfax StampFest, Elk’s Club, 8421 Arlington Blvd. (Rte. 50 3/4 miles west of
I-495 Beltway). Hrs: Sat. 9:30AM-5PM,
Sun. 10AM-4PM. PH: 301-625-6298. or
send Email: jackottstamps@gmail.com

May 21
Massapequa
LISPA, Long Island Stamp & Postcard
Association. Massapequa Elks Hall
#2162, 2162 Veterans Blvd. Hrs: 10AM3:30PM. I.J. Farber, c/o LISPA, POB 95,
Islip Terrace, NY 11752. PH: 631-5817653 after 6PM or FAX: 631-277-8279.
FR

List your upcoming show. It's easy!
Linns.com or 1-800-488-5351

Save Time! Save Money!
Place your event listing online:

Linns.com

often presented with a batch of letters to be
signed and the letter to Emil must have been
Continued on page 100

Wisconsin
Jun 23-25
Milwaukee
National Topical Stamp Show. Crowne
Plaza Milwaukee Airport, 6401 S 13th
St. Hrs: Fri-Sat. 10AM-6PM, Sun. 10AM3PM. American Topical Association. Vera
Felts, PO Box 8, Carterville, IL 629180008. PH: 618-985-5100. Email:
americantopical@msn.com or visit our
website: www.americantopicalassn.org
/ntss/ntss2017.shtml DLR: 20+. TA: 49.
ADM.

Ohio
May 21
Hudson
Hudson Stamp Bourse. Clarion Inn,
6625 Dean Memorial Pkwy. Hrs: 10AM4PM. Lincolnway Stamps. Dave Pool, PO
Box 455, Massillon, OH 44648. PH:
330-832-5992. Or you may Email:
lincolnway@sssnet.com. DLR: 5 TA: 9.
FR.

Oregon
May 12-14
Portland
PIPEX 2017. Red Lion Hotel on the River
at Jantzen Beach, 909 N. Hayden Island
Dr. Hrs: Fri-Sat. 10AM-6PM, Sun. 10AM4PM. Northwest Federation of Stamp
Clubs. Anthony Wawrukiewicz, 4742
Liverty Rd. S #282, Salem, OR 97302.
Phone: 503-244-8223. Or send email:
tonywaw@spiritone.com or visit Website:
www.pipexstampshow.org DLR: 40. TA:
40. FR

Pennsylvania
May 12-13
Lyndora
Butlerpex. Tanglewood Senior Center, 10
Austin Ave. Hrs: 10AM-5PM. Butler
County Philatelic Sociry. Tom Sivak, PO
Box 470, Butler, PA 16003. PH: 724287-1931. DLR: 13. FR.
May 28
Langhorne
Tri-State Coin & Stamp Show. Sheraton
Bucks County, 400 Oxford Valley Rd.
Hrs: 9:30AM-3:30PM. Allen Brock, 305393-6290. Website: coinshows.com and
stampshows.com DLR: 55. TA: 65. FR
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Continued from page 99
included in such a batch.
“The big question is ‘How did such a letter
get laid on Al’s desk for his signature?’ Anyone
knows that ink left in a press over a weekend
can vary in shade when the press starts up on
the following Monday.”
Herst suggested, but did not state, that
Breuchig may have been tempted to arrange
for the letter to be produced in a way that
would benefit him financially, and that being
the case, it should not be credited.
Herst also noted another holding of
these sheets besides the examples found by
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Bruechig. He wrote, “I know that [O.K.] Rumble
[from Texas] had an entire pad of 100 sheets of
the stamps, some 2,500 stamps.”
So, my bottom line is this: I acknowledge
that Scott No. C23c is a differentiable color,
but believe that “ultramarine” is the wrong
description. Further, I am unconvinced that it is
any sort of rarity deserving of the values Scott
quotes — though the only way to authenticate
purported examples is from the signature
marks on the backs of the Bruechig find.
And, finally, I believe that the Bureau letter
signed by Alvin Hall is at best suspect in its
conclusions, and that the variety is not an

error caused by use of the wrong ink.
It is unlikely that Scott will change the
listing at this late date. But there are two ways
to influence that outcome.
First, if any Linn’s reader has a copy of the
Bureau letter signed by Hall, I am interested
in reading the exact wording used. I can be
contacted at jmhstamp@verizon.net, or by
mail at Box 1125, Falls Church, VA 22041-0125.
Second, a group of these stamps needs
to be analyzed against the normal blue
version of Scott C23 using the National Postal
Museum’s equipment. Once I have been able
to arrange for that, I will report further. ■
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John M. Hotchner

The expectation of hope over reality: hope dashed
John Hotchner provides a personal example of the old adage “If it’s too good to be real, it
probably isn’t!” as it applies to the methodical expertization of postage stamps and covers.

wheels were set. This means that wide
I ought to know better, but once in a
margins are often found that can be cut
while the fever that grips all of us gets me,
down to resemble imperforate sides.
too. Look at the postcard shown with this
Add to this the fact that these stamps
column. At first glance it is unremarkable,
were produced in sheets of 400, four
until you notice that the straight edge
panes of 100, cut apart into post office
on the right of the 1¢ Franklin stamp is
panes through imperforate margins
matched by a straight edge on the left.
between the panes. This left two sides of
Reference to the Scott Specialized
each post office pane imperforate.
Catalogue of United States Stamps and
Thus, making coils from slightly
Covers makes this stamp a presumptive
misperforated sheet stamps that already
Scott 316, the 1909 perforated 12
had a single side imperforate is not a
horizontal coil. The catalog value is given
difficult challenge.
in italics as $125,000 unused, with no
Over the course of years, I have seen
indication that used examples are known.
This average-looking postcard canceled in 1908, when the coil
many examples of these ersatz coils that
A catalog note says, “All examples of
versions of this 1¢ Franklin were issued, bears a stamp that the
were poorly done and easy to detect
[Scott] 316-318 must be accompanied
author hoped might be a genuine coil. It isn’t.
(not enough margin, imperf margins
by certificates of authenticity issued by
not straight, the nib of a perforation showing,
recognized expertizing committees.”
etc.), but this time the craftsmanship was
Because the stamp on the postcard had wide
better, though still imperfect.
enough margins to qualify, I hoped it might
have a chance at being a used Scott 316. I knew
the chances of this being so were low. But I
Cancellation Matching
thought: nothing ventured, nothing gained.
One of the giveaways for the 1¢ Franklin
So, I sent it to friend William T. Crowe, who
fake was the failure of the stamp doctor
at one time was the administrator for the
to precisely match the progression of the
Philatelic Foundation’s expertizing service. He
cancellation on the card to the stamp.
now does expertizing of early U.S. stamps as
A similar example was recently sent by
a lone expertizer, following in the footsteps
Linn’s reader Rich Pederson of Clemson, S.C.
of the late Bill Weiss (1943-2015), who issued
While describing the cover so he could list it
certificates for many years. Not only did I
on eBay, Pederson noticed that the Sept. 21,
know both of them for a long time, I had
1894, cancellation date predates the recorded
confidence in their abilities.
October 1894 issuance of the 2¢ Washington
As a practical matter, a lone expertizer does
Type I stamps of the 1894 issue.
not usually command the same level of respect
Thinking that unlikely, he took a closer look
from auction firms and the highest of highat the cancellation and saw that the stamp
end collectors as compared to expertizing
was added after the fact. The cover doctor did
committees, where multiple experts look at a
a pretty good job of matching, but the killer
stamp or cover. But I knew Crowe could tell me
bars on the stamp are slightly narrower than
if the stamp had a chance at being Scott 316.
those on the cover.
In addition, Pederson lifted the bottom
Cutting to the chase, here is what his opinion
corner
of the stamp with tongs and saw that
said: “Submitted as Scott Number 316, it is Scott
William Crowe’s negative certificate with a large
the original bars extend beneath the stamp.
300, sheet stamp, which has been removed
photo of the stamp on the 1908 postcard.
So, this falls in the category of what you
from this card and the vertical perforations at
can do to be your own expertizer. It’s just a
the right trimmed (to resemble a Scott 316) and
to be real, it probably isn’t!”
matter of training yourself to be observant.
replaced on this card slightly out of alignment
The sheet stamps of this period are actually
with the original placement of the stamp.”
much harder to find perfectly centered than
poorly centered. In addition, adjoining stamps
Reality intrudes on hope once again.
Another Mismatch
might be of slightly different widths or heights
A good attitude for the expertizer is
Linn’s reader Harry Chamberlain of Spring
because of the way that the perforation
summarized by the old adage, “If it’s too good
Continued on page 100
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Continued from page 6
Hill, Fla., recently wrote with a different
problem involving a mismatch.
In this case, it is between two descriptions
on an expertizing certificate that accompanies
a cover he owns that bears the ungrilled 2¢
Andrew Jackson stamp of 1863 (Scott 73). The
Philatelic Foundation certificate is dated in
1987.
Everything about the stamp and cover is
genuine, but the description leaves question
marks. The first part of the write-up reads,
“On cover with green Ohio town, CDS and
target cancels.” However, the write-up also
states, “It is genuinely used on cover with the
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Look carefully at the cancellation on this cover.
It is genuine on the cover and on the stamp, but
the cover and the stamp don’t belong together.

cancellation in blue green.”
There is a world of difference between “green”
and “blue green” when it comes to cancellations
of this era. Green cancellations are relatively rare.

How rare? The Scott U.S. Specialized catalog
assigns a premium of $15 to blue cancellations
(which would include blue green), and it assigns
a premium value of $600 to green cancels.
Because no scan or photograph was
sufficient to determine whether the cancel
is blue green or green, I asked Chamberlain
to send the cover to me for a look. In my
opinion, the cover bears a genuine green
cancellation.
I suggested that he send it back to the
Philatelic Foundation for a correction. Though
the mistake occurred 30 years ago, hopefully
the Foundation will oblige without additional
charge. ■
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John M. Hotchner

1938 Eagle airmail color error revisited and verified

A rediscovery of an essay in R.H. White’s Encyclopedia of the Colors of United States Postage Stamps
answers the question as to whether the ultramarine 1938 6¢ Eagle airmail is a real error or not.
In the U.S. Stamp Notes column in the May
15 Linn’s, I looked at the block of the 1938
6¢ Eagle airmail stamps that is shown here
in the first illustration, and discussed this
“ultramarine” color variety (Scott C23c) that
the 2017 Scott Specialized Catalogue of United
States Stamps and Covers lists at $160 for a
mint single and $1,500 for a used example.
I was less than positive about whether this
is a genuine variety worthy of a color error
listing. While not dismissing it entirely, I also
did not buy into the rather sketchy stories that
had been advanced by philatelic authors of
the 1940s.
Scott describes the color of the normal
version of this 6¢ airmail stamp (Scott C23)
as dark blue. A pair of these stamps is shown
with the C23c block.
The evidence I had when I wrote the May
15 column did not entirely agree on who and
how the discovery of the ultramarine color
was made or the numbers that might exist.
Also, there was more than a hint of some
market manipulation that occurred early
on, and maybe some pay for play or other
shenanigans involved in how the variety came
to be listed in the catalog.
In addition, I had no reliable scientific
readings to verify that this is a variety, and I
had a handful of used examples of the stamp
that mimic the ultramarine pretty closely.
Indeed there is quite a range of the blue
color available in any accumulation of Scott
C23. This is probably due to the normal
variations seen in wet paper printing, wiping
variations and thus inking application flaws,
oxidizing, and changes due to the chemical
content of water or paper when used stamps
were washed from envelopes.
In any case, I was not convinced that C23c
was a real error. But thanks to Linn’s reader
James Patterson, I am now a believer.
The foremost expert in color varieties
on United States stamps from 1847 into
the 1940s was R.H. White. His five-volume
Encyclopedia of the Colors of United States
Postage Stamps, published in the early 1980s,
is one of the seminal works in all of U.S.
Continued on page 91
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The block of four 1938 6¢ Eagle airmail stamp is Scott C23c, which the catalog describes as
“ultramarine and carmine.” The normal C23, shown above the block, is “dark blue and carmine.”
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Continued from page 6
philatelic literature and a go-to reference that
I use frequently.
A companion volume, The Papers and Gums
of United States Postage Stamps 1847-1909,
that was published in 1983.
White departed from his focus on the
stamps of the 1840s through 1922, to include
an essay on the “Two Dollar, Three Cent
Victory, and Six Cent 1918-1939 Issues” at
the end of Vol. 4. Encyclopedia of the Colors
of United States Postage Stamps. Apparently, I
had forgotten all about this essay.
Because it is scholarship at its finest, is
conclusive about the existence of Scott C23c
and allows us to put this question to bed, I will
quote White’s analysis in some detail:
“During the past forty years a number of
articles or editorial pieces have appeared
in philatelic publications presenting the
pros and cons on the subject of the blue
and carmine normal printings versus the
ultramarine and carmine specimens which
have been reported.
“The genesis of the story of this stamp has
its tragi-comedy aspects when one reads
through the literature. As pointless as the
continuing debate seems to be, there are
some scientific facts which all concerned
should consider carefully before offering more
opinions on the subject.
“[Viewing my color plate and] Using
the nearly solid but finely lined section of
the shield medallion at the top as a target,
a quick alternation of focus between this
area on each stamp reveals a difference in
color. The medallion on the blue version is
characteristically less red than that on the
stamp purported to be ultramarine. The curved
ornament designs directly above the numeral
6 also shows this difference in color; the righthand ‘blue’ is virtually free of the reddish hue
present on the ultramarine example.
“ … However, in the case of these two
stamps, an 8x magnification clearly reveals the
C23 to be bluer (less purple) than the specimen
identified as C23c. Brighter ultramarine
examples of C23c have been reported.
“Because an unequal degree of inking or
a slight discoloration of the paper on the
C23c exists, a non-destructive ink analysis
was performed. The results are conclusive,
if alarming, to those who have had serious
doubts about the possible differences
between the blue and ultramarine printings.

are appreciably different, both chemically and
spectrophotometrically. One can be easily
be distinguished from the other, if not by the
color perception acuity of the collector, then
by readily available color analysis services. “
Bottom line: Scott C23c exists and deserves
to be listed as an error. Examples must be
expertized.

Postage Due colors

Postage due stamps from 1879 to the 1916
issues are difficult to catalog because of the
wide range of ink colors used. One reference
that makes the task easier is Vol. 5 of R.H. White’s
Encyclopedia of the Colors of United States
Postage Stamps. One of the many color plates
from the 60-page volume is shown.

Both stamps have been printed with similar
inks of varying composition. The colorant
of the normal stamp is a mixture of two
pigments, one classified as a mineral blue, the
other a mineral ultramarine.
“The C23c specimen is also printed with
ultramarine and blue colorants, but there is
approximately 30% less mineral blue present.
The mineral, a blue iron compound, is quite
similar to the blue colorant used in some of
the earliest U.S. issues and is found in most
blue stamps.
“ … Numerous articles on the C23
airmail have appeared in philatelic journals,
magazines, and newspapers since its
issuance in 1938. Most have revolved around
the controversy over the existence of the
ultramarine shade. The unfortunate aspect
of most of the debate relates not to the facts
concerning the ink composition but to the
difficulty some individuals have with shades of
ultramarine. It has been noted previously that
ultramarine blues are ‘redder’ than iron blues.
“When both colorants are used to affect
a certain type of ‘blue’ color, the problem is
intensified. None of the C23’s examined is
completely free of the ultramarine pigment.
Whether intentional or not, the two stamps

Linn’s reader M. Denis recently asked, “How
can a working-man collector be sure he is
purchasing an authentic catalogue numbered
postage due stamp from 1879 to 1916, with
the huge variances of shades observed?”
What is behind the question is that most
of the used, and many of the mint postage
dues of this era don’t have high catalog values,
so expertizing is not cost-effective. However,
there are often two or more colors listed for
each individual major number, and sometimes
the only way to tell which major number
stamp you have or are looking at is to properly
determine the color.
An example is the 2¢ postage due first
issued in 1894. Scott-listed color varieties
include: vermilion, deep vermilion, claret,
deep claret, lake, carmine lake, rose, rosered, dull rose, bright rose, carmine rose, rose
carmine, and carmine. And there are other
shades not listed.
The 1879, 1884 and 1891 postage due
stamps share the same design, are all
perforated 12, and were all printed on
unwatermarked paper. The only way to tell
the three printings apart is the color: The 1879
issue is brown, the 1884 is red brown, and the
1891 is bright claret. But within each postage
due listing there are varieties, such as pale
brown, deep brown, yellowish brown, pale red
brown, deep red brown, light claret, and dark
claret. What’s a collector to do?
The best reference is, again, R.H. White.
Vol. 5 of his color study is called Postage Due
Issues: 1879-1916. It includes 60 pages of both
text and color plates that make it possible
to determine the proper descriptor for the
example you have or are considering buying.
The White books are out of print, and when
they are found for sale, they are not cheap. But
quality never is.
There are fallbacks. First, you can build
your own reference by using identified color
illustrations from auction catalogs. Also, you
Continued on page 92
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Continued from page 91
can develop a reference to the most oftenseen colors using mint or used stamps that
have been reliably identified as to color and
catalog number. Mint is preferable, but where
those are expensive, a used example may
have to do.
The question is timely as the great majority
of early generations of U.S. collectors paid
little attention to U.S. issues past the airmail
listings in the catalog. But of late, the so-called
back-of-the-book issues have been growing
in popularity as early regular issues have
climbed in value. ■
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From the Scott Editors

Continued from page 66
climbs from $1.40 mint to $2.50.

VOL. 4B EDITORIAL ENHANCEMENTS
Among the Maldive Islands listings, several
imperforate varieties were added to footnotes
from 1972 onward.
The Montenegro 1894-98 set of overprinted
Prince Nicholas I stamps (Scott 32-44) has been
expanded to include new listings for stamps
perforated gauge 11½ with small holes and
perforated gauge 11½ with large holes. Similar
reorganizations are made for Scott 45-56. The
perforation varieties for Montenegro’s first

postage due stamps (Scott J1-J8) also have
been broken out into new minor listings.
Among the listings of the Federated Malay
State of Pahang issued under Japanese
occupation, the 1942 overprints (Scott N1N12) are now organized by the color of the
handstamp (black, red, brown, or violet). The
same is true for the stamps of Perak issued
under Japanese occupation (N1-N16).
To purchase the 2018 Scott catalogs,
contact your favorite dealer, or call Amos
Media at 1-800-488-5349. Also visit www.
amosadvantage.com. For Scott eCatalogues,
visit www.scottonline.com. n
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More examples of what doesn’t need to be expertized

Odd items, such as stamplike labels and misperforations, may need identification, but not
expertizing. Quick I.D., an American Philatelic Service launched in 2005, can help.
About a year ago, I discussed instances
of stamps that don’t need to be expertized
(Linn’s, Aug. 15, 2016, and Sept. 19, 2016).
Two excellent examples that I’d like to share
recently came across my desk.
The first item is courtesy of Linn’s reader
Steve Kotler from San Francisco.
In the 1964 United States presidential election,
Republican Barry Goldwater ran against President
Lyndon Johnson. There were other candidates
as well, including the fabled Alfred E. Neuman,
fictional symbol of Mad magazine.
Mad hyped the effort and magazine sales
by creating a stamplike label, or cinderella,
picturing Neuman and his campaign slogan,
“What — Me Worry?”
If ever an item did not need to be
expertized, this is it. These labels are not rare,
have essentially pennies worth of value, and
the market for them is, shall we say, thin.
But where did Kotler find it? On eBay,
together with an expert certificate stating: “It
is genuine unused, o.g. never hinged. Alfred
E. Neuman for President stamp from MAD
Magazine’s ‘More Trash’ issue of 1964. Issued in
1964, this stamp parodied the election between
Lyndon Johnson and Barry Goldwater.”
I don’t know what the start price was, but
the item did not sell. As this is being written,
the label has been relisted with a “buy it now”
price of $15 (or best offer), plus free shipping.
Contrast this with other listings for the

A stamplike presidential campaign label
featuring Mad magazine’s Alfred E. Neuman was
produced in 1964. Neuman went on to run —
unsuccessfully — several more times.
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While the 1964 campaign label featuring Alfred E. Neuman from Mad magazine is not hard to find,
a solo use on cover without any postage due is another story.

Neuman campaign label that offer multiples
at an average of a $1 each — but of course
they don’t have an expert certificate.
There is a rarity associated with this
cinderella, and it is shown in the second
illustration: Neuman on cover. No expertizing
required for this either.
The label was used in 1966 from
Washington, D.C., to an address in suburban
Maryland. The cover was processed and
delivered without a second thought — and
with no postage due assessed.
On a more serious note, another reader sent
in the perforated 11 by 10½ version of the
Fourth Bureau issue 2¢ George Washington
stamp (Scott 634). The stamp is misperforated
and contains 100 percent of the plate number,
19929, which would normally be in the
selvage next to the stamp.
The owner asked two questions: “Would
this stamp be classed as an error, freak, or
oddity?” and “Is it worth getting it expertized?”
Last question first: There is nothing to be
gained by getting this stamp expertized. It is
what it is. It could not be credibly faked. It is
misperforated. Unless the owner wanted to get

This 2¢ Washington stamp (Scott 634) is
perforated so poorly that the plate number,
19929, is completely within the stamp.

an opinion on original gum, or lack of a hinge
mark, expertizing would be a waste of money.
Also, the plate number is genuine.
According to the 2016 Durland Standard Plate
Number Catalog (published by the United
States Stamp Society), this number was used
for Scott 634 only, so there is no mistaking
what stamp it is.
Continued on page 91
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Continued from page 6
As to how to class the variety, Scott and I
disagree on whether this should be classed
as a catalog-listed error. I think it should. It is
major. It is total. It is a scarce phenomenon. But
though the Scott editors may agree with all
those observations, the concept of adding a
potentially unlimited number of such errors to
the catalog likely dissuades them from doing so.
Remember that if sheet stamps with
100-percent plate numbers were included in
the catalog, then similar material on coils and
booklet panes would have to be included as
well, probably with the plate numbers specified.

APS Quick ID
How many times have you held in your
hand a stamp with inscriptions in a foreign
language that you can’t find in your catalogs?
Or you have a U.S. stamp that could be one
of several different catalog numbers. It has
happened to just about all of us.
In 2005, the American Philatelic Society
introduced a rapid means of identifying
puzzling or problematic stamps that do not
require expertizing. Called APS Quick I.D., it is
now handling more than 1,000 submissions
a year.
Here is how it is described in the APS flyer

Nebraska
Sep 9-10
Omaha
Omaha Stamp Show. Metropolitan Community
College South,
2909 Edward ’Babe’ Gomez Ave.
Hrs: Sat. 9AM-6PM, Sun. 9AM3PM. Omaha Philatelic Society.
Herb Eveland, 721 S. 72nd St.,
Suite 108, Omaha, NE 68114
PH:
402-397-9937.
Email:
tu v a e n te r p r is e s @ h o tm a il.c o m
Website:
omahaphilatelicsociety.org DLR: 16 TA: 50. FR. Honoring the 150th Anniversary of Nebraska Statehood & 100th Anniversary of the founding of Boys
Town. National World Series of
Philately Exhibits. 2 Covers for
the event.

New Hampshire
Aug 20
Nashua
The Greater Nashua Stamp Show. Holiday Inn, Rt. 3, Exit 4. Hrs: 9AM-3PM.
Pine Tree Stamps, POB 105, West Minot, ME 04288. PH: 207-966-2744 or
email: ptstamps@megalink.net FR
Sep 9
Moultonborough
Carroll County Stamp Show. Moultonborough Lion’s Club, 139 Old Rt. 109,
off Gov Wentworth Hwy (new Rte 109.)
Hrs: 9AM-3PM. Wolfeboro Stamp Club.
Warren Gould, POB 452, Wolfeboro
Falls, NH 03896 PH: 603-569-8678 or
email
bettymeulenbroek@gmail.com
DLR: 5+/-. TA: 30+. FR.
Sep 9
Moultonborough
Carroll County Stamp Show. Moultonborough Lion’s Club, 139 Old Rt. 109,
off Gov Wentworth Hwy (new Rte 109.)
Hrs: 9AM-3PM. Wolfeboro Stamp Club.
Warren Gould, POB 452, Wolfeboro
Falls, NH 03896 PH: 603-569-8678.
DLR: 4. TA: 30+. FR.
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presenting
the program:
“Are you
considering
buying a
stamp online,
but aren’t sure
it is properly
identified?
Or maybe
you have
a question
about a stamp
you already
own. Quick
I.D., a member
service
offered by
the American
Philatelic
Society, can
help identify
The header for this American
that troubling
Philatelic Society flyer
promoting Quick I.D. presents
stamp at a low
a few of the stamps that the
cost.
service can help to identify.
“For the
collectors who have computer scanning
capabilities, the process is quick and easy. Visit
the website stamps.org/stamp-identification

and follow the instructions.
“Provide a scan of each item you wish
identified and send it to Quick I.D. as a .gif or
.jpeg. It is surprising how much you can learn
about a stamp or cover from a good scan.
“Send as many scans as you need, but send
only one item per scan. Blocks, covers, or
sheets will be counted as a single item. Sets of
stamps may be submitted in a single scan, but
the opinion will usually apply to one stamp in
that set.”
“Quick I.D. Fees: $5 per scanned item (APS
member price), or $10 per scanned item (nonAPS member price).
“If questions about the authenticity of
an item arise from viewing the scan, we will
recommend that you submit the piece to the
APEX [American Philatelic Expertizing Service]
for expertizing.”
The latter sentence is important. Quick
I.D. does not substitute for expertizing when
needed, but it can eliminate the need for
expertizing in a great many cases, such as the
two described in this column.
Think of it as a means of triage to determine
what needs to be expertized versus what is
easily identifiable for what it is — or what
it isn’t. An obvious forgery or repaired item
would be identified as such by Quick I.D. ■

New Jersey

New York

Oklahoma

Pennsylvania

Utah

Aug 20
Wayne
Third Sunday Monthly Stamp/Coin
Bourse. 3rd Sunday every month. Fire
Co. #1, 93 Parish Dr. Dealers in at 7AM.
Hrs: 8AM-4PM. REW Enterprises LLC.
Ross, 973-875-3793 or email:
stamprew@aol.com DLR: 15. FR

Oct 14
Oneonta
Stamp & Postcard Sale. Holiday Inn,
5206 Highway 23. Hrs: 10AM-4PM.
Leatherstocking Stamp Club and TriCounty Stamp Club. Ellen Tillapaugh,
80 Beaver St., Cooperstown, NY 13326.
PH: 607-547-5646. Or send an email:
kuchtill@gmail.com DLR: 8. TA: 32. FR

Aug 12
Sand Springs
Tulsa Summer Stamp Show. Sand
Springs Case Community Center, 1050
West Wekiwa Rd. Hrs: 9AM-4PM. Tulsa
Stamp Club. Mark Strain. PH: 918-6388687. Email: mvstrain52@cox.net DLR:
8-10. TA: 40. Call or text 918-804-9510
or email apw45warwick@aol.com.

Oct 21
Gettysburg
GETTYPEX 2017. Gettysburg Fire Company, 35 N. Stratton St. Hrs: 10AM-4PM.
Blue and Gray Stamp Club. Dwight L.
Monn, 338 Lincolnway W., New Oxford,
PA 17350. PH: 717-624-4864 or
Email: dmonn@pa.net DLR: 12. TA: 40.
FR

Aug 18-19
Salt Lake City
Salk Lake Summer Coin & Stamp Show.
Sons of Utah Pioneer Bldg, 3301 E.
Louise Ave. Hrs: Fri. 10AM-6PM, Sat.
10AM-4PM. Dave Blackhurst, PO Box
900485, Sandy, UT 84090. PH: 801580-9534. Email: dblackhu@gmail.com
DLR: 12. ADM.

Ohio

Oregon

Aug 11-13
Independence
Americover 2017. Embassy Suites
Cleveland/Rockside, 5880 Rockside
Woods Blvd. Hrs: Fri. 10AM-5PM, Sat.
10AM-8PM, Sun. 10AM-4PM. American
First Day Cover Society. AFDCS, PO Box
16277, Tucson, AZ 85732. PH: 520321-0880. Email: showinfo@afdcs.org
/show. DLR: 35-40. FR.

Sep30-Oct 1
Portland
The Greater Portland Antique Paper Faire
(formerly the Greater Portland Postcard
Stamp and Paper Collectibles Show)
Portland Meadows Turf Club, 1001 N
Schmeer Road, Portland, OR. Hrs: Sat.
10AM-5PM, Sun. 10AM-4PM. Northwest Collectibles. Terry Weis PH: 503679-4755 or send Email: tdweis1950@
comcast.net
Visit our Website:
portlandpapershows.com FR

Nov 4
Reading
Annual Reading Stamp Club Show.
Leesport Market Auction Pavillion, 322
Gernant’s Church Rd. Hrs: 10AM-4PM.
Reading Stamp Club. Kent Weaver MD,
6 Valley Dr., Birdsboro, PA 19508. PH:
610-779-0175 or email: kewsr78@
yahoo.com DLR: 16. FR

Sep 9-10
Fairfax
Fairfax StampFest, Elk’s Club, 8421 Arlington Blvd. (Rte. 50 3/4 miles west of
I-495 Beltway). Hrs: Sat. 9:30AM-5PM,
Sun. 10AM-4PM. PH: 704-485-4027. or
send Email: carytj@yahoo.com

Sep 3
Parsippany
Garden State Stamp, Coin & Currency
Show. P.A.L. Building, 33 Baldwin Rd.
Hrs: 9AM-4PM. P.A.L., 973-335-0555.
FR
Sep 9
Bordentown
Bordentown Stamp Bourse. Bordentown
Senior Center, 3 Municipal Dr. Hrs:
8:30AM-3:00PM. Co-op. Ryan Terlecky,
80 Steele Way, Huntingdon Valley, PA
19006. PH: 215-287-9326 or send an
Email: rterlecky@hotmail.com DLR: 22.
TA: 44. FR.

New York
Aug 27
Melville
The Melville Stamp & Coin. Catapano
Engineering. 585 Rte. 110. Hrs: 8AM2PM. George Schultheis. PH: 516-5577096. Email: gsstamps1@hotmail.com
DLR: 35. FR

Aug 25-26
Dayton
AIRPEX. IBEW Hall, 6550 Poe Ave. Hrs:
Fri. 12PM-6PM, Sat. 10AM-4PM. Dayton
Stamp Club. Mike Komiensky, PO Box
1274, Dayton, OH 45401. PH: 937299-9297. Or send an Email to: info@
daytonstampclub.com Website: www.
daytonstampclub.com DLR: 15. FR. 15
stamp & postcard dealers. Free parking
& admission; Exit 59 on I-75.

Aug 27
Rochester
Rochester Stamps & Collectibles Show.
North Greece Fireman’s Field, 3666
Latta Rd. Hrs: 9:30AM-4:00PM. Rochester Stamps & Collectibles Shows. John
Stoltz, PH: 585-507-3533. Email: jstoltz
@rochester.rr.com. DLR: 8 TA: 20. FR.

Aug 27
Cincinnati
Greenhills Classic Coin and Stamp
Show. American Legion Post 530,
11100 Winton Rd. Hrs: 10AM-4PM. Xenia Coin Shop. Jim Huffman, POB 63,
Xenia, OH 45385. PH: 937-376-2807.
FAX: 937-374-1400. Or send an Email:
numismaniaofohio@woh.rr.com Website:
xeniacoin.com DLR: 30. TA: 55. FR

Sep 10
Syracuse
Syracuse Stamp Show, Maplewood
Suites, 7th N St., I-40 Exit 36, I-81 Exit
25. Hrs: Sat. 10AM-4:30PM. Ed Bailey,
POB 2338, Syracuse, NY 13220. PH:
315-455-8162 or 315-345-9647. DLR:
10. TA: 20. FR

Aug 27
Hudson
Hudson Stamp Bourse. Clarion Inn,
6625 Dean Memorial Pkwy. Hrs: 10AM4PM. Lincolnway Stamps. Dave Pool, PO
Box 455, Massillon, OH 44648. PH:
330-832-5992. Or you may Email:
lincolnway@sssnet.com. DLR: 5 TA: 10.
FR.

Pennsylvania
Aug 19
Churchill
The Plum Stamp Show. The Churchill
Borough Bldg, 2300 Wm Penn, Churchill, PA 15235. Hrs: 10AM-4PM. K2
Collectibles.
Kevin Kellman, 7315
Beechtree Dr., Middletown, MD 21769.
Ph: 301-524-9562. or send an Email:
k2stamps@gmail.com. DLR: 7. TA: 16
FR.
Aug 26
Erie
Erie Stamp Club Stamp and Coin Show.Saga Club (erepa Grotto), 3828 Washington Street (Route 19 and Washington). Hrs: 10AM-4PM. Erie Stamp Club.
Frank Sovec, 6090 Bridlewood Dr.,
Fairview, PA 16415. PH: 814-8333733. Website: FR
Aug 27
Langhorne
Tri-State Coin & Stamp Show. Sheraton
Bucks County, 400 Oxford Valley Rd.
Hrs: 9:30AM-3:30PM. Allen Brock, 305393-6290. Website: coinshows.com and
stampshows.com DLR: 55. TA: 65. FR

South Carolina
Aug 19-20
Columbia
S u mme r Stamp & Postcard Show.
Spring Valley High School, 120 Sparkleberry Ln. Hrs: Sat. 10AM-5PM, Sun.
10AM-4PM. Columbia Philatelic Society.
Mark Postmus, 15 Fir Tree Ln. Elgin, SC
29045. PH: 803-309-2534. Email:
mapostmus@yahoo.com.
Web:
h t t p : / / w w w . s e f s c .
org/columbia-stamp-show.html DLR: 13.
TA: 40. FR. Theme: Total Solar Eclipse

Virginia

Sep 23
Roanoke
Fall ROAPEX - Star Wars Anniversary.
Thrasher Memorial United Methodist
Church., 707 East Washington Ave,
Vinton, VA 24179. Hrs: 10AM-5PM. Big
Lick Stamp Club. Erik Kraker - BLSC
Treasurer. 2720 Stephenson Ave, SW.,
Roanoke, VA 24014. PH: 540-3427314 or send an Email: erik752k@aol.
com. DLR: 8. TA: 10. FR. Will issue
Commemorative Star Wars Cover. Details from BLSC Treasurer Erik, Kraker,
erik752K@aol.com

Washington

Tennessee
Sep 30-Oct 1
Memphis
MEMPHEX
2017. Agricenter International "C" Wing, 7777 Walnut Grove Rd. Hrs: Sat. 10AM6PM, Sun. 10AM-4PM. Memphis
Stamp Collectors Society. Andy
Burkman, PO Box 66, Ellendale,
TN 38029. PH: 901-382-1772.
Email: andburk@usit.net
or visit
Website at : www.memphisstampcollectorssociety.org.
DLR:
12.
TA: 23. FR

Sep 8-10
Tukwila
SEAPEX. Tukwila Community Center,
12424 42nd Ave. S. Hrs: Fri. 11AM6PM, Sat. 10AM-5PM, Sun. 10AM-4PM.
Seattle Philatelic Exhibition. Eric Bustad,
PO Box 20760, Seattle, WA 98102. PH:
425-894-7673. Email: seapex@comcast
.net Website: http://seapexshow.org/
DLR: 29. FR
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The expertizer’s mind-set: skepticism and review

Sometimes what looks like a stamp error is something else entirely. John Hotchner provides three
examples and explains how a stamp expertizer would examine and test such stamps.
“I’m from Missouri” is a good approach to
expertizing. Missouri’s unofficial nickname is
“The Show-Me State” because its citizens are
reputed to be skeptics. Experts take nothing
on faith, and can’t afford the luxury of snap
judgment or even educated assumption.
The reason is that others are going to
be making financial decisions based on
your opinion, and the hobby itself may be
expanded or diminished because of your
conclusions about the stamp or cover (the
patient) being examined.
For these reasons, most experts I have
talked with start from the position that an
item that they have been asked to examine
can be faked, and before they can say it hasn’t
been faked, it must be subjected to review
using every bit of knowledge they have, plus
whatever information and tools they have
available.
Let’s take, for example, a purported
color-omitted error of the 1981 18¢ Battle
of Yorktown/Battle of the Virginia Capes setenant pair (Scott 1938a).
In the illustration, the pair submitted for
expertizing is shown at top, and a normal pair
is at bottom. How can an expertizer reach a
valid conclusion as to whether the top pair is a
genuine error, an almost error, or an alteration
masquerading as an error?
What’s “an almost error”? That would be a
stamp that is genuine, looks like an error, but
has evidence that what appears to be missing
is actually present.
For a missing color, it might be dots of color
where they are supposed to be, but they are
too few and too small to be seen by the eye
unaided. A 10-power magnifier might suffice
for inspecting the stamp, but a 30-power
magnifier is better.
The first thing the expertizer will want to
do is to check the Scott Specialized Catalogue
of United States Stamps and Covers and the
Scott Catalogue of Errors on U.S. Postage
Stamps by Stephen R. Datz to see if there is a
known error to match. It is not fatal if there
isn’t, but it is a strike against the patient.
There also may be a catalog note warning
that printer’s waste exists, or a note that

6
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Shown at top is a 1981 18¢ se-tenant pair of Battle of Yorktown/Battle of the Virginia Capes stamps
that was submitted for expertizing as an error missing the engraved black color. A normal pair is
shown at bottom. A quick visual comparison of the two pairs gives a positive result, but if you look
a lot closer — especially under magnification — you might find something else.

provides other useful information.
In the case of Scott 1938a, the Scott U.S.
Specialized catalog lists two missing-color
errors: “black (engr., inscriptions) omitted”
(1938b) and “black ‘litho’ omitted” (1938d).
There are no additional notes. Datz expands
on the catalog listing and also depicts both
of these missing-color errors. The patient
resembles 1938b with the omitted black
inscriptions.
Next, it is important to compare the patient
to a known genuine example of the stamp or
stamps. By doing this, the expert can compare
the white around the margin and other white
areas in the stamp design with the normal.
Often, an altered stamp will show the white
areas to have been affected by the agent that
changed or faded out the purported missing
color, be it sunlight or a chemical. Our patient
passes this test.
The next side-by-side comparison is to
look at the areas where the missing color
should be. Here we use the aforementioned
30-power magnifier to verify that all the black

color is indeed missing. The normal pair shows
us where to look. The patient does not pass
this test; there are dots of black color in the
area of the “18c usa” on both stamps.
To qualify as an error, the color omitted
must be 100 percent omitted. So, this pair
will get a certificate stating, “United States,
Scott No. 1938a with just traces of black on
both stamps, unused, full original gum, never
hinged, genuine in all respects.”
In other words, this is one of those “almost
errors.” It is totally genuine, but not the error.
The second example is a 22¢ Love stamp
of 1986 (Scott 2202) that was submitted as
“missing brown.” The first problem is that there
is no catalog listing for any missing color on
this stamp. While it is not impossible for a new
error to be discovered, the further away from
date of issue that we get, the less likely that is
to happen.
The second problem requires that
expertizers know about different printing
techniques, and the properties of each on
Continued on page 81
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Michigan

New Jersey

Pennsylvania

Sep 9
Waterford
Pontiac Stamp Show. Waterford Recreation Center, 25640 Williams Lake Rd.
Hrs: 10:00AM-4:00PM. Pontiac Stamp
Club. L.M. Stanton, PO Box 700257,
Plymouth, MI 48170. PH: 248-9867293 or
send
an
Email:
weluvstamps@hotmail.com, DLR: 10. TA:
16. FR

Oct 1
Parsippany
Garden State Stamp, Coin & Currency
Show. P.A.L. Building, 33 Baldwin Rd.
Hrs: 9AM-4PM. P.A.L., 973-335-0555.
FR

Sep 24
Mars
Mars Stamp Show. VFW Post 7505,
331 Mars-Valencia Rd. Hrs: 10AM-4PM.
K2 Stamps.
Kevin Kellman, 7315
Beechtree Dr., Middletown, MD 21769.
Ph: 301-524-9562. Fax: 301-3714558. or Email: k2stamps@gmail.com
Website: k2stamps.com DLR: 8-10. TA:
16-20. FR.
Oct 7
Chambersburg
Fall Stamp Expo. Eugene Clarke Center,
235 S. Third St. Hrs: 10AM-5PM.
Cumberland Valley Philatelic Society.
Quinn Witherspoon, 251 Martin Ave.,
Chambersburg, PA 17201. PH: 717264-1252. DLR: 10. TA: 20. FR.
Food bar, post office
Oct 21
Gettysburg
GETTYPEX 2017. Gettysburg Fire Company, 35 N. Stratton St. Hrs: 10AM-4PM.
Blue and Gray Stamp Club. Dwight L.
Monn, 338 Lincolnway W., New Oxford,
PA 17350. PH: 717-624-4864 or
Email: dmonn@pa.net DLR: 12. TA: 40.
FR
Nov 4
Reading
Annual Reading Stamp Club Show.
Leesport Market Auction Pavillion, 322
Gernant’s Church Rd. Hrs: 10AM-4PM.
Reading Stamp Club. Kent Weaver MD,
6 Valley Dr., Birdsboro, PA 19508. PH:
610-779-0175 or email: kewsr78@
yahoo.com DLR: 16. FR

Sep 23-24
Harbert
Stuck On Stamps Show. River Valley Senior Center, 13321 Red Arrow Hwy. Hrs:
Sat. 10AM-5PM, Sun. 10AM-4PM.
Southwestern Michigan Stamp Club.
Terry Cornwell. Phone: 269-469-0130.
Email: stampsgc@aol.com DLR: 7. FR
Sep 24
Lansing
Mid-Michigan Stamp Show. Royal Scot
Golf and Bowl, 4722 W. Grand River
Ave. Hrs: 10AM-5PM. Jim Adams, 5806
Coulson Ct., Lansing, MI 48911. PH:
517-394-5953. Or send an email:
48jim15@comcast.net DLR: 9-12. TA:
12. FR
Sep 30-Oct 1
Kalamazoo
KAZOOPEX Fall Stamp Show. Kalamazoo
County Fairgrounds and Expo Center,
2900 Lake St. Hrs: Sat. 10AM-5PM
Sun: 10AM-3:30PM. Kalamazoo Stamp
Club. Dave Matyas, 49951 CR 653, Paw
Paw, MI 49079. PH: 269-657-2271.
Email: davelu72@frontier.com DLR: 28.
TA: 70. FR.
Oct 21-22
Dearborn Heights
MOTOPEX 2017. Sokol Hall, 23600 W.
Warren. Hrs: Sat. 10AM-5PM, Sun.
10AM-4PM. Motor City Stamp and Cover
Club. John Gorney, 22258 Gregory,
Dearborn, MI 48127. PH: 313-5617024. Email: dgeorny2010@comcast.
net. DLR: 20+. TA: 32. FR.
Nov 4-5
Ann Arbor
AAPEX 2017. Morris Lawrence Bldg.,
Washtenaw Community College, 4800 E.
Huron River Dr. Hrs: Sat. 10AM-5PM,
Sun. 10AM-4PM. Ann Arbor Stamp Club.
Harry and Dottie Winter, POB 2012, Ann
Arbor, MI 48106. PH: 734-761-5859.
Email: harwin@umich.edu or visit
website: http://annarborstampclub.org
DLR: 28. TA: 56. FR

North Carolina
Sep 30-Oct 1
Asheville
Blue Ridge Stamp Show. Comfort Suites
Outlet Center, 890 Brevard Rd. Hrs: Sat.
10AM-5PM; Sun. 10AM-4PM. Big Lick
Stamps. Cary Cochran. PH: 704-4854027 or send an Email: carytj@yahoo.
com. DLR: 7. TA: 12. FR

New Hampshire
Sep 16
Portsmouth
Portsmouth Stamp Show. Holiday Inn,
300 Woodbury Ave, I-95 Traffic Circle,
Hrs: 9AM-2PM. Pine Tree Stamps, PO
Box 105, West Minot, ME 04288. Email:
ptstamps@megalink.net TA: 12. FR
Sep 17
Nashua
The Greater Nashua Stamp Show. Holiday Inn, Rt. 3, Exit 4. Hrs: 9AM-3PM.
Pine Tree Stamps, POB 105, West Minot, ME 04288. PH: 207-966-2744 or
email: ptstamps@megalink.net FR

New Jersey
Sep 17
Wayne
Third Sunday Monthly Stamp/Coin
Bourse. 3rd Sunday every month. Fire
Co. #1, 93 Parish Dr. Dealers in at 7AM.
Hrs: 8AM-4PM. REW Enterprises LLC.
Ross, 973-875-3793 or email:
stamprew@aol.com DLR: 15. FR
Oct 14
Bordentown
Bordentown Stamp Bourse. Bordentown
Senior Center, 3 Municipal Dr. Hrs:
8:30AM-3:00PM. Co-op. Ryan Terlecky,
80 Steele Way, Huntingdon Valley, PA
19006. PH: 215-287-9326 or send an
Email: rterlecky@hotmail.com DLR: 22.
TA: 44. FR.
Oct 28-29
Clifton
Clifton Fall Stamp Coin, Cover, Currency
& Postcard Show. Clifton Community
Recreation Center, 1232 Main Ave. at
Washington Ave. Hrs: 9:30AM-4:00PM.
Clifton Stamp Society. Tom Stidl, 62
Hackberry Pl., Clifton, NJ 07013. PH:
973-471-7872. Email: stidl@verizon.net
or visit our website: www.clifton-stamp-society.org DLR: 15. FR.

New Mexico
Oct 21-22
Rio Rancho
NewMexPex 2017 Stamp Show. Meadowlark Senior Center, 4330 Meadowlark
Ln., SE. Hrs: Sat. 9AM-5PM, Sun. 9AM4PM. Albuquerque Philatelic Society and
the Rio Rancho Stamp Club. Thomas
Clinkenbeard. PH: 505-823-2018. send
an Email: magcthc@ix.netcom.com or
visit our
Website: http://madjac.
com/stamps.htm DLR: 8. TA: 23. FR

New York
Sep 17
Bayside
Bayside Stamp Show. Adria Hotel At
Bayside, 220-33 Northern Blvd. Hrs:
10AM-4:30PM. Marilyn J. Nowak, POB
230066, Brooklyn, NY 11223-0003.
718-645-7659. FR
Sep 17
Massapequa
LISPA, Long Island Stamp & Postcard
Association. Massapequa Elks Hall
#2162, 2162 Veterans Blvd. Hrs: 10AM3:30PM. I.J. Farber, c/o LISPA, POB 95,
Islip Terrace, NY 11752. PH: 631-5817653 after 6PM or FAX: 631-277-8279.
FR
Sep 22-23
Tarrytown
Westchester Stamp, Coin, Postcard &
Paper Money Show. Westchester
Marriot, 670 White Plains Rd., Tarrytown,
NY. Hrs: Fri. 11AM-6PM, Sat. 10AM6PM. Mark Simon, 914-299-3995. DLR:
70. FR
Sep 24
Melville
The Melville Stamp & Coin. Catapano
Engineering. 585 Rte. 110. Hrs: 8AM2PM. George Schultheis. PH: 516-5577096. Email: gsstamps1@hotmail.com
DLR: 35. FR
Oct 7
Olean
Olepex 2017. Bethany Lutheran Church,
6 Leo Moss Drive. Hrs: 10:00AM4:00PM. Olean Stamp Club. Ron Yeager,
PO Box 774, Bradford, PA 16701-0774.
PH: 814-362-4471. or send an Email:
cry@atlanticbb.net DLR: 6. TA: 16. FR.
NEW LOCATION

Ohio

Sep 17
Hudson
Hudson Stamp Bourse. Clarion Inn,
6625 Dean Memorial Pkwy. Hrs: 10AM4PM. Lincolnway Stamps. Dave Pool, PO
Box 455, Massillon, OH 44648. PH:
330-832-5992. Or you may Email:
lincolnway@sssnet.com. DLR: 5 TA: 10.
FR.
Sep 24
Cincinnati
Greenhills Classic Coin and Stamp
Show. American Legion Post 530,
11100 Winton Rd. Hrs: 10AM-4PM. Xenia Coin Shop. Jim Huffman, POB 63,
Xenia, OH 45385. PH: 937-376-2807.
FAX: 937-374-1400. Or send an Email:
numismaniaofohio@woh.rr.com Website:
xeniacoin.com DLR: 30. TA: 55. FR

Oregon
Sep 30
Portland
Portland Stamp Fest. Shilo Inn Convention Center- Willamette I room, 11707
NE Airport Way. Hrs: 10AM-5PM. Gary
Hoecker, 12042 SE Sunnyside Rd.
#515, Clackamas, OR 97015. PH: 503698-4128. Email: hoecker@teleport.com
or Website: www.garyhoecker.com DLR:
5. TA: 10. FR
Sep30-Oct 1
Portland
The Greater Portland Antique Paper Faire
(formerly the Greater Portland Postcard
Stamp and Paper Collectibles Show)
Portland Meadows Turf Club, 1001 N
Schmeer Road, Portland, OR. Hrs: Sat.
10AM-5PM, Sun. 10AM-4PM. Northwest Collectibles. Terry Weis PH: 503679-4755 or send Email: tdweis1950@
comcast.net
Visit our Website:
portlandpapershows.com FR

Pennsylvania
Sep 24
Langhorne
Tri-State Coin & Stamp Show. Sheraton
Bucks County, 400 Oxford Valley Rd.
Hrs: 9:30AM-3:30PM. Allen Brock, 305393-6290. Website: coinshows.com and
stampshows.com DLR: 55. TA: 65. FR
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Tennessee
Sep 23-24
Knoxville
Knoxville Summer Stamp Show. Holiday
Inn Knoxville West @ Cedar Bluff, 9134
Executive Park Drive. Hrs: Sat 10AM5PM; Sun. 10AM-3PM. B & W Stamp
Co. Bill Vance, PO Box 968, Joelton, TN
37080. PH: 615-584-4234. Email:
bwstamps@aol.com DLR: 8. TA: 20. FR
Sep 30-Oct 1
Memphis
MEMPHEX
2017. Agricenter International "C" Wing, 7777 Walnut Grove Rd. Hrs: Sat. 10AM6PM, Sun. 10AM-4PM. Memphis
Stamp Collectors Society. Andy
Burkman, PO Box 66, Ellendale,
TN 38029. PH: 901-382-1772.
Email: andburk@usit.net
or visit
Website at : www.memphisstampcollectorssociety.org.
DLR:
12.
TA: 23. FR

Texas

Sep 22-24
Grapevine
Texas Coin Shows. Grapevine Convention
Center, 1209 S. Main St. Hrs: Fri. 2PM6PM, Sat. 9AM-6PM, Sun 9AM-3PM.
Ginger Pike, PO Box 356, Howe, TX
75459-0356. PH: 214-535-3465. or
send Email: TexasCoinShows@aol.com
Website: www.coinshows.com DLR: 70.
TA: 72. ADM. Free seminars on Saturday
by NE Tarrant Coin Club: 11:00-12:00
"Collecting Medievel Coinage." by Mike
Ross 12:00-1:00 "Collecting Slabs: Buy
the plastic and not the coin!" by Lane
Brunner 1:30-2:30 "The Engraving World
of George T. Morgan: He designed more
than just a silver dollar!" by Carl Stang.

Vermont
Oct 7
Quechee
Crossroads Postcard/Stamp Show. MidVermont Christian School, 399 W Gilson
Ave. Hrs: 9AM-3PM. Upper Valley Stamp
Club. John Lutz, 12 Franklin St., Randolph, VT 05060. PH: 802-728-6212.
or send an Email: jalutz@gmail.com.
www.uvstampclub.com DLR: 25. TA: 65.
FR

Wisconsin
Sep 15-17
Milwaukee
Milcopex
2017. Crowne
Plaza
Milwaukee Airport Hotel, 6401 S
13th St. Hrs: Fri & Sat. 10AM5PM, Sun. 10AM-3PM.
Milwaukee Philatelic Society. MaryAnn
Bowman, POB 1451, Waukesha,
WI 53187. PH: 262-820-1060.
Visit
our
Website:
www.
milwaukeephilatelic.org
DLR: 23.
FR
Sep 29-30
Burnaby
VANPEX 2017.South Burnaby United
Church, Rear Hall, 7591 Gray Ave. Hrs:
Fri 9AM-5PM, Sat 9AM-4PM. BC Philatelic Society. David Johnson, 3349 West
30th Avenue, Vancouver, BC, Canada
V6S 1W3. 604-266-0465, davidj.
mapleleaf@gmail.com. DLR: 12, TA: 12
FR. Door Prizes, Free stamps for kids, Interesting Exhibits.

Walt Disney’s face seems to be different colors on these two 1968
photogravure-printed 6¢ commemorative stamps. Is there a color
missing? Use of a 30-power magnifier tells the tale.

Continued from page 81
Five colors were used to print this stamp: yellow, red, blue, black,
and tan. Disney’s face is made up mostly of yellow and tan. If you
look at the darker face under 30-power magnification, you will see
it has a lot more tan coloring. This has led some to think that the
lighter-face stamps are missing a color. Their supposition can be
encouraged by the fact that there are three color-omitted errors
listed for the Walt Disney stamp: ocher (tan) omitted, black omitted,
and blue omitted.
But a look under 30-power magnification tells us that every color is
present, just in different intensities from one stamp to the other.
Thus, this is not an error, but an example of the fact that there is
a range of normal in the colors for a great many stamps printed by
photogravure.
In future columns, I will discuss how an expert looks at some of the
other problems that patients present. But for this time, I hope that
the explanations about these three patients give you a sense of the
complexity that can be encountered. ■

Stamp Collecting Basics
Continued from page 45
Often, a keytype stamp will include a designated area where the
colony or country name is added to the basic design.
It is worth the effort to learn the language of stamp collecting.
Being familiar with terms used in the hobby will help you in
communicating with stamp dealers and with other collectors, when
you go to a stamp show and look at the exhibits, and when you
do research in periodicals and books regarding material in your
collection.
There are many sources of information regarding hobby words. A
useful glossary is found on the Linn’s Stamp News website at www.
linns.com/insights/glossary-of-philatelic-terms. html. n
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Beware unsupported, exaggerated claims on eBay

Caveat Emptor (Latin for let the buyer beware) is a good maxim to keep in mind when a stamp is
offered on eBay as a rare item, but no substantive proof is offered to back up the claim.
While eBay is a wonderful resource for
stamp collectors, as with just about every
good thing, it can be a mixed blessing.
An email from a Linn’s reader highlighted
two recent listings on eBay that fall into the
mixed blessing category and connect to the
theme of this monthly series of columns on
expertizing.
The first is a listing of a 1954 2¢ Thomas
Jefferson Liberty definitive similar to the one
shown with this column. The stamp offered
on eBay is used and described as “very rare,”
though there is no support for this statement.
There is a rare 2¢ Jefferson; it is listed in the
Scott Specialized Catalog of United States Stamps
and Covers as 1033a, printed on Silkote paper.
This was an experiment to try to reduce waste
due to off-center perforating. A mint example is
valued at $275, a plate block at $2,000, and an
on-cover use at an amazing $15,000.
But there is no claim in the eBay listing that
the stamp offered is the Silkote variety. If there
were such a claim, it would have to be backed
up by an expertizing certificate.
No, this seems to be a garden variety 2¢
Jefferson, listed as a buy-it-now item on eBay
for about $13, converted from £10. Now,

A stamp much like this United States 2¢
Jefferson of the Liberty series was shown in a
recent eBay listing, described as “very rare.” It is
a common stamp instead.

6
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This item was offered on eBay simply as an “India
State Scinde District Dawk” at the equivalent
of $65, despite having a Scott catalog value of
$26,000 if genuine. The stamp did not sell.

there’s a clue. The seller is not a United Statesbased collector, and might not have access
to a Scott catalog. It seems that the seller is
simply guessing, and eBay has no mechanism
that screens such listings for truth or accuracy.
Thus, the potential customer really does
have to arm himself with knowledge, and
keep the old saying in mind: “Let the buyer
beware.”
It also helps to keep in mind that no one
can provide a precise, generally accepted
definition of the term “very rare.” Does it mean
one example known, or 10, or 100?
In this instance, the “very rare” description
is inappropriate in the absence of a
substantiated claim that the stamp is Scott
1033a. Hundreds of millions of the basic 2¢
Jefferson stamp were produced. Indeed, the
used value is the routine 25¢ that Scott uses
as its minimum catalog value.
So, the take-away here is that buyers can
not accept claims at face value. If you are
going to spend hard-earned money, it is
essential that the claim be substantiated by
the noting of a certificate in the listing, and
that you check your own reference material,
such as a Scott catalog, to be certain that the
asking price is reasonable.
The second example from an eBay listing is

advanced as a world-class rarity: the Scinde
Dawk issue of India. The stamp is found at the
start of Scott’s India listings as A3, one of three
embossed, imperforate ½-anna stamps issued
for the Scinde District Post (A1-A3).The catalog
value for A3 alone is $165,000 unused, and
$26,000 used. Only one is recorded unused.
The stamp listed on eBay is clearly used.
Immediately alarm bells should go off. First,
there is a buy-it-now price of £50, about U.S.
$65. My correspondent reported that despite
the bargain price, the stamp has not sold in
two tries; this being the third try. You would
think a rarity like this would be snapped up by
India specialists the first time it appeared. That
it has not sold is a shot across the bow.
Further, no claim is made in the eBay listing
other than the description “India State Scinde
District Dawk.” In the absence of a statement
to the contrary, one is led to assume that it is
genuine.
The lack of any claims offers another
warning. If this were something special,
buyers should expect the seller to have and
advertise a certificate, to state a catalog
number, and to hype the stamp as a desirable
addition to a collection. The silence on those
matters is deafening.
Finally, the price of the item offered should
Continued on page 97

The Scott catalog image for the1852 Scinde Dawk
stamp embossed in blue on white paper.
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ZAMBIA – ZIMBABWE

ZAMBIA (9/19/16 LINN’S)

Surcharge Type of 2003
Method and Perf. As Before
2003, June 26
1013a

Inverted surcharge

27.50

No. 1035
Surcharged

Method and Perf. As Before
2014, May 2
1176 A212 1.50k on 1800k #1035
Three additional surcharges were issued in this
set. The editors would like to examine any
examples.

Animals Type of 2014
Design: No. 1187, Black rhinoceros.

2014, June 26

Litho.

Perf. 14

1187 A243 1k multi
Fifteen additional stamps were issued in this set.
The editors would like to examine any examples.

Continued from page
97 6
be commensurate with the catalog value.
As if all of this were not enough, a look at the
Scott catalog listings for early India reveals several
facts that seal the fate of this stamp. A note after the
A3 reads: “Nos. A1-A3 were issued without gum. No.
A3 is embossed on red wafer. It is usually found with
cracks and these examples are worth somewhat less
than the values given, depending upon the degree
of cracking.”
The illustration for the Scott listing for the Scinde
Dawk stamps is a bit of a problem because it looks
like the eBay stamp, only blue instead of red. So
unless you have read the fine print in the catalog,
you might assume that A3 could look like that.
Because Scott A3 is a red wafer embossed on
paper, the example shown with the eBay listing
is clearly a fake, and it has a fake cancellation that
mimics the genuine cancel of the time.
That’s why no serious collector has bought this
“bargain.”

Miniature Sheets

A Newly Reported Error?

Independence, 50th Anniv. — A247

Another Linn’s reader sent the discolored 50¢
Franklin of the Third Bureau issue for examination. It is
perforated gauge 11 on the top, bottom and left side,
and perforated 12 on the right. The reader asked if
this might be a hitherto undiscovered new error?
Given the gauge-11 perforations on three sides,
the stamp can be presumed to be Scott 517, the

No. 1214 — Dr. Kenneth Kaunda, first President
of Zambia: a, With Queen Elizabeth II. b, With British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher. c, With Archbishop of Canterbury. d, At Independence ceremony. e, With African leaders.
No. 1215: a, Pres. Kaunda. b, Pres. Frederick
Chiluba (1943-2011). c, Pres. Levy Mwanawasa
(1948-2008). d, Pres. Rupiah Banda. e, Pres.
Michael Sata (1937-2014).
No. 1216 — Pres. Sata: a, At inauguration. b,
Addressing United Nations.

Litho. With Foil Application
2014, Oct. 23
Perf. 13 1/4
1214 A247 10k Sheet of 5, #a-e
1215 A247 10k Sheet of 5, #a-e

18.00 18.00
18.00 18.00

Souvenir Sheet
1216 A247 10k Sheet of 2, #a-b
7.25 7.25
Four strips of five stamps were also issued with
this set. The editors would like to examine any
examples of the strips.

ZIMBABWE (2/20/17 LINN’S)

Recreational
Fishing — A234
Designs: 40c, Tiger fish. 75c, Largemouth bass.
85c, Fishermen on Lake Mutirikwi. $1, Fishermen
on Lake Manyame.

2017, Jan. 30
1233-1236 A234
1236a

Litho.

Perf. 14 1/4x14

Set of 4

Souvenir sheet of 4, #1233-1236,
imperf.

6.00 6.00
6.00 6.00

A used example of the rare Scinde Dawk stamp, which
is embossed on a red wax wafer. Image courtesy of
Robert A. Siegel Auction Galleries.

This discolored United States 1917 50¢ Franklin
stamp is perforated on all four sides, but the
perforations on the right don’t match those on the
other three sides. Could this be a new error?

1917 version. How does an expertizer approach this?
With considerable skepticism! For a new error to
appear after 100 years would be highly unusual.
The first thing to do is to verify the 11-gauge
perforations using the Kiusalas gauge, which is
keyed to U.S. issues of the first hundred years
and measures with more precision than the
standard gauge. That confirmed that the 11-gauge
perforations are genuine, meaning that the basic
stamp is indeed Scott 517, and not one of the two
perf-12 versions of this stamp (421 and 422).
This brings up the next question: Can the gauge
12 perforations at right be genuine?
To answer this, you need to find out whether a
12-gauge perforator was being used by the Bureau
of Engraving and Printing in 1917, and if so, do the
right-side perforations match the proper gauge?
We needn’t get to the second question, because
the last use of gauge-12 perforations for regularissue U.S. stamps was in 1914. So, perf 12 was long
out-of-date by the time that perf 11 stamps were
being produced.
What do we have, then? My bet is that this
example of Scott 517 originally had a straight edge
on the right side. Someone recognized that fully
perforated stamps without a straight edge sold for
more than the less-desirable straight-edge versions
and “improved” it by adding perforations on the
right. However, the only equipment available was
gauge 12, which was less important than having
holes on all four sides on the stamp. ■
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John M. Hotchner

Becoming a philatelic expert: Are you ready?

While expertizing stamps and covers can be challenging, it also has many rewards. John Hotchner
provides guidelines to help you determine if you are up for the challenge.
There are never enough people who are
willing to step forward as philatelic experts.
There are many reasons. Some collectors
may be capable, but don’t want the
responsibility. Others have a case of terminal
humility. Still others don’t want to spend
their limited hobby time working with other
peoples’ stamps and covers.
All of these are understandable. However, I
would argue that someone has to do this work,
and first, making the commitment to go down
this path can be a bit of payback for the happy
hours that the hobby has given you. Second,
you will be repaid for your work in several ways.
In terms of cold hard cash, most expertizing
enterprises pay a small per-patient (the
patient is the stamp or cover that has been
submitted for expertizing) amount that covers
your minimal expenses and provides a little
spending money. No, you won’t get rich — and
many experts donate the honorarium back —
but you can keep it for your philatelic account.
Much more valuable is the experience and
knowledge you gain in your chosen field. No
one declares themselves to be an expert, and
on day one suddenly knows everything there
is to know.
It is only the beginning. Experts are students,
and handling both the genuine and the
falsified material that others send in forces the
expert to dig deep into his or her knowledge
base, to expand it, to develop new theories and
to reach new conclusions. Sometimes what you
think you know turns out to be wrong.
The knowledge you gain also can have a cash
value in that you become more aware of what to
avoid as a faked or altered item, and what to snap
up as a bargain because it has an odd perforation
or a curlicue out of place that others have missed.
The next benefit is that even if you don’t
own them for your own collection, how else
can you handle and enjoy the rarities of
your field? You get to know and study them
firsthand, which beats by a country mile
seeing them in an exhibit frame.

When to begin?
How do you know when you are ready to
take on the challenge?

6
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This 1861 5¢ orange brown Thomas Jefferson
stamp (Scott 30) is a genuine stamp, but has
three strikes against it as noted on the PSE
certificate. Does this make it uncollectible? No,
but it does make it a lot less expensive.

A closer look at the United States Scott 30 stamp
from the expertizing certificate.

There are several elements against which
you can make that evaluation.

First, despite what I already said, humility is
good. You can have pride in your knowledge
without believing that you are the last word
on every stamp or cover that comes before
you. Knowing what you don’t know is nearly
as important as knowing what you do know.
Having the humility to own up when
knowledge is lacking is a positive. An expert
cannot guess.
Often the organization for which the expert
works takes the team approach, so that there
are others who look at the patient and check
each other’s findings.
Even the lone, highly experienced expertizer
runs up against the occasional brick wall and
has to call in outside help, or declare that it
is impossible to reach a conclusion given the
current state of technology or knowledge.
All of this translates into a high level of
personal ethics. You can’t wish a patient into
being genuine, nor can you favor material that
you know comes from a friend. And, you can’t
use your position as an expertizer to settle
some mythical score from 20 years ago.
As to knowledge, you need a passion for the
material you are working with — and not just for
the most perfect and beautiful examples extant.
My friend Trish Kaufmann expressed this
especially well in a recent note: “I have an
extensive collection of Confederate fakes,
forgeries and fantasies. They proliferate. We
have evidence that it started during the war
as early as 1862, as evidenced by print ads for
fake stamps. People messing with covers were
right on their heels. And nothing has stopped
the momentum. It continues today.”
What this tells me is that Kaufmann has a
fascination with material from the darkest
corners of the hobby. She also has a collection
and a library to back it up that help her to be
a knowledgeable expert. Of course, she has
been doing this for years, and she continually
adds to both her collection and library.
So, as with elemental knowledge, the
expert must have the basics, but the
fascination with the good, the bad and the
ugly encourages you to build your own
collection and library over time.
Continued on page 54
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Continued from page 6
A time requirement is involved in being an
expert. You can’t be rushed when dealing with
the patients you are asked to examine.
Think of Sherlock Holmes and his penchant
for taking whatever time was needed to go
into his library to identify the origin of a bit
of tobacco, or the precise nature and date
of a previous crime. His search began with a
full application of his powers of observation,
augmented by facts that put his observations
in context. It is not too strong a point to make
that an expertizer is indeed a detective.
Finally, an expert needs tools, or access
to them. Good perforation gauges,
watermarking fluid, a magnifier that is 30
power to 40 power, longwave and shortwave
ultraviolet lights and comparison examples
are enough to solve most of the cases.
On occasion, though, analysis using
expensive technology not likely to be part
of a home setup will be needed. If you work
with an expertizing house, you may have to
suggest tests that can be performed using inhouse equipment or arrange with a laboratory
to have the tests done.
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I hope I have not scared you off. We need
new experts for both United States and foreign
material, especially in the specialty areas.
If you think you have a good base to build
upon, and have relevant experience in your
area as a collector, author, exhibitor or in some
other manner, write to your favorite expertizing
enterprise and volunteer. This can be the start
of a beautiful and productive relationship.

Collecting flawed stamps
One of the benefits of having a stamp or
cover expertized goes beyond whether it is
genuine as claimed. In reviewing a patient, the
expertizer makes that determination, but will
also note any flaws or alterations of genuine
material. Those observations will be included
in the certificate that results, as shown in the
Professional Stamp Experts certificate for
a U.S. Scott 30, the 1861 5¢ orange brown
Thomas Jefferson stamp type II.
The PSE certificate states that the stamp “is
genuine unused, no gum, with FAKE CANCEL,
and REPERFORATED at right.”
Keep in mind that Scott 30 is one of the few
stamps that has a catalog value higher for used

($1,400 in italics in the 2018 Scott Standard
Stamp Catalogue) than mint ($1,200); thus the
reason for the fake cancel on this example.
This sort of certificate prompted Linn’s reader
Bill Baab to write in with the following question:
“There is a nationally known stamp dealer
who advertises early U.S. stamps ‘with minor
imperfections.’ My feeling is that I don’t want
to buy any stamps that are torn, have thins, are
creased, missing perfs, etc. To me, condition is
everything. Do you have any thoughts on this?”
My answer is that, first and foremost, one of
the glories of stamp collecting is that each of us
gets to define the parameters of our collecting,
both as to subject and condition. That said, I
believe that the poor relations of stampdom
need a home, too. We can’t all afford the most
pristine of examples for our albums.
So I will buy a bargain stamp with minor
imperfections to fill a space I might not
otherwise ever be able to fill at full price.
One day if I hit the lottery, I’ll replace all
the imperfect stamps. In the meantime, I’m
buying for enjoyment, not investment; and I’d
rather have an example that is imperfect than
no example. ■
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Discovering why a modern printing flaw occurred

As the printing of stamps became more complex, so did the causes for printing flaws. The printer
may be able to explain how a flaw happened. If not, a printing specialist may have the answer.
In the 19th century and even into the 20th,
the art of printing was fairly simple. But the
installation of ever more complex printing
equipment at the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing blended technology, speed, and
start-to-finish production elements. The new
presses were capable of printing hundreds of
millions of complicated stamps in amazingly
short periods of time.
As with today’s automobiles, there are so
many more conveniences and labor- and
money-saving devices built into these presses,
that we too often forget that this means there
are more things that can go wrong. Often
enough, the things that go wrong require
expensive fixes.
Also, with each new generation of presses,
a new set of unexpected problems needed
to be solved, and these often affected some
part of a production run. While electronic
inspection for errors could and often
did remove defective material from the
production line, it never worked flawlessly.
The result is that stamp collectors
sometimes encounter odd and unusual flaws
that needed to be authenticated as genuine,
and this often requires being able to explain
how they could have happened.
When the BEP got out of the business of
producing United States postage stamps in
the early 21st century, the U.S. Postal Service
contracted out stamp printing to a succession
of private firms, and the same situation with
defective material applied to them as well.
The flawed material produced that made
it through the system ranged from the easily
explainable, such as imperfs or missing colors,
to the unexplainable — at least to the average
stamp collector.
Many of these flawed stamps are submitted
for expertizing, and expertizers can be as
flummoxed as the collectors who submitted
them.
The difference is that the expertizer can
not just be content with identifying what the
flaw is; it is important to understand, if at all
possible, what caused it.
Unless expertizers can identify the press
responsible and how it works, they can be left
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Lightly inked repeating parallel lines are found on some photogravure-printed stamps issued between
1975 and 1982, such as the blue lines on the 1975 10¢ International Women’s Year commemorative
stamp. George Brett, an expert on the BEP, called them “chatter marks.”

Gray “chatter marks” appear on the 1982 20¢
Christmas stamp showing a Madonna and Child
painting by Giovanni Battista Tiepolo.

without the information essential to providing
a full explanation.
So, what does an expertizer do when one of
these stamps is submitted?

Expertizers used to be able to ask the
printer to verify the variety and explain how
it happened. When the BEP produced U.S.
stamps, it was subject to the provisions of the
Freedom of Information Act because it was a
government agency. The BEP may not always
have been prompt, but it was thorough and
helpful.
The same has not been true of the private
printers. In fact, it is my understanding that
the USPS has instructed them not to answer
inquiries from collectors seeking information
about varieties.
In a way, this is understandable as providing
this information and the testing and research
that goes into it can greatly increase the cost
of the contracts. The only recourse is to write
to the Postal Service’s public affairs office
asking for the information that is needed, and
the USPS decides what is worth the time and
expense to answer. This has been precious
little in my experience.
Let’s look at an example of how the BEP
would respond to inquiries. Shown nearby are
two examples of parallel lines covering the
entire stamps, but the lines are more obvious
in the selvage.
In addition to the 1975 10¢ International
Continued on page 58
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Brett had, there is no doubt that his analysis
was correct. This is not to say that the BEP’s
explanation is totally off base. It might hold
true for other similar-appearing varieties. But
for the stamps Brett reviewed, it did not apply.
I have two final things to mention.
First, I am in the process of getting together
as many BEP explanation letters as I can find,
with the object of making them available on
a website at some future time. Since these
letters were routinely sent in response to
collectors’ questions, they are dispersed
throughout the philatelic community. I am
asking for anyone with such a letter to provide
me with a copy. I can be reached at Box 1125,
Falls Church, VA 22041-0125, or by email at
jmhstamp@verizon.net.
Second, U.S. collectors are missing a great
resource if they are not members of the
United States Stamp Society. Its monthly
journal remains the single best source of
detailed articles about U.S. stamps and their
production. Membership information is
available from the society’s website www.
usstamps.org, or from USSS Executive
Secretary, Box 6634, Katy, TX 77491-6634. ■

PHILATELY OF FRANCE

There were several forgeries of Sower stamps. Shown here is the Marseille forgery of the 50-centime
red Lined Sower on the left and the genuine stamp (Scott 146) on the right. As seen in the
enlargements, on the forgery the ray through the Sower’s fingertips is long and straight, and the
rays under her arm touch both the sun and her arm. On the genuine stamp, the fingertip ray is short
and slightly curved, and the rays under her arm do not touch.

Continued from page 45
real stamp, the ray through her fingertips is
short and slightly curved, and the rays under
her arm do not touch the sun or the Sower.
World War II brought the end of the Sower,
although excess stock of the 35c green cameo
Sower was surcharged 30c and issued in 1941
for domestic printed matter (Scott 400).

Her absence was only temporary. She has
appeared on many French stamps since the
war, first for everyday use in the early 1960s and
on commemoratives after that. The post-war
Sowers will be discussed in the next Philately of
France column.
Thanks to Robert A. Greenwald for the images
of the booklet and pane. ■
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John M. Hotchner

You be the expert: items that look like errors

In researching kraft paper repair varieties for this column, John Hotchner discovered an
illustration of a 2¢ Washington error hiding in plain sight in a published work.
If you were an expertizer, how would you
describe the five stamp multiples shown
with this column? They are four mint Fourth
Bureau Issue (1922-1938) blocks and one
pair, all from the perf 11 by 11 flat-plate set
of 1922.
Pictured first is a 2¢ Washington block
with a kraft (brown) paper repair that can
be seen on the back and on the front in the
diagonal gap in the third vertical row. The
block has normal horizontal perforations
and three rows of vertical perforations on
a diagonal through the first, second and
fourth vertical rows.
The second item is a similar block,
without kraft paper and fully perforated
vertically, but all the vertical perfs are on
the diagonal.
The third, a block of nine of the 2¢, has a
kraft paper repair on the back covering the
bottom row. It has no vertical perforations,
and only two rows of horizontal perfs on
a diagonal through the top two rows. The
bottom row is completely imperforate, but
split on a diagonal and spliced together.
The fourth example is a 12¢ Grover
Cleveland block of four with normal
horizontal perfs, and an additional row of
horizontal perfs through each horizontal
row. It also has a kraft paper repair on the
back of the top row.
The final item is a horizontal pair of 12¢
Cleveland stamps that appear to be totally
imperf. There is no kraft paper repair.
Before we get to the descriptions, a little
background on the use of kraft paper is
helpful.
Repairs using kraft paper affect only the
flat-plate printings of the early 1920s. No
such repairs are known earlier; a different
method of repair was used for the Third
Bureau Issue (the Washington-Franklins).
Also, none are known later, after the Bureau
of Engraving and Printing changed over to
rotary press production of sheet stamps.
Kraft paper was used for repairs and
splices when the perforating process went
wrong.
These stamps were printed in sheets of
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Shown front and back is a block of the 1922 2¢
Washington flat plate, perf 11 by 11 stamps that
were damaged and repaired during perforating.
The repair was done with brown kraft paper, as
can be seen on the back, and on the front in the
second full vertical row of stamps.

This block of 2¢ Washington stamps was
damaged in perforating. While all perforations
are present, the vertical rows are misplaced.
The block comes from a part of a sheet that
has no kraft paper repair.

400. The sheets were inserted by hand into
the perforator, which applied perforations
in one direction, and cut the sheets in half.
Then the half sheets of 200 were inserted
for perforations in the other direction.
The half sheets also were split into two
100-stamp post office panes at this stage.
If a sheet or half sheet caught an edge,
or got stuck or crinkled when inserted, the

This block of nine is imperf vertically, and has a
kraft paper splice over the back of the bottom
row of stamps, which were split while making
the repair. Because the stamps are split, they
do not qualify for error status.

resulting perforations may be where they
shouldn’t be, may be missing in one or both
directions, or may be torn.
Keep in mind that the paper used for
postage stamps was expensive, and the
object was to waste as little as possible. So,
enough repair would be done so that the
sheet could be completed, and a half or
even a quarter saved as completed work.
Of course, the waste was not supposed to
get into circulation, but inevitably some of
it was mistakenly put in the pile of properly
perforated work.
Some of these stamps would ultimately
be removed by post office window clerks
as defective, but some were purchased by
patrons. The patrons could then decide
to use the stamps as postage, or perhaps
throw them away.
Also, some defective panes found their
way to dealers, where they were broken up
and sold to collectors. There is no doubt in
my mind that all five of the items shown
here came from larger kraft-paper repaired
panes.
Continued on page 8
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Continued from page 6
This is scarce material, which properly
identified, has value. So getting the
description right is important.
Let’s now look at each of the items to see
how they should be described.
The first example has no vertical
perforations in the third vertical row, and
because of this, you as the expertizer
may be tempted to call that row imperf
vertically. However, because the stamps
are split and spliced, they are not complete
stamps and don’t warrant being treated as
errors.
So, both the first and second blocks are
properly described as misperforated stamps
with vertical perforations on the diagonal.
The first block would get an additional note

Seemingly double-perfed horizontally, this
block of 12¢ flat plate Grover Cleveland stamps
is not a vertically imperf error because both
the horizontal and vertical perforations are
present. Two of the vertical holes can be seen in
the margin between the stamps, though they
are oriented incorrectly. There is a kraft paper
repair on the back of the top row.

Fully imperf, this margin pair of 12¢ Grover
Cleveland stamps might qualify for a listing in
the catalog, except that there were horizontal
perforations on the bottom of the pair. They
have been clipped off.
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These illustrations from Dr. Stanley B. Segal’s Errors, Freaks and Oddities on U.S. Stamps: Question Marks
in Philately show a 2¢ Washington pane of 100 that has 10 rows of perforations on the diagonal, but on
only seven rows of stamps. As can be seen from the back, three vertical rows are totally imperf.

on the expertizing certificate about the
kraft paper repair.
The third block is imperf vertically, but in
addition the bottom row is totally imperf. If
they were not spliced stamps, they would
be candidates for listing as an error, but
they are spliced on a slight diagonal —
though it is an artful job and difficult to
tell without a magnifier. As I have already
noted, spliced stamps are not given error
status.
Thus, the proper description for the
third block is “Top two rows misperforated;
bottom row spliced with kraft paper; the
entire block imperf vertically.”
The first 12¢ Cleveland piece, the block
of four, is properly perforated horizontally
and has no kraft paper on the reverse, but
the vertical perforations are displaced so
that they look like a second set of horizontal
perforations. The result is a block that
appears to be imperf vertically, but the
vertical perfs are present but just in the
wrong place, so this will not count as an
error.
Nevertheless, upon occasion we see
these described as the imperf vertically
error (Scott 564a), which does not have the
second set of perforations. For example,
a recent auction improperly described
a horizontal pair with the second row of
perforations as an “… eye catching example
of this rarely offered imperf vertically
pair showing an extra horizontal row of
perforations through both stamps … Only

15 pairs reported including multiples per
Datz.”
The problem is that the Scott Catalogue of
Errors on U.S. Postage Stamps, 16th edition,
by the Stephen Datz, pictures Scott 564a
without a second row of perforations.
Datz also mentions our fifth example:
“Imperforate pairs of No. 564 almost
certainly are trimmed from pairs of No. 564a
that occurred at the top of the pane and
contained a natural straight edge along the
top edge.”
My example is described in its certificate
as “No. 564a … genuine, natural straight
edge at top with perforations trimmed off
bottom.”
In summary, this material is tricky, and the
expert needs to understand the production
process and how the stamps are sometimes
misdescribed to enhance the hoped-for sale
value.
Clearly, anyone contemplating purchasing
one of the items as an error must insist on
its having a certificate.

Kraft-papeR-related error
In preparing this article, I consulted a
wonderful little book by Dr. Stanley B. Segal,
Errors, Freaks and Oddities on U.S. Stamps:
Question Marks in Philately. Published by the
Bureau Issues Association (now the United
States Stamp Society) in 1979, it is the first
published systematic treatment of U.S. EFO
categories and their causes. As such, it was
Continued on page 45
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Continued from page 8
my primer in the area when I began to get
serious about this branch of U.S. stamps.
Segal’s book devotes a few paragraphs
to kraft paper varieties and illustrates them
with the two pictures of a 2¢ Washington
pane that are shown on page 8.
Segal wrote the following about this
upper left pane, plate number 16269, from a
sheet of 400:
“In this case the upper left pane was
torn and twisted during the perforating
operation. The sheet was at this time
retrieved by a plate printer and an on-thespot repair was fabricated using Kraft paper
tape on the reverse side. The sheet was then
hand-cut into its four component panes of
100 stamps each, and by some strange quirk
escaped the confines of the Bureau.
“The pane has ten rows of ‘horizontal’
perforations running diagonally through
approximately the first six vertical rows of
stamps. There are no vertical perforations
because the sheet was caught before this
stage and the paste-up repair made. What

initially appear to be vertical misperfs are in
reality imperforate vertically errors, but with
freak horizontal perforations …
“The remainder of the pane appears
completely imperforate, and this part of
the pane also presents a problem to the
collector, as the stamp itself was normally
issued in an imperforate condition. A check
of the plate numbers utilized in printing the
imperforate stamps reveals that plate 16269
was never used to print them. As long as
the imperforate stamps remain as part of
the pane they have to be considered as
major errors, but if removed there would be
no way to differentiate between them and
normally produced imperforate stamps of
this issue.”
I would argue with Segal on only two
points. The minor one is that I am not sure
that the plate printers made the repair. It
stands to reason that the operators of the
perforators would do that.
More substantial is the fact that so long
as the imperforate stamps are connected
to a part of the pane that shows errant

perforations, it is clear that they are errors
of perforation and not the regularly issued
imperfs.
Being reminded of this pane and the
error, I opened my 2018 Scott Specialized
Catalogue of United States Stamps and
Covers to see if the imperforate error
were listed. It isn’t. So I asked Scott editor
emeritus Jim Kloetzel, who has been for
many years the man at Scott who oversees
the listings for U.S. errors and varieties
(among other things), whether it ought not
get a listing?
Kloetzel agreed that it should be listed,
but also asked if I knew the whereabouts
of the pane. I don’t, as I don’t know how
Segal’s collection was dispersed. It must be
out there somewhere, and both Kloetzel
and I would be interested to know if it still
exists whole, or if it has been broken up.
Segal’s book is out of print, but it can be
found on the website of the EFO Collector’s
Club, www.efocc.org. The United States
Stamp Society also has an excellent website,
available at www.usstamps.org. ■
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John M. Hotchner

Provocative questions receive provocative responses

In answering some tough questions, including one about the possible existence of an expertizing
“mafia,” John Hotchner offers a behind-the-scenes look of the expertization process.
A provocative letter sent anonymously by
a Linn’s reader in or near Philadelphia (per
the cancellation on the envelope) poses
several questions about expertization that
beg for a response.
The first question — actually three in one
— presumes dishonest intentions. While
such intentions may exist, I do not believe
they are pervasive.
Q: I saw an auction lot which had several
stamps which received bad certificates. A
dealer bought this lot. Would the dealer sell
these stamps with the bad certificates? Or
remove the certificates and misrepresent
the stamps as genuine? What is the ethics
of the auctioneer in selling the lot with bad
certificates?
A: I see nothing wrong with an auctioneer
or any other dealer selling properly described
stamps with or without certificates. A bad
certificate from the Philatelic Foundation
is illustrated nearby. Ethical dealers — the
great majority in my experience (certainly

Created from imperforate William H. Seward
sheet stamps (Scott 371), this purported private
vending machine pair was declared to be a fake
by the Philatelic Foundation.
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those who note their membership in the
American Stamp Dealers Association and/or
the American Philatelic Society) — would not
strip off bad certificates and sell the stamps
as genuine.
Customers dealing with those few dealers
who might do this have a remedy. Regarding
any stamp that you have doubts about, tell
the dealer that your purchase is conditional
upon the stamp receiving a good certificate.
Make it clear that if it fails to get one, you
will return the stamp. The dealer also should
agree to cover the cost of the bad certificate.

If the response you receive to this request
is sputtering or argument, don’t buy the
stamp.
Q: Does the term State College “Mafia” ring
a bell with you?
A: I can only guess what the implication
is here, but it certainly isn’t positive. My
answer is an unequivocal NO. I speak as one
who has been involved as a board member
of the American Philatelic Society for 16
years (1987-2003) and since then, as an
active participant in several areas of APS
Continued on page 8

The American Philatelic Expertizing Service (APEX) experts use this checklist when examining a
stamp or cover. Other expertizing groups use something similar.
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Shifted horizontal perforations on American
Architecture series stamps can result in Scott
catalog-listed errors with the red descriptive
text missing beneath the design. Is this
misperforated 18¢ stamp from the American
Architecture series a freak or an error? A normal
stamp is shown below for comparison.

Continued from page 6
governance and service to members. Also,
I have been an expertizer on the roster of
the American Philatelic Expertizing Service
(APEX) since 1986.
There are those who toss around
the term “elitism” when referring to
APS leadership. This may relate to the
question, but I have seen little sign of it.
By definition, the ruling class is an elite
group, but any member can be involved in
APS activities and services, or run for office
and thus join the elite. There are never
enough volunteers willing to roll up their
shirtsleeves and get to work.
However, if the letter writer is hinting at
some sort of cabal that influences opinions
on patients (stamps and covers being
expertized) from society headquarters in
Bellefonte, Pa. (not State College), that is
pure fiction.
The APEX experts live all over the country.
We render opinions on the patients not
on their owners, who are for the most part
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unidentifiable from the information we
receive.
As experts, we don’t consult with each
other to fix opinions and only rarely to argue
the merits of a patient. Rather, we use the
report form, shown nearby, to register our
opinions in sequence. It is then up to the
professional staff at APS headquarters to
translate those opinions to language on the
certificate itself.
A long-serving, ethical staff of two
performs this work, and they do it without
input or influence from senior staff or the
APS board.
Not only is there no mafia, there is no
possibility of one. If there were, I would have
stumbled over it a long time ago.
All this said, there may be opinions on
which reasonable people can disagree. Also,
there may be the occasional opinion that
is proven wrong. After all, expertizers are
only human. But this in no way supports the
concept that there is some sort of mafia-like
enterprise manipulating opinions.
Q: Is there a glossary of terms used in
writing up the certificates?
A: There is. It’s called a dictionary. Well,
enough levity. It is the expertizers’ opinions
that guide the preparation of the certificates,
and there is no list of approved terms for
expertizers. There are, however, standard
categories used to describe findings in the
form of categories of problem, with check
boxes as shown here on the aforementioned
APEX sample. Other expertizing houses use
something similar.
Opinions are worthless if not precise, so
expertizers can and often do take advantage
of the back of the form to make additional
notes to support their findings, or to
express doubts about findings by the other
expertizers.
As mentioned earlier, the Bellefonte APEX
staff of two have the task of translating the
input from expertizers into what will be
noted on the certificate. Because it is only
two people, there will be a high degree of
consistency in the language used. Again, the
same is true of other expertizing groups.
Questions regarding expertizing or
anything else related to stamps and the
stamp hobby are always welcome. Write to
me, John Hotchner, via email at jmhstamp@
verizon.net, or at Box 1125, Falls Church, VA
22041-0125.

Look closely at this 20¢ American Architecture
series commemorative stamp. Is it a freak or an
error? A normal stamp is shown for comparison.

Is it or isn’t it?
The two misperforated stamps of the
1979-82 American Architecture series
shown nearby appear to be color errors
because of the perforations leaving out
the red text under the black architectural
wonders pictured in black. The normal
stamps (18¢ New York University Library
by Stanford White, Scott 1928; and 20¢
Illinois Institute of Technology by Ludwig
Mies van der Rohe, 2020) are shown for
comparison.
Would you say that one or both of the
misperforated stamps are true errors? If
not, are both just freaks? Look carefully.
If fact, the 18¢ New York University Library
stamp is an error. There is not a trace of the
red brown below the building.
However, the 20¢ Illinois Institute of
Technology stamp is a freak. Look below
the building, and you will see that there are
traces of the red lettering in the perforations.
It isn’t much, but it is enough to disqualify
the stamp as a true error. ■
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1973 50¢ Lucy Stone stamp colors prompt questions
The 50¢ Lucy Stone stamp in the Prominent Americans series was only printed in one color —
rose magenta — so what accounts for the variety of hues found on the stamp?
A question from Linn’s reader Greg
Waldecker raised an issue I have not seen
addressed in the literature.
He said: “I’ve had a single of Scott 1293a [The
50¢ tagged Lucy Stone stamp, issued in April
1973] for years; wondering if it was a different
color or just a color changeling. I’ve held on to
it hoping to find another of the same color.
“Well, I have, and it’s a plate block this time.
This came from a collection where it had
resided for three decades in a glassine with
other, normal-color untagged 50¢ plate blocks.
The color of the paper of the blocks is the same
to the naked eye, while under ultraviolet light,
the tagged block is just a bit whiter. The gum
on both blocks is shiny. Here are two questions:
“(1) Is this a color which tends to be a
changeling?

“(2) Is it possible this could be a transition
color if one of the inks used to print it had
run out? While I think it is a pretty significant
color difference, though I imagine it may have
still been within tolerances for the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing to put into the system.”
Let’s start with easy answers: This is not a
stamp where we see a lot of color changelings.
I can’t rule it out, but it is not a routine problem.
Also, because only one color was used to print
this stamp, it is not likely to be the result of
transition between two differently formulated
colors. The different color intensities in the
stamp design are the result of use of white
space and the differing depth of the incised
lines that carried the ink in the intaglio plates.
There are no color varieties listed for this
stamp in the 2018 Scott Specialized Catalogue

of United States Stamps and Covers — not for
the untagged version issued in August 1968,
or for the tagged version of 1973. There isn’t
even a difference in color listed for these two
types; both are described as “rose magenta.”
I look at questions like this from the
perspective of an expertizer trying to make
a determination as to whether a stamp
presented meets the qualifications justifying
a catalog listing as a major variety or error.
A large number of U.S. stamps found with
significant color differences don’t receive
catalog listings, and there are a multitude of
possible reasons for color varieties.
The standard for achieving a catalog listing has
changed over the years. Look at early U.S. stamp
listings, and you will see that almost every issue
Continued on page 8

Note the six different shades of these United States 50¢ Lucy Stone plate blocks from the Prominent Americans issue first released in the mid 1960s. Are they
significant enough to warrant a Scott catalog listing? The author says no, and explains why in the accompanying article.
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Continued from page 6
has multiple color varieties listed. As time passed,
the number of color varieties listed for stamps
declined, partially the result of advances in the
consistency of ink-making and partially the result
of more stringent qualifications for listing.
Today, a color variety is only listed if there is
evidence that a stamp has been printed with
ink meant for another stamp, or that a new
batch of ink for a given stamp has undergone a
change in its formulation that results in a totally
differentiable color. This does not happen often.
A search of my clipping files and the online
index of the The United States Specialist,
the journal of the United States Stamp
Society, revealed nothing about the 50¢
Lucy Stone’s ink colors. However, there is
excellent coverage on two other stamps
from the Prominent Americans series — the
2¢ stamp Frank Lloyd Wright and the 20¢
George C. Marshall — in an article by Charles
S. Goodman. Titled “Ink and Color Changes
on 2¢ and 20¢ Prominent Americans Stamps,”
Goodman’s article was published in the
November 1989 The United States Specialist.
Before we get to that article, let’s take a look
at the six Lucy Stone plate blocks pictured on
page 6. They show a considerable range of
colors affecting hue, brightness and intensity.
All six are shiny gum, because there were
no dull gum Lucy Stone stamps. They are all
tagged, though the quality and intensity of
tagging varies.
The examples from later printings — the
three different hues in the top row — are
softer, relatively flat and lighter than the three
blocks in the bottom row. Those have a darker
hue and are harsher in appearance. These three
hues also seem to stand off the paper better.
These six blocks display the range of distinct
colors I found in my accumulation of 28 50¢
tagged plate blocks. A larger group including
untagged blocks might yield additional
differentiable hues. Tagged Lucy Stone stamps
were not replaced as the 50¢ stamp in inventory
until issuance of the 50¢ Adm. Chester Nimitz
Great Americans definitive on Feb. 22, 1985.
This means that the Lucy Stone stamps
were produced over the course of 12 years,
during which paper supplier contracts
are likely to have changed, the tagging
components may have changed, and the ink
components may have been altered. This is
where Goodman’s The United States Specialist
article is helpful. It presents a letter that the
he received from the Bureau of Engraving and
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The black olive version of the 20¢ George
Marshall stamp, at top, does have a Scott listing,
based on its significant difference from the
original deep olive caused by an ink change.

Printing that discusses the differing colors that
can be found on the 2¢ and 20¢ stamps of the
Prominent Americans series, circumstances
that were likely in play also with the 50¢.
Here are excerpts from that letter: “Since
the original printing of the 2¢ Frank Lloyd
Wright postage stamp, issued in 1966, there
have been several ink formula changes. A blue
and black pigment change was made in 1971:
Alkali Blue was substituted for Victoria Blue,
and magnetic Black Iron Oxide was substituted
for Furnace Black, a form of carbon black. This
change resulted in easier processing during
ink manufacturing. A change in extender was
made, circa 1975, when polyvinyl chloride was
replaced by calcium carbonate to comply with
EPA and OSHA regulations, which addressed
the presence of vinyl chloride monomer in
polymerized polyvinyl chloride.”
“The changes in formulations do not
necessarily account for the range of color
variations exhibited by the submitted stamps.

Because Black Iron Oxide was substituted for
Furnace Black, it is possible for sedimentation
to occur in a stored container of postage
stamp ink. Black Iron Oxide, having a high
specific gravity/density and tending to
agglomerate, settles faster in postage stamp
inks which have low viscosity. If this ink is not
mixed shortly before use, a portion of the top
layer has a high probability of being blue …”
“The 20¢ George C. Marshall postage
stamps were printed with ink containing
Molybdated Chrome Orange and Chrome
Yellow pigments. These pigments, which had
been widely used in the printing industry, are
insoluble lead compounds. BEP subsequently
developed lead free inks, circa 1981, to
comply with EPA and OSHA regulations
concerning the use of lead containing
material. The new formulations used lead-free
pigments which are difficult to provide a good
color match with the original formulation.”
Add to these kinds of problems the possible
effects of slight differences in the amount of
ink deposited on the plate, and/or transferred
from the plate to the paper, and possible
differences over time in the coating and
consistency of the paper itself. The result is
that some difference in visual perception of
color is just about guaranteed.
Are any of the 50¢ color varieties worth
noting in the Scott U.S. Specialized? Based
on concurrent practice, I would say no. There
are no color varieties listed for the 2¢, and
the major reason for listing one color variety,
“olive black” for the 20¢ is that it is a major
difference, and associated only with dull gum.
It can be argued that any collectible variety
should be listed in the catalog, but that creates
a whole host of problems, from catalog size, to
the staff needed to pin down all the possible
varieties (not just color varieties) and determine
how they should be valued. All of that would
add significantly to the retail cost of the catalog.
Linn’s readers who would like a copy of the
Goodman article of November 1989, can drop
me a note, with a return stamped envelope, and
20¢ in mint postage to cover photocopying, at
Box 1125, Falls Church, VA 22041-0125.
For those readers who enjoy U.S. philately,
I highly recommend that you join the United
States Stamp Society to receive its excellent
monthly journal and participate in its study
groups. More information is available from the
society’s website at www.usstamps.org, or by
writing to the Executive Secretary, Box 3508,
Joliet, IL 60434. ■
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John M. Hotchner

Are these stamps true errors or near misses?
When determining whether a stamp is an error or not, almost but not quite
missing doesn’t count, especially when it comes to colors and perforations.
Several readers responded to my discussion
of the misperforated United States 18¢ New
York University Library by Stanford White
American Architecture stamps (Scott 1928) in
my column in the Feb. 19 issue of Linn’s.
In that column, I mistakenly called a topmargin single stamp an error because the
misperforation cut the red brown text off the

The first and third stamps in this trio of 18¢
New York University Library stamps are
varieties not errors, because the red brown text
is visible in the perforation tips at top in the
first stamp and at bottom in the third. A normal
stamp is shown in the middle for comparison.
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bottom of the stamp.
The stamp is shown
nearby, along with
a normal stamp,
and an example of
misperf that almost
cuts off the red
brown from the
bottom.
I was so intent
in examining the
bottom of the topmargin stamp that I
didn’t notice the red
brown color in the
perf tips at the top.
Even though it is a
tiny amount of the
red brown and it is
in the perforation
teeth, this still
disqualifies it as an
error. The same holds
true for the third
stamp in the nearby
illustration, as the red
brown ink is present
in the bottom
perforation tips.
Both stamps
are definitely
collectible, but
only as interesting
varieties.
These American
Architecture stamps
were printed in
sheets of 160, with
four panes of 40
stamps each and
with plate numbers
to the outside of the
This strip of 10 of 1980 15¢ American
Architecture stamps is a misperforation of a
lower pane from a sheet of four panes. The
selvage above the top stamp includes text from
the pane above, but the red brown text both
above and below the image of Trinity Church in
Boston is entirely missing on this stamp.

This 15¢ Smithsonian single from the top of a
top pane has no trace of the red brown text.

sheet. This means that the misperfed top-margin
18¢ stamp comes from a lower right or lower
left pane, and the misperf would have cut into
the panes above. This is illustrated nearby by
the 1980 15¢ strip of eight Architecture stamps
depicting the Trinity Church in Boston and the
Lyndhurst mansion in Tarrytown, N.Y. (Scott
1839,1841). Note that the top stamp, which
shows the church, is perfectly misperfed to
exclude any red brown from the stamp, top or
bottom, thus making it a true error.
The fact that red brown text is in the selvage
above the error marks this as having come from
one of the lower panes of the sheet.
The misperfing of the 18¢ sheet would have
resulted in true errors at the top of the upper
panes. An example is shown in the form of
the used plate single of the 15¢ Smithsonian
stamp (Scott 1838). The text in red brown is
missing below the image of the Smithsonian,
and the top margins could only have the plate
number and would be otherwise blank.
Another example of this effect is illustrated
by a block of the 1977 13¢ Lafayette stamp
(Scott 1716).
The block is from a top pane, and the misperf
fully cuts off the red “U.S. Bicentennial 13c” from
the two upper stamps, making each one of
them the Scott catalog listed missing red error
(Scott 1716a). The upper corner stamp also bears
60 percent of the blue plate number 37978.
Color misregistrations also can play a part in
creating errors. Shown nearby is block of four
1973 11¢ Electronics Progress airmail stamps
Continued on page 8
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The capitalized letters of “Progress in Electronics” are present in the top stamps of this block. Even
if the phrase were missing from the stamps, this would not be an error because engraved black text
“DeForrest Audions” is present in the middle of the stamps. You can see where the text should be in the
normal pair at right. The block is shown courtesy of Doug Mattox of Mattox Coins and Stamps, Raleigh, N.C.

This plate block of the 13¢ Lafayette stamp has
the red text misperforated out of the top stamp.

Continued from page 6
(Scott C86), and a pair of normal stamps.
The block was sold in a major auction,
without a certificate, described as “Progress
in Electronics omitted.” It does seem like that
inscription is missing, until you look closely at
the top stamps with a magnifier.
The engraved black lettering of the inscription
“Progress in Electronics” is 5 millimeters low, but
the capital “P” and capital “E” are definitely into
the perf tips of the top left stamp.
Also, the lot describer seemed to be a bit
cagey in not listing this as “engraved black
omitted.” Note that the engraved black text
“DeForrest Audions” in the center of the design
is present, though shifted down. So, even
if the phrase “Progress in Electronics” were
completely absent from the top stamp, it
would not qualify as an error as engraved black
text would still be in the center of the stamp.
Another near miss is seen in one of the two
1972 8¢ Stamp Collecting stamps (Scott 1474)
shown nearby. The stamp on the left is normal,
while the stamp on the right seems to be missing
the lithographed black shading dots. Most of
the dots are indeed missing, but not all. A 2017
American Philatelic Society expert certificate for
this stamp states, “U.S. Scott No. 1474 with just a
few black dots present, unused, full original gum,
never hinged, genuine in all respects.”
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There is a large paper crease through the two
bottom stamps of this 8¢ Eisenhower block. The
crease was closed during printing and opened
during perforating. Most of the text under the
portrait on the bottom two stamps is missing,
but there is just a bit in the perforation tips.
The 8¢ Stamp Collecting on the top seems to
be missing the lithographed black shading
dots when compared with the normal example
below, but some of those dots were found
during the expertizing process.

In other words, close, but no cigar. The
stamp is known and listed with all the
lithographed black omitted, but this isn’t it.
The final near miss is the block of four of 1971
8¢ Eisenhower definitives (Scott 1402). The
block is slightly misperfed, with the horizontal
perfs shifted just a bit high. The cause is the
preprinting paper crease, horizontally across
Eisenhower’s mouth in the bottom pair.

The crease was closed when the stamps
were printed, but was opened when they
were perforated. Without looking at the block
with a magnifier, the bottom stamps seem to
have lost the blue “Eisenhower” and red “USA”.
But under magnification, bits of both colors
are evident in the perf tips at the bottom.
The lesson here is that very little can be taken
at face value. A practiced eye aided by a magnifier
will often tell you what you need to know — even
if the news is not entirely welcome.
But if you have any doubt, sending your
stamps to be expertized is the best course of
action. ■
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John M. Hotchner

Double prints simulated by tagging ghosts

Tagging ghosts on stamps are usually associated with plate numbers. However, there are
a few instances where they have been found doubling one or more design elements.
A recent submission to one of the
expertizing services I work with brought
up a common misunderstanding regarding
modern United States stamps.
Take a look at the 1971 21¢ “USA” and Jet
airmail stamp shown here (Scott C81). What
do you see? Here’s a hint: Look at the top of
the red letters.
Shown in the same illustration is a strip of
three 17¢ Statue of Liberty airmail stamps
(Scott C80), also a 1971 issue, that exhibits
the same effect. On this strip of three, both
the red and blue text are affected, with
progressively more intensity starting from the
top stamp and going down.
These appear to be doubled colors, and
they are. The question for an expertizer
is “Why is there a doubling?” Some who
encounter these varieties will jump to the
conclusion that they are a double print —
or as Scott catalog editors call it a “double
impression” — defined as two distinct but not
completely congruent strikes of the plate on
the paper in two passes through the press.
When that happens we have a cataloglistable error. It is a relatively rare event.
Most of what we see as doubled designs or
design elements on U.S. stamps do not qualify
as this type of error. They are either tagging
ghosts, which I will examine in more depth in
this column, or stuttering, where the plate and
paper meet multiple times in one application
of ink. The latter are mostly seen on the offset
issues of the Washington-Franklin series.
The items illustrated with this column
are all tagging ghosts. We usually see
these associated with plate numbers, such
as with the block of four of the 1974 10¢
Kentucky Settlement 200th Anniversary
commemorative (Scott 2542) shown here.
However, there are a few instances where
tagging ghosts have been found doubling
one or more design elements. Two additional
examples are illustrated here: a 21¢ airmail
block with the doubling on a diagonal, and
the 1971 8¢ Space Achievement Decade plate
block (Scott 1434-1435) with the doubling
below the bottom stamps.
So, how did this happen and why? The
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Tagging ghosts are seen most often affecting
plate numbers, such as on this 1974 United
States 10¢ Kentucky Settlement 200th
Anniversary stamp. The printed number is
35258; the ghosted number is 35255.

These 1971 airmail stamps have in common a
doubling of some of the lettering: red on the
21¢, and both red and blue on the 17¢. On
the strip of 17¢ stamps, the doubling is most
pronounced on the bottom stamp.

answer begins in 1963 when the U.S. Post
Office Department began experimenting with
the application of phosphorescent tagging
compounds to U.S. stamps.
The initial purpose of tagging was to
electronically separate domestic airmail from

regular mail. Eventually, that was no longer
necessary when the separate domestic airmail
category was eliminated in October 1975 in
favor of transmission of all first-class mail by
the fastest available means.
But the experiment had been successful
and provided the basis for automating a
labor-intensive task: the identification for the
canceling machine of the upper right front
corner of each envelope where the stamp was
that needed to be canceled.
How? By electronically finding on each
envelope the corner bearing a tagged stamp,
and arranging or “facing” the envelope so that
corner would go through the canceling device.
The equipment developed for that purpose,
Continued on page 8
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Continued from page 6
called a “facer-canceler,”
took a jumble of letters
fed in at one end and
produced a neat stack
of properly faced and
canceled envelopes at the
other.
To do this required an
identifiable “signature” on
stamps, in other words,
something that the facer
portion of the machine
could recognize and act
upon.
A phosphorescent and
mostly colorless ink was
applied by a separate
On this United States 21¢ airmail block, the tagging cylinder picked up part of a still-wet red and blue offset impression from
sheet-fed offset press on
one sheet that had been sent into the tagging process askew, and deposited it on the next sheet.
top of the just-completed
stamp designs. It’s at this point that the
ghosting took place.
If the printed stamps were not yet
completely dry — intaglio inks used to print
plate numbers and some design elements at
this time were especially slow to dry — the
tagging cylinder would pick up part of the
intaglio or offset ink on sheets passing through.
It would then deposit the borrowed
impression with the intended tagging on the
next sheet, and sometimes on several sheets.
If the sheets were in proper register as
they went through the offset tagging press,
the deposit of wet ink from preceding sheets
is not normally evident anywhere but in
the plate number, as seen here on the 10¢
Kentucky Settlement plate block.
A 7-millimeter displacement of the lunar rover and text on these two 1971 United States 8¢ Space
Often, only the last one or two numbers
Achievement Decade stamps is a tagging ghost image that extends into the selvage below.
of the plate number are different because
sequential plate numbers were often paired
printing plate. When the design is reentered,
on the press.
The first is “Lot Describer’s ‘Excellent’ Coils
both it and the remaining design from the first
However, if the sheets were not in proper
Should Caution Those Daring to Collect
try will be evident.
position as they went through the tagging press,
Washington-Franklins” by Kevin G. Lowther.
Double transfers are so numerous in early
the colors deposited with tagging would appear
The second is “Even Cheap Stamps Get Faked
U.S. philately, that only major examples are
to double the design elements. The few of these
Too” by Gerald Nylander.
listed in the Scott Specialized Catalogue of
that exist are nearly always exactly horizontal or
The United States Specialist is always an
United States Stamps and Covers.
vertical with respect to the direct print, but the
exciting read, covering many aspects of
diagonal impression on the 21¢ airmail is one of
U.S. stamps and postal history, with an
the most spectacular flubs you will ever see.
emphasis on 20th-century material, and U.S.
Current Literature
There is yet one more cause of doubling,
collectors would be doing themselves a favor
The March issue of the United States Specialist,
and it is fairly common. Called a “double
by joining the society. Information about
the monthly journal of the United States Stamp
transfer,” it normally affects only a specific
the organization and membership can be
Society, includes two short, illustrated articles
portion of the design of intaglio-printed
obtained from its website www.usstamps.org,
of interest to students of fakes and forgeries
stamps. It is caused by the incomplete
or by writing to USSS Executive Secretary, Box
and expertizing, and to collectors of the
burnishing out of a poorly done entry on a
3508, Joliet, IL 60434. ■
Washington-Franklin series of 1908-22.
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John M. Hotchner

Misperf color errors: true errors or not?

In the 50th in a series of columns on expertizing, John Hotchner shares a discussion
on color-missing errors, including those caused by misperforations.
Although I am not much into celebrating
anniversaries, I do want to mention that this is
the 50th U.S. Stamp Notes column devoted to
matters related expertizing.
In the words of Tom Lehrer in his 1950s
song Lobachevsky, “One man deserves the
credit, and one man deserves the blame.” And,
who is that in this case? The answer is Charles
Snee, who more than four years ago asked
me to write a monthly column as part of U.S.
Stamp Notes with expertizing as the focus.
I would not have guessed that I could write
25 columns on the subject, let alone 50, but
here we are with no end in sight. It is a tribute
to Linn’s readers who have kept this column
going by sending in their comments, sharing
their experiences and asking questions.
So, it seems appropriate to devote this
column to reader input.
First, Jay Smith of Snow Hill, N.C., writes
with a tip that ought to be self-evident but is
easy to forget when a collector has a muchwanted stamp on the hook. Full disclosure:
Smith is a specialist dealer in Scandinavian
material and does expertizing.
Here is his tip: “The best time to have your
stamps expertized is before you buy them
(i.e. while you can still get a refund if there is
a problem). In the age of on-line auctions and
sellers cloaked behind internet identities, this
could not be more important. ‘Buyer beware’
has never been more true!”

Misperf color errors
In the age of the internet, Linn’s readers
span the globe, so I was not surprised to
receive an email from Ian Billings of Norfolk,
England. Like Smith, Billings is a dealer.
In the email, Billings referred to my April 16
column that discussed colors missing from
stamps that have been misperforated. Two
examples, the 1974 10¢ Energy Conservation
stamp (Scott 1547) and the 1977 13¢ Lafayette
(1716), are shown nearby.
Another more spectacular example, the
1976 31¢ Bicentennial souvenir sheet picturing Washington reviewing his ragged army
at Valley Forge from a painting by William T.
Trego (Scott 1689), also is shown. The perfora-
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The top stamp of the Lafayette pair and the Energy Conservation
stamp on the left are missing colors (red for Lafayette; orange,
yellow and green on the Energy Conservation) because the
horizontal perfs were shifted up during production. Are they
genuine errors? The Scott U.S. Specialized catalog says they are.

tions are
shifted up 12
millimeters,
and, as a result, the denominations
are missing
from the
first through
fourth
stamps.
The Scott Specialized Catalogue of United
States Stamp and Covers lists this as 1689w,
“USA/31c missing on a, b, c and d. (PS)” The PS
means that the missing colors are because of
a perforation shift.
Billings wrote: “Your column shows me
interesting differences in the way we look
at errors/varieties on opposite sides of the
Atlantic.
“To my mind the absence of a colour purely
because of misperforation is not a true missing colour variety.”
He then gave the following instances when
a “real” color error occurs:
“The colour was not printed on the sheet at
all — the sheet was not presented for that ink
to be applied.

“The ink ran out or the cylinder was lifted
from the press during web printing resulting
in fading, a dry print, and colour omission for
that part of the web only.
“There was a paper fold resulting in the ink
being printed on the back of some stamps
and not on the front of those, nor on the ones
that the paper was folded over.”
Billings further explained, “The last of these,
while producing a true variety is a freak occurrence only. The first two, and only they,
produce genuine missing colour errors.
“Misperforation does not. For the colour
to be missing it has to be not there where
it ought to be. In this case as in all misperfs
cited, the colour IS there, but misperforation
has caused it to be shifted into the next stamp
or to the margin.”
In the case of the Bicentennial souvenir
sheet, the “USA/31c” colors are clearly present below the misperforated stamps. There
is nothing missing on the sheet, but Scott
considers this to be an error because those
colors are not on the misperforated versions
of the stamps.
I mostly agree with Billings, but as an expertizer, I am bound by what the catalog lists. If a
Continued on page 8
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the reverse side.
An outstanding example is Scott 702a, the
2¢ Red Cross stamp of 1931 with the red cross
missing. Only one example is known, the
result of a corner fold between the application of the engraved black and the addition of
the engraved red. This example is mint and is
listed at $40,000.

When it’s too good to be true

The perforations on this United States 1976 31¢ Bicentennial souvenir sheet are shifted up 12
millimeters, leaving the “USA/31c” outside the bounds of the misperfed stamps for the first four
stamps from left. The Scott catalog lists this as 1689w.

Continued from page 6
collector submits one of the illustrated stamps
or souvenir sheets asking if it is Scott No. X,
it does not matter whether I agree with the
Scott catalog editor’s decision to list these as
errors or not. I have to say it is.
It happens that I don’t agree with the Scott
catalog in this instance. I wrote objecting

when the decision was made to list missing
colors because of misperforation several years
ago, and Scott catalog editors ignored me.
Win a few, lose a few.
Where I don’t agree with Billings is on his
third point. If a paper fold results in a color
missing on the front of a stamp, I do believe
that is an error, even if the color is printed on

Speaking of which, Jerold Backstrom of
Brainerd, Minn., recently sent me an eBay
listing for the red cross missing stamp. It and a
variety with a high red cross (both shown here
from the listing) were offered in March for a
starting bid of $35. The listing ended April 8
with zero bids.
Why? There are a few reasons. The seller was
in Russia and the point of mailing was China/
Hong Kong/Taiwan (both tips to be wary), and
the seller made no claim that this is the one and
only missing red cross. The fakes (for that is what
they are) are too clean, too well centered for this
stamp, and the background is too white.
Finally, the return policy stated, “Seller does
not accept returns.”
I’d like to think that potential buyers also
looked at the $35 price tag and said, “Too
good to be true!”
This is not the first fake stamp I have seen
on eBay, and it won’t be the last. But it is a
good rule of thumb that if it is too good to be
true, it almost always is. And be wary of any
seller who will not allow you to return an item
if it proves to be not genuine. ■

These two 1931 2¢ Red Cross stamps (left and center) recently were listed on eBay. The stamp on the left seems to be the unique error missing the red cross,
which is listed in the Scott catalog at $40,000. But the starting bid on eBay was given as $35. The normal, nonerror stamp is shown on the right.
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Identifying 4¢ blue Columbian errors
never buy a 4¢ Columbian blue (instead of aquamarine) error without a
certificate with a photo and description that match the stamp.

A friend recently wrote to me with the
following question: “Attached are scans of
a 4¢ Columbian that’s languished in a cigar box for many years, and which to me
looks like it just MIGHT be the Blue color
variety (rather than the normal Ultramarine)
— Scott 233a.
“I well understand that if genuine, it
would be one of those great rarities — particularly since Scott notes that most used
examples of this stamp are in somewhat
ragged condition. I see that one of these,
with tears, etc. was being offered on eBay
for $2,999.99. Scanning through all the other 233s being offered
on eBay right now,
mine certainly looks
BLUER than any of
those illustrated (even
discounting scanner
variations)
“I know this is one of
those items that would
need an expertizing
certificate to show it
being genuine, but I’m
asking your thoughts
in advance of that —
don’t want to waste
the time and money
otherwise.”
The scanned image
of the 4¢ Columbian
my friend was writing about is shown
nearby, along with a
Is the 4¢ Columbian
normal 1¢ blue Columbian. I agree that it
(shown above from a
scan) the blue error?
is not a normal ultramarine example, but I
Probably not, but it is
don’t think it qualifies as the blue error. Beimpossible to tell from
yond that it’s hard to know where to start
a scan. Some think the
4¢ blue Columbian error in answering this question, but let’s begin
matches the blue of the with the listing in the Scott Specialized Cat1¢ Columbian. It is close, alogue of United States Stamps and Covers.
but not an exact match.
Scott 233 is the 4¢ Columbian, for which
6

The distinctive blue error of the 4¢ Columbian is shown on this page (Plate II17) from R.H. White’s authoritative Encyclopedia of the Colors of United States
Postage Stamps, Vol. II, (1981). Ultramarine shade varieties also are shown.

the normal color is listed as ultramarine. Listed variants of this
color are dull ultramarine and
deep ultramarine. The 2018
Scott U.S. Specialized values
the normal stamp and these
shade varieties at $50 mint for
hinged examples and $8 used.
The error is listed as Scott 233a,
“4c Blue (error)” with a hinged value of $17,500, and a used value

of $16,500. A note below the listing begins, “No. 233a exists in two
shades.” Scott does not further
identify what these shades.
The listing continues, “No. 233a
is valued with small faults, as almost all examples come thus.”
R.H. White, in his monumental Encyclopedia of the Colors of
United States Postage Stamps,
Continued on page 8
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Vol. II (1981), illustrates the known colors as
shown on page 6.
White quotes early 20th-century philatelic scholar Lester Brookman as saying,
“…The [blue] shade is very different from the
normal ultramarine …The usual statement
that it is like the color of the 1¢ is not exactly
accurate. It is much more like the 1¢ than it
is the normal 4¢ but the color seems to be …
more lively … than that of the 1¢.”
How many examples of the 4¢ blue Columbian error exist? There is no reliable
answer. The original find was a single mint
sheet of 100, but subsequent finds of used
examples indicate that several sheets of the
error were not recognized, and the stamps
were used on mail. Thus, it is possible that
previously unidentified examples may lurk
in old collections.
With that background, let’s make a few
observations. First and foremost, a collector should NEVER offer or buy a 4¢ Columbian represented to be the blue error
(Scott 233a) unless it has a certificate with
a photo and description that exactly match
the stamp. It does not matter how great a
bargain it seems to be.
Why is this? Unless a collector has handled many examples of Scott 233, or has a
reference example of 233a, or a high-quality
color photo, it is purely a guess as to whether the stamp in hand is a 233a.
Given the values involved, it is simply

8

too easy to diagnose a stamp
in hand as what the collector
wishes it to be, with whatever
evidence the collector may be
able to find “on the fly."
Other factors at play with used
stamps are that the aging of the
paper, happenstance contact
with strong light or chemicals,
or specific efforts to alter can
result in subtle changes of color
that may push the color toward
the target variety. For these reasons, expertizing is essential.
As I’ve said many times in this
column, it is not possible to positively expertize from a scanned
image. The actual stamp must
be viewed by the expertizer.
Sometimes it is possible to
rule out a stamp based on a
scanned image, and, in the case
of the stamp my friend wrote
about, it is clear that he would
not have spent his money wisely
to have the stamp expertized.
In fact, given the costs involved, it is not a good idea to
submit such a stamp “cold” for
expertizing as the chances of it
being genuine are small.
Instead if you have a competent dealer in your local stamp
club, or can talk with one at a

local show or bourse, show it
to him and ask him if he thinks
it has a better than 75-percent
chance of being found genuine.
If you can match your stamp
to a reliable photo of an expertized Scott 233a in a reference
book or commercial auction
and you can get a dealer recommendation, then the stamp
may stand a reasonably good
chance of passing muster.
This brings up another bit of correspondence from a Linn’s reader,
who asked, “Could you send me
the basic expertizing fees? Do
they go by catalog value? What is
the cost if the stamp is a fake?”
Fee structure can be complicated, and fees can change
periodically, so I do not have a
cheat sheet that explains the
fees for each of the expertizing
organizations.
My suggestion is that if you
want to determine the fee that
applies for a specific stamp you
are considering submitting begin by searching online for the
auction house, then find its fee
structure, what it is based on,
and under what circumstance
the auction house will refund all
or part of the fee.
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by john m. hotchner

Stamps that look like errors but aren’t
Printer’s waste is unfinished stamp material intended to be destroyed
that has made its way out the back door of security printers.

Figure 1. This 1975 10¢
Collective Bargaining
plate block looks
like it could be an
imperforate error,
however, it is printer’s
waste. A tip-off is
the over-wide margin
with the complete
color blocks, most of
which normally would
be trimmed off in the
production process.

6

A Linn’s reader recently sent for expertization an imperforate pair of the 1975 10¢
Collective Bargaining commemorative
stamp (Scott 1558) fully expecting to receive a good certificate. Instead what he
got was a certificate saying that the pair
was printer’s waste, not a genuine error.
A plate block of Collective Bargaining
imperf waste is shown in Figure 1.
The reader had never heard of printer’s
waste and wanted to know what it is. He
also wanted to know why, despite having
no hint of perforating pins touching the
paper, the imperf pair was not an error.
In looking at the term in the broadest
sense, all incomplete and/or improperly
produced product is technically printer’s
waste in that it should be excised from the
production process and destroyed. The
vast majority of such material is destroyed.
Consider how little flawed material gets
out compared to the billions of perfect
stamps that are produced.
But here we are talking about printer’s
waste as a term of art, not in the broad

sense, and as such, it has a very
specific meaning.
Errors are stamps that reach
the end of the production process without being completed
(for example, no perforations,
one or more colors omitted), or
have a major flaw (inverted color,
inverted perforations, the wrong
watermark, or with a color intended for a different stamp).
Errors should have been
identified, excised and destroyed, but instead they made
it through the process, were
packaged with perfect material, and were sold over a post
office counter.
Printer’s waste, on the other
hand, is flawed material that
was identified for destruction,
excised and placed in containers to be destroyed. But
instead of being destroyed, it
was either stolen by printing
plant employees (a rare occurrence) or lifted by outsiders involved in the destruction
process, which is usually contracted out.
After the theft occurred, the
stolen material was shopped
either to stamp collectors, or if
available in sufficient quantity,
sold and used as postage.
Because of the element of
theft and the lack of distribution through a postal outlet,
there is a certain smell that attaches itself to such material,
and, when it can be proven that
it is printer’s waste, many collectors avoid it.
Those who do collect printer’s waste tend to pay less for it
than for certifiable errors.
How to identify printer’s

Figure 2. Printer’s waste is often
unfinished material excised from the
production process. The 2¢ Fourth
Bureau issue George Washington
block is from material used to dry a
plate that was being cleaned.

Figure 3. This 1980 15¢ Benjamin
Banneker block of four stamps was
removed from production because
of color misregistration.

waste? There are several ways:
1. Check the Scott Specialized Catalogue of United States
Stamps and Covers. When the
editors are aware of instances
of specific error-like material
Continued on page 8
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Figure 4. Torn items
such as these 2¢
Jackson and 13¢ Flag
over Capitol stamp
multiples qualify only
as printer’s waste.

Continued from page 6

Figure 5. When imperf
singles such as these
1984 20¢ Family Unity
and 1987 22¢ William
Faulkner examples are
found, it is a good bet
they are from printer’s
waste sold to mailers.
Neither stamp is known
to have been found as
mint fully imperf errors.
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that is actually printer’s waste, it is
mentioned in the catalog.
In the case of the Collective Bargaining pair, the note under the
listing in the Scott U.S. Specialized
reads, “Imperforates exist from
printer’s waste.”
2. Another reference source is
the Scott Catalogue of Errors on
U.S.
Postage Stamps
by
Stephen
R. Datz (16th
Edition). This
catalog
includes a sixpage
section picturing
more than 30
examples that
are known to
be
printer’s
waste.
3.
Some
printer’s
waste is obvious because it is incomplete
or improperly printed from a given point
on, such as an omitted color that also has
no tagging and no perforations.
The poorly printed block with no perforations and no gum of the Fourth Bureau
issue 2¢ George Washington shown in
Figure 2 is an example. The 1980 15¢ Benjamin Banneker block with misregistered
colors and no perforations, shown in Figure 3, is another.
4. Material is at best suspect if it is crinkled, folded, torn apart roughly, has obvi-

ous fingerprints, is ungummed,
and/or has excess marginal
paper or gutter between
stamps that should not have
it. Two examples are shown in
Figure 4: the 2¢ Jackson and
the 1977 13¢ Flag over Capitol
multiples.
5. Some thefts have become
public knowledge because
of criminal charges and court
cases.
6. In the few instances when
only used clearly imperforate
singles are known, it can reasonably be inferred that they are
printer’s waste. Figure 5 depicts
1984 20¢ Family Unity and 1987
22¢ William Faulkner stamps
that are examples of this.
We’re not out of the woods
yet when it comes to error
look-alikes. There are two
more to mention.
First, there have been instances in which proof material has gotten out to the public
— usually from private sector
contract printers. Because it is
almost always imperforate, it
can mimic errors.
It also is identified in the Scott
U.S. Specialized catalog, and
the Datz catalog has a 15-page
section under the heading “Error-like Imperforates.” Perhaps
I will take a look at some of that
material in a future column.
Finally, there is another prob-

Figure 6. Torn from an imperforate
press sheet available to collectors,
this 2013 33¢ Golden Delicious Apple
stamp imitates printer’s waste, but it
doesn’t qualify as such.

lem of more recent vintage.
My friend Steve Schumann
recently came across the imperforate 33¢ Golden Delicious
Apple stamp that is shown in
Figure 6. This stamp is part of
a block of four issued in 2013
(Scott 4727-4730).
This example fits a couple of
the criteria for printer’s waste,
and that was my initial assessment. But consulting the
Scott U.S. Specialized, I found
the following note below the
listing for this block, “Die cut
and imperforate uncut press
sheets of Nos. 4727-4730 were
made available for sale.”
Thus what we actually have is
a single imperf cut from an imperf press sheet, making it neither an error nor printer’s waste.
So, in the era of press sheets, we
have another reason why what
seems like an error isn’t.
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Personal standards and expertizing
THE STAMP HINGE IS A USEFUL TOOL BUT CAN ALSO PRESENT Problems. HOW DO
COLLECTORS HANDLE HINGES ATTACHED TO MINT STAMPS IN THEIR Collections?
Linn’s reader Bob Finch recently wrote
in with questions about hinges. Here is his
email: “I am having, and have always had,
significant difficulty regarding stamp hinges
attached to some
of my purchases,
and in my collection. I can find no
definitive guidance
regarding how to
deal with them! I’ve
looked at a gazillion
‘how to’ books and
publications
but
nobody seems to
want to provide real
guidance on this
Figure 1. A mint example subject. For example, if the hinge is ‘sticky’
of the 1935 United States and can’t be removed, should it be left infederal duck stamp
tact or trimmed off so that the stamp can
(Scott RW2).
be mounted? There seem to be volumes
written on the chemistry of adhesives, but
little about the practical, real-life problems
of dealing with hinges …
“Here’s a specific example of my concern.
Had an excellent RW2, which had a clunky
hinge remnant on the original gum. Used
my humidity ‘box’ to soften the gum so I
could remove the hinge. Easily removed it
with no damage, and the gum smoothed by
itself since it was moist — gorgeous result!
“An expertizing house called it Disturbed
Original Gum (DOG), which is correct, but
hurts the value big-time. This is what I’m
trying to address.”

The expertizer strives for accuracy without regard to value.
So the disturbed gum description is indeed the correct thing
to do. But the buyer of stamps
has other considerations. One,
the value of the stamp, is obvious. The other, what pleases
the senses, may not be, though
it is clear from reading Finch’s
note that it is of significant concern to him.
What he seems to be asking
is if it is possible to enhance
the value of the stamp through
making it more attractive by
carefully removing a hinge.
He likely accomplished that
end with his 1935 federal duck
stamp (Scott RW2), with an example shown in Figure 1, but
there is a limit. And that limit is
that there is no way to remove
the hinge without leaving a
tell-tale gum disturbance. No
wonder he can’t find anything
in the literature that gives instructions on doing so.
Now, this is not to say that
people don’t try; which is where
the expertizer comes in. I have
seen some pretty good efforts
— and I have no doubt that
some have been good enough
to pass even the most careful

Figure 2. Hinges found on early U.S. stamps are made of various material, cover varying areas of the stamps, and
range from easy to very difficult to remove. The five examples pictured here show the progression.
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expertizer. But willfully submitting a stamp as “full original
gum” when the owner knows
that is not the case is fraud, and
“How to commit fraud” is not
going to be a chapter heading
in “How to” books.
Here I must mention that
Finch submitted his stamp noting that it was “hinge removed”
and is assuredly not guilty of
fraudulent intent. Unfortunately, not everyone is that honest.
The absence of gum disturbance is not the only thing an
expertizer looks at. See some
examples of hinged stamps in
Figure 2.
The presence of a hinge can
also be a red flag when it covers a pin hole or a thin, or masks
a regumming job — especially
seen on early mint U.S stamps,
but damage on used stamps
also can be covered by hinges.
Here, dipping in watermark fluid
can be the expertizer’s friend.
How each of us deals with
hinges is influenced by both
value and attractiveness considerations: preserving maximum value, while having the
stamp appeal to the collector as
a fit item to fill the space in their
album. I can reflect on my own
practices, but I can’t tell anyone
else how to resolve the possibly
conflicting considerations.
Let us first posit that there is
inherent risk in removing hinges. I use only Denison hinges for
my album collections, both for
used and for inexpensive mint.
The primary virtue of Denison hinges is that they are,
carefully, peelable. The bad
Continued on page 8
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Continued from page 6

news is that they are no longer produced. Nothing now
produced is quite as good,
and many products are inferior. I was lucky to have found
a dealer with a small horde
of them many years ago, and
what I will do when I run out is
a question that bothers me.
But the question really is
what to do with stamps you
buy that have heavy, unpeelable hinges.
Perhaps, if you don’t much
care about the back of stamps,
the answer is “nothing” other
than to be aware that there
could be damage underneath,
and to act accordingly.
If the stamp has considerable value, you might ask the
seller to get it expertized; or
do that yourself after establishing an agreement with the
seller as to who pays if the
stamp comes back with a bad

8

or “damaged” certificate.
Keep in mind that unless
you give specific permission,
expertizers will not attempt to
remove hinges, and some will
not remove hinges even if you
do give permission.
I am not a purist who will accept only never-hinged stamps.
I am not buying with an eye to
resell, nor do I feel that I need
to worry excessively about the
part of the stamp I don’t display. So, my practice is to do
the best I can before adding a
new acquisition to an album;
not to require a pristine back.
But if you do care about the
backs, or if the hinging obscures being able to check for
a watermark, there are a few
alternatives: The sweatbox for
mint stamps, and washing the
hinges off for used.
My own method is to wash
used stamps in warm water
and to remove by hand what I

can of hinges on mint stamps,
taking care not to pull stamp
paper off the back.
I use eyebrow tweezers to
remove the part of the hinge
that sometimes overhangs the
top of the stamp, as regular
stamp tongs often don’t have
enough grip. But if you are going to try this, practice on some
cheap stamps before you try it
on a more desirable example.
Rarely, it is impossible to remove hinges from old, used
stamps. Either the hinging material or the adhesive itself are
bonded like iron and just can’t
be separated.
I know of no published
source that provides uniform
guidance or even comprehensive recommendations, and
that is probably because what
you want to do depends a
great deal upon your personal
collecting standards.
Each stamp is its own prob-

lem with its own unique circumstances, type of hinge,
type of gum, and degree of
disturbance already present.
Is the potential increase in
value over the hinged version
worth the effort and risk to take
the hinge off? We can torture
ourselves with unanswerable
questions, but eventually, we
have to get comfortable with the
fact that we will have to make
value judgments, and there is no
guide except your own knowledge and experience.
In expertizing, I evaluate
the stamp for catalog number
and to answer the submitter’s
question or questions without
altering the state of hinges
present. There are rare instances where I can’t do what
is asked because of the presence of the hinge or multiple
hinges, but I cannot remember the last time. So it is not a
pressing problem.
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A tale of three expertizing certificates:
specialized stamps and dashed hopes
First Appearances can sometimes be misleading. careful examination
is needed of some stamps and covers to determine what they are.
Visions of sugar plums may dance in our
heads as we send off stamps and covers
to be expertized, and sometimes the hope
comes true. However, the three stories in
this column are examples of high hopes
turning to dust. Two of them were because of careful expertizing, and one was
because of poor expertizing.
In my experience, flat-out mistakes
in expertizing are extremely rare, but it
would be foolish to maintain that they
don’t happen. The cover shown in Figure
1 is a case in point. Pay particular attention
to the cancellation.

Figure 2. Is this pair of 1982 United States 20¢ America’s Library
commemorative stamps an error with the vertical perforations omitted?

Figure 1. The date of this cancel on this cover
was misread by one set of expertizers. But even
after correction, it will still be the earliest-known
use of Scott 426, the 3¢ perf 10, type I, Third
Bureau Issue George Washington stamp.
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The cover was expertized in
March 2001. I will forbear naming the expertizer because
I want to promote care, not
point fingers. It was submitted
as a candidate for the earliest
known use of Scott 426, the
3¢ perf. 10, type I, Third Bureau Issue George Washington stamp. The Scott Specialized Catalog of United States
Stamps and Covers lists this
stamp as having been issued
on Sept. 18, 1914. The current
2018 edition of the catalog lists
the earliest-known use (EKU)
as Oct. 11, 1914.
The only problem is that the
cancel on the cover is dated
Oct. 14, although at first glance
it does look like Oct. 11. It takes
a closer inspection to see that
what appears to be the second

“1” is actually a “4” that is hidden in the background of the
stamp.
I had purchased this cover
as the catalog-listed EKU and
didn’t notice that the cancel
didn’t match the certificate. It
was an auctioneer to whom I
sent the cover who noticed the
discrepancy.
I then thought that I had paid
way too much for the cover,
but the story has a happy ending. The expertizing group has
agreed to issue a new certificate once it can examine the
cover, and Scott catalog editors have advised that this cover was the source of the current EKU listing. Furthermore,
Oct. 14 will be the new EKU.
Of course, there could still
Continued on page 8
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Figure 3. Should this 2¢ carmine George Washington stamp be worth a $500
eBay bid? The owner/lister thought so, but the Scott catalog lists a used
example in better condition than this one at just 50¢.
Continued from page 6

be other covers out there that beat the
Oct. 14, 1914, date.
Figure 2 depicts what appears to be a
horizontal pair of the 1982 20¢ American
Libraries issue with vertical perforations
omitted. The pair is also slightly misperforated horizontally, and genuine errors frequently have more than one aspect that is
problematic.
But in this case, the piece is not an error.
The 1984 Philatelic Foundation certificate
states, “It is a genuine Scott #2015 with
traces of blind perforations between the
stamps.”
These blind perf traces are not easy to
see, and I congratulate the expressers who
carefully examined this pair of stamps.
Unfortunately for the discoverer, imperforate means just exactly that. Something
is imperforate or it isn’t. Stamp catalogs
don’t describe items as “almost imperf,” although I have seen that appellation used
to hype varieties for sale or in auctions.
This reminds me of a recent eBay listing that was sent in by Linn’s reader Jerold
Backstrom.
Figure 3 shows the stamp from this listing: the 2¢ carmine Washington issued
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in 1903 as part of the Second
Bureau Issue of 1902-03 (Scott
301). It has a catalog value of
50¢ for a used example in very
fine condition, which this one
isn’t.
And yet, the eBay seller had
a starting price of $500, despite the fact that he also describes the stamp as very good
only, and calls it “brown.” At
least he did not ask for additional money for shipping. How
does a seller calculate that this
is a reasonable price for this
stamp? It is impossible to say.
The final expertized item
for this column is the 8-penny
British stamp shown in Figure
4. My father collected Great
Britain, but when he developed
Parkinson’s disease in 1982,
that was pretty much the end
of his updating his album.
So, recently when I decided
to tackle that project, there
were 35 years of material both
he and I had accumulated that
needed to be cataloged and
compared against the album.
It was time-consuming, but a
pretty straightforward process
until I came to this stamp.
Why is that? The stamp is a
used example from the darkbackground set of King George
V definitives first issued with a
light background in 1912-13.
But I couldn’t find a space for it
in the album, nor was it listed in
the Scott or Gibbons catalogs.
I wondered whether it might
be a proof of an unissued
stamp, but specialized literature in my library did not support that theory.
So, what could it be? If a fake
starting off from the light background version, Scott 169, it
was beautifully done and very
convincing on its face.
The only way to find out what
I had would be to send it to the
world’s acknowledged experts
on British stamps, the Royal
Philatelic Society London.
When I went to England in
late July, I took the stamp with

Figure 4. Sometimes a specialized
question regarding a foreign stamp,
such as this unusual Great Britain
8-penny George V definitive, needs
to be sent to experts abroad.

me, and my friend Chris Harman agreed to accept it for
expertizing by the Royal Philatelic Society London.
About a month later, the
mail brought the verdict: “8d
Black on yellow paper — watermarked single cipher —
variety, graduated shading
around head — used — is NOT
a trial printing but is the issued
stamp with the background
painted in.”
My supposition is that my
question was so specialized
that had the stamp been sent
to a U.S. expertizing house, it
would have come back “opinion declined” with a recommendation to send it to the
Royal Philatelic Society London. There are times when that
is entirely appropriate.
I am sad that the stamp did
not prove to be something
special, but glad the mystery
is solved.

Thanks
To the many Linn’s readers
who write in with observations, experiences and questions about expertizing, I find
all such correspondence useful and thought-provoking. I
can be reached by email at
jmhstamp@verizon.net, and by
mail at Box 1125, Falls Church,
VA 22041-0125.
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Looking for stamps missing colors
not as simple as it might appear
An expertizer takes a look at various examples in the search to determine
whether a stamp is a scott catalog listed error or not.

Figure 1. Of these
stamps with omitted
or partially omitted
colors, only those in
the upper right, the 22¢
Ameripex ‘86 stamp
issued in 1985 (Scott
2145a), and upper
left, the 1980 15¢ Gen.
Bernardo de Galvez
stamp (Scott 1826a),
are genuine expertized
errors. The 1977 13¢
Energy Conservation
(1723) and the pair of
the 1982 International
Peace Garden 20¢
stamps (2014) are not.
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Having just spent a couple of hours examining stamps that were candidates to
be color-omitted errors, I think it is worthwhile to devote a column to things an expertizer looks for when one of these candidates comes in the door.
Starting from the basis that the owner
believes the patient (as expertizers call a
stamp submission) has a good chance of
passing muster, I will break this subject
into two sections: simple and complicated.
In the first category are stamps where a
single color or two differentiable colors are
printed and are easily seen to be omitted
if they are. Colors are there or they aren’t.
However, even if a color appears to be omitted, that may not be the end of the story because the reason it isn’t present is important.
Figure 1 shows four examples. Two of
these are color-omitted errors, and two
are not.
In the second category are stamps

where two or more colors are
laid on top of one another to
produce a third color. One example would be varying intensities of yellow dots and
red dots combined to produce
shades of brown, and another
would be combining yellow
and blue to produce green.
If the color on a given stamp
does not match the color on
a normal stamp, the collector
may believe a color needed to
get to the right shade is missing. This is especially prevalent on photogravure-printed
stamps, on which every shade
of the rainbow can be displayed
through the combination of
four basic colors: black, yellow,
cyan (blue) and magenta (red).
A few stamps subject to

this form of omitted color are
shown in Figure 2. Only one is a
true color-omitted error.
After receiving a color-omitted patient, the first thing an expertizer does is to take a preliminary look at it. After having done
this for years, the brain assesses
a range of factors to arrive at
one of two conclusions: possibly
good (a color-omitted error) and
definitely bad (not an error).
In the latter case, we are
dealing with stamps that have
visible bits of the purported
omitted color, stamps that are
totally discolored, or examples
where virtually all the colors of
the design are altered. About 5
to 10 percent of all submissions
will be eliminated at this stage.
After this preliminary look,
the expertizer checks the remaining candidates against
the latest edition of the Scott
Specialized Catalogue of United
States Stamps and Covers, and
the 16th edition of the Scott
Catalogue of Errors on U.S. Postage Stamps by Stephen R. Datz.
Published in 2014, the Datz
catalog is slightly out of date,
but if the patient is not listed in
either catalog, it must be treated with extreme caution. While
it is possible for new missingcolor discoveries to be made
long after a stamp has been
issued, it is unusual.
These catalogs also include
notes about known errors that
can serve as helpful guides to
an expertizer and details about
what colors were used to produce the stamp.
Linn’s U.S. Stamp Yearbooks
(produced for the stamps of
1983 to 2010) are another useful resource.
The next thing to reach for is
a 30x to 40x magnifier.
The inviolable rule of omitted colors is that to be a genuContinued on page 8
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Figure 2. These stamps
have colors produced
by combinations of
four primary colors: the
1986 22¢ Love stamp
(Scott 2202), 1978
13¢ Harriet Tubman
(1744), 1991 29¢ Wood
Duck (2484), 1982 20¢
Christmas (2028), 1974
10¢ Christmas Currier
and Ives (1551), 1991
19¢ Fawn (2479) and
1987 22¢ Flag and
Fireworks (2276d).
Light prints of one
color and alterations
of colors by light or by
chemicals can leave
the impression that a
color is missing. Here,
the only genuine error
is the 22¢ Flag stamp at
lower right. The yellow
is omitted from the
bursts of fireworks. In
addition, the magenta
is misregistered high.
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Continued from page 6

ine error, every trace of the color at issue
must be omitted. Our unaided 20-20 vision
is not a reliable gauge.
Often, color-omitted stamps result from
improperly inked plates or the press running
out of ink. The latter will create “transition
strips,” where stamps go from fully printed,
to partially printed, to a color fully omitted.
In the first category of stamps, there may
be no color that the eye sees, but microscopic dots in places where there should be color
will disqualify the stamp as being an error.
This is especially problematic with the
second category of stamps. Gravure printing is highly accurate, but there are often gradations of normal for final colors
because it is difficult to deliver the exact
amount of ink of each color over an entire
press run. A small difference in ink amount
may result in a visually different color,
even if no color is entirely missing.
The use of a magnifier is important to
check whether a heavy or light print of a
particular color is responsible for the odd
color, or whether an intended color did not
print at all.
Generally, what the expertizer is looking
for is the presence of dots of color of a certain size and intensity that should be present as seen on a normal example. A light
print of those dots can have a major effect
on the final color — enough to convince a
collector that a color must be missing.
In my experience, about 30 percent of
submissions will not pass the magnification test.

For those that do, out come
the ultraviolet light detectors.
At this point, having a normal
example of the stamp to compare with the patient is critical.
There are three possible results: no tagging where there
should be tagging, tagging
that is clearly altered from normal, and what appears to be
normal tagging.
No tagging may actually be
a positive sign as some known
errors simply skipped a part of
production, including tagging.
Altered tagging is disqualifying. It indicates that not only
the tagging but the printed
design as well have been subjected to some sort of agent
that has changed the stamp
from what came off the press.
Another 20 to 30 percent of
submissions will fail this test.
A finding of normal tagging
is a good sign, but not determinative. There are some
methods of altering colors that
seem to have little to no effect
on tagging, but they do affect
the brightness of the white paper that will be evident on normal examples.
You can encounter a stamp
where a color is definitely
missing when viewed under
magnification and where the

tagging seems to be normal,
but because the white areas in
the design and the frame have
a dingy appearance, it is probably altered.
This tip-off is more valid with
mint stamps than with used.
Stamps that have gone through
the mails and stamps that have
been washed from envelope
paper may have been subjected to substances that changed
the colors, thus mimicking an
error or masking an alteration.
About 30 percent of the
stamps that get to this point
are identifiable as altered.
It needs to be mentioned
that collectors are sometimes
able to submit additional evidence with a color-omitted
candidate. This evidence can
include prior expertization records, expert opinions, articles
in the philatelic press, a statement of how the submitter
obtained the stamp, or a letter
from the printer who may have
been asked in the past to review the stamp.
These can be helpful as
the expertizer works to reach
a conclusion. However, prior
conclusions cannot be accepted on their face. I have even
found letters from a printer that
are wrong. After all, the printer
may not be especially tuned in
to alteration techniques.
Please keep in mind that this
is a brief overview to provide a
sense of how an expertizer approaches a stamp submitted
as a possible color-omitted error. Most patients will yield their
secrets using these methods,
but others may require much
more study and research.
And using these methods
may result in two experts coming to different conclusions,
and an extended correspondence to try to resolve the issues. However, there will be a
very few cases in which agreement is not possible, resulting
in a “no opinion.”
Expertizing is as much art as
science.
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How long is too late to wait?
What should you do when an expertizer is taking months to provide an
opinion on a stamp or cover you have submitted for examination?
I recently received this question from a
Linn’s reader: “Is six and a half months a
long time to wait for stamps to be expertized?”
The answer is a resounding “yes,” though
there may be extenuating circumstances.
The stamps in Figure 1 are examples of
stamps that might take a little extra time
to expertize as they can have complicating
factors, such as grills, watermark varieties,
slight differences in perforation measurement, and the existence of decent forgeries.
There can be valid reasons for a delayed
opinion: the need to send the stamp to an
expert abroad, a debate among the experts examining the stamp, family illness,
etc. But there can be no valid reason for
not contacting the submitter to explain the
delay.
The submitter had tried contacting the
expert without success. So, he wrote a
complaint letter to the American Stamp
Dealers Association (of which the expert
is a member) and copied the expert. That
got him off the dime. The reader received
a phone call “reciting a litany of reasons
(excuses?) for the delay” and promising a
timely response going forward. He is still
waiting as this is written.
I don’t know who the expertizer is because that has not been shared. But I would
say that any opinion that requires more than

two
months
needs to be explained on the
initiative of the
expertizing authority, be it an
individual or an
organi zati on.
And failing that,
the submitter
has every right
to inquire and
to receive a
prompt reply.
Figure 2. An unused example of the 1935 United States
If one is not federal duck stamp (Scott RW2).
fo r t h c o m i n g ,
writing to any organization thority acknowledges having
with a disciplinary arm that an them. But he is frustrated by
individual expert belongs to is the long, still unsatisfactorily
a good idea. If dealing with an explained delay.
organization, writing to the supervisory authority is the way Noting hinging in
to go. Finally, if nothing else certificates
In the U.S. Stamp Notes exworks, the harsh light of public
shaming needs to be consid- pertizing column in the Sept. 17
issue of Linn’s, I looked at the
ered.
The reader who has been problem of hinges, how they
waiting for more than six affect the value of stamps, and
months is not there yet, but he how experts describe hinging
on unused stamps. That colseems to be getting close.
He is not worried about his umn generated a question and
stamps; the expertizing au- some comments from a Linn’s
reader that deserve further
discussion.
As a preface to the question,
the stamp under discussion
in that column, a 1935 federal
duck stamp, was unused, previously hinged; an example is
shown in Figure 2.
The owner “sweated” the
hinge from the stamp, resulting in no hinge remnant and
very slightly disturbed gum.
The expertizing certificate the
Figure 1. What should you do when an expertizing service takes much more time than expected to render an opinion?
owner received called this sitFor the three different stamps shown, grills, watermark varieties, slight differences in perforation measurement, and
Continued on page 8
the existence of decent forgeries can be complicating factors in receiving a quick opinion.
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uation “disturbed original gum.”
Linn’s reader Greg Waldecker asked:
“Why would this certificate state ‘disturbed original gum’ instead of ‘unused,
original gum, previously hinged’ ?”
In Waldecker’s own words, he reasons
that “a stamp — especially a stamp from
more than 50 years ago, before the advent
of safe, archival quality mounts — was usually hinged. That was acceptable practice at
the time and still is accepted today. When
a potential buyer, such as myself, reads a
description which says previously hinged or
lightly hinged, I know what I’m getting into.
“On the other hand, disturbed original
gum could mean anything from a stamp
which was lightly hinged to one which had
suffered complete gum glazing from being kept where heat and humidity could
do their damage. Additionally, the designation of disturbed original gum also imparts the possibility of nefarious actions by
someone to try and ‘improve’ the stamp;

not what I would expect from a
stamp which had its hinge removed.”
This is a reasonable concern. I have not seen the stamp
in question. But the owner
was clear that he did not peel
off the hinge, in which case
Waldecker’s preferred description would be accurate.
Rather, the owner sweated
off the hinge, and the gum is
disturbed as a result. The area
of disturbance may be just the
area of the hinge, or it may be a
wider area. If the latter, the certificate description is proper.
If it is only a limited area
where the hinge was that is
affected, then the description
should arguably be more focused. Perhaps, it should have
been written as “disturbed
original gum in the area where

the removed hinge was previously adhered.”
Either way, there is no impression of a hinge remaining,
so the “previously hinged” description that Waldecker prefers would not be adequate.
Indeed it might actually be
inaccurate if the reason for
sweating the gum were to repair minor damage rather than
remove a hinge. The expertizer
may not know the reason for
the physical evidence he sees.
If this situation seems akin
to trying to determine how
many angels can dance on
the head of a pin, it is a reflection of the details that
expertizers must consider in
coming up with a proper description. What seems like a
simple problem can rapidly
become complex.

from Ross Towle, 400 Clayton
St., San Francisco, CA 94117.
This is a World Series of Philately exhibition with the grand
award winner eligible for the
annual Champion of Champions competition to be held at
the American Philatelic Society
Stampshow Aug. 1-4, 2019, in
Omaha, Neb.
The Westpex exhibition will
feature more than 275 frames
of exhibits, including participation by the United States
Stamp Society, Military Postal
History Society, American
Society of Polar Philatelists,
Universal Ship Cancellation

Society, and Ryukyu Philatelic
Specialist Society. The Ryukyu
Philatelic Specialist Society will
celebrate its 50th anniversary
at Westpex 2019.
The bourse will include 75
national and international dealers in stamps, postal history
and postal stationery along
with a four-day auction by
Schuyler Rumsey Auctions.
Numerous specialty societies, clubs and study groups
will hold more than 50 meetings and seminars. A Westpexsponsored youth area will offer
free stamps and supplies to
young collectors. On Sunday,

April 28, a Boy Scout Merit
Badge program is scheduled.
A United Nations Postal Administration first-day ceremony will take place on Friday,
April 26, for the Endangered
Species stamps.
The APS in conjunction with
Westpex will conduct a preshow on-the-road course titled
“Competitive Thematic Exhibiting,” taught by retired philatelic
judge Phillip J. Stager on Thursday, April 25. Visit www.stamps.
org for details and required preregistration.
Complete show details are
available at www.westpex.org.

Continued from page 6

show news
Westpex 2019
show exhibit
prospectus
The exhibitor’s prospectus
is available for the 59th annual
Westpex stamp show April 2628, 2019, at the San Francisco
Airport Marriott Waterfront Hotel, 1800 Old Bayshore Highway, Burlingame, Calif., near
San Francisco. The exhibitor’s
prospectus and entry forms
are available online at the show
website www.westpex.org or

stamp news
Five U.S. stamp
issues to go off
sale in December
off-sale date of dec. 31
Five United States stamp issues are scheduled to go off

8

One of five United
sale Dec. 31. The announcement was made
States Protect
in the Nov. 22 Postal Bulletin.
Pollinators forever
The reason is likely because of low invenstamps issued in
tory at post offices.
2017. This stamp
The stamps to go off sale are the 2017
issue is being
removed from sale
Protect Pollinators stamps (5228-5232), the
by the U.S. Postal
2016 Wonder Woman stamps (Scott 5149Service on Dec. 31.
5152), the 2016 Holiday Windows stamps
(5145-5148), the 2016 Jack-O’-Lanterns of the 2015 Coastal Birds postcard-rate definitive
stamps (5137-5140), and the coil version stamps (Scott 4995-4998).
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U.S. Stamp notes
by john m. hotchner

Fakery and counterfeiting dates back
to earliest postage stamps
The first United States stamps to be counterfeited was a 2¢ carmine
george washington definitive of the 1894 first bureau issue.

Figure 1. The world's
first postage stamp,
the Penny Black,
was issued by Great
Britain in 1840.

6

A common misunderstanding among
stamp collectors is that falsifying stamps
for profit is a relatively recent phenomenon. In fact, it dates back to the world’s
first national postage stamp, the Penny
Black of Great Britain, issued in 1840. Figure 1 shows an example of this stamp.
I love books that describe how things
were in the early days of our hobby, so I
jumped at the chance to acquire Chats on
Postage Stamps by Fred J. Melville, published in 1911. Its 332
pages of text, plus a 15-page
“Short [!] Bibliography of Philately,” paint a vivid picture of the
mostly good old days.
Among the matters Melville
discussed is the problem of
“Forgeries, Fakes and Fancies”
(chapter 8), in which he makes
clear that satisfying the desire
of collectors for the rare old
stamps of Europe became a
thriving business early on.
As rarity meant that there
were too few genuine stamps to satisfy
demand, there was a ready market for
fakes. Some of these fakes were identified as such to help collectors fill spaces
in their albums at a moderate price.
Others fakes were of higher quality so
they could be passed off as genuine at
rather steep prices. Despite the fact that
there were almost always methods by
which sharp-eyed collectors could differentiate genuine from forgery, the forgery
business prospered as the ranks of stamp
collectors began to swell in the first 20
years after the introduction of stamps for
prepayment of postage in 1840.
Indeed, Edward L. Pemberton wrote the
first major treatment of the subject in 1863:
a booklet titled Forged Stamps and How to
Detect Them. According to Melville, Pemberton was not the first to write about fake

Figure 2. Among the earliest postal counterfeits is this fake Penny Black used
on a genuine cover in 1858. It was sold in June 2015 by Harmers International.

Figure 3. This facsimile of a genuine
Penny Black first-day cover was
prepared by Fleetwood, and properly
marked as such. The dated cancel
from the reverse is shown at left.

stamps, but he was “the best of
several contemporary writers”
on this subject.
Satisfying collector demand

was not the only reason for
forging stamps. What I call
“postal counterfeits,” creations
replicating current postage
stamps for basic rates, gave
the forger and his customers
the chance to cheat the government of its proper revenue
Continued on page 8
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Figure 4. Totally fabricated from stamp to envelope to cancellations, this fake (shown both sides) simulates a mailing from England to India. The 1883 stamp is
rouletted rather than perforated. The 1883 6-penny Queen Victoria stamp is not a bad rendition of the design, which is purposely obscured by a heavy cancel.
Continued from
page 6

Figure 5. The first reported United States postal counterfeit was created of an 1894 2¢
carmine Washington stamp (Scott 250), but the authorities were able to shut down the
operation before large numbers of counterfeit stamps were distributed. This 1895 circular
notifies post offices to be on the lookout for the use of counterfeits.

8

for postal services
rendered.
Melville
described what may
be the first instance discovered:
“The first attack
on the Post Office
revenue of which
there is any record
is the subject of a
letter from DownFigure 6. A genuine example of the
ing Street, London, engraved 1894 United States 2¢
dated September carmine Washington stamp (Scott 250).
2, 1840, and addressed to the late Sir (then Mr.) Rowland Hill: — ‘Mr.
Smith has just called and informed me that a forgery
of the Penny Label was yesterday detected in his office. The letter bearing the forged stamp has been
handed over to the Stamp Office to be dealt with by
them … the forged stamp is a wood-cut … ’
“An entry a few days later in Mr. Hill’s diary reads:
— ‘At the Stamp Office I saw the forged label. It is a
miserable thing and could not possibly deceive any
except the most stupid and ignorant.’ … [This was]
within four months of the issue of the first postage
stamp.”
A much later use of a Penny Black postal forgery
is shown in Figure 2. It was described by Harmers International in its June 2015 auction catalog as a “fascinating genuine use of forged ‘Penny Black’ used
to defraud the post. Genuine 1858 violet London
duplex with all appropriate Ireland transits to of all
places a Post Office.”
The cover was estimated at $100 to $150, and sold
for $575. Unfortunately, I was an underbidder.
An item I did get is a facsimile first-day cover of the
Penny Black shown in Figure 3. It cost me $10. The
Continued on page 93
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928 A172 $1 on $3.75 #645

#B6 with text, “La pace è un inizio, non una fine.”

2018, Oct. 16

Litho.

2031 A721 €1.20 Sheet of 3, #a-c

.30

.30

No. 843 Surcharged

Perf. 13
8.25 8.25

Souvenir Sheet
No. 936

SAN MARINO – VIRGIN ISLANDS

Scott New Listings update
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Methods, Perfs. and Watermarks As
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Paintingsby
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A720
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Surcharged
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Oct.16
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Set
Setofof44
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Souvenir
SouvenirSheet
Sheet
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2017,
2017,May
May25
25
Christmas
—
A722
918
918A172
A172$1
$1on
on$2.50
$2.50#643
#643
.30
.30 .30
.30
No. 2032 — Details from Pala Oliva altarpiece by
Giovanni Santi (c. 1434-95): a, Saints George,
Francis, Anthony the Great, and Jerome. b,
Madonna and Child. c, Count Carlo Oliva and angel
musicians.
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Markle
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Various photographs of couple: 20c, Prince Harry
at left. 50c, Prince Harry at right. $1, On wedding
day, standing. $2.50, On wedding day, in coach.
$5, Couple kissing, vert.
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Continued
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USPS calls booklets, are
also
printed in large double-sided
sheets.
VIRGIN
VIRGINISLANDS
ISLANDS(1/15/18
(1/15/18
Collectors
also use the term souvenir sheet to identify a small
LINN’S)
LINN’S)
pane that includes one or more stamps that celebrate some
event, making the small pane a souvenir of that event. The souvenir sheets usually have a decorative design in the margin surrounding the stamp or stamps, or text identifying the event.
Wedding
Wedding
ofof6 shows an example issued by Armenia on June 24,
Figure
Prince
PrinceHarry
Harry
and
and
Meghan
Meghan
2016. This souvenir sheet contains just one 870-dram stamp
Markle
Markle
and was
A201
A201issued on the day that Pope Francis arrived in Armenia
for
a three-day
visit.20c,Prince
Various
Variousphotographs
photographsofofcouple:
couple:20c,
PrinceHarry
Harry
atatleft.
left.50c,
50c,Prince
PrinceHarry
atatright.
right.$1,
$1,On
Onwedding
wedding
Details
ofHarry
his
visit
and
additional
design elements are printed
day,
day,standing.
standing.
$2.50,
$2.50,
On
Onwedding
wedding
day,
day,inincoach.
coach.
$5,
$5,Couple
Couplekissing,
kissing,vert.
vert.
in
the
souvenir
sheet selvage.
11
2018,
2018,Sept.
Sept.13
13 Litho.
Litho. Perf.
Perf.13
131/41/x13
4x13/2/2
Similar
have
been issued that are identified as
1196-1199
1196-1199
A201
A201 small
Set
Setofof44panes 8.50
8.50 8.50
8.50
Souvenir
Souvenir
Sheet
Sheet
souvenir sheets
by
the
Scott
Standard Postage Stamp Cata11
Perf.
Perf. 13
131/21/x13
2x13/4/4
logue
and
other sources,
even
1200
1200
A201
A201$5
$5multi
multi
10.00
10.0010.00
10.00 though they might not actually
celebrate a current event.
One example is pictured in Figure 7. It is the 2017 History of
Hockey pane of two stamps issued by the U.S. Postal Service as
a joint issue with Canada to celebrate the sport of ice hockey.
This issue and others like it are commonly called souvenir sheets
because of their resemblance to traditional souvenir sheets.
Collectors have used other terms to identify small panes, including miniature sheet, minisheet, sheetlet and so on.
While the term miniature sheet is sometimes used to describe a pane smaller than those normally issued, these terms
are used more often in casual description than in specific philatelic studies.
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U.S. Stamp Notes
by John M. Hotchner

Understanding Fourth Bureau Issue
coil waste and sheet waste stamps
Expertizing is essential for the Fourth Bureau Issue coil waste and sheet
waste stamps because it is easy to mistake the normal for the rare.
If there is a pair of stamps more often
misdescribed in expertizing requests than
any other, it is probably the 1¢ green Benjamin Franklin and 2¢ carmine George
Washington stamps of the 1922-38 Fourth
Bureau Issue.
Figure 1 shows the basic 1¢ perf 11 (Scott
552), perf 10 (Scott 581), and perf 11 by 10½
(Scott 632) stamps.
These 1¢ and 2¢ stamps are sometimes
offered as something they are not on internet sales sites. I have seen some examples offered for quite a lot of money
with no Scott catalog number included
and with descriptions as vague as “rare.”
However, the stamps shown with these offers are not rare, and do not have catalog
values in the thousands of dollars.
There are indeed some rarities among
these issues. The most expensive is Scott

Figure 1. The normal
versions of the 1¢
Franklins shown here
of the Fourth Bureau
Issue are, in order of
issuance: perf 11, perf
10, and perf 11 by 10½.

6

596, which is described in the Scott Specialized Catalogue of United States Stamps
and Covers as “rotary press sheet waste” of
the 1¢ green. It is only known used and has
a catalog value of $200,000 in the 2019
Scott U.S. Specialized. That value is in italics, denoting an item that can be difficult
to value accurately.
A cheaper version exists, with a Kansas
City, Mo., Bureau precancel and a catalog
value of a mere $150,000 (also in italics).

Figure 2 shows an example of
this stamp that sold in a 2018
Robert A. Siegel Auction Galleries Auction for approximately $190,000.
Any listing of the “waste” versions of the 1¢ and 2¢ Fourth
Bureau Issues absolutely must
be offered with an expertizing
certificate because it is so easy
to mistake the normal for the
rare.
There are five of these
stamps for which certificates
should be required: Scott 578,
579, 594, 595 and 596.
Scott 578-579, the 1¢ and
2¢ perf 11 by 10, are coil waste
of stamps intended to be perf
10 vertically coils, issued in

sheet form. They catalog $75
and $70, respectively, in mint
hinged condition, and $160
and $140 used. (The catalog
values for used stamps are in
italics.)
Scott 594 and 595, the 1¢ and
2¢, perf 11, are also coil waste
of stamps intended to be perf
10 vertically coils, issued in
sheet form. The catalog values

Figure 2. A genuine example of
Scott 596, the 1¢ green Fourth
Bureau Issue rotary press sheet
waste stamp should always have
a certificate of authenticity when
offered for sale. Image courtesy of
Robert A. Siegel Auction Galleries.

for an unused stamp is $35,000
(in italics) for the 1¢ and $240
for the 2¢. Figure 4 shows used
examples of the two stamps.
Scott 596 is the 1¢ perf 11
sheet waste, as already noted.
What is meant by “waste”
and how can you identify
these stamps? For answers,
we have to go backward in the
Scott U.S. Specialized catalog
to the Third Bureau Issue, the
Washington-Franklins, where
waste issues first appear
(most of the stamps between
Scott numbers 538 and 546),
and to the explanation in the
introduction to the catalog, as
follows:
“Coil Waste: an occurrence
brought about by stamps issued in perforated sheets from
a printing intended for [rotary
press-produced] coils. These
Continued on page 8
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Continued from page 6

stamps come from short lengths of paper
at the end of the coil run. Sometimes the
salvaged sections were those which had
been laid aside for mutilation because of
some defect. Because the paper had been
moistened during printing it sometimes
stretched slightly and provided added
printing area. Sheets of 70, 100, and 170
are known.”
When these “short lengths of paper at
the end of the coil” were reclaimed, they
might have already been perforated as
perf 10 coils, or not perforated at all. It was
a simple matter to add perforations in order to make them usable as sheet stamps.
The key to understanding and identifying the coil waste stamps is that they are
rotary printed unlike the first issue (the
perf 11s) of this series, which were printed
by flat plates.
Again, we need to refer to the Scott U.S.
Specialized catalog, which introduces rotary printing with a note before the first
rotary printed coil stamps, issued in 1915:
“The Rotary Press Stamps are printed
from plates that are curved to fit around a
cylinder. The curvature produces stamps
that are slightly larger, either horizontally
or vertically, than those printed from flat
plates. Designs for stamps from flat plates
measure about 18½-19mm [millimeters]
wide by 22mm high.

Figure 3. Coil waste issues such as these used examples of Scott 594 and
595, the Fourth Bureau Issue 1¢ and 2¢ perf 11, differ in size from the routinely
seen examples shown in Figure 1.

“When the impressions are
placed sidewise on the curved
plates the designs are 19½20mm wide, when they are
placed vertically the designs
are 22½ to 23mm high …”
When searching for these
scarce stamps you need to
apply a millimeter gauge to
any you think are candidates.
The “0” line on the gauge goes
flush with the start of the design. For Scott 578-579 and
594-595, the measurements
that seal the deal are 19¾mm
by 22¼mm.
For Scott 596, there are two

expertizing columns online
My weekly column on U.S. stamps has been a regular feature of Linn’s since 1986. In
early 2014, I was asked to devote one column each month to expertizing. The subject
remains far from exhausted, but I do think that what has been printed so far is a useful
resource for collectors who may be encouraged to use expertizing services to assure
that the material they buy is genuine and unaltered, as well as for collectors who may
be good candidates to become expertizers.
It is for that reason that I agreed when Tony Wawrukiewicz suggested that the first 50
columns be gathered and posted on the internet. I am thankful to Wawrukiewicz and to
Mike Ludeman, who did the compilation and helped with the technicalities of posting
the columns.
I am hopeful that the compilation can be augmented by adding new columns to it on
a regular basis.
This compilation is provided in the Adobe PDF file format at the following URL:
www.linns.com/docs/default-source/content/pdf/us-stamp-notes-expertizingcolumns-2014-2018.pdf.
The text from all of the columns is keyword searchable. There is also a Table of Contents
page at the beginning of the PDF file that provides the date and title of each column.
You can go directly to the desired column, if the title is sufficient to identify the topic of
interest, by left-clicking on the title.
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attributes that point to the rarity.
First is the color, which is
darker than the later rotaryprinted issue. The source for
Scott 596 was the perf 10
rotary-printed sheet issue of
1923. These normally have a
measurement of 19¼mm by
22½mm, the same as Scott
596, proving that 596 is sheet
waste rather than coil waste.
But where Scott 596 is perf
11, the 1¢ from the source issue
is perf 10.
There is plenty of room for
misunderstanding and even
some room for trickery with
reperfing on these stamps.
However, the majority of misidentifications are simple misunderstandings of what to look
for combined perhaps with
the normal human hope that
the owner has stumbled upon
something of considerable
value.
Indeed, it can happen. But
the great majority of requests
for authentication fail because
the attributes of the submitted
stamp are those of the normal
stamps of which there are billions in existence.
Again, anyone who thinks
they have one of these stamps
is well advised to have it expertized to be absolutely certain.
And anyone considering buying one should insist on it being certificated before writing
the check.
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U.S. Stamp Notes
by John M. Hotchner

Color changeling or genuine variety?
A look at what an expertizer digs in to when trying to determine
whether a color is genuine, a changeling or something else.
Color varieties are always a challenge to expertizers.
So many things can go wrong in the process of applying ink to paper that assessing a variety sent in for an
opinion requires a good grounding in production processes.
The single best reference point for stamp collectors
who want to understand stamp production is the book,
Fundamentals of Philately by L.N. Williams. The 1990
revised edition was published by the American Philatelic Society, and is still available at $60 for nonmem-

Figure 1. The 1932 3¢ Washington stamp (Scott 720) on this 1938 cover has been altered
chemically, but probably not on purpose. Cover shown courtesy of Len Piszkiewicz.

bers and $48 for members, plus $3 shipping (ordering
information can be found on the APS website, www.
stamps.org).
Fundamentals of Philately is well illustrated and its
hardbound 862 pages reveal a wealth of information
about how postage stamps have been created since
their invention more than 170 years ago.
For those of us who enjoy the search for the odd and
offbeat, it is essential reading. But Fundamentals of
Philately can also be used as a reference to research
individual items as it has an excellent 60-page index.
Back to the main subject for this column, a color
changeling on cover is shown in Figure 1, courtesy of
Len Piszkiewicz, the editor of the United States Specialist, the monthly journal of the United States Stamp So-

6

ciety. Piszkiewicz has a doctorate in organic
chemistry, which is relevant to this discussion.
The stamp on the cover is the 3¢ stamp
showing a portrait of George Washington
modeled from a painting by Gilbert Stuart
(Scott 720). Issued in 1932, it was the workhorse mail-use stamp from that point until the
issuance of the 3¢ Thomas Jefferson of the
Presidential series (807) on June 16, 1938.
Issued as a purple stamp, the 3¢ Washington on the Figure 1 cover has turned to blue.
There are no significant color varieties for this
issue; the Scott Specialized Catalog of United
States Stamps and Covers lists only a “light
purple” as a minor variation.
If this cover were submitted for expertizing,
it would be immediately considered suspicious — and not because of the brown stains
at the top that indicate that the stamp was
licked and placed on the envelope by a smoker. That is often the source of brown stains on
stamps from this and earlier periods.
In this instance, Piszkiewicz provided a
clue: The stamp is on a cover addressed to
Breuners, a furniture store in Stockton, Calif.
He thinks that the company’s old correspondence likely was stored where it was exposed
to some furniture refinishing chemical that
bleached out the red in the stamp.
In sending an image of this cover to me,
Piszkiewicz noted that he has seen other
Breuners’ covers with blue 3¢ Washington
stamps.
Given that the white paper on which the
stamp was printed is also toned, I would agree
with him. This is not the color of the stamp as
it rolled off the press, and that is the definition
of what we in philately call a “changeling.”
That does not presuppose intentional alteration by a person. Many times, a changeling
occurs because of accidental exposure to a
change agent, usually a chemical or intense
or prolonged light.
What does an expertizer look for when trying to determine whether a color is genuine
or a changeling or indeed missing altogether?
Continued on page 8
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Figure 3. Even a bad certificate can be a helpful tool in the expertizer’s
arsenal. This cover, initially thought to have two examples of the United
States 1863 3¢ pink George Washington stamp (Scott 64) was found to have
two faded examples of the 3¢ rose instead (65).

Figure 2. The most reliable reference work on colors of United States
stamps up to 1922 is R.H. White’s Encyclopedia of the Colors of United
States Postage Stamps. This plate from the section on the 1895 First Bureau
Issue 2¢ George Washington stamp gives a good idea as to why.
Continued from page 6

Here is a short list of resources and considerations:
• For older stamps through the Third
Bureau Issue (the Washington-Franklins of
1908-22), I use the series of books by R.H.
White, Encyclopedia of the Colors of United
States Postage Stamps, Volumes I-IV, published by Philatelic Research Ltd., 1981. A
sample of one of White’s color plates is
shown in Figure 2. Though no longer in
print, these books are sometimes available from philatelic literature dealers.
In these books, White illustrates all the
cataloged color varieties, and some that
aren’t in the catalog. If a submitted stamp
has a color not presented by White, that is
cause for immediate suspicion.
• From the Fourth Bureau Issue on, there
is no comparable reference, but it is possible to put together a personal reference
based on auction catalog illustrations. It is
important to be certain that the description that goes with the catalog illustration
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indicates that the item pictured
has a certificate.
• Most expertizers build a
clipping file containing articles
and illustrations from philatelic
periodicals, correspondence,
and examples of past submissions on which they have given
opinions.
• Also, most expertizers also
have an always-growing reference collection. That can be an
expensive proposition if perfect examples of the stamps
are required, but what is important is that the colors be
established, not that the back
has pristine gum. My reference
collection includes some fairly
dog-eared stamps representing both good and bad examples of major varieties. A new
addition is shown in Figure 3.
This cover has two light-colored candidates as Scott 64,
the pink version of the 1861 3¢
Washington. However, per its
American Philatelic Expertizing Service certificate, they are
“Scott No. 65 used on cover,
genuine, color faded, short/
pulled perfs.”
• Some methods of altering
colors will affect the consistency of the paper. So if a patient is ridged in whole or part,
has scrunches in the paper or it
has shrunk, it is suspicious.
• If the paper on which the

stamp is printed is bleached
whiter than normal, that’s a
strike against it.
• If the color is inconsistent
across the totality of the stamp,
that is suspicious.
• Often, whatever changes
the color of the ink also darkens the paper from its natural
color. Comparison with normal
stamps is helpful in making
that determination.
• On stamps issued after the
1960s, alterations in color can
also affect the tagging. That is
not always the case, but it is a
reliable indicator when it occurs. Look for blotchy tagging
and different color tagging
from the normal.
• Experience! The more one
works with color and the more
examples seen of both good
and bad submissions, the more
likely the expertizer’s initial gut
reaction to a new patient is
likely to be correct.
It is clear from looking at
this list that expertizing color is
both science and art. In the rare
instance where color comparisons are possible using highly
technical equipment, opinions
may be 100-percent reliable.
Otherwise, opinions may be
close to that mark, but there
will be times when even the
experts disagree. The result
will be a “no opinion” finding.
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by John M. Hotchner

USA Star nonprofit color-omitted
error missing the red star
There are several possible reasons why the red ink did not print on the 2017 USA Star (5¢)
nonprofit coil stamp but the most likely is that the press ran out of ink.
Somewhere out there among the millions of used blue-bordered USA Star nondenominated stamps (Scott 5172), there
are probably more of the errors without
the red star, as shown in Figure 1. But so
far, only three examples have been reported.
Figure 1 also depicts a normal example
of this coil stamp for comparison. The
stamp was issued Feb. 10, 2017, for use on
bulk mailings by authorized nonprofit organizations. It is inscribed “Nonprofit Org.”

Figure 1. A newly
discovered error, the
2017 USA Star (5¢)
nonprofit mail coil
stamp on the left is
missing the red star
that is a prominent part
of the normal stamp
shown at right.

6

Two of the examples of this missing-star
error were discovered by David Keeler in
early 2018. I own the third example. All
three have certificates of authenticity from
the American Philatelic Expertizing Service (APEX) stating that they are genuine.
Red is a color that can sometimes be
altered, but as I have written about in earlier columns in this series on expertizing,
removing this much red without altering
the white background of a stamp, such as
Scott 5172, would be impossible.
In the error examples, the other two colors of the stamp (blue and gray) are completely normal, and the white matches up
with normal examples.
The stamp was issued untagged, so
there is no tagging to be disturbed; another tell for alterations.

How many of these errors
might have been created? It is
hard to say. There are several
possible reasons why the red
ink did not print on this stamp,
but the most likely is that the
press ran out of ink.
The second most likely reason would be inadequate inking of the plate due to a faulty
inking-in process. A block of
the 1952 3¢ Red Cross commemorative is shown in Figure
2. On this block, stamps 1 and 3
to the outside of the plate are
examples of inadequate inking.
Presumably the inking process could be so poor as to
leave none of the color at all. If
that were the cause of the USA
Star nonprofit stamp error, it is
likely that very few would have
been created.
But with a dry inkwell, production would continue until a
sensor went off or a pressman
or quality control person noticed the problem. All of a coil
roll of 10,000 could have gotten out, or more likely, only part
of a roll.
If multiple rolls were involved, and that seems likely
given the production methods with 20 or more subjects
across a web, a large number
of missing-red examples might
have been produced. But then,
most may have been caught
by quality control.
The stamp shown here is a
used example found on a bit
of envelope paper. This means
that the user didn’t recognize
the stamp (or perhaps stamps)

as being errors. That lessens
the chance of survivors, as the
vast majority of used stamps
find their way to trash cans.
One of Keeler’s examples is
also on piece; the other one is
used.
It will be interesting to see if
this report inspires readers to
watch for and find matching
examples. If so, Linn’s would
like to hear from you.
[Editor’s note: the red-omitted error is listed for the first
time in the just-released Vol. 1A
of the Scott Standard Postage
Stamp Catalogue as 5172a.]

Expertizing inexpensive
stamps
We often make an assumption that only expensive
stamps are misdescribed,
faked, altered or “improved.”
Not so. For example, it is easy
to miss the presence of a watermark. And much fakery can
be accomplished in little time,
such as adding perforations to
a straight edge or making a coil
from a slightly oversize stamp.
Sure, it is more profitable
to fake, alter or improve expensive stamps, but there is a
larger market for inexpensive
stamps and they are less likely
to be questioned.
Also, we each may have a
slightly different definition of
what “inexpensive” means.
But as a practical matter, the
question is this: When does it
make sense to pay an expertizing fee for a stamp with a value
Continued on page 8
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Continued from page 6

around the same amount or less than the
fee?
John Dunn, who among his other accomplishments is a former bourse dealer,
wrote a column titled About Value in a
recent issue of the American Stamp Dealers Association’s magazine The American
Stamp Dealer and Collector that suggests
a novel way to approach this question.
With his permission, I’m glad to pass along
his advice:
“… if you are a low-price buyer, my advice
to you is to check what you are buying. No
matter who the dealer is, you should send
an occasional item in for expertizing. Sampling is a basic procedure in any quality
control program …
“This also holds true if you are a qualityfirst buyer. There may be a better chance
you are getting what you pay for — but it
does at time happen that a stamp may be
misdescribed by the best of dealers.
“No one is perfect, so an occasional
expertizing submission is still recommended. If you get back a clean certificate — clean meaning the stamp was as

8

Figure 2. On this block of four 1952 Red Cross 3¢ commemorative stamps,
the crosses on the two stamps on the left reflect poor inking of the red
plate from which they were printed.

described by the seller — that
will give you the extra assurance you need. And if it comes
back with an undisclosed
problem, it is time to submit
another item …”
At a point where you reach a
conclusion that a dealer is unreliable in describing his or her
wares, you may want to take
your business elsewhere.

A new feature: Beware
In each monthly expertizing
column for the foreseeable
future, I will examine a stamp
that is not what it seems to be.
The objective is not to create
distrust, but to recognize that
knowledge is power.
The advanced state of photocopiers has brought us new
Continued on page 91
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MICHIGAN

NEW YORK

May 19
Lansing
Lansing Stamp Show. Royal
Scot Golf and Bowl, 4722 W.
Grand River Ave. Hrs: 10AM4PM. Lansing Area Stamp Club.
Ron Robinson, 121 E. Jolly Road
D4, Lansing, MI 48910. Email:
robinsonrr@comcast.net. PH:
517-515-2605. DLR: 8. TA: 27. FR

Apr 28
Bayside
Bayside Stamp Show. Adria Hotel At Bayside, 220-33 Northern
Blvd. Hrs: 10AM-4:30PM. Marilyn J. Nowak, POB 230066,
Brooklyn, NY 11223-0003. 718645-7659. FR.

Apr 13
St. Louis
Second Saturday Bourse. Holiday Inn So. County Ctr., 6921
Lindbergh Blvd. Hrs: 9AM-3PM.
2nd Saturday Stamp Show.
Gene Stewart, 4729 Idaho, St.
Louis, MO 63111. PH: 314-4819098 or send an email:
genestamps@charter.net DLR:
10. TA: 20. FR.

May 17-18
Rochester
ROPEX National Stamp Show.
Canandaigua Civic Center, 250
N. Bloomfield Rd. Canandaigua.
Hrs: Fri. 10AM-5PM. Sat. 10AM3PM
Rochester
Philatelic
Assoc. Dave Robinson, PO Box
10206 Brighton Station, Rochester, NY 14610-0206. PH: 585-7526178.
Email:
stamptmf@
Website:
frontiernet.net.
http://www.rpastamps.
org/ropex.html DLR: 15. TA: 15.
ADM. $2 Admission.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

OHIO

May 19
Nashua
Nashua Monthly Stamp Show.
Holiday Inn, 9 Northeastern
Blvd. U.S. Rt.3 to Exit 4. Hrs:
9AM-2PM. EBW Promotions,
LLC. Ernie, PO Box 3, Wilmington, MA 01887. PH: 978-6580160. or send an Email: ernie@
ebwpromotions.com Visit Website: www.nashuastampshow.
com TA: 20. DLR: 8. FR.

Apr 27
New Philadelphia
TUSCOPEX 2019. Tuscora Park
Pavalion, 161 Tuscora Ave NW.
Hrs: 10AM-5PM. Tuscora Stamp
Club. Jim Shamel, 6327 Buckeye
Hollow Rd. SE, Uhrichsville, OH
44683. PH: 740-922-4610. Email:
jimhelenshamel@hotmail.com
DLR: 7. TA: 11. FR

MISSOURI

NEW JERSEY
Apr 13
Bordentown
Bordentown Stamp Bourse.
Bordentown Senior Center, 3
Municipal Dr. Bordentown, NJ
08505. Hrs: 8:30AM-3:00PM.
Club. Ryan Terlecky, 80 Steele
Way, Huntingdon Valley, PA
19006. PH: 215-287-9326 Email:
rterlecky@hotmail.com DLR: 22.
TA: 40. FR.
May 11
Clifton
Clifton 2019 Spring Stamp, Coin,
Cover, Postcard Show. Community Recreation Center, 1232
Main Avenue @ Washington
Ave. Hrs: 9:30AM-4:00PM. Clifton Stamp Society. Tom Stidl,
62 Hackberry Place, Clifton, NJ
07013. PH: 973-471-7872. Email:
stidl@verizon.net.
Website:
www.clifton-stamp-society.org.
DLR: 15. FR.
May 19
Wayne
Third
Sunday
Monthly
Stamp/Coin Bourse. 3rd Sunday
every month. Fire Co. #1, 93 Parish Dr. Dealers in at 7AM. Hrs:
8AM-4PM. REW Enterprises
LLC. Ross, 973-875-3793 or
email: stamprew@aol.com DLR:
15. FR.

NEW YORK
Apr 28
Melville
The Melville Stamp & Coin.
Catapano Engineering. 585 Rte.
110. Hrs: 8AM-2PM. George
Schultheis. PH: 516-557-7096.
Email: gsstamps1@hotmail.com
DLR: 35. FR.
Need to list your upcoming show?
It's easy! Visit Linns.com
or call 1-800-488-5351.

Apr 28
Cincinnati
Greenhills Classic Coin and
Stamp Show. American Legion
Post 530, 11100 Winton Road.
Hrs: 10AM-4PM. Numismania
of Ohio. Jim Huffman, PO Box
24, Plain City, OH 43064. PH:
937-901-2110. DLR: 30. TA: 55.
FR.

OREGON
May 10-12
Portland
PIPEX 2019. Red Lion Hotel on
the River at Jantzen Beach. 909
N. Hayden Island Drive. HRS:
Fri, Sat: 10AM-6PM, Sun 10AM4PM. Northwest Federation of
Stamp Clubs. Mark Loomis,
9276 SW Claridge Drive, Tigard,
OR 97223. PH: 503-709-6591.
Email: mmloomis1@gmail.com.
Website: pipexstampshow.org.
DLR: 40. TA: 40. FR.

PENNSYLVANIA
May 10-11
Lyndora
Butlerpex 2019. Tanglewood
Center, 10 Austin Avenue. Hrs:
8AM-5PM. Butler Philatelic Society. Tom Sivak, PO Box 470,
Butler, PA 16003. PH: 724-2871931. DLR: 13. FR.

VIRGINIA
Jun 7-9
McLean
NAPEX 2019. Hilton Tyson’s
Corner, 7920 Jones Branch
Drive.
Hrs:
10AM-6PM.
NAPEX. Harris Leonard, 11001
Arroyo Drive, Rockville, MD
20852. PH: 301-873-3720. FAX:
301-571-1739. Email: hkleonard
@starpower.net.
Website:
www.napex.org. DLR: 70. TA:
60. FR.
Place your event listing online!
Linns.com
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Figure 3. Beware the offer of a newly
discovered error without an expert
certificate. This block of the 1972 8¢ Parent
Teacher Association commemorative with
what looks like a doubled vignette (one
inverted) was made on a photocopier. A
normal stamp is shown for comparison.

Continued from page 8

capabilities and sometimes the lure to
experiment can result in something less
than desirable. The block of 1972 8¢ Parent
Teacher Association stamps (Scott 1463) in
Figure 3 is an example.
Initially offered as a doubled vignette
(the central design), one of which is inverted, the block was suspect from the start.
There are no such genuine errors of this
1972 issue known, and, if any had been discovered, they would have generated a lot
of publicity.
So, given some thought, the answer in this
case was obvious: A photocopier was used.
To create this or a similar “error,” you take

VIRGINIA

WASHINGTON

Apr 27-28
Vienna
Vienna Coin & Stamp Show.
Vienna Community Center, 120
Cherry Street. Hrs: Sat 10AM6pm, Sun 10AM-4PM. Darren
Coker, 102 W. Laurel Ave., Sterling, VA 20164. PH: 703-4442812. DLR: 10. TA: 18. FR.

Apr 20-21
Kent
Evergreen Stamp Club Spring
Stamp Show. Kent Commons
Recreation Center, 525 4th Ave.
N. Hrs: Sat. 10AM-5PM, Sun.
10AM-4PM. Evergreen Stamp
Club. Bill Geijsbeek, 6616 140th
Place NE, Redmond, WA 98052.
PH:
425-883-9390.
Email:
billgphil@gmail.com. Website:
https://classic.stamps.
org/Evergreen-Stamp-Club.
DLR: 20. FR.

VERMONT
Apr 27
Quechee
Crossroads Postcard & Stamp
Show. Mid-Vermont Christian
School Gym, 399 W Gilson Ave.
Hrs: 9AM-3PM. Upper Valley
Stamp Club-APS #1494-183679.
John Lutz, 12 Franklin St., Randolph, VT 05060. PH: 802-7286212. Email: jalutz@gmail.com
Website:
www.uvstampclub.
com DLR: 20. TA: 60. FR.

What’s Going On in
the Philatelic World?

Go to Linns.com

for the world’s largest
weekly stamp newspaper
to get the latest news
and information!

two panes of stamps, put one on the photocopy bed and the load the other on the
paper tray, and then hit the start (or copy
or print) key. Voila, you have just made your
own error.
In the case of the 1972 stamp, the yellow
frame won’t copy if only black-and-white
copying is chosen.
Happily, in this instance, the experimenter after the initial pitch was honest in
admitting the block was a machine-made
curiosity, but others may not be as truthful.
So, beware when something is offered that
has never been reported as a genuine error and that does not have a certificate of
authenticity.

Correction
The die-cut measurements of the two
versions of the new United States Flag coil
stamps were switched in the Scott New
Listings Update in the March 18 Linn’s.
The correct die-cut measurements
are gauge 9½ for the Ashton Potter version (Scott 5432) and gauge 11 for the
Banknote Corporation of America version
(5343).
The Scott catalog editors regret this error, and it will be corrected for the print
catalogs.
linns.com / April 15, 2019 /
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U.S. Stamp Notes
by John M. Hotchner

U.S. 1903-1934 carmine stamps
present a challenge to expertizers
Carmine stamps of the early 20th century can be found in a dozen shades.
The most desirable are the carmine lake and lake shades.
Carmine stamps issued between 1903
and 1934 are a persistent point of confusion for collectors of United States
stamps. This is especially true for longerrunning issues, where quality control of
ink batches over time must have been
difficult.
These stamps also are challenging
for expertizers as there can be a dozen
shades between the routine carmine and
the darkest of lake shades.
Only a few shades achieve catalog status for any given
stamp, but the
most
desirable
from a collector
point of view are
those labeled as
carmine lake and
lake. These shades
are not often seen,
although
there
are more catalog
listings than we
might expect.
The table shown
on page 48 provides the carmine
lake
and
lake
shades of these
stamps that are
listed in the 2019
Scott Specialized
Catalogue of United States Stamps
and Covers.
In general, the
darker
versions
are listed at impressively higher
Figure 1. These three issues (Scott 99h, 634b and
prices as befits
657a) are among 30 carmine stamps with carmine
their scarcity. Three
lake or lake color varieties that are listed in the
examples with their
Scott Specialized Catalogue of United States
normal cousins are
Stamps and Covers. The normal carmine is on the
shown in Figure 1:
left of each pair, and the variety on the right.

6

Figure 2. Scott 703a, the carmine lake variety of the 1931 2¢ Yorktown issue (at
right next to the normal at left) is relatively common. It catalogs only 75¢ used.

The 1917 2¢ Washington sheet
stamp perforated gauge 11
(Scott 499h, hinged) catalogs
$500; the 1926 2¢ Washington carmine lake type I (634b,
never hinged) catalogs $425
in italics; and the 1929 2¢ Sullivan Expedition lake (657a,
never hinged) catalogs $625.
But not all the lake versions
are rarities. The 1931 2¢ York
town (Scott 703a), shown in
Figure 2, catalogs a mere 75¢
used and $4.50 mint.
At the other end of the scale,
the 1913 2¢ Panama-Pacific
perf 12 lake (Scott 398b) catalogs $5,250 hinged, in italics.
The example shown in Figure
3 was sold in a July 2018 Robert A. Siegel Auction Galleries’
sale for $4,000, not including
the 18-percent buyer’s premium. This stamp was described
as “Single hinge mark, intense
color in the unmistakable true
Lake shade, three wide margins.”
Almost every other packet
of material I receive to expertize contains at least one
candidate proposed as a lake
shade. On average, something approaching one-third

of these will pass muster.
As with other areas of expertizing, hope often exceeds
reality when a collector looks
at a stamp “that might be the
good one.”
The range of colors of these
stamps adds to the confusion.
Looking at a single example
or even two at a time can be
deceiving. If one of the two
stamps appears darker than
the other, it can encourage the
owner to think that the darker
stamp may be the prize.
Expertizers
can’t
allow
themselves to think that way.
If they don’t own certified examples of the carmine lake
or lake shades, they must
depend upon good color
photography from reliable
auction catalogs. Also, expertizing houses often have comparison examples in their own
in-house collection.
Another good resource is
the series of books by R.H.
White, Encyclopedia of the
Colors of United States Postage Stamps, Volumes I-IV. Although they are out of print,
they are available in philatelic
Continued on page 8
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Figure 4. This color plate from R.H. White’s Encyclopedia of the Colors
of United States Postage Stamps (1981) gives a good idea of the range
of colors that can be found on the carmine issues of 1903-34.
Continued from page 6

Figure 3. One of the
most expensive of the
lake issues is this 1913
2¢ Panama-Pacific
commemorative perf
12. This example with
a light hinge mark
sold for $4,000 in a
July 18 Robert S.
Siegel auction, against
a catalog value of
$5,000. Image courtesy
of Robert A. Siegel
Auction Galleries.

libraries and sometimes will
be listed by one of the philatelic literature dealers. They
cover U.S. issues between
1847 and 1918, with a few
additional selected subsequent issues.
A color plate showing
some of the colors found on
the 2¢ Washington-Franklins
is shown in Figure 4. You not only can see
that there are several different hues, but
that they are sometimes difficult to tell
apart.
Another wild card is that paper color
can sometimes enter into the mix. Some
of the darker-appearing shades can be
explained by poor plate wiping, such that
the final color is a bit darker due to ink
intensity rather than ink color.
There is also the possibility of discolContinued on page 48

Faroe Islands Stamps
New stamp issues 29 April 2019










  


Scan the stamp and hear the
black guillemot sing. Free
download of the CEE App from
App Store and Google Play.



Europa 2019: Black Guillemot
The beautiful old guillemots are completely black with
a white wingspots and vermillion feet. The black guillemot is protected in the Faroe Islands and the population
numbers 3000-4000 pairs. Artist: Astrid Andreasen.



Code in comments box: LINN19

 

 

15% off orders over $23 on www.stamps.fo





Special June Offer





The stamp illustrates one of the artist’s first
childhood memories: his father telling him
about the men who just had landed on the
moon.

MÁNALENDINGIN
19 6 9

EDWARD FUGLØ 2019

The Moon Landing 1969
- 50 years after the moon landing, Faroese
artist Edward Fuglø has illustrated that magic
moment on this stamp featuring Apollo 11’s
historic journey to the Moon.

Buy the stamps in our webshop: www.stamps.fo
Posta Faroe Islands - one of the smallest Postal Services in the world, yet known for its unique,
beautiful and creative stamps, which have gained worldwide recognition since 1976.
Posta Stamps, Óðinshædd 2
FO-100 Tórshavn, Faroe Islands
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Tel. +298 346200
stamps@posta.fo

Our agent in the US:
Nordica Inc./ David Bein
nordicad@optonline.net
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U.S. Stamp Notes

Figure 5. Beware of white-paper versions of
stamps that were issued on colored paper, such
as the 1975 United States 24¢ Old North Church
definitive stamp printed on blue paper.
Continued from page 8

oration from a variety of causes, including prolonged exposure to natural or artificial light, exposure to chemicals, and
contact with album pages or other paper.
Expertizers need to exercise great care
in coming to conclusions. I would add
that this is an area of expertizing where
having multiple expertizers reviewing a
submitted stamp has particular value.

Beware
Starting last month (Linn’s, April 15

SCOTT
NUMBER
319a
329a
332b
375b
398a
398b
406c
444a
499h
499i
547a
573a
577a
599b
606a
634b
634e
634f
645a
646b,
654a
657a,
681a,
681b
689b
703a
703b
716a
736b
736c

STAMP DESCRIPTION

SHADE

2¢ Washington and shield
lake
2¢ Founding of Jamestown
carmine lake
2¢ Washington double-line watermark
lake
2¢ Washington single-line watermark
lake
2¢ Panama-Pacific perf 12
carmine lake
2¢ Panama-Pacific perf 12
lake
2¢ Washington “2cents2” single-line watermark
lake
2¢ Washington perf 10 horizontal coil
lake
2¢ Washington perf 11 sheet stamp
lake
2¢ Washington perf 11 booklet single
lake
$2 Franklin
lake and black
$5 Statue of Freedom
carmine lake and dark
blue
2¢ Washington imperf
carmine lake
2¢ Washington type I
carmine lake
2¢ Washington perf 10 vertical coil
carmine lake
2¢ Washington sheet stamp
carmine lake
2¢ Washington perf 11 by 10½ booklet pane
carmine lake
2¢ Washington perf 11 by 10½ sheet stamp type
lake
2¢ Valley Forge
lake
2¢ Molly Pitcher
carmine lake
2¢ Edison perf 11
lake
2¢ Sullivan Expedition
lake
2¢ Ohio River Canalization
lake
2¢ Ohio River Canalization
carmine lake
2¢ Von Steuben
carmine lake
2¢ Yorktown
lake and black
2¢ Yorktown
dark lake and black
2¢ Winter Olympics
lake
3¢ Maryland Tercentenary
lake
3¢ Maryland Tercentenary
carmine lake

BETTER GREENLAND & NORWAY
Free Shipping (U.S.) on Orders over $200
GREENLAND
GREENLAND
NORWAY
1-9 ss VF shts .... $2,500 33 ss VF sheet ... $1,075 66 s VF/XF............ $90
45 67-69 U VF ............ 295
1-9 ss VF ...........
60 38 ss VF sheet ...
8 ss VF sheet ..... 1,495 41-45 ss VF sheets 169 69 s VF ................. 110
10-18 ss VF shts .13,750 48-52 ss VF sheets 85 87 ss VF ............. 215
48
10-18 ss VF ....... 275 58 ss VF sheet ... 350 89 ss XF .............
10-18 s VF............ 135 66-7 ss VF sheets 87 93 ss VF ............. 120
90
10-18 U VF ............ 205 226-7 ss VF sheets 225 94 ss XF .............
19-27 ss VF ....... 925 226a ss VF inv ovpt 750 100-103 ss VF ... 145
104-110
ss
VF
...
115
95
19-27 s VF............ 550 B1 ss VF sheet...
80
19-27 U VF ............ 725 B2 ss VF sheet... 159 104-110 U VF ........
111-114 ss VF ...
62
19v ss VF inv ovpt 790 Rockwell Kent airmail
reprint XF cert ... 425 115-128 ss VF ... 405
20v s VF inv ovpt.. 590
74
30 115-128 s VF........
21v ss VF inv ovpt 790 Thule T1-5 ss VF
118 ss VF ...........
95
Thule
T1-5 ssVF
22v ss VF inv ovpt 790
sheets................ 595 123 ss VF ........... 225
23v s VF inv ovpt.. 590
136-144
ss
VF
...
46
25
24v s VF inv ovpt.. 725 Thule T1-5 U VF ....
145-148 ss VF ...
32
25v s VF inv ovpt.. 725
NORWAY
150-153 ss VF ...
55
26 s VF .................
65 1 U VF ................... $95
154-157 ss VF ...
38
26 v ss VF inv ovpt 790 2 U XF ...................
90 158-161 ss VF ...
55
27 ss VF ............. 120 3 U VF ...................
70 187-202A ss VF .
95
27 s VF .................
65 3P s VF ................. 165 203-206 ss VF ...
25
27v ss VF inv ovpt 790 5 U VF ...................
35 218 U VF ............... 440
22a-27a ss VF.... 1,975 7 U VF ................... 325 220-239 U VF ........ 190
22a-27a s VF ........ 775 9 s VF cert ............ 725 246 ss VF ...........
50
22a s VF ............... 240 9 U XF ...................
75 246 U VF ...............
43
23av s VF small
11 U VF .................
38 259-266v ss
ovpt ................... 2,750 15a U VF cert ........ 300
VF London set ... 900
24a-27a ss VF.... 1,095 19 s VF .................
11 275-278 ss VF ...
75
24a ss VF ........... 275 19a U XF ............... 135 B1-3 ss VF ......... 165
24a U VF ............... 145 20 U VF .................
48 B1-3 U VF ............. 105
25a ss VF ........... 260 21 U VF .................
39 B4 ss VF ............
39
25a s VF ............... 110 28 U VF .................
80 B24 ss VF ..........
75
26a ss VF ........... 275 32-34 ss VF ....... 360 B24 U VF ...............
75
26a U VF ............... 145 43 ss XF ............. 395 C1a ss VF ..........
95
27a ss VF ........... 275 52 ss VF ............. 250 J12 s VF ...............
44
27a U VF ............... 145 57a s XF ............... 250 O9-21 ss VF ....... 365
50
28-38 ss VF .......
90 59-61 U VF ............ 125 O65-82 ss VF .....
31a ss VF sheet . 129 64-66 U VF/XF ...... 135 Facit RM1-2 s F/VF 155
View more details, photos of above lots and other Better
Greenland and Norway on our website. P&H $4.

NorthlaNd

Antonios-Philatelics.com
“Thousands of stamps for computer
savvy collectors. Stop Buy!”

Since 1975

International Trading, LLC, Box 34 • Verona, NJ 07044

800-950-0058 • www.northstamp.com
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Figure 6. The paper color also was removed from examples of the United States 10¢ People’s Right to Petition for Redress Americana
series definitive stamp and the 1976 13¢ Telephone Centenary commemorative stamps.

issue), I began looking at
stamps that are not what
they seem to be in the
monthly expertizing column.
The objective is not to create distrust, but to recognize
that knowledge is power.
This month’s examples are
colored-paper issues that are
offered as rare white-paper
examples.
The most often seen of
these is the 24¢ Old North
Church stamp issued in 1975
(Scott 1603) as part of the

Americana definitive series
of 1975-81. The original and
the white-paper versions are
shown in Figure 5, together
with a couple of other examples.
Note that the white-paper
examples are all used. There
is a reason for this. The process of removing the paper
color also removes the gum,
so that mint examples cannot
exist. If a genuine error did exist, you would expect to see
mint examples.

COURT PHILATELICS

P.O. BOX 6198, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS LU7 9XT, ENGLAND
Tel. 01144 1296 662420, E-MAIL: courtphilatelics@aol.com
DISCOUNTS: 5% off orders over $100, 10% off orders over $200 and 15% off $500. ORDER: By Post, Phone,
or E-Mail. TO PAY: We Accept: PayPal (courtphilatelics@aol.com), PERSONAL CHECKS, CASH, CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS
or direct into our bank: Account No. 10088313, Sort Code:16-1620, IBAN No. GB81 RBOS 161620 10088313.

GUARANTEED FULL REFUND IF NOT SATISFIED • ALL ITEMS SENT POST-FREE AIRMAIL
GREAT BRITAIN MIXTURES
Special Offer: Buy ¼ lb GB Modern Commems & ½ lb GB Multiples below for the reduced price of $119. List price $137.
GB MODERN COMMEMS NO XMAS. Mostly 2012/2018 issues! 2 oz $26.00, ¼ lb $49.00.
GB MULTIPLES ISSUES. Those hard to find 1st class stamps form se-tenant sets, includes modern up to the latest 2018 Owls,
Game of Thrones, 2017 Classic Toys, Landmark Buildings, Songbirds etc. ¼ lb $49.00, ½ lb $88.00.
GB HIGH VALUE DEFINS. On Paper, good variety, a clean mix incl. modern security issues. ½ lb $40.00, 1 lb $77.00.
GB HIGH VALUE COMMEMS. A rarity. This on paper mix will contain modern up to scarce 2018 issues.
2 oz $60.00, ¼ lb $112.00.
GB modern sets used on paper: Buy all six for the discounted price of $52. List price $59. 2018 Game of Thrones set
of 10, $10. 2017 Droids & Aliens set of 8, $9. 2017 Classic Toys set of 10, $10. 2017 Landmark Buildings set of 10,
$10. 2017 Songbirds set of 10, $10. 2016 Mr Men set of 10, $10.

In fact you would expect to see a lot of
examples of the error because it would
not have occurred on a small number
of stamps, but rather a portion of a print
run with hundreds of examples at a minimum. There would probably be enough
examples to be scarce but available.
Figure 6 shows two other examples,
the 10¢ Americana stamp (Scott 1592)
and the 1976 13¢ Telephone Centennial commemorative (1683), I have seen
similar fake white-paper examples of the
28¢ Americana stamp (1604), the 1967 5¢
Search for Peace commemorative (1326).
I’m sure there are others.

What can’t you live without?
REVENUES
Among the largest stocks in the U.S.A.

POSSESSIONS
From Canal Zone to Puerto Rico
plus Spanish era stamps
Request price list (specify which) or shop online at:

www.astampdealer4u.com

FRANK BACHENHEIMER

6547 Midnight Pass Rd. #89, Sarasota, FL 34242
Ph. 941-349-0222
Email: frankb@astampdealer4u.com
linns.com / May 20, 2019 /
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U.S. Stamp Notes
by John M. Hotchner

Errors and colors covered in two new
additions for an expertizer’s library
Knowledge is the most important tool an expertizer has to use. New
Volumes about U.S. Errors and Color varieties add to that knowledge.
The three-legged stool on which the expertizer depends is knowledge, tools and
acute vision. But the greatest of these is
knowledge, both in the form of experience
and reference material.
Tools include the things we need to
measure, examine fine detail and make
comparisons. Acute vision allows us to
see important elements of the stamp or
cover being examined — things that others might miss.
But it is the knowledge of printing and
finishing processes, what exists and what
might exist, and what weight to give the
observations from examination that bring
everything into focus when it comes time
to render a written opinion.
In an earlier column (Linn’s, April 28,
2014), I looked at
what an expertizer’s personal library
should
contain.
Highlights
would
be Fundamentals of
Philately by L.N. Williams; How to Detect
Damaged,
Altered,
and Repaired Stamps
by Paul Schmid; OutFoxing the Fakers by
Jean-Francois Brun
(English translation
by Raymond Gaillaguet); and the Philatelic Foundation’s
Opinions series (volumes I-VIII).
These are good
general references,
and there are many
other books that
Figure 1. Updated from the 2014 edition, the
can find an honored
recently published Scott Catalogue of Errors on
place on the experU.S. Postage Stamps is an essential reference
tizer’s bookshelf.
for collectors of error, freak and oddity postage
For
expertizers
stamps, revenues and postal stationery.

6

Figure 2. This seemingly imperforate pair of 1975 10¢ Paul Laurence Dunbar
stamp actually has blind perforations (pin impressions) at the top of the pair.

of U.S. material, there is a significant list of books to acquire.
Because there are too many to
present in this column, I’ve assembled a list that I’m happy
to make available to any Linn’s
reader who requests it. I can
send it as an email attachment, or send hard copy if the
requester provides a businesssized envelope with 55¢ in
postage on it. Send requests
to me, John Hotchner, at jmhstamp@verizon.net, or Box 1125,
Falls Church, VA 22041-0125.
Before telling you about two
new books that I have just added to the list, I want to mention that an expertizer’s library
should also have three other
categories of material.
The first is copies of the
worksheets for the material he

or she has examined.
The second is a clipping file
of useful material (including
photographs) that has been
published in the philatelic
press, in auction catalogs, and
in club and society journals.
The third is an index of online resources that can be
helpful. Some of these can be
printed out and added to your
clipping file, but others are dynamic, meaning they change
regularly as new information or
entries are added.
What is included in these
three categories will be highly
specific to the areas in which
an expertizer works.
My own interests are in the
realm of U.S. philately after
1900 and worldwide producContinued on page 93
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U.S. Stamp Notes
Continued from page 6

tion mistakes known as errors,
freaks and oddities, or EFOs.
Needless to say, my library is
expansive.
The two new additions are
potentially useful both for general interest and for those who
have become specialists.
The first is the 17th edition of
the Scott Catalogue of Errors
on U.S. Postage Stamps; the
16th edition was published five
years ago in 2014.
Figure 1 shows the cover
of the new edition. It includes
more than 50 new listings;
hundreds of updated values;
and many improved illustrations, all in color.
The 241-page catalog starts
with seven pages of information on how to use it and definitions of the terms. It then
presents imperforates, coloromitted stamps, hologramomitted errors, back-inscription errors, and inverts.
Following all of that information is a seven-page section that lists known instances
of printers’ waste that have
gotten out into the collector
community. Waste is errorlike material that has reached
collectors via the back door,
often by theft of incomplete
product from the printer,
rather than going through the
entire production process and
being sold across a post office counter.
Finally, a 10-page chapter
describes and illustrates representative examples of the
various types of freaks, oddities and other unusual stamps.
The errors listings include
a multitude of warning notes
that help a collector avoid
questionable material. An example is the following note for
the 1975 10¢ Paul Lawrence
Dunbar commemorative imperforate stamps (Scott 1554a)
shown here in Figure 2: “Some
pairs exist with blind perfs at
top, which do not affect the desirability of the error. Of these,

some pairs are known to have
had the blind perfs trimmed off
to create the appearance of a
full imperforate pair. Such pairs
tend to have a tight top margin.”
The catalog is hardcover with
spiral binding that facilitates
use since the pages lie flat.
To purchase the 17th edition
of the Scott Catalogue of Errors
on U.S. Postage Stamps, call
Amos Media at 800-572-6885
or visit online at www.amosadvantage.com/product/scottcatalogue-of-errors-on-uspostage-stamps-17th-edition.
The price is $39.99 for Amos
Advantage members and
$49.99 for nonmembers.
The second new book, recently published by Professional Stamp Experts Inc., is
The Philatelic Book of (still
more) Secrets, Vol. 3.
Shown in Figure 3, this 90page, softcover work is devoted
to the subject of color, beginning with a forward titled “Are
RARE color varieties RARE?”
The new book is in response
to readers of the previous two
volumes, who commented,
that while these books were
helpful, they did not answer
the biggest problem they had
with U.S. stamps: determining whether they had a scarce
color variety.
Excellent color illustrations
in the new book answer that
question for many of the problem stamps encountered in
U.S. philately, though not for
the lake and carmine lake issues I discussed in the U.S.
Stamp Notes column in the
May 20 Linn’s.
Still, it is the best resource
I have seen for differentiating
such items as the 1851 3¢ orange brown, the 24¢ issues of
1861, the 3¢ red violets of the
1919 World War I Victory issue,
and a couple of dozen others.
The book can be ordered for
$15 from PSE/SNPRC (Southern Nevada Philatelic Research
Cente Inc.) at Box 539309, Henderson, NV 89053-9309.

Figure 3. Recently
released, this third
volume of The
Philatelic Book of
Secrets is devoted
to identifying the
most desirable color
varieties on U.S.
stamps, from the 1847
5¢ Benjamin Franklin
stamp (Scott 1) to the
1967 $1 Eugene O’Neill
stamp (1294) of the
Prominent Americas
series.

I would also add that there is a national
society for those readers interested in
errors, freaks and oddities. The EFO Collectors Club can be an excellent source
of information through its prize-winning
quarterly journal, the EFO Collector, and
its extensive website, www.efocc.org. Both
are produced by exceptional editor and
webmaster Cemil Betanov.
Membership is only $20, which entitles
you to participate in club auctions as well as
the totality of the website. Contact EFOCC
Secretary Scott Shaulis, Box 549, Murrysville, PA 15668-0549 for more information.

TRADING POSTHORN

ANNOUNCEMENTS

TRADING POSTHORN

ANNOUNCEMENTS

1000

ANNOUNCEMENTS
1010

ANNOUNCEMENTS

1010

HAVE ALMOST every American
Stamp from 44 cents on in hand
cancelled condition. Want to
trade for Great Britain. Please
email: budpowick@gmail.com
Phone: 609-898-9730.
PRECANCELS
WITH cities
wanted. Also foreign perfins.
Will trade better U.S. or foreign
stamps. Keep all. Phil Cayford,
POB 497, Dublin, NH 03444
SEND 200 different foreign. Receive 230 different foreign plus
trade list. Quality for quality.
SASE. Phil Lindberg, 4026 NW
McGrath Ct., Portland, OR
97229.
WILL TRADE my 300 New Zealand for your 200 Australia; my
300 Italy for your 200 Vatican;
my 400 worldwide for your 200
Canada. Cook, 32723 Ohio
Street, Livonia, MI 48150

MAIL BIDS
MAIL BID SALES

MAIL BIDS
1040

MAIL BID SALES

1040

Advertising on a budget? Try the classifieds
for low cost, effective advertising.
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U.S. Stamp Notes
by john m. hotchner

Self-adhesive stamps provoke questions
that may not have clear answers
philatelic Expertizers make their evaluations as objectively as they can,
but expertizing is as much an art as a science.

Figure 1. Some of the
early United States
self-adhesive Purple
Heart stamps can
no longer be easily
separated from their
backing paper. Trying
to peel the stamp from
the backing may or
may not be successful,
but if it is, the result
is often a stamp with
part of the backing
paper still on the gum.
How might this be
accounted for on an
expertizing certificate?

6

Linn’s readers are the best. The questions you come up with are often unexpected and thought-provoking. Witness
this question from Richard H. Joy, of Oxford, Conn.:
“If a self-adhesive stamp were removed
from a pane or booklet and mounted on
another piece of USPS (or similar) backing
paper to put in an album, would it still be
considered mint-never hinged (M/NH)?
“If no, end of story. If yes, then
should the stamp condition be
reflected on certificates to include being ‘on original backing
paper’ if it is?”
Leaving aside that it might be
impossible to tell whether the
backing paper attached to the
stamp is original or not, I would
propose that a stamp is mint,
never-hinged if its gum is present in perfect condition.
Given that a stamp can be removed from backing paper and
maintain that condition, the backing paper can be thought of as immaterial to the
mint, never-hinged status of the stamp.
But unless you intend to stand there
holding the stamp between your thumb
and forefinger for all eternity, something
must be done with it. Either the stamp gets
used, or it must be put back on the original
backing paper, or on different paper.
The quality of that paper is critical. Once
stuck on paper from which it can’t be removed without damaging the gum, the
stamp should no longer be considered
mint, never-hinged because it can’t be
proven to be so.
Thus, to me, it does not matter whether
the backing on a mint, never-hinged stamp
is original. It only matters that the stamp
can be cleanly peeled off the backing to
demonstrate the perfection of the gum.
Of course, the more often that is done,

the less likely the stamp is
to adhere completely to the
original high-gloss backing or
a substitute.
I have a related question that
presents a slightly different
perspective: What about selfadhesive stamps that have
been on backing paper for so
long that attempts to remove
them seem doomed to failure?
A percentage of older United States self-adhesive Purple Heart stamps, such as the
example dated “2014” (Scott
4704b) that is shown in Figure
1, and some others seemingly
can’t be separated from their
backing paper.
Attempts to do so leave
varying amounts of backing paper layers stuck to the
stamp. I have had to use a glue
stick to get these perfectly
valid unused stamps to adhere
to an envelope to prepay the
postage.
Do we take as fact that such
stamps are mint, never-hinged
when the backing is undisturbed but they can’t be separated cleanly from their original backing?
All of this may have a certain
“How many angels can fit on
the head of a pin?” quality to it.
But they are real questions
that presumably could have
implications for the collectibility and value of self-adhesive
stamps as we proceed into the
future.
I don’t pretend to have the
final answers, nor can I resolve
the questions on how to reflect

the status of such material on
expertizing certificates.
Because we are talking
about modern material when
discussing
self-adhesive
stamps, we might not have a
pressing need to answer these
questions in the immediate
future, but we ought to get
started thinking about how to
handle these matters.

Multiple certificates;
multiple opinions
The Kingdom of Wurttemberg issued its first stamps in
1851. Figure 2 shows one of its
early stamps.
Linn’s reader Bruce Wright
wrote in with the following
problem about a stamp from
Wurttemberg (not the example shown in Figure 2): “I collect color shades, perforation
types, watermark varieties,
etc., of Germany; old states
through modern. I normally
get a certificate on any stamp
cataloging €100 or more. Not
only does this mean that I have
a properly identified item, but it
will make matters much easier
when I reach the point when it
is time to dispose of the collection.
“About a third of my auction
purchases come back with
judgments that the auction
house misdescribed the lot.
Because of the way I collect,
especially with color shades,
the differences can be subtle.
And, since any certificate is
based on a subjective evaluaContinued on page 92
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U.S. Stamp Notes
Continued from page 6

tion, in some cases it has resulted in a high
degree of frustration.
“I have one Wurttemberg stamp that
has three certificates. Certificate 1 says it
is a beautiful copy of the rare shade b with
partial original gum and a rare plate flaw.
Certificate 2 says it is a reprint (no shade
mentioned) with a plate flaw and has been
regummed. Certificate 3 calls the stamp
a reprint of common shade a, with partial
original gum and a hinge remnant, with no
mention of the plate flaw. So what is it? Do
I get to choose? Very frustrating, since the
point of a certificate is to provide clarity
and certainty.
“In spite of these molar grinding examples, I firmly believe in the value of certificates for any expensive stamp to achieve
peace of mind that you really have what
you believe you are purchasing!”
To some extent, yes, the requestor does
indeed get to choose — but with some caveats.
Do all three certificates come from the
same expertizing authority? If so, then
the last opinion is generally the one that
should be favored.
The reason is that the more recent the
opinion, the more science is likely to have
been applied to reaching the conclusion,
and the prior findings would have been
considered in reaching it.
But, while current opinions are generally favored over older opinions, individual
experts can differ in their level of competence, and today’s expert might not have
the experience of one who is retired.
It is undeniable that some of the experts

stamp news
Tyrannosaurus
Rex first-day
ceremony at
Smithsonian
museum Aug. 29
The set of four United States
Tyrannosaurus Rex forever
stamps will have its first-day
ceremony at the Smithsonian’s
National Museum of Natural
History.
The Aug. 29 event will begin

92

at 11 a.m. in the Baird Auditorium at 10th Street and Constitution Avenue N.W. in Washington, D.C. The ceremony was
originally scheduled to be held
June 28, but, in mid-May, the
U.S. Postal Service announced
that it was being rescheduled.
Participating in the first-day
ceremony will be Isaac Cron
khite, U.S. Postal Service chief
human resources officer and executive vice president; Kirk Johnson, director of the Smithsonian’s
National Museum of Natural History; Julius Csotonyi, a natural
history illustrator who specializes

Figure 2. A Linn’s reader who
collects German states has three
certificates on a Wurttemberg
stamp (not the stamp shown) that he
believes to be a color variety. None
of the certificates agree. Which one
should he believe?

of yesteryear were walking encyclopedias whose knowledge
and opinions could rarely be
challenged. Add to the mix that
different expertizing authorities can have varying reputations for the accuracy of their
opinions, both in general and
for specific areas of inquiry.
So for the owner of the Wurttemberg stamp with three certificates that don’t match, it is
not just a matter of picking the
one he likes best.
If there is a premier recognized authority for the class of
material being expertized, then
that is the one that should be
given preference.
In a sense, however, it does
not much matter what the
owner picks. By the time a certificate is several years old, the
auctioneer or the buyer con-

The United States Postal Service will
issue the set of four Tyrannosaurus
Rex forever stamps Aug. 29.

in paleoart and scientific illustration and who created the original
artwork for the Tyrannosaurus
Rex stamps, as well as artwork
for the Smithsonian’s new dino-

sidering the stamp may have a
preferred expertizing authority.
And on something that could
be controversial, there is little
doubt that either the auctioneer or the buyer will want to
get a current certificate before
completing a purchase.
Expertizers will make the
evaluation as objectively as
they can, but expertizing is as
much an art as a science. So,
the new opinion could be any
of the three described, or yet a
fourth version.
As much as we might wish
that the expertizing process
could be relied upon 100 percent, it is a human effort, and
we are not perfect. Understanding the pitfalls is important for both submitters and
expertizers.
Fortunately, the vast majority of items being expertized
do not have the level of subtlety that lends itself to varying
opinions. Thus, the number of
items in that class is statistically small.
But every one will leave frustration in its wake — especially
when a positive opinion is reversed or matters determined
by one certificate are ignored
by a subsequent effort.
Thanks to all Linn’s readers
who respond to these columns
on expertizing.

saur exhibit; and Matthew Carrano, curator of dinosauria at the
Smithsonian's National Museum
of Natural History.
Csotonyi’s illustrations for the
set of four Tyrannosaurus Rex
stamps shows a newly hatched
T. rex covered with downy feathers and admiring a flying insect,
a young adult T. rex approaching through a forest clearing,
fossil skeletons of that same
young adult T. rex and a young
triceratops, and a juvenile T. rex
chasing a primitive mammal.
The stamps will be issued in
a pane of 16.
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u.S. Stamp Notes
by John M. Hotchner

1973 Boston Tea Party block is
a puzzle for expertizers
The 1973 Boston Tea Party Block of Four has three catalog-listed missingcolor errors. Misregistrations of Color also are known.
Certain United States stamps present a
huge challenge to expertizers. One of these is
the Boston Tea Party se-tenant block of four
8¢ stamps issued July 4, 1973 (Scott 1483a). A
normal block is shown in Figure 1.
The 2019 Scott Specialized Catalog of

Figure 1. The 1973
8¢ Boston Tea Party
block of four can
be an expertizer’s
nightmare. A normal
block is shown.
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can Philatelic Expertizing Service (APEX) a few years ago by
Jacques C. Schiff Jr. (1931-2017)
as a possible dark-blue-omitted error.
Because the designs of the
stamps are both complex and
dark, with colors overlapping
one another to achieve the desired effects, the first problem
was to determine what colors
were used and what design
elements were linked to each
color.
Schiff, who was a dealer and
auctioneer of errors, freaks and
oddities, or EFOs, had done his
homework. According to the
record he submitted from the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing, there were four press passes: offset red and light blue,
offset yellow and dark blue,
offset black, and intaglio black.
The dark blue parts of the

design can easily be mistaken
for those in black, making the
identification of which design
elements went with the two
blacks (offset and intaglio) and
the dark blue a serious challenge. Besides observation,
an article in my clipping file
turned out to be key.
It is a Basics and Beyond column, “Finding missing Tea Party ‘mystery’ color,” by William
H. Hatton published in the Feb.
18, 1985, issue of Linn’s.
In that column, Hatton used
examples with misregistered
colors and a block showing the
black color printed on the offset press to identify what colors belonged where.
Figure 3 pictures what I call
a “reverse offset,” which shows
the proper location of the offset-printed black elements.
They are most obvious in the
shading in the whaleboat on the
stamp in the lower right and the
shading in the Indian figures on
the stamp in the upper left.
A more recent presentation
by Wayne Youngblood was
also helpful.
At the American Philatelic Society’s Summer Seminar in 2017,
Youngblood showed a major
shift of the intaglio black and
missing intaglio black as part of
a slide show. With thanks for his

United States Stamps and Covers lists the following errors for this block of four: engraved
Continued on page 8
black omitted (Scott 1483b), offset black omitted (1483c), tagging omitted (1483d), and offset dark blue omitted (1483e).
With the exception of the
tagging-omitted error, which
has a catalog value of $200
mint, the others catalog at
nearly $1,000 or more each,
so these errors are both
scarce and desirable.
In addition to the errors,
there are quite a few misregistrations of color between
the offset colors and the engraved parts of the designs.
These misregistrations can
help us understand the color
scheme.
The first-day cover shown
in Figure 2 was submitted Figure 2. Comparing the Boston Tea Party commemorative block on this first-day cover with the
for expertizing to the Ameri- normal example in Figure 1, it is clear there are differences. But what are they?
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Continued from page 6

cooperation, both are shown in Figure 4.
Looking at the pair with the misregistered
intaglio black, you can see where that color
should be — and where it is not intended to
be, most notably in the whaleboat.
The block in Figure 4 shows the intaglio
black omitted. Note that the whaleboat is
present and complete. The whaleboat is a
combination of dark blue and offset black.
Illustrated in Figure 5 is a block of Scott
1483c which, as the offset black is omitted,
has only the dark blue part of the whaleboat.
Now we can circle back to the first-day cov-

Figure 3. This offset
on the back of a block
shows the offsetprinted black elements
and also helps to
illustrate where those
elements are to be
found in the design.

er in Figure 2. Now that we know where the two
black colors (offset and intaglio) are, we can
differentiate them from the dark blue.
All four stamps have dark blue elements, but the major places to look for this
color are in the windows of the side of the
ship on the upper right stamp, the hat being held up to the right of the figure at the
right edge on the stamp in the lower right,
and in the whaleboat on the stamp in the
lower left.
To verify this, compare the block of
stamps on the FDC in Figure 2 with the
normal block in Figure 1. You will see that
the dark blue is lightly printed, but not
missing. Pay particular attention to the
dark blue windows on the side of the ship
on the upper right stamp.
The resulting expertizing certificate stated: “United States, Scott No.
1483a, all colors present, but the dark

Figure 4. This pair and block of four show where the intaglio black should be
found. The pair is a misregistration. The block shows what is left when the
intaglio black did not print. Images courtesy of Wayne Youngblood.
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Figure 5. The key to the Boston Tea Party commemorative stamp issue is
knowing where the offset black, the intaglio black and the dark blue are
supposed to be. On this block, the offset black elements are omitted.

blue offset is nearly omitted,
used on FDC, 7/4/1973, genuine in all respects.”
I should mention that there
is a hidden message in this description. Often something not
certified as an error is found to
be altered — a color removed
by chemical or other means. In
this instance, the “genuine in
all respects” tells the person
receiving the certificate that
the dark blue was lightly printed, not the result of someone
trying to create an error.

Beware
For the latest addition to the
series of stamps that are not
what they seem, see the used
pair of 1968 10¢ airmail stamp
commemorating the 50th anniversary of airmail (Scott C74)
in Figure 6. (The two stamps
were graphically cropped from
a cover).
Also shown in Figure 6 is a
normal example of this airmail
stamp.
On the normal stamp, the tail
of the airplane has red, white
and blue vertical stripes. The
red appears to be missing from
the two used stamps.
There are three reasons the
submitted stamps are suspicious: The blue background on
the used stamps is much lighter than normal. Used errors are
unusual, and they are faked
more often than mint stamps
as the forger does not need to
worry about preserving pristine gum. Finally, there are no

Figure 6. The used pair of 1968 10¢
stamps marking the 50th anniversary
of airmail (shown graphically cropped
from a cover) was altered to make
it appear that the red on the tail of
the airplane is missing. An unaltered
stamp is shown for comparison.

known certified examples of
missing red on this stamp. It
was once listed as Scott C74a,
but was delisted when the example proved to be faked.
Careful examination of the
submitted stamps shows that
they also have been altered
to try to remove the red, but a
shadow of the color remains.
The expertizing certificate
reads: “Scott No. C74, vertical
pair used on cover, genuine,
with red color (tail stripe) removed to resemble C74a.”
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by John M. Hotchner

Getting from yes to no: a cautionary
tale about the 8¢ Copernicus stamp
When the bureau of engraving and printing first examined a plate block of the 1973 8¢
Copernicus commemorative stamp with what appeared to be the yellow orange omitted, it
declared it genuine. after further study, the BEP was asked to take another look.
In 1973 the United States Postal Service issued an
8¢ stamp honoring the 500th birth anniversary of Polish astronomer and mathematician Nicolaus Copernicus (Scott 1488). He published his theory that the
Earth revolved around the sun rather than the other
way around in 1543, just a few months before his death.
The design of the 8¢ stamp shows Copernicus
holding a representation of the sun as the central
feature of the universe. The illustration of Copernicus
was engraved in black ink, while the sun was printed
by lithography in yellow orange, setting up a situation
where one part of the printing could be missed or inverted. The latter didn’t happen, but shortly after the
stamps were issued, reports surfaced of examples
with the sun omitted.
At the time, Jacques C. Schiff Jr. (1931-2017) ran
an auction firm that specialized in errors, so it was
no surprise that the new missing-sun error migrated to him to sell. Its first appearance in the form of
a plate block realized what Schiff called “the tidy
sum” of $1,760.

Figure 1. The 1973 8¢ Copernicus commemorative was printed in two colors,
engraved black for the image of Copernicus and lithographed yellow orange
for the sun. A normal example of the stamp is shown at left, and one that has
been altered to remove the yellow orange ink is shown at right.
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However, the plate block
was purchased contingent
upon it receiving a good certificate of authenticity. Schiff
thought the best place to rule
on the legitimacy of the error
was the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing, where the stamp
had been printed.
He sent it in, the BEP looked
at it and pronounced it genuine.
In the meantime, his office
staff, as a matter of curiosity, experimented with normal
examples of the stamp to see
if they could remove the sun
without damaging the stamp.
They succeeded.
Usually there is telltale damage to the tagging and/or the
gum when a color is removed
from a stamp. But that was not
the case in these experiments.
Schiff could have accepted
the BEP’s opinion, as certainly
the buyer would. But Schiff
was always as concerned with
legitimacy as he was with his
livelihood.
So, he took the unusual step
of returning the original find to
the BEP together with his experimental errors and asked it
to revisit its opinion.
When the printing experts at
the BEP took another look, they
were surprised to find that indeed the original find was not
genuine. Here, excerpted from
the BEP’s opinion, is their reasoning:
“To determine if the stamps
you submitted were altered
we decided to use a non-de-

Figure 2. The 1973 8¢ Copernicus
stamp is known with the black
omitted, but for a stamp to be
considered an error there cannot
be even a trace of the black ink.
Shown here is an image from a
1992 expertization certificate that
says that the submitted stamp does
not quite make the grade as it has
“traces of black specks showing.”

structive infrared spectrophotometric technique. The purpose of using this technique
was to determine if the vehicle
from the offset ink remained on
the stamp. To suitably conduct
these experiments we obtained
the material used to formulate
the vehicle on the offset portion
of the Copernicus stamps.
“We were able to obtain a
specific spectra for the offset
vehicle on paper with the tagging and adhesive when compared to a spectra of the paper
tagging and adhesive. Along
with this we also noticed a
darkening of the offset vehicle
when exposed to the infrared
radiation.
“This technique was then applied to the area where the orange offset impression should
be on the upper-right stamp of
the submitted plate block and
to a portion of the selvage beContinued on page 8
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Continued from page 6

neath the lower-right stamp where the phosphor tagging
is present.
“The spectra that were obtained show that the offset
vehicle is definitely present. Also, the sample area on the
stamp that was presented to the beam covered the entire
area inside the circle of the scepter and darkening only
occurred where the offset impression should be. Further,
no darkening was observed on the selvage where the
other spectrum was made.
“Based on the results of these analyses we are of the
opinion that the plate block of Copernicus stamps that
you submitted were printed with the orange offset color
and were altered after they left this Bureau.”
The letter is dated Nov. 14, 1973, and signed by Robert
M. Williams, chief of the Office of Research and Technical
Services.
In plain English, the yellow orange ink of the sun was a
combination of a substance such as oil or water (the “offset vehicle” mentioned in the letter), with which the pigment is mixed so it can be applied to the paper. If the substance was present as was the case with the plate block
submitted, then the pigment had been present when the
stamps were printed.
Figure 1 shows a normal example of the Copernicus
stamp and one that has been altered to remove the yellow orange ink.

8

Despite the fact that there
are faked stamps missing the
yellow orange, there were
subsequently two panes of 50
found that have been certified
as genuine missing colors. The
error is listed in Scott catalogs
as 1488a.
In the Scott Catalogue of Errors on U.S. Postage Stamps
(also known as the Datz catalog for its original author, Stephen R. Datz), the listing has
an expanded note that reads:
“Caution. Extremely dangerous
fakes, including color changelings, exist. Genuine examples
of this error each have an APS
[American Philatelic Society]
certificate. Expert certificates
are absolutely essential. Examples without certificates
should be avoided.”

BEWARE
In the continuing the series
of stamps that are not what

they seem, I want to point out
that there are also genuine errors of the Copernicus stamp
with all of the intaglio black
missing (Scott 1488b). However, this error can only be certified when there is not even a
smidgen of black ink. As often
as not, submitted examples
are not the error.
Shown in Figure 2 is an image from a 1992 certificate
for one such patient (a stamp
submitted for expertization).
As stunning as the picture on
the certificate looks, the opinion states: “United States, Scott
No. 1488 freak print with just
traces of black specks showing, unused, full original gum,
genuine in all respects.”
The black-omitted error
has no warning note in Scott
or Datz, but it is equally warranted that a good certificate
must be required before buying Scott 1488b.
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U.S. Stamp Notes
by John M. Hotchner

A collector’s first experience with
expertizing can be off-putting
Treating other collectors and their questions with respect can
provide a welcome introduction to the stamp hobby.
A Linn’s reader recently wrote to reflect on the lessons learned from his first encounter with expertizing.
The correspondent had asked an individual subject matter expert for an opinion on an item he had
found. In that request, he made the mistake of making the following comment about forgers and fakers:
“Where would we be without them?”
Here he tells the rest of his story:
“I didn’t make a mis-statement. I made an incomplete statement sounding
like I was admiring forgers. Instead of asking me
what I meant he [the expert] published an item
on my request and took a
personal dig at me. Here
is what I meant … I bet
there’s a whole bunch of
postal history collectors
who are just like me. At
some point they realize
they purchased an amateur fake or forgery.
“At first I was of course
upset, even though I hadn’t
paid a lot. But then, what
happened? I suddenly became a ten-times better
collector … by starting to
Figure 1.
carefully examine purchases before laying down the
This unlikely cash. I began researching forgeries and fakes (as an
2¢ George
amateur having fun), and it was a revelation. Again, I
Washington
became a much better collector. This was the context
invert is
for ‘Where would we be without them?’
probably
a joke. If
“I bet there’s a whole bunch of people who on disgenuine,
covery that they got taken by a fake or forged stamp
would you
are motivated to be much more careful about what
pay $7,500
they buy, and seek the services of an expertizer when
for it?
they are not 100 percent certain of their purchase.
“That makes them better collectors, and it would
not have happened without someone having taken
them to the cleaners.”
The correspondent was unhappy that the expert
had misunderstood his comment also thought that
he had been taken too seriously and too literally.

6

Figure 2. There is no known invert of the center of the United States 2¢
George Rogers Clark as seems to exist on this cover. Such a discovery
would be front-page news, but this is a clever fake.

“The elite have forgotten
that the bread and butter of
collecting is Fun and Learning,”
he wrote. “The elite get too
easily bent out of shape — perhaps too serious for their own
— or anyone else’s good.”
My experience confirms that
comment. When 50 years ago
I first approached a collector (who ultimately became a
good friend) for his thoughts on
something I had found and felt
was special, he responded that
my question was simple and

intimated that maybe I was too.
Admittedly I was a novice, but it
was not a welcome to the subject I would wish on anyone else.
So, for those of us who are
now
advanced
collectors
with a powerful storehouse of
knowledge, I would ask that
we remember that we were all
newbies once, and for almost
all of us, it was the kindness of
strangers who took the time
and exercised patience (and
Continued on page 93

Figure 3. The normal plate block of the 1932 United States 3¢ Washington
by Gilbert Stuart stamp at left has the plate number on the vertical margin.
The fake plate block at right was made by artfully pasting the plate number
margin above the top margin of a normal pane.
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Figure 4. Vertical pairs with full gutter
between of the United States 1954 2¢
Thomas Jefferson stamp are listed in
the Scott catalog. But the one shown
here, along with its Philatelic Foundation
certificate, is a fabrication.

Continued from page 6

yes, even tolerance of perhaps inelegantly
asked questions) to nurture our curiosity
and grow our knowledge.
One lesson I learned from this was to use
established expertizing houses for yes-orno questions. Is it or isn’t it? An expertizing
house will give you an opinion that is both
dispassionate and anonymous.
But if you want to learn about the why,
you will need to talk to an individual subject matter expert or rely upon a philatelic
library or a specialty society to help you
find relevant literature.
For those who have had a bad experience with a less-than-tolerant expert, I
would agree that some in the fraternity
are deadly serious about their specialties.
While stamp collectors like to say “It’s only
a hobby,” for some, it is a lifetime of effort
culminating in knowledge that is equivalent to a full professor’s doctorate.
I’d ask you to be forgiving as this attitude
also motivates them to contribute massive
amounts of time and effort to research and
learning, resulting in accurate and detailed
catalogs, society journal articles, census
work, definitive exhibits, etc. for the ultimate
benefit of everyone who enjoys our hobby.

BEWARE
In the continuing the series of stamps
that are not what they seem, the subject
this month is the creation of ersatz rarities
using genuine stamps. Probably the best
known examples of this are the so-called
razor blade inverts, such as the examples
shown in Figures 1 and 2.
The 2¢ George Washington in Figure 1 is
a single color stamp printed from a single
plate. An invert of part of the design is an
impossibility. Thus, the little “Special Offer”

sales sheet is likely a joke, but an
asking price of $7,500 isn’t.
Somewhat more believable is
the 1929 2¢ bicolor George Rogers
Clark stamp on the Figure 2 cover.
Its black inverted center is artfully
done. One test is to run your thumb
over the stamp. Often you can feel
the edge between the frame (carmine in this case) and the inverted
center (black).
On a real invert, there would be no
such ridges as both colors were printed in
succession on a sheet of paper. But whoever
created this fake invert left almost no ridge.
Of course, a check with the Scott Specialized
Catalogue of United States Stamps and Covers
reveals that there are no inverts of this stamp
(Scott 651) are known, and any would certainly
have come to light within the 90 years since
this stamp was issued.
Slightly more dangerous is the fake plate
block in Figure 3 of the 1932 3¢ purple stamp
showing Gilbert Stuart’s portrait of Washington. A normal plate block is shown for comparison. All normal plate numbers are found
on the vertical margin adjoining the stamp.
The block with the plate number above
the stamp is an impossibility. It was created
by artfully pasting a bit of margin with the
plate number over the top margin of a normal pane. There is no catalog listing for such
an item, and you need only to carefully inspect the back to see the paste-over.
Figure 4 depicts a 1954 vertical 2¢ carmine Thomas Jefferson pair with full gutter
between and its Philatelic Foundation certificate. The maker of this fraud used a wide
horizontally miscut gutter snipe with a large
part of a stamp from the pane above and
then added enough of another stamp to
make it appear to be a full pair.
There is a Scott catalog listing of vertical
pairs with full gutter between for Scott 1033.
Fortunately in this instance, there is an easily
detectable ridge at the point where the two
stamps are joined. The certificate properly
calls this “two single stamps, fraudulently
joined to form a pair.”
So, the lessons are, first, if it doesn’t exist
in the Scott catalog, the item is likely a fake.
Second, if there is a listing for it, that doesn’t
make the item genuine. Get it expertized.
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U.S. Stamp Notes
by John M. Hotchner

Double impression of stamp frames
on World Stamp Expo ’89 sheet
A new error has been reported on the World Stamp Expo ’89 souvenir
sheet. Only one example of this double impression is known.
What should you do when you discover
a spectacular new United States error?
First, get it certified to determine if it is
what it seems to be. If it passes muster,
then report it to the editors of the Scott
catalog and the philatelic press.
Sometimes, the process gets turned
around, especially if the error is clearly
what it appears to be; for example, the
stamp is completely missing perforations.
Then, the expertization certificate is just
icing on the cake, and the finder may report it to the press first.
The patient (the item submitted for exFigure 2. A normal example of the World Stamp Expo ’89 souvenir sheet.

Figure 1. This World
Stamp Expo ’89
souvenir sheet
with all four stamp
frames doubled is
listed in the recently
published 2020
edition of the Scott
Specialized Catalog
of United States
Stamps and Covers.
Image courtesy
of the Philatelic
Foundation.
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pertization) for today is the World Stamp
Expo ’89 souvenir sheet with four 90¢
stamps shown in Figure 1. For comparison,
a normal version of the sheet (Scott 2433)
is pictured in Figure 2.
The example in Figure 1 has a doubling
of all four different color frames (red, blue,
green and orange). This patient needed a
certificate, and the finder, John Mitchell of
Indiana, has one, dated Nov. 27, 2018, from
the Philatelic Foundation.
The opinion reads, “Unused, OG [Original

Gum], Double impression of all
four frames,” and declares the
souvenir sheet to be genuine.
Mitchell reported that he
purchased this souvenir sheet
“on Ebay about a year ago after
watching it for a long period of
time.”
He said: “It was listed as a
double impression of frames,
with a buy-it-now price of $75,
‘or make offer,’ I was not sure if
it was a ghost print, and if so,
thought the price rather high.
Finally, after closely studying
the images online, I decided
to make an offer. I offered $55,
and the seller agreed.”
It mystifies me how dozens,
if not hundreds, of collectors
could have looked at this souvenir sheet during what Mitchell described as a “long period
of time” and passed it by.
After receiving the souvenir
sheet from the seller, Mitchell sent it in to be expertized,
receiving the certificate eight

months later. Then he notified
the Scott editors.
Scott editor emeritus James E.
Kloetzel confirms that it is listed in
the recently published 2020 edition of the Scott Specialized Catalogue of United States Stamps
and Covers. The listing (Scott
2433f) reads, “Double impression
of all 4 frames.” Because no examples have been sold, the error
is valued with a dash.
So far as I am aware, this is
the only example reported,
though it is not the only one
produced. I know this because
the souvenir sheets were printed from offset printing plates
of 16 subjects. What has happened to the other 15 examples? Do they reside undiscovered in stamp collections?
Neither Scott nor the Foundation has been made aware
of another example.
The Foundation certificate
does not answer the question
Continued on page 8
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Figure 3. This 8¢
Dwight David
Eisenhower booklet
has a foldover that
caused a nearly
complete imperfbetween vertical pair.
However, in this case,
there is too much
of the bottom stamp
missing to qualify.

Figure 4. With parts of three panes, this 6¢
Franklin D. Roosevelt foldover features three
horizontal pairs that are imperf between. Only
the pair in the bottom center can be called the
catalog-listed error. The other two are missing
large parts of the stamps.

Continued from page 6

of how this could have happened. And that is a key
question because it bears on whether this is a double-print error — the only type of offset doubling that
Scott would list — or a less significant printing variety.
The printing job for the World Stamp Expo ’89 souvenir sheets was complicated. In addition to the aforementioned frame colors, there also is gray and black offset.
Plus the Lincoln portraits in brown, blue and black intaglio
colors were applied by 32-subject plates.
Given that it took eight months for the Foundation to deliver
its opinion, there must have been considerable debate. But the
opinion confirms this is a true double print, not a tagging ghost.
It cannot have been a kiss print, which is sort of a chatter where a
single plate hits the paper twice. That would affect only one color,
and the offset colors were printed in sequence.
Could a sheet of 16 souvenir sheets have gone through the
combination offset-intaglio web-fed D press twice? If so, why are
only four offset colors doubled, not all six? Could it have gone
through only a part of the press twice?
Could this have been part of a makeready process where the
press was being tested before the production run? And if so, how
did it escape the Bureau of Engraving and Printing? All such testing material was assiduously gathered up and destroyed.
It would be nice to know what the Foundation’s reasoning was
for the basis of its opinion, but that is a bridge too far. The explanation would not fit on the certificate from the expert committee,
and it would significantly increase the cost of providing the service if the “how” were provided along with the opinion.
While we wait for someone to figure out what happened, we
have something new to look for — in our own collections and in
dealer stocks. If you discover one, please let Linn’s know!

BEWARE
In the continuing series of material offered for sale that needs
to be carefully examined, I am showing in Figures 3, 4 and 5 examples of booklet pane foldovers that have pairs of stamps that
are imperf between. The question is: Do any of them qualify as a
catalog-listed imperf-between error?
In all three instances, the fold happened after perforating but
before the sheets were sliced into booklet panes.
Keep in mind that to qualify as an imperf-between pair for purposes of a catalog listing, the pair of stamps must be complete.
The example shown in Figure 3 is a booklet pane foldover of
the 8¢ Dwight Dave Eisenhower stamp (Scott 1395d, the dull gum
version). The imperf-between pair is in the column on the far
right, made up of two stamps (the second and third stamps from
the top) from what would be adjoining panes.
This example would not qualify for a catalog listing because a
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few millimeters of the lower left
corner of the bottom stamp of
the pair has been cut off.
There is an imperf-between
vertical pair listed in the Scott
U.S. Specialized at $750 (Scott
1395e), but this is not it. The
value is in italics, indicating an
item that is difficult to value
accurately.
Figure 4 shows the 1967 6¢
Franklin D. Roosevelt booklet stamp (Scott 1284b). This
example has parts of three
panes, and three pairs imperf
between. The catalog-listed
error (Scott 1284d) has a value
of $2,250 in italics.
As was the case with the
imperf-between pair in the 8¢
Eisenhower pane in Figure 3,
the two horizontal pairs at right
in Figure 4 are disqualified as
being the catalog-listed error
because they are incomplete.
However the pair in the bottom center is arguably the real
McCoy despite missing a whisker of the upper left corner.
I would accept it as such, as
would two other authorities I
normally consult on these matters. We acknowledge that other examiners might not agree.
The final candidate, shown
in Figure 5, is the 1991 nondenominated F-rate Flower
booklet pane (Scott 2520a).
There is no doubt that the bottom center pair is complete
and merits a catalog listing.
There may be others, but this is
clearly Scott 2520c, a horizontal pair imperf between, valued
at $450 in italics.
It must be acknowledged

Figure 5. This
F-rate Flower
booklet pane
suffered a
foldover while
still in sheet form,
after perforating
but before being
sliced into
booklet format.
The bottom
center pair is
a Scott-listed
imperf-between
error.

that there are purists who will
not collect a pair imperf between unless both stamps are
pristine, with no evidence of
the fold that caused the error
on either stamp. But that is not
the catalog standard.
The point to be made here is
that any such pair with a substantial chunk missing does
not qualify for catalog listing,
and should not be offered or
purchased as the catalog-listed error.
I have seen listings that include the words “almost” or
“nearly” with the catalog number of the imperf-between error. While not inaccurate, it is
meaningless. It is either the
catalog-listed error, or it isn’t. If
it isn’t, it is worth substantially
less than the catalog value assigned to the error.
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by John M. Hotchner

Debunking a philatelic conspiracy
theory about the CIA Invert
A letter writer thinks that the stamp error nicknamed the CIA Invert is
not what it is cracked up to be. John Hotchner offers a rebuttal.

Figure 1. The 1979
$1 Rush Lamp and
Candle Holder stamp
with intaglio brown
printing inverted (Scott
1610c) is nicknamed
the CIA Invert. It was
discovered by office
employees of the CIA.
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It is no sin to question established orthodoxy in the stamp hobby, but I was
surprised to receive a letter from a collector who theorized that the so-called
CIA Invert was not a true invert.
The stamp in question is the United
States 1979 $1 Rush Lamp and Candle
Holder Americana definitive stamp with
the intaglio brown color inverted (Scott
1610c), shown in Figure 1.
The CIA in the error’s nickname refers
to the Central Intelligence Agency; an
employee of that agency purchased a partial pane of 95 of
the stamps for use on CIA mail.
The error was discovered in
1985.
For comparison, a normal
example of this $1 Americana
stamp (Scott 1610) is pictured
in Figure 2. The design shows
a yellow candle, with a reddish
glow around it, on a tan background, all printed on the Miller offset press. Printed on the
I-8 press was the dark brown
candle holder and lettering. Both presses
were sheet fed.
The letter writer asserts: “Questions
have bothered me since discovery of the
variety. I do not believe it could be a true
invert — that is, run through the presses
a second time in an inverted position. If it
were a true invert, the flame circle should
be in a more central position, not up in a
corner. My contention is that the stamp
should be classed as a freak — or even
printer’s waste.”
As I have discussed in previous U.S.
Stamp Notes columns, printer’s waste
has two meanings in stamp collecting. In
a general sense, any imperfect production is printer’s waste in that it should be
caught and destroyed before it leaves
the printing plant.

Figure 2. A normal example of the
1979 $1 Rush Lamp and Candle
Holder stamp of the Americana
definitive series.

But in the way that the letter
writer uses the term, it has a
much narrower meaning: imperfect material identified for
destruction that is stolen from
the printing plant instead of
being destroyed. Typically,
such material is missing one
or more production steps and
is often damaged or folded.
The CIA Invert is a completed printing job with the
intaglio and offset design elements inverted with respect
to one another. The one pane
sold at a McLean, Va., post
office was undamaged. It is
definitely not printer’s waste
in the aforementioned narrow
definition.
Also, the letter writer did
not take into account that the
margins of the production
sheets of 400 were not equal
all around. A single sheet in
the midst of a stack being
fed into the second process

would be an exact match to all
the others, but the placement
of the inverted element would
be displaced from its normal
position at the top center by
the differences of the margin
widths at left and right on the
inverted sheet.
The Bureau of Engraving
and Printing accepted that
this was a true invert and
launched an inquiry into how
it happened to learn what it
could do to prevent future errors.
The letter writer thought it
suspicious that only one pane
of 100 was discovered. What
happened to the other three
panes?
Actually, we don’t know
that the other panes were not
discovered. The other three
panes could have been discovered during quality control
reviews at the BEP, but the
inquiry determined that was
unlikely.
The fact that one pane was
shipped to a post office suggests that others probably
were as well. But the United
States Postal Service ordered an immediate review of
stocks in post offices, looking
for more inverts. Even without
that, postal clerks might have
discovered and turned in anything they identified as defective as operating procedures
require.
If other examples of this invert were sold at post offices,
they might have been used
Continued on page 8
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Figure 3. The U.S.
Postal Service issued
a 32¢ commemorative
stamp April 26, 1995,
honoring Richard
M. Nixon. The 37th
president of the United
States, Nixon passed
away April 22, 1994.
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and suffered the fate of a high percentage of used U.S. stamps. In other words,
they were thrown in the trash.
So, there are two possible scenarios of
what might have happened to additional
panes if in fact they were purchased: The
purchaser didn’t appreciate the
error for what it was and used
the stamp or stamps, or these
inverts are in the hands of remarkably patient collectors.
It should be noted that five
inverts from the CIA Invert
pane had been sold by the
post office before the CIA employee bought the remaining
95. Those five stamps were
likely used and were consigned to trash cans.
The letter writer also mused
on the concept that a “socalled CIA employee” bought
the stamps for official use. He
suggested that there should
be a paper trail if that were the
case and also asked: “Why did the CIA
office need $1 stamps? Don’t they have
free franking?”
The CIA did a thorough internal review
of the sale of these stamps by the group
of nine CIA employees who bought the
inverts at face from the post office and
wholesaled them to a stamp dealer.
The review established that the stamps
were properly purchased and that they
were CIA property. The employees were
disciplined because they attempted to
convert agency property for personal
gain. Four of the employees were terminated.
As to why the CIA would need stamps,
consider when was the last time you saw
a CIA return address on an envelope.
They do exist, but they are few and far
between.
Just to take one example, think about
the recruitment of new employees, many
who will work undercover during their
careers. What kind of sense would it
make to have recruiting brochures, offers
of employment and associated materials
arriving in their neighborhoods in envelopes loudly proclaiming to anyone handling them that they are from the CIA?
So, bottom line, the information that
has come down to us in the more than 30
years after the discovery of the CIA Invert
is rock solid. It is always tempting to spin

conspiracy theories, but in this
case there is no substance to
support one.

BEWARE of printer’s waste
On April 26, 1995, the U.S.
Postal Service issued the customary stamp marking the
passing of a past president
for Richard M. Nixon, shown
in Figure 3. Inverts exist of this
32¢ stamp (Scott 2955), but
they are printer’s waste.
The Scott Specialized Catalogue of United States Stamps
and Covers notes their existence with the listing for the
stamp: “No. 2955 is known
with red (engr. ‘Richard Nixon’)
inverted, and with red engr.
omitted but only half the Nixon portrait present, both from
printer’s waste.”
The example shown in Figure 4 is from the Scott Catalogue of Errors on U.S. Postage
Stamps, 17th edition, published by Amos Media in 2019.
That catalog provides additional detail: “Examples of
the 32c Nixon stamp with the
lithographed portion of its design (Nixon’s bust and the denomination) inverted in relation to the engraved (Richard
Nixon) legend found their way
onto the marketplace in 1996,
having been stolen by an employee of one of the [private
sector] printing plants. The

show news
Myrtle Beach
stamp show
Annual club event Feb. 8-9
The Myrtle Beach Stamp
Club will host its annual stamp
and postcard show Feb. 8-9 at
the Riverwalk Hotel and Suites,
101 Fantasy Harbour Blvd., in
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
Show hours are 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. Friday, and 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. Sunday. Admission and

Figure 4. This 1995 32¢ Richard M.
Nixon stamp with his name inverted
is an example of printer’s waste.
In this case, flawed product was
stolen by an employee of the stamp
printing plant. This image is from the
17th edition of the Scott Catalogue
of Errors on U.S. Postage Stamps,
published by Amos Media in 2019.

employee was subsequently
arrested, tried and convicted
of theft of government property. The Postal Service ordered all ‘inverts’ seized; however, one or two examples are
not accounted for.”
This is not to say that printer’s waste is not collectible,
only that there is a shadow on it
that routinely means prices are
not what they might be for the
same item if it had been sold
over a post office counter.

parking are free.
A bourse (sales area) of 10
dealers will offer a wide selection of stamps, covers and
hobby supplies.
A youth area will offer free
stamps to children. Door prizes
will be given away, and club
members will be available to
provide free appraisals.
For more information, visit
the club’s website, http://
sites.google.com/site/myrtlebeachstampclub; email lilfort@
sccoast.net; or telephone Donn
Ebert at 843-347-0087.
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How the blue sky turned gray on some
1989 $2.40 Moon Landing stamps
The $2.40 Priority Mail Moon Landing 20th Anniversary stamp with a Gray
sky instead of Dark Blue puzzled experts until the BEP solved the mystery.
Modern stamp printing, especially multicolor printing, is complicated. And as
with your car or washing machine, the
more complex the equipment is the more
things that can go wrong.
Because of the complexity, when a color
variety comes out of the printing process,
it is easy to misdiagnose. In this column,
I will discuss a variety of the $2.40 Priority Mail Moon Landing 20th Anniversary
stamp of 1989 (Scott 2419) with a gray instead of dark blue sky in the background.
This stamp was produced by the Bureau
of Engraving and Printing.
Figure 1 shows a normal example with

stamp at post offices
said they received the
gray version of the stamp
in a few instances. When
they reported the variety
within the hobby, they
swore the stamps were
as received; they had not
altered them in any way.
Early reports suggest- Figure 2. The 1967 5¢ Thomas Eakins
ed that the blue in the commemorative stamp shows his oil
sky had not printed, and painting The Biglin Brothers Racing, framed
that this was a missing- by a gold border.
color error. That proved
not to be the case, but it took a there was no color missing, but
review and expla- that something had changed
nation by the BEP the dark blue to gray. Normalto establish what ly, such a change would have
did happen.
been a human-caused alteraExpertizers try- tion after stamps were puring to figure out chased from the post office.
the gray variety of But there were the troublethe stamps pur- some and consistent reports
chased at post that the gray stamps had been
offices knew that sold by post offices.
they were printed
Jacques C. Schiff Jr. (1931by a combination 2017), a professional auctionof methods. The eer and an expertizer for the
part of the design Philatelic Foundation who
Figure 1. A normal mint example of the 1989 $2.40 Priority Mail Moon Landing 20th Anniversary
produced from had good contacts at the BEP,
stamp with a dark blue sky is shown at left. In the center is a mint color variety of the same
stamp with a gray sky; this stamp was purchased at a post office. At right is a used example of engraved plates agreed to take samples of the
the gray sky variety that appears to have been altered from the normal dark blue.
included
the gray variety to Washington,
black detail in the D.C., to ask the BEP staff their
a dark blue background at left, a mint ex- figures of the astronauts.
thoughts on the matter.
ample of the gray background variety in
The rest of the design was
Here are his notes from that
the center, and a used example of the va- printed using lithographic visit:
riety at right.
plates to apply black, yellow,
“First I had them show me
Notice that the mint example of the red, the light blue in the flag, the printing records. There was
variety appears fresh, while the used ex- and the dark blue of the sky. no indication that grey was
ample has discolored paper and an over- Note that there was no plate used along with or instead of
all darker appearance. The former is as assigned to print gray, and the dark blue. This meant the
purchased from a post office. The used that the dark blue color was color was chemically altered.
example was likely altered from a normal applied as dark blue, not as a Assuming this was done after
example of the stamp.
combination of other colors.
USPS sale was very disturbing.
Continued on page 8
Customers who purchased this $2.40
This told expertizers that
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Continued from page 6

I could not imagine how anyone could possibly do such
a good job since none of the
other colors were altered.
“Next I showed the variety
to a press foreman whom I
know. He studied the stamp
with high power magnification to no avail. He sent for another foreman whom I knew.
This man had supervised the Figure 3. In this example of the 5¢ Thomas Eakins stamp (shown front and back), the gold ink of the
border has changed to green, an alteration that occurred after the stamp was issued.
printing of the stamp.
“Ron was able to provide
the answer we were seeking. Chemicals a curiosity worth keeping, but Technology.
used to wipe the press at the BEP had hardly a pricey rarity.
Here is a slightly edited veraltered the color. Stamps altered were
The lot description for the sion of his response:
marked for destruction, but some es- stamp read:
“Gold paint [or ink in this
caped.”
“Very fine and unusual bot- case] is not gold leaf — it is a
So, despite being a variety cased in the tom margin plate number paint that is made with a brass
production of the stamp, it was later de- single (#29276 and #29280), pigment to look like gold. It
termined that the change could be repro- showing GREEN border rather does tarnish, like brass does,
duced by chemical means or by exposing than GOLD. Interior of stamp and develops the greenish
normal stamps to sunlight or fluorescent design area also shows light color in evidence here. You
light for varying lengths of time. For that flaking. Tagging appears to be cannot remove this without rereason, Scott catalog editors decided not undisturbed, making tamper- moving the paint because the
to give it error status, but there is a note ing unlikely. Green ink shows paint itself has changed color.”
explaining the variety in the Scott Special- characteristics of non-metallic
He continued: “If the stamp
ized Catalogue of United States Stamps standard printing ink, likely ink contained brass pigment
and Covers.
negating any type of ink con- to make the gold color, then
The note reads: “No 2419 exists with a tamination or color change- exposure to an oxidizing agent
gray background instead of the normal ling. Since Eakins stamp was could oxidize the copper in the
dark blue. Some of these may have been first U.S. stamp produced by pigment turning it green (think
caused by a chemical wiping of the blue photogravure, production was the +2 valence state of copper
plate. However, the same or extremely contracted out to ‘Photogra- that usually gives green colorsimilar stamps can be produced by ex- vure & Color Co.’ of New Jersey. ing — think of old copper roofs
posing normal stamps to sunlight or fluo- Is this a possible test piece or and bronze statues in parks
rescent light for varying time periods.”
essay? MINT never hinged.”
that turned green in the weathThe lot did not sell.
er). Exposure of mint stamps to
BEWARE
I have seen the occasional a gaseous oxidizing agent —
The 1967 5¢ Thomas Eakins stamp de- example offered in the mar- maybe something like chlorine
picts his oil painting The Biglin Brothers ketplace, usually as an unex- — could give a uniform green
Racing, framed by a gold border (Scott plained oddity. And I am aware color like in the picture, even
1335).
of at least one submission of leaving original gum. Give me a
Figure 2 shows a normal example of a full pane to the Philatelic well equipped lab and a couple
the stamp, and Figure 3 shows the front Foundation asking for a finding weeks, and I could probably
and back of an example with a border that as “gold omitted.”
figure out what would work.”
appears to be green instead of gold. This
In the Philatelic Foundation
After due consideration, the
plate number single was listed and pic- case, I asked Len Piszkiewicz Philatelic Foundation issued
tured in Regency-Superior’s January 2014 for his thoughts. Piszkiewicz certificate No. 559998, saying
Orcoexpo auction with an estimate of $300. is an accomplished collec- “…we are of the opinion that it is
Is this an error? My immediate response tor and a former editor of the not Scott 1335 Variety. Rather it
was “no way.” With 50 stamps in a sheet, United States Specialist, the is a never hinged Scott No. 1335
there would be plenty of these to go journal of the United States with all colors present and the
around if it were a genuine (and expen- Stamp Society. He also holds a original gold ink changed to
sive) item. Most knowledgeable collec- doctorate in organic chemistry ‘green’ due to its exposure to
tors would identify it as an altered stamp, from the California Institute of an unknown source.”
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by John M. Hotchner

CIA Invert revisited:
How did it happen?
More questions about the U.S. 1979 $1 Rush Lamp and Candle Holder
Americana definitive stamp with the intaglio brown color inverted.
The U.S. Stamp Notes column headlined
“Debunking a philatelic conspiracy theory
about the CIA Invert” in the Jan. 20 issue
of Linn’s raised more questions about this
error stamp.
Figure 1 shows the United States 1979
$1 Rush Lamp and Candle Holder Americana definitive stamp with the intaglio
brown color inverted (Scott 1610c) on the
left and normal example of the stamp
(1610) on the right.

Figure 1. The 1979 $1
Rush Lamp and Candle
Holder stamp with
intaglio brown printing
inverted (Scott 1610c),
nicknamed the CIA
Invert, is shown on
the left, with a normal
example of this $1
definitive on the right.
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After reading the Jan. 20 column about
this invert, several Linn’s readers wrote in
asking how this error could have happened
when the Bureau of Engraving and Printing
had been burned by such errors in the past
and in theory had instituted procedures to
prevent such inverts from happening again.
Another reader asked what happened to
the plate block and why has he never seen
a picture of it, let alone found any records
of its sale?
The second question is easier to answer
than the first. Only a partial pane of 95
stamps was purchased at a McLean, Va.,
sub-post office on March 27, 1986, by “an
unnamed northern Virginia business firm”
according to the first reports of the discovery. Five stamps from the pane of 100 had
already been sold to customers. Unfortunately for philately, those five stamps were

taken from the pane as singles
from a horizontal strip of five,
including the single stamp
with the plate number.
Those five stamps have never been reported, either mint
or used, and we must assume,
as with most stamps, that they
ended up lining a wastebasket.
The “business firm” turned
out to be the Central Intelligence Agency, thus some call
the error the CIA Invert, and
the plate number was already
gone when the partial pane of
95 stamps was bought (using
U.S. government funds) for use
on official mail.
After the error came to light,
the BEP commissioned an investigation to determine how
it occurred, and just as important, why the error was not discovered in-house to prevent it
from reaching the public.
The findings were that the
answer to the “how” also answered the “why.”
The story begins with the
fact that the multicolor high
denominations of the Americana series of 1975-81 (50¢, $1,
$2 and $5) were produced on
400-subject sheet-fed presses.
In the case of the $1 stamp,
the tan background, yellow
candle and flame and the red
circular glow were applied first
on a Miller offset press.
The next operation was to
put the partially printed sheets
through the Intaglio-8 (I-8)
press to add the candleholder
and the text.
Before that second step,

pressmen picked up random
sheets coming out of the first
operation to examine the quality of the print. If the sheet was
acceptable, the pressman returned it to the stack of good
work. Somehow one sheet was
turned 180 degrees when it
was returned to the stack.
Here is where the process
broke down.
First there was no visual clue
for the I-8 press operator to
identify an inverted sheet as
sheets were fed into the I-8
press gum-side up.
Second the paper was not
clipped as it was supposed to
be. Because of prior problems
with inverts, the BEP required
that suppliers of paper in the
form of sheets slice a 3/8-inch
by 3/8-inch corner off stacks of
sheets destined for the Bureau.
Had that been done with the
sheets for the printing of the $1
Rush Lamp and Candle Holder stamp, the inverted sheet
would have been obvious because a single corner would
have protruded from the stack
of clipped sheets when it was
returned to the stack by the
pressman.
But the clipping operation
did not happen at the paper
mill. The BEP’s report said that
a Bureau manager, assuming authority he did not have,
tried to save a little money by
authorizing the paper supplier
to eliminate the corner-cutting
operation. The result was that
there was no cue to indicate
Continued on page 8
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Figure 2. The 85 CIA
Invert error stamps
still in the form of a
pane were sold to
New Jersey stamp
auctioneer Jacques C.
Schiff Jr. The sellers
also gave him (as a
gift) the stamp that was
damaged when it was
removed from the pane.
Nine CIA employees
each kept one stamp
from the original find,
which comprised 95
stamps. The remaining
five stamps, including
a plate single, had
already been sold
when this pane was
purchased. This image
is from the July 2006
Scott Stamp Monthly.

Continued from page 6

that what came out of the second operation would include a sheet with the brown
intaglio ink inverted.
At first the BEP leadership was concerned that because the error had surfaced in the Washington, D.C., area, not
far from its printing plant, that the invert
had been purposely created and taken
by an employee. The investigation disproved that theory because the buyer was
identified and had paid face value for the
stamps, over a post office counter. No one
connected with the printing of the stamp
profited by the discovery.
The BEP’s report established that its
employees produced 70,390 sheets of 400
stamps (28,156,000 $1 stamps) in the 1985
printing that produced the inverts using
sheets with uncut corners. The Bureau’s
records showed that no inverted sheets
were detected and diverted to destruction.
Ultimately, the sheets of 400, including
the sheet of inverted stamps, were quartered into 100-stamp panes and distributed to post offices for sale.
The report concluded: “There was no information developed during this inquiry to
indicate intentional wrongdoing on the part
of any BEP employee or collusion between

8

a Bureau employee and any
person possessing the inverted
stamp after release to the United States Postal Service.”
It might be assumed that the
United States Postal Service
sent notices to its post offices
that received $1 stamps from
this printing, asking that the
stamps be inspected so as to locate the remaining three panes
of 100. If that happened, no official result was released. In a
timeline article about this inverted error (“Candleholder Invert
Scorecard”) published in the
April 1994 Scott Stamp Monthly,
Wayne Youngblood said that he
received an anonymous report
that a full pane of inverts had
been discovered in Las Vegas,
Nev., and was destroyed locally.
There is a little more to the
story. Because the stamps
were bought with government
funds, they were the property
of the CIA. When the nine CIA
employees discovered the error, they replaced the inverts
with normal $1 stamps. Each

employee took an invert, and
one stamp was damaged when
being torn from the pane. The
remaining 85 examples were
sold to New Jersey stamp auctioneer Jacques C. Schiff Jr., and
the damaged stamp was given
to Schiff as a gift. The 85 stamps
still in the form of a pane are
shown in Figure 2. The image is
from a later article about the invert published in the July 2006
Scott Stamp Monthly.
The CIA conducted its own
investigation of how the nine
employees diverted the government-owned inverts for personal gain. The CIA determined
that the employees could be
charged with theft or misappropriation of government supplies, and referred the case to
the U.S. Department of Justice
for possible action. Ultimately,
the DOJ declined to prosecute.
But the CIA did discipline the
employees. Four were fired for
refusing to return the invert
they took and lying to investigators. How the remaining employees were disciplined was
not released.
There was much discussion in
the philatelic press at the time
over whether there was any basis for disciplinary action. Many
writers contended that the
agency was made whole when
the employees replaced the errors with normal examples. Obviously the CIA did not agree.
Another contemporary debate centered on whether the
government should go after all
of the inverts that were being
dispersed into the philatelic
community. If that was considered by the authorities, the
idea must have been rejected.
Bottom line: The CIA Invert
and all that surrounded it has
made for an unforgettable story and catapulted the stamp
into legend status. Owning
one (I don’t!) gives a collector
bragging rights second only to
owning a Jenny Invert (Scott
C3a, the 1918 24¢ carmine rose
and blue airmail error).
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When is it worthwhile to get
an expertizing certificate?
The cash value of a stamp (or cover) is not the only reason to have an
item expertized. Some collectors submit items with low catalog value.
In response to these columns on expertizing, I have received several recent
inquiries asking when it is worthwhile to
expertize a stamp (or cover), and how to go
about it once you decide to have it done.
Going on the theory that once a question is asked by three or more people,
many more have it in mind, I have decided
to devote this column to the first part of
the subject: When is it worthwhile to have
an item expertized?
First let’s establish that the cash value of
a stamp is not the only reason to have it
expertized. That is perhaps the most cited
criterion when a collector wants to establish the identity of a stamp, as well as its
soundness and condition, beyond dispute

Figure 1. Stamps such as these are often submitted to expertizers as being
hoped-for varieties with substantial catalog value. None of the examples
pictured here are genuine: a vertically imperf 1923 2¢ black Harding memorial
stamp, a 1910 4¢ Washington coil line pair, a 1985 25¢ Honeybee coil missing
color, and an imperforate 3¢ Washington from 1873. More often than not, such
stamps, once examined carefully by expertizers, do not qualify as being the
rare variety, as is the case with these examples.
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before buying it or selling it.
We can all understand wanting a certificate when it comes
to buying a stamp. Who wants
to write a big check for a dud?
But selling? Experienced sellers know that offering a stamp
with a certificate stating that it
is genuine and without faults
makes the stamp more salable. And that often justifies a
higher sticker price or a higher
price at auction that will cover
the cost of the expertizing certificate.
In fact the smart seller will
even go to the trouble of replacing an old certificate with
a current one because knowledge and technology have
advanced, and because certificates from even 10 years
ago are not always trusted by
today’s collectors.
Condition is a big deal, even
when there is no doubt about
the stamp’s legitimacy. As
the technology for discovering alterations has improved,
the technology for altering a
stamp by filling in thins, reperfing, regumming, etc. also has
improved.
It is understandable that a
collector will want to be absolutely certain that the stamp
she or he is considering for
that empty space in the album
is as pristine as it looks, or if
the stamp has been altered in
some way, that the price has
been discounted to an appropriate level.
But a stamp does not have to
be expensive for a collector to

want that degree of specificity. Some collectors will go to
the expense of having a stamp
valued at the Scott minimum
of 25¢ expertized. Why? Because they suspect it may be
a reprint or that an overprint is
not genuine, or they are having trouble identifying it due
to watermarks, perforation
measurements or color names
used in a catalog.
What one collector might
consider an extravagance, another sees as a means of achieving certainty, while recognizing
that certainty has a price.
Other collectors will know
enough to identify the possibility that a given stamp might be
the valuable version of what is
otherwise a pedestrian stamp.
How to be certain? Submit the
stamp for expertizing.
Figure 1 shows several
stamps of the types that are
regularly submitted for expertizing by collectors who hope
that they have found a needle
in a haystack. Most often, the
submission represents the triumph of hope over reality.
Just because I am an expertizer does not mean that I am
immune from this. I have submitted items outside my areas
of expertise because I thought
they might have a chance of
being the real things. Though
I have had an occasional win,
my hopes have been dashed
more often than not. Yet it has
been worth it to me to know for
certain.
Figure 2 shows one example,
a used 1938 $5 Calvin Coolidge
Presidential issue, or Prexie,
stamp (Scott 834) on piece
with the other dollar values of
this series (832-833).
I bought the piece while on
a trip because to me it resembled the scarce $5 red brown
Continued on page 8
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Figure 2. Is the 1938 $5
Coolidge Presidential
issue stamp used
on this piece the
scarce red brown and
black variety (Scott
834a)? The Philatelic
Foundation says no.
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Continued from page 6

and black variety (Scott 834a). I don’t own
this variety and have only photos of genuine examples. Even though I thought this
on-piece example was iffy, after I returned
home, I sent it in for expertization anyway.
Scott values a mint example at $3,000
value (in italics indicating a stamp that
can be difficult to value accurately), and a
whopping $7,000 (also in italics) for a used
example.
As I feared, it came back from the Philatelic Foundation identified as “Scott 834,
Carmine and Black, The Carmine color oxidized.” Hope over reality indeed!
In this case I knew one person whom
I thought might be able to buttress my
hope — or dash it — but when I showed
it to him, he declined to offer an opinion.
So I was left with applying for a certificate.
The first expertizing service I sent it to also
declined an opinion.
The Foundation was my third attempt to
get closure. Unfortunately it ruled against
the item.
I offer two methods of saving yourself
the expertizing fee for items that are in the
hope-versus-reality class. The object of
using these resources is to save yourself
the fee if the item is a sure loser.
The first method is to use online libraries of items submitted for expertization
in recent years. The Foundation (www.
philatelicfoundation.org) and the American Philatelic Expertizing Service, often
called APEX (https://stamps.org/services/stamp-authentication), maintain such
libraries. The items can be accessed by
catalog number, and the entry includes a
photograph of the item.
Because negative certificates are not
always kept by unhappy owners, it can be
worth your while to check to see if the item
you are considering to submit for expertization has already been through the pro-

cess with negative results.
The other resource is knowledgeable friends at your local
stamp club and dealers at a
nearby bourse or stamp show.
Such people can often give
you a provisional opinion as
to whether what you have has
enough chance to be genuine
to be worth the cost of submission for expertizing.
Sometimes the friend or
dealer can rule out the item
based on a brief look and a lifetime of experience. If they can
also explain why, so much the
better.
If the response is “I think it
is genuine,” I recommend that
you submit the item for expertization. Be a bit more discriminating if the response is that
the item has a decent chance
of passing muster. In either
case, the decision is yours, and
you don’t have the alternative
of dunning your advisor for the
fee if the item turns out to be
bad.
In the next expertizing column, I plan to look at the big
four experizing services, and
provide information on how to
contact them, the forms they
use, the services they offer,
and their fee structures.

Beware
A reader asked this question:
“I have a block of 2¢ Washingtons, Scott 499, with a row
of blind perfs 7mm below the
center. Does this disqualify it
being considered the imperf
between that is listed for this
stamp?” See Figure 3 for my
own example of this variety of
the 1917 2¢ rose Washington
type I.
Yes, without question this
is not a vertical pair of stamps
with no perforations between,
listed as Scott 499c.
Specialists know that the sixth
row of horizontal pins on lower
panes of 100 of the 2¢ Washington and 20¢ Franklin stamps
was affected on part of what
was probably less than a day’s

Figure 3. At first glance this block
of 1917 2¢ rose Washington type
I stamps appears to contain two
vertical imperforate-between pairs,
but it is an optical illusion caused by
a wandering wheel of perforating
pins. The red arrow at right points
out the horizontal row of perforations
that look like they are missing,
positioned 7 millimeters from the top
of the bottom stamps of the pairs.

production of these stamps.
A similar variety exists on
the 2¢ stamp with the seventh
vertical row of perfs displaced
on some panes. The pins impressed the paper but did not
go through it because the die
wheel did not wander with the
pin wheel.
So you need to look carefully
to see if there are pin impressions, which are called “blind
perfs” by specialists.
The term “imperf between”
as used by Scott editors presupposes that there are no
holes or blind perfs anywhere
within the two stamps that
make up the pair.
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The big four expertizing groups
in the United States
Contact information and details of services offered are provided for the American Philatelic Expertizing Service,
the Philatelic Foundation, Philatelic Stamp Authentication and Grading Inc., and Professional Stamp Experts.
In the expertizing column in the April
20 issue of Linn’s, I wrote about when getting an expertization certificate is a good
idea, and how a collector might spare the
expense of expertizing by using other resources.
These other resources include asking an experienced collector in your local
stamp club or a dealer friend at a show or
bourse. They might be willing to offer an
educated opinion as to whether the item
you have has obvious features that make it
unlikely to pass muster as what you hope
it might be.

Figure 1. The 1¢ Franklin
Bank Note at left, shown
graphically cropped
from a cover, appears
to be a vertical coil, but
no such stamp exists.
The 3¢ Washington
Bank Note next to it
with wide perforations
on the right shows
how such a “rarity”
can be simulated by
simply cutting off the
perforations on the right.
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I left to this column the matter of where
to send your potential treasure to have it
reviewed and certified. There are several
individuals who expertize stamps and covers and some specialty societies that will
give an opinion on items in their areas. In
no way do I want to denigrate their work
or competence. That said, the most widely
accepted and respected certificates are
those from what I call the big four: the
American Philatelic Society’s Expertizing
Service, Philatelic Foundation, Philatelic
Stamp Authentication and Grading, and
Professional Stamp Experts Inc.
Why are the certificates of these groups
more desirable? First they all have several
reviewers look at any given patient (the
item submitted for expertization). That
means that the patient will get a more
thorough examination. What one exper-

tizer might miss, another will
catch. Where one expertizer
might be uncertain, another
with more relevant experience
may be able to come to a definite conclusion.
Often lone expertizers and
expertizers for societies will
also expertize for one or more
of the big four services. In their
fields they may be excellent,
but the big four expertize the
widest range of material and
their multiple eyes on each
patient have made their certificates instantly acceptable by
professionals in the trade.
Let’s get down in the weeds
for each of the big four.
[Editor's note: Expertizing
processes might be impacted
by the coronavirus COVID-19
outbreak. Some of the services
listed here have posted relevant updates on their websites.]
The American Philatelic
Expertizing Service (APEX)
expertizes all U.S. and foreign
stamps and covers. It is located at APS Headquarters, 100
Match Factory Place, Bellefonte, PA 16823; phone 814-9333803; website www.stamps.
org/stamp-authentication.
The website includes an archive of prior expertized items.
Application forms can be
downloaded or requested
through the website. Fees are
based on the catalog value
of the item submitted and
start at $20 for APS members
and $40 for nonmembers for
stamps and covers valued at
up to $200. For items valued

at $1,000 or more, the fee is 3
percent of Scott catalog value
for APS members and 5 percent for nonmembers.
APEX offers the opportunity
to check the status of individual requests on its website. It
also guarantees its opinions.
A flyer from APEX explains its
guarantee: “APEX guarantees
each opinion as follows. If you
purchased this item with an
APEX certificate describing this
item as genuine, and it subsequently is proven to be counterfeit, altered, or misidentified,
APEX will compensate you up
to $5000 under the conditions
listed below. The guarantee
is valid for five years after the
date of the certificate. … ”
The conditions center on
changes to the philatelic item
that have taken place after the
certificate was issued. Further
details are specified on the
website.
The Philatelic Foundation
(PF) expertizes all U.S. and foreign stamps and covers. It is
located at 22 E. 35th St. (on the
fourth floor of the Collectors’
Club of New York) in New York,
NY 10016; phone 212-221-6555;
email
philatelicfoundation@
verizon.net; website www.
philatelicfoundation.org.
Fees are 5.5 percent of catalog or fair market value, with a
minimum of $27 and a maximum of $1,000. Grading of
U.S. or British North American
stamps is available at no extra cost, but must be specifiContinued on page 8
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Figure 2. A faked
imperf used single of
the 1908 5¢ Lincoln
stamp has good
margins except for the
left side, but all the
margins are suspect
as is any imperf single.
Next to it is a certified
horizontal pair of the
imperforate 5¢ stamp.
Even though the top
margin is closer than
some collectors may
like, it is obvious
that this could not
be created from
perforated examples.
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Continued from page 6

cally requested. There is an additional $10
charge for each request that asks for priority service (within 20 business days).
The application form is downloadable
from the website. The website also includes a database of more than 400,000
certified stamps and covers and offers a
variety of literature on the expertizing process. See the website for more details.
Philatelic Stamp Authentication and
Grading Inc. (PSAG) expertizes U.S. and
Canadian philatelic items. The mailing
address is Box 41-0880, Melbourne, FL
32941-0880; phone 305-345-9864; email
info@psaginc.com; website www.psaginc.
com.
Fees begin at $20 with a maximum of
$500. Grading is included if requested.
Also a 20-day express service is available
at $30 per item for most categories.
PSAG offers the opportunity to track
patients submitted and guarantees its
opinions. More details and a downloadable submission form are available on the
website.
Professional Stamp Experts (PSE) expertizes U.S. and U.S. possessions, foreign
stamps and postal history. The mailing
address is Box 539309, Henderson, NV
89053-9309; phone 702-776-6522; email
info@gradingmatters.com; website www.
gradingmatters.com.
Fees are 5 percent of catalog value ($10
minimum). See the website for a detailed
breakdown of fees and a downloadable
submission form.
PSE offers grading, encapsulation and
priority services. It also has a service for
poorly centered or faulty stamps (PC/F
service), recognizing that poorly centered
or faulty stamps with very high catalog
values cannot be sold without a certificate showing authentication. This service
provides a certificate at reduced rates because the selling price of a poorly centered
or faulty stamp will normally be a fraction
of full retail for high quality examples.
See the website for details on these

services. The website also includes literature on expertizing.
As a reminder, I want to mention a couple of things.
What you get from expertizing is an opinion. It is not an
unassailable, final 100 percent
guaranteed finding. It is the
best that can be done given
the experience of the expertizers and the technology available. There will be times when
the experts cannot agree on an
opinion; in this case, the fees
you paid will be refunded or
greatly reduced. See the aforementioned websites for more
information on each organization’s policy.
Keep in mind that the turnaround time required to receive an opinion may run from
20 to 90 days. Some of the
services address this on their
websites and offer expedited
service for a fee and the opportunity to track the progress
of submissions.
The information on the certificate you receive is necessarily brief. Often more information
can be obtained, especially
when a patient has been certified as “not genuine” or the
finding was “no opinion.” Call
the service that did the certificate, provide the certificate
or patient number, and ask
the service administrator. (Be
aware that some offices are
closed during the coronavirus
outbreak, and some mail also is
delayed at this time. For current
information, visit the websites.)

Beware
This column continues to receive inquiries about individual
stamps that are thought to be
imperf or partially perforated in
ways that simulate a genuine
catalog-listed imperf error, or
varieties that are not listed in
the catalogs and don’t exist.
We will examine two examples here.
First is the 1¢ Franklin Bank
Note stamp shown graphically

cut from a full cover in Figure 1.
It appears to be a vertical coil
stamp with no perforations on
the left or right. The problem
is that this stamp was issued
more than 30 years before the
first U.S. coil stamps were produced.
Pictured next to the 1¢
Franklin stamp in Figure 1 is
a 3¢ Washington stamp that
has a natural straight edge at
left and is widely perforated
on the right side. It would be a
simple matter to clip the perforations to make another coil
impersonator. In this case, the
arrow at lower left would give
it away, but there are other
straight edge positions on the
sheet that would make for
more credible coil impersonators. But they would never be
credible enough to fool an expertizer as no genuine coil versions exist of that stamp.
The second example is the
used single of the 5¢ Lincoln
from the 1902-08 Second Bureau Issue shown in Figure 2. It
was submitted for expertizing
as an imperf single — a stamp
that does exist (Scott 315) valued at $1,250. That is quite a
steep increase from the $2 value for a used perforated single
(304). It is a good example of
why imperfs are normally collected in pairs.
This one failed expertizing
because perforations were
clearly removed from a perforated example.
Also shown in Figure 2 is a
genuine mint imperf horizontal
pair. Note that this would be
impossible to fake from perforated examples.
Apparently certified examples of singles do exist, but
they are scarce and would
have a better left margin than
the single shown in Figure 2.
As the Scott Specialized Catalogue of United States Stamps
and Covers says, “Single examples of No. 315 on cover must
be accompanied by a certificate of authenticity.”
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Figure 3. Three versions exist of the Wilkinsburg Stamp Club’s first satirical
souvenir sheet issued in 1961. The type 1 version, which is shown, has two
lines at the top in black.
Continued from page 6

bers for the sake of ease of
reference were assigned, but
they are not necessarily in order of release.
Type I is shown in Figure 3.
Both of the top two lines are
in black. Type II has three lines
of type at the top: “Wilkinsburg Stamp Club” in red, with
the next two lines in black as
in Type I. Type III has just two
lines of text, with the name of
the club in red.
This adds a bit of challenge.
Just when I thought I had a
complete run, I had to search
out the type II because it
turned out I had types I and III
but had never noticed the difference.

Cartoon contest
The cartoon contest stamp
for April was the 1958 4¢ commemorative stamp celebrating the Lincoln-Douglas debates leading up to the 1858
contest between them for a
Senate seat from Illinois. Lincoln lost, but gained national
recognition as a result of his
performance. It also led to
his being nominated for and

8

winning the presidency in the
1860 election.
Of course the coronavirus
pandemic is on everyone’s
mind, so it is not a surprise
that a majority of the entries
played off that subject. The
most inventive came from
Wes Heacock of Port Angeles, Wash., who represents
this group of entries with “Everyone please keep your distance. Six feet away is OK, or
six feet under if you blunder.”
Another pandemic theme
was stimulus money. Laura
and Tom Tomaszek of Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, cashed in with,
“The good news is you each
get $1,200 from the government stimulus. The bad news
is it will be paid in Lincoln
pennies!”
Other Linn’s readers saw
the makings of a first-day ceremony in the scene on the
stamp. From among those entries was this one from Casey
Kielbasa of Cheektowaga,
N.Y., “At least my issuance ceremony wasn’t cancelled!”
Lincoln was a no-nonsense
kind of guy, so the winning
nonphilatelic line by Robert

Harvey of Rome, Pa., seems
possible.
The winning philatelic line
by Dave Schwartz of Commack, N.Y., plays a bit loose
with the year dates in which
events occurred, but it’s an
interesting thought: “And now
up for sale is this extremely
rare 1867 15¢ ‘Z’ Grill stamp,
only 2 exist … Hey wait! That’s
me on the stamp!!!!”
Both winners will receive a
13-week subscription to Linn’s
(a new subscription or an extension).
Here are the best of the
other runners-up:
“I thought this white sport
coat and pink carnation would
be popular, but Wow!, what a
reception!” from Jack Place of
Lampe, Mo.
“Gentlemen, let me assure
you this is the truth. Speaker
Pelosi informed me just last
week,” by Rick Howell of Bed-

ford, Texas.
“I’m glad to be in … Where
are we?” from Stephen Rae of
Napa Valley, Calif.
“I hope that guy Sanders
doesn’t run as a third party
write-in candidate!” by Bennett
Bardfeld of Vineland, N.J.
“And lastly, let us stamp out
the idea of divided houses,”
sent by Fred Zinkann of Montgomery, Ill.
“Tonight we will debate the
pros and cons of a merger of
the Lincoln Motor Company
and the Douglas Aircraft Company,” from Steve Kotler of San
Francisco, Calif.
“Wouldn’t it be more fun if
we were asked stupid questions and talked over each
other?” from Richard Wolf, sent
by email.
Thanks and a tip of the hat
to all who entered. The next
contest will be announced in
the June 8 issue of Linn’s.

Corrections
The U.S. Stamp Notes column in the May 18 Linn’s incorrectly stated that Philatelic
Stamp Authentication and
Grading (PSAG) offers a guarantee with its certificates. For
more information visit www.
stampauthentication.com.
William Wordsworth was
born April 7, 1770, not 1850, as
reported in the article about
Great Britain’s Romantic Poets
stamps issued April 7 (Linn’s,
April 27, page 12). Wordsworth

died April 23, 1850.
The article reporting on the
new United States nondenominated ($1.20) Chrysanthemum global forever stamp
in the April 27 Linn’s included
a table on page 10 identifying
the round U.S. global forever
stamps issued to date. One line
was omitted from that table,
identifying the 2018 Poinsettia
stamp. A corrected version of
the table is published here.
Linn’s regrets these errors.

United States global forever round stamp series
Scott No.

(Postage value when issued) Description

Issue date

4740

($1.10) Planet Earth

Jan. 28, 2013

4814

($1.10) Greenery Wreath

Oct. 24, 2013

4893

($1.15) Earth Sea Surface Temperatures

April 22, 2014

4936

($1.15) Silver Bells Wreath

Oct. 23, 2014

5058

($1.20) Moon

Feb. 22, 2016

5198

($1.15) Echeveria green succulent

April 28, 2017

5311

($1.15) Poinsettia

Aug. 26, 2018

to come

($1.20) Chrysanthemum

April 24, 2020

The U.S. global forever stamps always have a postage value equivalent to the current
first-class international letter rate. The first issue in the series (Scott 4740) was printed in
panes of 20; all that followed were printed in panes of 10. All of the stamps in the series
are self-adhesive and have a die-cut round shape with simulated perforations.
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by John M. Hotchner

Expertizing first days and earliest
documented uses; a correction
Collectors should always check the date of use on early covers. While finding an earliestdocumented use of a stamp issued 100 or more years ago is uncommon, it does still happen.
A question from Linn’s reader Dave
Moore put a different spin on what many
call earliest-known uses (EKUs) for United
States stamps issued into the early 1920s.
These are stamps where a release date is
known, specifically or generally, but the official first day of use is not known. In these
cases, the Scott Specialized Catalogue of
United States Stamps and Covers provides
what it calls an “earliest documented use”
date, or EDU.

Figure 1. Earliest known (or documented) uses fill a gap when there is no
acknowledged first day of use of a stamp. The Scott Specialized Catalogue of
United States Stamps and Covers provides EDU information where needed for
stamps into the 1920s, based on expertizing certificates. The May 24, 1917, EDU
for the $1 unwatermarked perf 10 Benjamin Franklin stamp (Scott 478) is shown.

For the purposes of this column, EKU
and EDU refer to the same thing.
Expertizing determines EDUs, and Scott
editors will change the EDU date based on
a recognized certificate stating an earlier
date than previously documented. This is
a big deal. Not just because accuracy matters, but because there are collectors who
chase EDUs and are willing, even eager, to
pay a significant premium for them.
Take a look at the two dollar-denominated covers shown with this column.
The cover in Figure 1 is the current record holder for the $1 unwatermarked
perf 10 Benjamin Franklin stamp (Scott
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478). The first day is known to
be Dec. 22, 1916, but the first
documented use is May 24,
1917, on the parcel label piece
shown. It has a certificate from
the American Philatelic Expertizing Service (APEX) dated
March 2, 2004.
On cover this stamp catalogs
$3,000 (in italics indicating a
stamp that can be difficult to
value accurately). What would
it cost as an EDU? We can only
guess as it has not been sold
since the certificate was issued.
A solo use of the 1918 $5
Franklin (Scott 524) on a registered cover to Denmark is
shown in Figure 2. Scott does
not provide a precise issue
date for this stamp, but the
catalog notes that it and the $2
stamp (523) were issued in August 1918. The cover has registry backstamps from St. Paul,
Minn., dated March 20, 1920.
For some period of time, this
cover was the record holder.
It has a 2004 APEX certificate
saying “EDU as of certificate
date.”
In 2016 philatelic writer Kevin
Lowther reported the find of
part of a wrapper with a strip
of nine $5 stamps (Scott 524)
canceled in Washington, D.C.,
on March 10, 1919, which had
received a 2016 APEX certificate.
The Scott catalog subsequently changed its listing
to “Earliest documented use:
Mar. 10, 1919 (strip of nine with
Nos. 516, 517 and 537 on piece);

Mar. 20, 1920 (on cover).”
The Scott catalog value for
this stamp on cover is $2,500
(in italics). The EDU should be
worth more.
Because the 1920 EDU was
relegated to secondary status by the new claimant with a
date over a year earlier, its value as the reigning champion
has been diminished. Sic transit Gloria mundi! That said, I am
grateful Scott continues to list
the full cover as a runner-up.
Expertizing EDUs is straightforward. Is the cancel partially
on the stamp and partially on
the envelope (known as the
stamp being tied to the envelope)? Is the cancel genuine?
Is the date in the cancel undisturbed and clear enough to be
read? Is it earlier than the listing in Scott? If these criteria are
met, we have a new EDU, and
the prior record holder is out of
luck.
These hundred years later it
does not happen often, but it
does happen, and it is a good
reason for cover collectors to
always check the date of use
on early covers.
But what of those very early
covers where there is no year
date in the cancellation? And
here is where Moore’s question comes in: “In reference to
some of our early U.S. stamps
and their earliest known uses,
are the EKUs based on dated
cancels or stamp/cover, or are
some based on the contents of
the cover like a dated letter, or
Continued on page 8
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docketing marks on the cover itself (such
as ‘received/date’)?”
My immediate thought was that the
contents might support the cancel, but I
doubt anyone would certify an EDU based
on the contents alone. Since contents and
docketing can be created or swapped, it is
a weak link.
But I expertize 20th-century material
and have not been faced with this problem, so I asked friends at the Philatelic
Foundation (PF) and APEX about their policies.
Lewis Kaufman at the Foundation responded: “Right now, the PF does not
certify EKUs. Given the way new dates are
constantly turning up, we did not believe
it was prudent. Neither would we state ‘It
is an EKU as of the date of the Certificate.’
What we do is simply state that the stamp
is used on cover on a particular date. The
recipient can then research the date and
make a determination for himself.
“In addressing your query concerning
contents, I guess I would say that such determination would be made on a case by
case basis. It is entirely possible we have
relied on contents to determine a date,
but it is more likely positive support would
come from a folded lettersheet to which
the stamp has been affixed. Loose letters
might be problematic, but again, case by
case. I believe the only ‘maybe’ FDC/EKU
that is listed is the Scott No. 7 [1¢ blue type
II] affixed to a printed circular dated July
1, 1851.”
Gary Wayne Loew at APEX said: “I’ve
had many occasions to speak with the
members of the APEX Expert Committee on the subject of EDUs, both US and
foreign. The consensus is clearly that our
Expert Committee is reluctant to call anything an EDU without a cancellation confirming the day, month, and year. In the
case of a cover, even that might not be
sufficient if the stamp and the cancel are
not directly tied.
“In expertizing, the certificates we all issue are defined as ‘opinions.’ Yes, we weigh
the evidence and identify facts. But the
conclusions we reach are still called opinions; they are not themselves facts. When
there is uncertainty about a subject such
as an EDU, we do not rely upon a ‘majority vote’ among the Committee members.
If unanimity cannot be reached, I am very
reluctant to declare something an EDU.
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Figure 2. This March 20, 1920, registered cover to Denmark is the former record
holder for the $5 Benjamin Franklin stamp (Scott 524). It was superseded by a
strip of nine $5 stamps on piece with a date more than a year earlier.

While I strive to avoid issuing a No Opinion certificate,
sometimes that is the most
appropriate decision. This is
especially true for APEX certificates, as we are the only ones
who issue a guarantee with our
certificates.”

A correction
Apropos of the last point,
in my last expertizing column
(Linn’s, May 18), I erred in saying that Philatelic Stamp Authentication and Grading Inc.
(PSAG) offers a guarantee on
its opinions.
J. Randall Shoemaker of
PSAG wrote to say that item
No. 5 in its terms of submission
clearly states:
“Authentication and Grading is performed by PSAG staff,
knowledgeable
collectors
and professional philatelists.
These opinions are subjective and due to new information, may change from time to
time. PSAG does not guarantee the accuracy of any opinion expressed by its Expert
Committee regarding any item
submitted for authentication
and makes no warranty or representation and shall bear no
liability whatsoever to the customer for the opinion or grade
applied to any item.”
I regret the error.

In correspondence with
Shoemaker, he also mentioned
that an alliance with Harry Brittain has enabled a new PSAG
service. Brittain, who holds a
doctorate in physical chemistry, is a fellow of the American
Association of Pharmaceutical
Sciences and the Royal Society of Chemistry, and is a PSAG
expert.
“Harry Brittain created the
Center for Philatelic Forensics,” Shoemaker said. “His approach to color is to use infrared spectroscopy to identify
the pigments in the ink of a
stamp. After that, he uses optical microscopy (reflectance
mode) to study the surface
details of the pigment layers,
comparing those of a reference to those of a patient. He
has a full-scale reflectance
spectrometer that acquires
spectra in the visible region,
and will eventually use this for
better color evaluation.”
PSAG also announced that
it “is now offering a 10% discount to all subscribers to
Linn’s Stamp News for a basic
PSAG certificate. This discount
applies only to our basic minimum charge of $35 and does
not include any additional
discounts or our new forensic
analysis charge which will be
$5 per patient.”
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by John M. Hotchner

Expertizing color varieties of the 2¢ carmine
Washington stamps and the 1919 3¢ violet Victory issue
Early U.S. stamps that were produced over many years often can be found
in a range of colors. Not all of these colors are listed by Scott.
A consistent problem for expertizers of
United States stamps is shades of intended colors.
When a proposed color was approved
by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing
(from 1894 onward) and the Post Office
Department, on-press rendering began
true to expectation. But over time, ink
components could change. Small changes in mixing the components could alter
the final result, or an occasional mistake
could creep in.
Also post-printing conditions, such as

Figure 1. Comparing
the dark strip of
three miscut 1923
2¢ Washington coil
stamps to normal
carmine stamps from
this era might lead
some collectors to
believe they have
found a relatively
scarce carmine lake
variety. However that
is not so in this case.
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sunlight and exposure to chemicals, could
slightly alter the printed color.
The result is that early stamps, especially those produced over several years
or in large quantities, can often be found
in a range of differentiable colors. Some
of these colors are mentioned in the Scott
Specialized Catalogue of United States
Stamps and Covers and some are listed
with small alphabetical letters as a significant variety, often with a fancy value.
This seems simple enough. The exper-

tizer just needs to
match the stamp
with the right color
description. But it’s
not. Scott doesn’t,
nor could it practically, list every
known color variety; these varieties
sometimes extend
to a dozen or more
for a specific stamp.
This means that
there are shades in
between the normal
and listed varieties.
A collector who
happens on one of
these may think he Figure 2. The block of the 1926 2¢ Washington
has found the holy behind the plate number single is a true carmine
grail and submits lake color. The single is darker than the normal
carmine, but not dark enough to be carmine lake.
the stamp for a certificate. It then falls to an ex- stamp that is shown in Figure
pertizer to determine whether 1 along with an example of a
it makes the grade, or falls into normal carmine line pair. You
the close but no cigar catego- will notice that the strip is quite
ry.
dark. It was submitted for certiIn this column, I am present- fication as the elusive carmine
ing a few examples in order of lake.
difficulty.
The American Philatelic ExThe first is the 1923 perf pertizing Service (APEX) exper10 2¢ Washington coil stamp tizers reviewed it, compared it
(Scott 599). Scott lists the nor- to reference examples and
mal stamp as carmine and concluded that it is the deep
also notes that there is a deep carmine shade.
carmine variety with the same
More problematic is the
35¢ catalog value for unused plate number single of the 1926
examples. But there is also a 2¢ carmine Washington (Scott
listing for a carmine lake stamp 634) shown in Figure 2. It was
(Scott 599b) with a $300 cata- submitted for expertization as
log value in italics. (Italics indi- the carmine lake variety (634b).
cate a stamp that can be diffi- The plate single is shown on
cult to value accurately.)
top of a block of certified 634b
Look at the miscut partial stamps. You can compare.
Continued on page 8
plate number coil strip of this
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Figure 3. The basic 1919 3¢ violet World War I Victory stamp (upper left) is shown
with seven other stamps that do not match the three color varieties listed in the Scott
Specialized Catalogue of United States Stamps and Covers. Because of the range of colors,
this stamp is a challenge to collectors and expertizers alike.
Continued from page 6

Scott also mentions the existence of
carmine red and carmine rose stamps, but
without their own catalog numbers.
The plate single in Figure 2 is clearly not
the routine carmine; neither is it red nor
rose. But it isn’t dark enough to be carmine
lake. What to do?
After the experts finished with this one,
APEX issued a certificate calling the plate
single dark carmine, a color variety not included in the catalog at all.
Even more difficult to deal with is the
1919 3¢ violet World War I Victory stamp
(Scott 537), which catalogs at $10 hinged,
unused. Scott also lists a deep red violet variety (537a) with a catalog value of
$1,250 in italics for an unused stamp; light
reddish violet (537b), $150 unused; and red
violet (537c), $200 unused.
Take a look at the range of colors that
exists for this stamp as shown in Figure 3.
Not one of these precisely matches the
catalog-listed colors, except for the basic
violet stamp in the upper left. All of the

others are varieties of it or an
almost-listed variety.
What does an expertizer do
when faced with such color varieties? If the expertizer has examples of the varieties to use
for comparison that is a plus.
Alternatives exist, however.
A reference guide can be constructed from certified examples that have been pictured in
color plates in major auctions.
There also is the color plate
in R.W. White’s Encyclopedia
of the Colors of United States
Postage Stamps, Vol. IV.
White begins his encyclopedia of stamp colors with the
1847 stamp issue, and Scott
537 is the last regular issue
in Vol. IV, published in 1981.
White’s four colors for that 1919
3¢ Victory stamp are shown in
Figure 4. Unfortunately there is
no similar comprehensive ref-

erence for subsequent issues.
Expertizers working with a
patient (a stamp submitted
for expertizing) must carefully
assess whether it precisely
matches a known example (either another certified example
or a photograph of one). It is a
matter of careful judgment for
a skilled expertizer to make the
call, and the match must be
precise and made in excellent
light, sometimes with multiple
types of lighting and magnification as well.
There is no prize for almost.
And in my experience as well
as in consulting available databases of previously expertized stamps, that is what well
over half of all submissions for
these color varieties are.
I would even go so far as to
say that some of the older certifications of Scott 537a, 537b
or 537c would not pass muster
today. How they got certified
in the past is a mystery to me,
and to the extent they are used
as a matching resource today,
they are problematic.
All of this is to say that there
is a reason that expertizing
findings are called opinions
and are never represented to
be unalterable fact. So much
depends upon the diligence
and experience of the expertizer and the resources used.
There is no room for guessing,
even informed guessing.
Continued on page 10

Figure 4. The best reference for the catalog-listed colors of the 1919 3¢ World War I Victory is this color plate from R. H. White’s Encyclopedia of the Colors of
United States Postage Stamps, Vol. IV, published in 1981. The Victory stamp is the last regular issue listed in Vol. IV of the reference work.
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Figure 5. Shown side-by-side are two 6¢ stamps
from the Washington-Franklin series of 1908-22.
The orange stamp is as issued. The brown stamp
has absorbed and been changed by sulfur oxide.
Continued from page 8

In a recent Scott 537 expertizing request,
two well-known and well-regarded expertizers declined an opinion because they
did not have adequate reference material.
It was the responsible thing to do.

Beware
Every so often a collector will send in for
review a brown stamp similar to the example on the left in Figure 5, one where the
design is shown in the Scott catalog but

there is no listing for a brown
version. The collector wants to
know if it is a rare error.
Such stamps are neither rare
nor errors.
These stamps were usually
printed in orange, and the 6¢
orange Washington stamp is
shown with the brown version
in Figure 5.
The cause of the darkening
of the color is the absorption of
sulfur oxide or hydrogen sulfide by components of the ink.
Perhaps the process is pushed
along by moisture, heat or
light, but it is a natural process
rather than a man-made fraud.
The effect is most often seen
on early orange revenues, the
1918 Curtiss Jenny 6¢ airmail
stamp (Scott C1), the 1898
Trans-Mississippi 4¢ (287), the
6¢ Washington stamps of the
Third Bureau Issue and the 6¢

Garfield stamps of the Fourth
Bureau Issue.
The affected stamp’s original
color can often be restored by
a very careful application of a
weak bleach solution or a weak
solution of hydrogen peroxide.
I would recommend experimenting with common, used
stamps using small amounts of
the chemical on a cotton swab
or the type of paintbrush often
used to paint ship or airplane
models. Be very careful if trying this with a mint stamp.
Keep in mind that it is highly
unlikely that anyone is going to
discover a new or unlisted error
from the first hundred years of
U.S. stamps. These stamps have
been handled by generations of
collectors and studied by philatelic scholars. Anything unusual
will have already been reported
and will be on the books.

John M. Hotchner to receive Philatelic Foundation’s
2020 Neinken medal for distinguished service
The Philatelic Foundation is awarding
its 2020 Neinken medal to John M. Hotchner for distinguished service to philately.
The award, originally scheduled to be
given during a ceremony and reception
at the Collectors Club in New York City on
Oct. 27, 2020, will be presented in October
2021 because of the COVID-19 pandemic.
A collector since the age of 5, Hotchner has been a devoted leader, writer and
active participant in the advancement of
organized philately at the international,
national and local levels.
Hotchner served on the board of the
American Philatelic Society for 16 years,
including a term as the society’s president. He has served as a member of the
National Postal Museum’s Council of Philatelists for 20 years, and he served 12
years as a member of the United States
Postal Service’s Citizens’ Stamp Advisory
Committee.
He is a co-founder of the American
Association of Philatelic Exhibitors and
served as an AAPE board member for 32
years, including two terms as president.
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John M. Hotchner is the recipient
of the Philatelic Foundation’s 2020
Neinken medal for distinguished
service to philately.

In 2004 he received the Luff
award for outstanding service
to the APS, and in 2013 he received the Charles J. Peterson Philatelic Literature Life

Achievement award “for furthering philatelic knowledge
through philatelic literature.”
In 2017 he was invited to
sign the Roll of Distinguished
Philatelists.
A prolific writer, Hotchner
is a contributing editor for
Linn’s Stamp News and has
authored Linn’s popular weekly U.S. Stamp Notes column
since 1986. His articles have
also appeared in Scott Stamp
Monthly, American Philatelist,
Philatelic Communicator, United States Specialist, La Posta
and numerous other publications.
The Neinken medal, first
presented in 1981, was renamed three years later in
honor of Mortimer L. Neinken
(1896-1984), the prominent
American philatelic researcher, author and former Philatelic Foundation chairman.
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by John M. Hotchner

Specialist expertizers, a critical
resource and a double-edged sword
In some collecting areas, there are few specialists who have the knowledge to provide
expertization of stamps and covers. Sometimes these specialists also are dealers.
Linn’s reader Sid Morginstin of Bordentown, N.J., recently wrote to present an
expertizing ethics problem. He is a specialist expertizer, which I define as an independent solo performer with expertise
in a specialized area, oftentimes a dealer
as well.
Morginstin fits that definition. He runs the
Negev Holyland Auctions and is a specialist
expertizer in the postal stationery of Israel
and some other related Holy Land areas.
In his message to me, Morginstin makes
the point that he does not issue certificates, but others do, and that is the crux of
the problem he writes about:
“For example, Joe B is a recognized expert in the postal history of Upper Slobovia. He is active in its society. There are not
many dealers who handle Upper Slobovia.
Joe B happens to be the largest such dealer. I have no problem with him issuing a
certificate on an item. However, I do object
to Joe B then offering that item for sale.
“Ancillary to this, I am also afraid that if
one of Joe B’s competitors sends him a
very rare item for a certificate, Joe B may
state that it is ’not genuine’ so that the
competition does not get the publicity or
business.
“Now the question arises: what if Joe B
is the only recognized expert in Upper Slobovia? Do we have to trust him? What can
be done?”
I have several reactions. It is certainly a
given that there is an opportunity for mischief when a single individual accumulates power through knowledge. That said,
and I am no Pollyanna, it’s my experience
that the dealers and collectors in our hobby are honest to a degree greater than the
general population.
Thus it is my baseline expectation that
specialist experts can be relied upon to do
the right thing when applying their knowledge in rendering opinions on stamps and

6

covers submitted for expertization. For one thing, they are
proud of their knowledge and
their reputation and do not want
to put the latter in jeopardy.
As I have said before in this
column, I am a fan of multiple
sets of eyes examining any
patient (a stamp or cover submitted for expertization), but in
some collecting areas this is
not possible.
In the case where a specialist expertizer has a financial interest in an item being expertized, there is indeed potential
for mischief, and I can understand why Morginstin would
not want a dealer to be selling
something he or she had determined to be genuine.
On the other hand, if the
dealer stands behind the certificate to the extent that he
guarantees a refund within a
year or so of purchase should
a competent authority determine that the item is not as
described, I would not object
to the expert selling the item
on his own behalf or that of another owner.
Indeed if he is the only expert and the primary dealer in
the field, I as an owner would
want him to be the seller. It
would disadvantage me if the
dealer said: “Yep, it’s genuine
all right. Now, here’s your certificate. Take it elsewhere to
sell it. I can’t because some
think if I sold it, it would be a
conflict of interest.”
So, as with so many things
in this life, clear yes and no

answers can be elusive, and
we are forced to contend with
shades of gray and to make
decisions on incomplete information. There are some guidelines, though, as follows:
a. Is the expertizer/dealer a
member of professional organizations, such as the American
Stamp Dealers Association or
the American Philatelic Society,
entities that have codes of ethics such that membership indicates a clean ethical record?
b. Is the expertizer/dealer a
member of the relevant specialist organization or organizations? Does he contribute
articles to the society journal?
This speaks well to both level
of knowledge and to the level
of respect in which he is held.
c. Does the expertizer/dealer also expertize for one of the
expertizing institutions in the
United States or abroad?
d. Can the expertizer/dealer
provide references regarding
his operations?
e. Does the expertizer/dealer have a printed statement of
qualifications and a statement
of the services provided, specifying fees, his responsibilities
and your rights? Specialists
who hold themselves out to be
an expert for hire should have
such statements.
f. If the expertizer/dealer accepts material consigned for
sale or operates an auction,
be certain to read the terms of
sale carefully. There should be
no surprises after the sale.
Continued on page 8
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Figure 1. Genuine,
certified classic imperf
stamps in premium
condition, such as
these examples from
the United States,
Spain and France,
are relatively scarce.
The most desirable
examples often
command prices
near and even above
catalog value.

Continued from page 6

Once you have done your homework
and feel good about the services and
terms, you may also feel confident that
you can move forward.
You must still keep in mind that an expertizing opinion, whether from an expertizing organization or from a specialist
expertizer, is just that: an opinion. Much
as we are tempted to look at opinions as
conclusive, they are the best opinion that
can be reached at a moment in time based
on knowledge, reference material and the
tools available.
So one other thing to look for in any expertizer is a healthy level of humility in addition to a healthy level of self-confidence.
Specialist expertizers especially (since no
one is checking their work) must know
when they are in over their heads, when to
seek help and when to decline an opinion.
The motto of every first-class expertizer
is “Seek certainty — and distrust it. Never
guess!”

Beware
The fact that a given stamp is genuine as
described on a good certificate does not
necessarily mean that its selling price ought
to be anything near catalog value. There is
the matter of condition to be assessed, especially when it comes to imperf classics.
Ancient wisdom does not go out of style,

and the following passage
from Chats on Postage Stamps
by Fred J. Melville, published in
1911, is worth remembering:
“… with old used stamps, especially the imperforates, really fine copies cannot always
be got at the prices indicated
for them in the standard catalogues. … the beginner would be
well advised to choose even his
(apparently) common stamps
with painstaking regard to their
perfection of condition. …”
What this means is that
lightly canceled, undamaged
stamps with four margins,
such as those from the United States, Spain and France
shown in Figure 1, are unusual
and command a premium. Only
a small percentage of existing
stamps meet this standard.
Most of these early imperfs
were separated by scissors or
a knife or by using a ruler. Postal personnel paid little, if any,
attention to the collectability of
the stamps they were selling.
So most do not have four margins, and even lightly canceled
examples were often pinned to
a sales board by a dealer be-

fore reaching a collector.
The result is that after running the gauntlet of separation, cancellation and retailing
to collectors, precious few perfect early stamps exist. Most
look more like the examples
from the United States, Spain
and France shown in Figure 2.
So you may be surprised to
see perfection priced near or
even above catalog value, but
what you should guard against
is paying those sorts of prices
for the types of stamps shown
in Figure 2.
Pricing of stamps can sometimes represent the triumph
of hope over reality. In fact the
fewer the margins, the less
perfect the condition and the
heavier the cancel, the faster
the retail price should fall as a
percentage of catalog value.
The harsh reality is that
an average example of even
a scarce stamp should be
priced a good deal less than
catalog value, even as low as
5 to 10 percent for a sound but
flawed stamp with one or two
margins, a heavy cancel and
damage.

Figure 2. Faulty stamps, even if genuine such as these examples from the United States, Spain and France, should be heavily discounted from catalog value.
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by John M. Hotchner

Measurements and knowledge
inform expertizing judgements
step-by-step examinations of two pairs of early 20th-century 2¢ stamps
to determine if they are genuine coil stamp pairs or not.
Expertizing can be as much art as science. Take the patients (stamps submitted
for expertization) shown in Figure 1.
In order to reach a conclusion on whether they are genuine items as described by
the submitters, there is a certain amount
of measuring that needs to be done. Such
measurements are objective: The patients
either meet the criteria or they do not. But
after that, additional observations depend
upon the knowledge and experience the
expertizer brings to the table.
The pair at left in Figure 1 was submitted as a mint pair of Scott 444, the 1914
2¢ George Washington horizontal coil,
design type I, flat-plate printed, perf 10
vertically with a single-line watermark. A
never hinged pair catalogs $120 in the current Scott Specialized Catalogue of United
States Stamps and Covers.
Measuring the design shows that it is
indeed a flat-plate product. Flat-plateprinted stamps are shorter and thinner
(generally 18.5 millimeters to 19mm wide
by 22mm tall) than rotary-press-printed
stamps (generally 19.5mm to 20mm by
22.5mm to 23mm). This is confirmed by
light offsetting of some of the dark framelines on the back of the stamps, which is a
characteristic of flat-plate printing.
A look with a 10x magnifier confirms that
the submitted stamps are indeed type I.

And holding these stamps up
to a strong light shows a clear
single-line watermark.
So much for science, now
comes the art. First the expertizer needs to know that there
is a readily available source for
fakes of Scott 444. It is Scott
409, the same basic stamp but
imperforate. So after it the submitted pair has passed the first
three tests, the expertizer has
to look carefully at the top and
bottom margins. And then look
carefully at the perforations.
In the example in Figure 1
there is plenty of margin at the
top and bottom such that the
stamps are about 25mm high.
Fake Scott 444 stamps can
also be made from Scott 425,
the 2¢ type I flat-plate sheet
stamp, by trimming top and
bottom perforations. But doing
that most often leaves a stamp
that is not tall enough.
There is still another cause
for concern because the imperf edges must be straight
from left to right and exactly
parallel from top to bottom.
The imperf edges on our pre-

Figure 1. Are these 1914 2¢ George Washington and 1908 2¢ Washington Shield coil pair candidates genuine or fake?
The accompanying article describes how an expertizer would come to a conclusion on each pair.
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sumed Scott 444 are well done,
but not perfect. When coils are
manufactured from imperfs, it
is nearly impossible to cut them
so they will pass this test, especially with multiples. In this case
the top imperf line slightly peaks
above the central perforations,
and the left hand bottom margin is slightly shorter than the
bottom margin at the right.
Now on to the perforations.
Often with fakes they will not
measure correctly. In this example they do match up well
with the standard perforation
gauges. But they fail when
compared using the United
States Specialist gauge, also
known as the Kiusalas gauge.
Figure 2 shows this gauge.
Created by Richard Kiusalas in
the mid-1960s for specialists
in U.S. stamps, it has various
settings for perforations commonly believed to be the same.
For example and relevant to
our patient, there are three
perf 10 measurements: 10-79,
10-80 and 10-81. The second
set of numbers refers to the
spacing between the holes in
thousandths of an inch.
Referring to The Expert’s
Book: A Practical Guide to the
Authentication of United States
Stamps Washington/Franklin
issues, 1908-1923 by Paul W.
Schmid reveals that genuine perforations for this coil
would be 10-79 on the Kiusalas
gauge. The perforations on this
pair are a perfect 10-80, a minor but important difference.
Continued on page 8
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that can be difficult to value
accurately.)
For the submitted 1908 2¢
Washington Shield pair, the
stamps are type II. The genuine perforations are 12-66,
and these match perfectly.
The holes are a good match
to those found on the sheet
stamp, and that is where these
stamps originated.
The cuts top and bottom are
not parallel: The stamp on the
right is slightly taller than the
one on the left. Neither has
enough margin to be a genuine coil.
The Philatelic Foundation
looked at this pair in 1973 and
found that “it is not a genuine
coil pair.”

Figure 2. The Kiusalas
gauge allows for more
precise measurement
of perforations
on United States
stamps that have a
common standard
measurement, perf 10
for example, but owing
to different equipment
used, have a different
spacing between the
holes. For example,
there are three perf 10
measurements: 10-79,
10-80 and 10-81. The
second set of numbers
refers to the spacing
between the holes in
thousandths of an inch.

Beware

Continued from page 6

There also is the question of the shape
of the holes. Genuine perforation holes will
be slightly elongated, with a consistent
roughness in the holes. On our presumed
Scott 444 stamps, the full holes seen between the stamps are too round and too
clean or perfect inside. This can be seen
in Figure 3, in which our presumed Scott
444 is shown from the back at top. Shown
below is a 1¢ perf 10 horizontal coil pair.
In addition, note that the holes on the 2¢
pair are too large compared to those on
the 1¢.
So the bottom line is this pair submitted
as Scott 444 is a fake. The 1998 certificate
from the American Philatelic Society Expertizing Service states: “United States,
Scott No. 409, altered pair, unused, original
gum, genuine, but with fake perforations,
added to resemble #444.”
Now let’s go back to Figure 1 and apply what we have just learned to the 1908
2¢ Washington Shield pair submitted as a
Scott 322 candidate. This is the horizontal
coil, perf 12 vertically, type II, that catalogs as a mint pair in Scott at $17,500. The
value is in italics. (Italics indicate a stamp
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Speaking of perforations, the
spectacular hyphen-hole perforations on the 1¢ booklet pane
in Figure 4 would be a puzzle for
a collector trying to find them in
the Scott catalog. The reason is
that no such perforations were
ever applied to U.S. stamps.
This booklet pane falls into
the “if it sounds too good to be
true, it probably is” category.
I’ve seen this type of perforation described as “possibly a

Figure 4. Are the odd perforations on
this booklet pane an experimental
effort to make separation easier?
No, they are the product of a fertile
imagination and a razor blade.

rare experimental perforation,”
with a price to match the word
“rare.”
In fact the booklet pane is
likely the product of someone
with a fertile imagination using a
razor blade to carefully remove
every other perforation hole. It’s
an impressive looking item, but
it is a fabrication using a genuine booklet pane.

Figure 3. On
top, the Scott
444 candidate
from Figure
1 is shown
from the back.
Compare the
perforations
to those of
the genuine
1¢ pair (Scott
443) pictured
below.
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by John M. Hotchner

How to transform younger,
specialized collectors to expertizers
John Hotchner, an expertizer for more than 30 years, thanks his mentor
and recommends an apprenticeship program for future expertizers.
I remember a phrase from my youth that
will probably resonate with many Linn’s
readers, “Beggars can’t be choosers!”
What has that to do with philately?
It applies to the fact that there are never
enough willing and competent people to
do all the things that need doing. There
are not enough collectors to reach out to
encourage and mentor those new to the
hobby, not enough new exhibitors coming
into the field to fill all the frames at stamp
shows, and not enough people willing to
serve as officers in clubs and societies to
bring to life the great ideas proposed to
serve the membership.

Figure 1. This pane of 50 1963 5¢ John James Audubon commemoratives
has been folded to show both normally printed stamps and an offset on the
back (see lower right) from a Giori press impression roller.
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And of interest to this column, there are not enough
younger people willing to offer
their services as expertizers.
Most expertizers have volunteered in their later years after
decades of experience in their
specialty areas. However that
was not how I started.
One day 34 years ago, I received an invitation from the
American Philatelic Society to
consider joining the expertizing committee based on my
then 10 years of experience
as a Linn’s contributor, articles
on errors, freaks and oddities
(EFOs) in the United States
Stamps Society’s journal the
United States Specialist, and
exhibits I had prepared. With
some trepidation, I said yes
and laid out the areas where
I thought I could contribute:
20th-century United States and
worldwide printing varieties.
A year or so ago, a colleague
suggested that there should
be a test to determine if applicants are qualified to be an
expertizer in a given branch of
the hobby. In a perfect world,
I would love the idea. But beware the law of unintended
consequences: Make it more
difficult to become an expertizer, and the result is likely to
be even fewer expertizers.
And I am not at all sure that
the problem is lack of competence on the part of today’s
expertizers, so much as a paucity of collectors in the pipeline
who will become tomorrow’s
expertizers.

Looking back, I am certain
that when I began I would not
have passed an objective test.
The fact was I didn’t know
nearly enough to function as
an expertizer on my own, and
this became painfully obvious
when I began doing the work.
I was lucky in that the sainted
George Brett was the primary
expertizer in my chosen field,
and he was willing to mentor
me. One of the benefits of having more than one person look
at submitted material, which
expertizers call “patients,” was
that I was able to offer opinions and Brett was able to critique them: Had I noticed this?
Had I considered that? Would
another explanation for why a
patient was or was not genuine
make more sense?
In effect I was an apprentice
for the next almost 20 years
until Brett passed away in 2005.
During that time, I built my own
reference collection (still a
work in progress), purchased
books, subscribed to society
journals, and read widely in
older publications.
Being young and too confident when I began, I am now
older, much more experienced
and less confident. That was
the value of being mentored.
And that is the model I would
like to see more of. Instead of
waiting for senior philatelists
to volunteer as expertizers, I
would like to see a more formal apprenticeship program
where younger specialists are
paired with an experienced
expertizer to learn both theory
and practice with live patients.
I believe that the trade can
be taught, and my hope would
be that we could identify and
invite younger collectors who
have become specialists and
teach them the art and sciContinued on page 8
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Figure 2. The reverse
impressions on all of
these stamps occurred
because they were
stored under pressure
in humid conditions, and
when they were pulled
apart, some of the design
of adjoining stamps was
left on the gum.

Continued from page 6

ence of expertizing, including some formal
classroom training.
Today’s experts could be talent scouts
for such a program, though volunteers
should be welcomed also. This makes
much more sense to me than subjecting
the relatively few volunteers to the possibility of failing a test.
With an apprenticeship program, expectations of a participant would be reasonable. When I first began expertizing, I
almost felt like I was thrown into the deep
end of the pool. I was expected to know it
all, and I plainly did not.
Allowing collectors new to the field of
expertization a period of familiarization,
learning and practice would be helpful.
They would not have to know everything
right away and be correct every time.
As siblings sometimes do, one of my
older sons used to tease the youngest because he hadn’t mastered what the older
son had learned in math. I was proud of
the youngest who responded, “I’m only 6 …
I’m not supposed to know that yet.”
What a sense of reality and even humility that answer conveyed. And isn’t it true of
all of us as we develop specialties? Most of
us have a sense not only of what we know,
but what we don’t know. And that is OK because knowledge comes with experience.

A reverse image and a warning
Shown in Figure 1 is a folded-over pane
of the 1963 5¢ John James Audubon issue
(Scott 1241) with the back of the stamps
showing in the lower right. Reverse im-

ages of the stamp
design are printed
on the gum on one
full stamp and parts
of three others. This
is a genuine production error.
It could happen in the era of
this stamp (and later) on sheetfed presses. Here’s how. Ink is
deposited on the plate, in this
case a Giori press plate, meaning that all colors are on the
same plate. Then a sheet of
paper that will carry 200 images of the new stamps (four post
office panes of 50) is inserted
into the press.
An impression roller pushes
the paper against the plate under tremendous pressure, and
the image is transferred to (printed on) the front of the paper.
But if a misfeed of paper occurs, the plate may deposit
some of the images on the impression roller, which will in turn
deposit the images on the gum
side of the next sheet through
the press. That image will be
clear, consistent and complete.
Now we get to the beware
part.
I have recently seen an EFO
price list that includes several examples of what are presented as genuine printed-onreverse errors that are at best
ink transfers due to stamps
stored under pressure in humid
conditions. Four examples are
shown in Figure 2: the 1972 8¢
Colonial American Craftsmen
block of four, the 1959 8¢ World

Figure 3. Shown as the front (at left) and back (at right) of a pair of 13¢ Flag Over Independence
Hall coils, this pair was created when a stuck-together coil roll was pulled apart.
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Peace Through World Trade
commemorative, the 1954 1¢
George Washington definitive
of the Liberty series, and the
1937 2¢ Army stamp.
Genuine examples of this
type of error will always be exact matches to the stamp on
the front, as shown in Figure 1.
Clearly the three single stamps
in Figure 2 do not qualify.
But what about the 8¢ Colonial American Craftsmen plate
block? It is also not the error.
Recall I said that the genuine error can only occur on
sheet-fed press stamps. This
is a web-fed product, and the
image, though matched to the
stamp on the front, is not consistent or complete.
At worst these examples are
intentional creations to mimic
the error. At best they are accidents. In any case they happened after production and
should not be represented as
errors or genuine varieties.
I will throw in a related caution. The 13¢ 13-Star Flag
Over Independence Hall pair,
shown front and back in Figure
3, is from a coil roll that had
stuck together. Stamp paper
is composed of layers, and, in
this case, the roll being pulled
apart split the paper.
There is a gummed layer
over the design as seen in the
pair at left showing the front,
and that layer is missing from
the back, as can be seen on
the pair at right in Figure 3.
When viewed from the back,
this appears to be a freakish
reverse printing. The first time
I saw one of these was many
years ago, offered with a fancy
price tag in an ad.
In reality they are simply
damaged stamps that not even
the U.S. Postal Service would
accept as valid postage.
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U.S. Stamp Notes
By John M. Hotchner

Responding to readers’ comments
and questions about stamps
One letter writer suggests that stamps and covers submitted for
expertization be called ‘suspects’ instead of ‘Patients.’
Do you remember the introduction to
the old Perry Como show on television:
“Letters, we get letters, we get stacks
and stacks of letters … ”?
These days, I get some letters, but I also
get emails, lots and lots of emails. Mostly
they are questions, but sometimes they
contain commentary. I thought I would
share a few from both categories in this
expertizing column.
I received this commentary from reader Levin Messick of Yorba Linda, Calif.:
“I get a kick out of the use of the word
‘Patient’ by expertizers. That word implies that the stamp is ill, perhaps. Actually, I think that the stamp could be more
properly described as either the ‘Subject’ or perhaps as the ‘Suspect.’ I like
‘Suspect’ myself.”
The term “patient” predates my involvement in expertizing, which goes
back about 35 years. It seems properly

Figure 1. The 5¢ Theodore Roosevelt stamp on
this cover to Germany has gauge 10 perforations
at top and bottom which suggested to the owner
that perhaps it was a rare error. Unfortunately he
misread the Scott catalog description.
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descriptive to me, because
the expertizer is engaged in
trying to discover whether the
patient is well (genuine in all
respects) or ill (some sort of
fake, or genuine but flawed).
This is done by means of
tests and observation by experienced practitioners. And
while there is no degree
called “doctor of philately,”
the training and experience
of a first-class expertizer are
equivalent.
I feel that the term “subject”
is too general, and “suspect”
is too pejorative, bringing to
mind a police detective. “Suspect” is accurate in the sense
that the expertizer approaches every item submitted for
expertizing with skepticism,
accumulating evidence to try
to prove that the suspect is
guilty of being found out. This
approach is necessary because the objective of expertizing is for the item submitted to prove itself genuine in
all respects,
and the expertizer has
to eliminate
any doubt
that it might
be
otherwise.
Whatever
term
you
use, an expertizer is
a combination of gumshoe
and
diagnosti-

cian, working with an inanimate object that can speak,
but only to someone trained
to hear. On balance, I think I
will stick with “patient” for the
time being.

Question from Germany
The next email is from a collector in Germany who writes:
“A few weeks ago I found in
my grandfather’s stamp collection an envelope franked
with an American stamp from
1925. It was the 5¢ Theodore
Roosevelt with a perforation
of 10 on top and bottom.
“I tried to find the value
of this stamp in the www
[World Wide Web] and
found amounts from $1.50
to $12,000. Now, I’m a little
bit confused … and no local
stamp dealer could help me
with that. …”
“Certainly I know that a certificate of authenticity is not
free of charge, but before I
give an order to do a certificate for my stamp, I need to
know if it’s worth that. No
one needs a certificate for a
stamp which is worth $1.50.”
Figure 1 shows the envelope with the 5¢ Theodore
Roosevelt stamp and a closeup of the stamp.
When the gentlemen mentioned the $12,000 in his
email, he was likely referring
to Scott 557c, the 1922 5¢
dark blue Theodore Roosevelt stamp that the Scott
Specialized Catalogue of UnitContinued on page 8
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Continued from page 6

Figure 2. The genuine
perf 10 top or bottom
error, known on
stamps produced
in 1922 and 1923, is
illustrated by this
perf 10 top example
of the 2¢ George
Washington stamp.

ed States Stamps and Covers describes
as “Perf. 10 at top or bottom.” In the 2021
Scott U.S. Specialized catalog, No. 557c
is valued at $10,000 used and $18,000
on cover. Both values are in italics, indicating an item that can be challenging to
value accurately.
The key word in the Scott description
for this variety is “or.” The error is perforated 10 at the top or the bottom.
The error occurred because a length of
old perf 10 pins was mistakenly used to repair a broken perf
11 pin wheel, causing a part of
one horizontal row of perforations to be partially perforated
with the wrong gauge. An example from my collection, a
2¢ George Washington stamp
that is perf 10 at top, is shown
in Figure 2.
This mistake must have happened over a significant period of time because the variety
is known on the perf 11 issues
of the Washington-Franklins (Scott 499518; on the 1¢, 3¢ type II, 6¢, 8¢, 9¢, 11¢,
12¢, 15¢, 30¢ and 50¢), and the Fourth Bureau Issue (551-573; on the 2¢, 4¢, 5¢, 10¢
and 25¢). Yet almost all affected stamps
issued between 1920 and 1922 seem to
have been used unrecognized, because
the phenomenon was not discovered
until years later. The Scott catalog did
not recognize them as errors with their
own listings until about 20 years ago.
The surviving examples (likely printed
and sold in the 1922-23 period) are few
and far between, and all are priced in the
thousands of dollars.
Of course it is still possible to find these
in old collections, albums, mixtures and
dealer stock books. But the gentleman
from Germany only got as far as measuring the top and bottom perforations on
his on-cover stamp and wondered if he
indeed had a valuable stamp.
In fact what he had was Scott 586, the
1924 perf 10 by 10 version of the 5¢ Roosevelt, which is valued at $6 on an international surface-rate cover in the 2021
Scott U.S. Specialized catalog.

Yellow paper
Here is another question from a Linn’s
reader: “I possess two copies of USA
Scott 1288 (the 15¢ Oliver Wendell Holmes sheet stamp of 1968) in mint con-
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dition, but one is printed on
yellow paper and the other
on white. I could find no reference to this stamp having been printed on different
color papers. Since my copies are mint-never hinged, it
is unlikely that a white paper
stamp was chemically treated to convert it to yellow, and
then regummed.”
Figure 3 shows an example
of the 1968 15¢ Oliver Wendell Holmes sheet stamp as
issued, printed on white paper.
I agree we can put aside
the idea that the paper was
intentionally altered to yellow, and then the stamp was
regummed. But there are other possibilities of the faker’s
art that could alter the paper
color, although it would be
difficult to make that kind of
change.
I begin an assessment
(without seeing the yellow
stamp) by observing that this
is the first such report I have
seen. Is that important? If this
were a production variety,
one would expect to have
seen reports of anything so
obvious earlier than 50-plus
years after the stamp was issued.
This stamp was a product
of the U.S. Treasury Department’s Bureau of Engraving and Printing (BEP), which
printed most U.S. stamps in
that era. The BEP was not
above testing new papers and
new ink — even new equipment — without bothering to
tell the collecting community.
To the BEP, minor changes
in the appearance of stamps
were not a big deal so long as
the final product was acceptable for use.
So if I owned this stamp and
wanted to track down its bona
fides, I would write to the BEP
to ask if its records showed
any such experimentation
with this stamp. And I also
would ask that whatever the

Figure 3. Could this 1968 15¢ Oliver
Wendell Holmes stamp have been
printed on yellow paper instead
of white? Only the printer, the U.S.
Bureau of Engraving and Printing,
would be able to say for sure.

answer to the first question,
could someone on the current staff look at the stamp
to determine whether it could
be a genuine printing variety.
It is not guaranteed that anyone could because the BEP
stopped printing U.S. postage
stamps in 2003 when it lost
the Postal Service contract. It
wasn’t that the BEP was doing
a bad job, rather that moving
the printing of U.S. stamps to
the private sector resulted in
lower prices.
Now, 17 years later, no one
on staff at the BEP would have
much recollection of stamp
printing issues, let alone what
might have occurred in 1968.
So what can we conclude?
Because prolonged exposure
to sunlight or intense artificial
light can alter the whiteness
of the paper (without affecting the gum), my working theory would be that the stamp
in question would likely be
altered. But an authoritative
answer confirming authenticity could only come from the
printer of the stamp.
The most an expertizer
could say, if he or she cannot conclude the stamp has
been altered, is that the paper color is unexplainable; in
which case, an opinion would
be declined.
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By John M. Hotchner

Paper fold occurred on
1967 Christmas stamp
Also of note: discoloration on the first u.S. self-adhesive stamp
and controversy over the first Christmas stamp.
Paper folds are seldom seen in modern philately, but they are not unknown.
The 1967 5¢ Madonna and Child by
Hans Memling Christmas stamp (Scott
1321) plate number block of four with a
paper fold shown unfolded in Figure 1
and folded in Figure 2 is a good example
and an appropriate one at this time of
year.
This foldover happened to the lower
right corner of a sheet of 200 of these
stamps between printing and perforating. Had it occurred before printing

Figure 1. This 1967
5¢ Christmas stamp
suffered a corner
fold between the
printing of the design
and perforating and
trimming. The result,
unfolded, is shown here.
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there would be
a gap in the bottom right stamp
design next to the
plate number, and
the missing part
of the stamp design would have
been printed on
the bit of margin
over the design in
Figure 1.
After perforating,
the
pregummed
sheet was trimmed,
with the foldover
in place, to remove
excess
marginal
paper. With the
fold unfolded, you
can see that some
of the excess paper was left.
Apparently the
sheet of 200 with
the fold in place
was cut into four
50-stamp panes
to send to post ofFigure 2. The block of four in Figure 1 is shown here
fices. Some lucky with the foldover in place.
customer bought
the affected pane and was and it publishes an awardsmart enough to keep the winning quarterly journal, the
plate block intact, thus pre- EFO Collector, that includes
serving it for philately.
a members’ auction. If you
He or she likely got a nice don’t have internet access,
return on the 20¢ investment drop a line to EFOCC Secrein the block of four.
tary Scott Shaulis, Box 549,
If you have an interest in Murraysville, PA 15668-0549
production varieties such as for additional information.
these, you may want to look
up the Errors, Freaks and UnDiscolored
Oddities Collectors’ Club on- dove weather vane
It is very hard to find exline at www.efocc.org. The
Continued on page 8
club has an excellent website,
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For some reason — perhaps
the envelope paper absorbs
the self-adhesive gum as it
ages — some usages have
retained their bright white
appearance on cover.
For comparison, pictured
below the cover in Figure 3
is a block of the stamps exhibiting the normal discoloration.

Christmas stamp controversy
Figure 3. The insured
cover above bears
10 examples of the
1974 10¢ self-adhesive
Christmas stamp.
Note that they are
bright white as issued.
Pictured below the
cover is an unused
block of these stamps
that shows the normal
aging process of the
self-adhesive gum,
which discolors the
front of the stamps,
ruining their bright
white appearance.
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Continued from page 6

amples of the first United States’ selfadhesive stamp, the 1974 10¢ Christmas
stamp showing a dove weather vane
(Scott 1552), that are not discolored.
This was a surprise to the Postal Service, though perhaps not to Avery Products Corp., which supplied the self-adhesive paper to the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing, the printer of the stamps.
As time passed, the adhesive on the
great majority of these stamps has aged
and that process has discolored the
stamps from the back. This discoloration
also is easily visible from the front.
If you want to get examples of this
self-adhesive stamp for your collection
that are in pristine condition as issued,
the most likely place to find them is on
cover.
Figure 3 shows such a cover franked
with 10 self-adhesive stamps, plus a
1976 13¢ Christmas stamp (Scott 1702).

Why did it take so long for
the United States to issue its
first Christmas stamp? One
reason was the expected
blowback from people who

contended that doing so
would be a violation of the
separation of church and
state doctrine.
Sure enough, when in response to mounting pressure
from the public the Post Office Department overcame its
fears and issued a 5¢ Christmas stamp on Nov. 1, 1962
(Scott 1205), the naysayers
expressed their opinions despite the fact that the stamp
design was not overtly religious. An example is the
printed message on the cover in Figure 4.
Continued on page 10

Figure 4. This cacheted, unmailed cover tries to make the case that the
United States’ first Christmas stamp in 1962 was “in open contempt of the
law.” Such protests failed, and Christmas stamps would become a popular
and much-anticipated part of the U.S. annual stamp program.
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Madonna and Child stamps
began in 1966 with the aforementioned 5¢ stamp showing Memling’s Madonna and
Child and has continued ever
since.
In 1970 the Post Office Department saw the wisdom
(and the potential profits) of
issuing two distinct designs for
each year, one
with a religious
theme and one
with a nonreFigure 5. The U.S. Christmas issues for 1963, 1964 and 1965 featured the national Christmas
ligious theme,
tree, holiday flora and an angel with trumpet weather vane, respectively.
often referred
Continued from page 8
to as traditional and contemThe message on the cover is headed porary, respectively.
in large red letters: IN OPEN CONTEMPT
The traditional theme that
of the LAW. A red arrow points to the 5¢ year was Nativity by Lorenzo
Wreath and Candles Christmas stamp, Lotto (Scott 1414), and the
which is affixed to the cover but is not contemporary designs feacanceled.
tured four antique toys (1415Now that the camel’s nose was in the 1418). Figure 6 shows these
tent, so to speak, court challenges were five 6¢ stamps.
declined and the incredible demand
Beginning in 1991, each
for Christmas stamps was manifest, the new Christmas saw multiple
Post Office Department continued to is- stamp designs released for
sue Christmas stamps.
the contemporary theme and
Figure 5 shows the next three Christ- an increase in formats to inmas issues, all 5¢ stamps. The designs clude sheet stamps, bookwere conservative, showing the nation- lets and coils of various sizes,
al Christmas tree and the White House and in 2018, a souvenir sheet.
on the 1963 stamp (Scott 1240); holly,
At least of late, when the
mistletoe, poinsettia and a sprig of co- Postal Service had a lot of
nifer on the 1964 block of four (1254- leftover traditional stamps
1257); and an angel
with trumpet weather
vane in 1965 (1276).
A run of mostly

from a previous year, those
have been sold instead of
creating and issuing a new
stamp.
The bottom line is that
Christmas stamps have become a big part of the stamp
program, and collectors are
willing to pay the price because the stamps are generally attractive and meaningful. I can think of only a few
designs that were so awful I
refused to buy them.
The challenge in the future
will be to continue to come
up with designs that are creative, colorful and celebratory without being gaudy.
I would add that it is also
important to avoid repetitive designs — with one exception. Some years ago the
Postal Service announced
that it intended to go in a different direction instead of
depictions of the Madonna
and Child for its traditional
stamps.
The public reaction was
loud and clear, and the White
House suggested to the
Postal Service that this decision needed to be reversed.
So the question is how long
can the Postal Service find
quality classic art to use for
this theme?

Figure 6. In 1970 the U.S. Post Office Department began issuing Christmas stamps with religious (traditional)
themes while also offering holiday stamps with nonreligious (contemporary) themes.
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